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EAR Reader, it is our pleasure to present to you Posi-
tion Papers of the 2015 Federated Conference on Com-

puter  Science  and  Information Systems (FedCSIS),  which
took place in Łódź, Poland, on September 13-16, 2015. This
is the third year when position papers have been introduced
as  a  separate  category  of  contributions.  They  represent
emerging research papers and challenge papers. The former
present preliminary research results from work-in-progress
based on sound scientific approach but presenting work not
completely validated as yet. The latter propose and describe
research challenges in theory or practice of computer science
and information systems.

D

FedCSIS 2015 was organized by the Polish Informa-
tion  Processing  Society  (Mazovia  Chapter),  Wrocław
University of Economics, Systems Research Institute Pol-
ish Academy of Sciences and Łódź University of Tech-
nology. FedCSIS was organized in technical cooperation
with:  IEEE  Computer  Society,  IEEE  Region  8,  IEEE
SMC Technical Committee on Computational Collective
Intelligence, Computer Society Chapter Poland, Gdańsk
Computer Society Chapter, Poland, Polish Chapter of the
IEEE  Computational  Intelligence  Society  (CIS),  ACM
Special Interest Group on Applied Computing,  European
Alliance for Innovation (EAI), Łódź ACM Chapter, Com-
mittee of the Computer Science of the Polish Academy of
Sciences, Polish Operational and Systems Research Soci-
ety,  Mazovia  Cluster  ICT and  Eastern  Cluster  ICT
Poland.  Furthermore,  the  10th International  Symposium
Advances  in  Artificial  Intelligence  and  Applications
(AAIA'15) was organized in technical cooperation with:
International Fuzzy Systems Association, European Soci-
ety for Fuzzy Logic and Technology, International Rough
Set Society and Polish Neural Networks Society.

The following FedCSIS 2015 events included position pa-
pers in their program:

• AAIA'15—10th International  Symposium  Ad-
vances in Artificial Intelligence and Applications 
◦ AIMA'15—5th International  Workshop  on

Artificial  Intelligence  in  Medical  Applica-
tions 

◦ WCO'15—8th Workshop  on  Computational
Optimization 

• CSS—Computer Science & Systems 
◦ BCPC'15—1st International Workshop on Bi-

ological,  Chemical  and  Physical  Computa-
tions 

◦ CANA'15—8th Computer Aspects of Numer-
ical Algorithms 

◦ IWCPS'15—2nd International  Workshop  on
Cyber-Physical Systems 

◦ WAPL'15—5th Workshop  on  Advances  in
Programming Languages

• iNetSApp'15—3rd International  Conference  on
Innovative Network Systems and Applications 
◦ EAIS'15—2nd Workshop  on  Emerging  As-

pects in Information Security 
◦ SoFAST-WS'15—4th International  Sympo-

sium on Frontiers in Network Applications,
Network Systems and Web Services 

◦ WSN'15—4th International  Conference  on
Wireless Sensor Networks 

• IT4MBS—Information Technology for Manage-
ment, Business & Society 
◦ ABICT'15—6th International  Workshop  on

Advances in Business ICT 
◦ AITM'15—13th Conference on Advanced In-

formation Technologies for Management 
◦ ISM'15—10th Conference  on  Information

Systems Management 
• JAWS—Joint Agent-oriented Workshops in Syn-

ergy 
◦ ABC:MI'15—10th Workshop on Agent Based

Computing: from Model to Implementation 
◦ MAS&S'15—9th International  Workshop on

Multi-Agent Systems and Simulations 
◦ SEN-MAS'15—4th International  Workshop on

Smart  Energy Networks  & Multi-Agent  Sys-
tems 

Each event constituting FedCSIS had its own Organizing
and  Program  Committee.  We would  like  to  express  our
warmest gratitude to members of all of them for their hard
work attracting and later refereeing 379 submissions.

FedCSIS 2015 was organized under the auspices of Prof.
Lena  Kolarska-Bobińska,  Minister  of  Science  and  Higher
Education, Andrzej Halicki, Minister of Administration and
Digitization,  Prof.  Michał  Kleiber, President  of  the Polish
Academy  of  Sciences,  Witold  Stępień,  Marshal  of  Łódź
Province,  Hanna Zdanowska,  Mayor  of  the City of  Łódź,
and Prof. Stanisław Bielecki, Rector of Łódź University of
Technology. 

FedCSIS was sponsored by the Ministry of Science and
Higher Eduction, Intel and Samsung.

Maria Ganzha, Co-Chair of the FedCSIS Conference 
Series, Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Warsaw, Poland, and Warsaw University of 
Technology, Poland
Leszek Maciaszek, Co-Chair of the FedCSIS Conference 
Series, Wrocław University of Economics, Wrocław, Poland 
and Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
Marcin Paprzycki, Co-Chair of the FedCSIS Conference 
Series, Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Warsaw and Management Academy, Warsaw, 
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HE AAIA'15 will bring researchers, developers, practi-
tioners, and users to present their latest research, results,

and ideas in all areas of artificial intelligence. We hope that
theory and successful applications presented at the AAIA'15
will be of interest to researchers and practitioners who want
to know about both theoretical advances and latest applied
developments  in  Artificial  Intelligence.  As  such  AAIA'15
will provide a forum for the exchange of ideas between theo-
reticians and practitioners to address the important issues.

T

TOPICS

Papers  related  to  theories,  methodologies,  and  applica-
tions in science and technology in this theme are especially
solicited.  Topics covering industrial issues/applications and
academic research are included, but not limited to:

• Knowledge Management
• Decision Support Systems
• Approximate Reasoning
• Fuzzy Modeling and Control
• Data Mining
• Web Mining
• Machine Learning
• Combining Multiple Knowledge Sources in an

Integrated Intelligent System
• Neural Networks
• Evolutionary Computation
• Nature Inspired Methods
• Natural Language Processing
• Image Processing and Interpreting
• Applications in Bioinformatics
• Hybrid Intelligent Systems
• Granular Computing
• Architectures of Intelligent Systems
• Robotics
• Real-world Applications of Intelligent Systems
• Rough Sets

PROFESSOR ZDZISLAW PAWLAK BEST PAPER AWARDS

We are proud to announce that we will continue the tradi-
tion started during the AAIA'06 Symposium and award two
"Professor Zdzislaw Pawlak Best Paper Awards" for contri-
butions which are outstanding in their scientific quality. The
two award categories are:

• Best Student Paper - for graduate or PhD students.
Papers qualifying for this award must be marked
as "Student full paper" to be eligible for considera-
tion.

• Best Paper Award for the authors of the best paper
appearing at the Symposium.

Candidates for the awards can come from AAiA and all
workshops organized  within its  framework (i.e.  AIMaViG,
AIMA, ASIR, CEIM, LQMR, WCO).

In addition to a certificate, each award carries a prize of
300 EUR provided by the Mazowsze Chapter of the Polish
Information Processing Society.

IFSA AWARD FOR YOUNG SCIENTIST

During the Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Appli-
cations (AAIA) Symposium, the International Fuzzy Systems
Association (IFSA) Best  Paper Award for Young Scientist,
will be presented.

Candidates for the awards can come from AAiA and all
workshops organized  within its  framework (i.e.  AIMaViG,
AIMA, ASIR, CEIM, LQMR, WCO).
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Abstract— Difficulties have been associated with accurately 

diagnosing patients with thyroid dysfunction (PTD); however, 

measuring thyroid hormone levels in all individuals is 

challenging. We successfully constructed a prediction model for 

PTD by adopting pattern recognition methods using a 

combination of six routine laboratory tests, and identified 21 

new PTD using our screening method, which was executed at 

two health check-up centers. In the present study, we newly 

introduced time-series variations in routine tests as additional 

parameters in order to develop the model by eliminating the 

influence of individual differences in routine tests. We 

constructed self-organizing maps (SOM) using the time-series 

traceable data of 13 PTD and 45 healthy individuals. We then 

investigated the locations of 140 projected false positives in our 

previous study on SOM and found that the number of false 

positives markedly decreased, thereby demonstrating the 

progression of our new model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ATIENTS with thyroid dysfunction (PTD) are often 

overlooked and misdiagnosed. For example, 

thyrotoxicoses have been misdiagnosed as a heart disease or 

malignant tumor of the digestive tract, while hypothyroidism 

has been misdiagnosed as muscle, heart, or liver disorders or 

hyperlipidemia in general screening by doctors or internists. 

Therefore, these patients frequently receive the wrong 

treatment [1]-[4]. Thyroid dysfunction progresses slowly as a 

result of PTD being overlooked or misdiagnosed in addition 

to patients often not being aware of and tolerating their 

                                                           
 This work was supported in part by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 

Research (23590811, 26460777) from the Japan Society for the Promotion of 

Science. 

symptoms, which results in many patients remaining 

unexamined.  

Thyroid specialists previously reported difficulties in 

identifying PTD based on physical findings alone; therefore, 

the measurement of TSH levels is considered indispensable 

[5], [6]. However, TSH levels cannot be measured in all 

individuals who visit a clinic due to the associated costs, such 

that receiving a full health check-up in this regard is difficult 

in terms of cost-effectiveness and remains a topic of debate 

[7]. 

Since an excess or lack of thyroid hormones influences the 

whole body and produces abnormal routine test results, we 

attempted to construct a predictive model using an 

appropriate set of routine tests, which are measured in the 

health check-up system, in order to detect PTD using a 

low-cost method. In our previous studies, we analyzed the 

routine test data of PTD and healthy individuals using three 

types of pattern recognition methods (PRM) [8]-[10] in 

addition to medical statistics. We found that PRMs with three 

parameters (an elevation in alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and 

decreases in serum creatinine (S-Cr) and total cholesterol 

(TC)) [11]-[13], or four parameters (the previous three 

parameters in addition to an elevation in heart rate (HR)) [14] 

allowed accurate screening for hyperthyroidism 

(thyrotoxicosis). We also reported that PRMs with another set 

of four parameters (elevations in lactate dehydrogenase 

(LDH), S-Cr, and TC, and a lower red blood cell count 

(RBC)) allowed accurate screening for hypothyroidism [15]. 

We applied these predictive models to the screening of 4,355 

Japanese people whose routine test data had already been 

measured in the general health check-up system, referred to 

as “the Ningen Dock”, at JR Sendai Hospital between July 

2008 and December 2011, and identified 7 overt PTD (2 

P
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patients with Graves’ disease, 2 with painless thyroiditis, and 

3 with hypothyroidism), who were subsequently treated by 

thyroid specialists [14], [16]. None of the 7 PTD had 

expressed concerns regarding their health. We also applied 

these predictive models to the screening of 8,831 examinees 

of the Ningen Dock at Tohoku Kosai Hospital, which is a 

larger scale institution than JR Sendai Hospital, between 

September 2011 and March 2013, and successfully identified 

14 overt PTD (8 patients with Graves’ disease, 2 with 

painless thyroiditis, and 4 with hypothyroidism) [17]. 

Although we identified 21 undetected PTD, there were 218 

false positives (91 at JR Sendai Hospital and 127 at Tohoku 

Kosai Hospital) in our screening who were subsequently 

found to be normal after measuring serum levels of thyroid 

hormones (free thyroxin (FT4) and thyroid stimulating 

hormone (TSH)). Most of these false positives originated 

from the low threshold of the predicted probability (60%) in 

the screening to prevent false negatives. An analysis of the 

screening results at the Ningen Dock of Tohoku Kosai 

Hospital revealed that setting a higher threshold value for 

probabilities (85%) that satisfied the condition of not 

overlooking patients with Graves’ diseases and with overt 

hypothyroidisms, who were found in the screening, decreased 

the number of false positives to 45 [17]. Although this 

threshold level caused two false negatives, both were patients 

with painless thyroiditis who did not require medical 

treatment; therefore, overlooking these cases did not yield 

any clinical problems. 

We found that many of the time-series variations in the 

routine tests of false positives did not always change toward a 

pattern characteristic of a thyroid dysfunction. In order to 

quantitatively evaluate these time-series changes, we parsed 

time-series variations by calculating the average rates of the 

annual time-series variation (RATV) in each of the routine 

test data between previous and current visitations to the 

Ningen Dock. We only selected cases suspected of 

thyrotoxicosis in our screening with a previous visitation 

record to the Ningen Dock of within three years. In each 

time-series traceable subject, we significantly decreased the 

number of false positives from 140 to nine, while maintaining 

the true positives of Graves’ disease, by simultaneously 

plotting both the predicted probability and average RATV in 

a scattergram [18]. 

In the present study, we attempted to construct an 

advanced predictive model with PRMs, especially 

Self-Organizing maps (SOM), by introducing the 4 RATVs 

of routine tests (ALP, S-Cr, TC, and HR) in subjects 

suspected of having thyrotoxicosis in our screening to 

analyze RATV more non-linearly than our former analysis. 

We then determined whether introducing RATV into the 

SOM model improved diagnostic accuracy. 

This study was approved by the Ethical Review Boards of 

Tohoku Kosai Hospital and JR Sendai Hospital. Data of all 

subjects were handled using linkable anonymization.  

II. SUBJECTS AND METHODS 

A. Subjects 

At the Ningen Docks of JR Sendai Hospital (between July 

2008 and December 2014) and Tohoku Kosai Hospital 

(between September 2011 and March 2013), we identified 13 

true positives (6 at JR Sendai Hospital and 7 at Tohoku Kosai 

Hospital) and 140 false positives (104 at JR Sendai Hospital 

and 36 at Tohoku Kosai Hospital) of thyrotoxicosis in our 

screening, whose previous visitation records to the Ningen 

Dock were within three years. Furthermore, 45 healthy 

female controls were collected from the Ningen Dock of JR 

Sendai Hospital to train normal data for the SOM model; 

therefore, 198 subjects were parsed in the present study. In 

those screened, we used the predictive screening tool shown 

in Figure 1 and obtained the predictive probability for 

examinees after inputting six routine tests and the  

presence/absence of medication with dyslipidemic 

therapeutic drugs. The threshold level of the predicted 

probability for the need for hormone measurements was set to 

60%. The mean ± SD interval days of visitation was 383±68 

days for true positives, 379±79 days for false positives, and 

399±100 days for healthy controls; every interval day was 

nearly equal to a year. 

 

 

Fig.  1. The interface of our simple screening tool based on a predictive 

model that instantaneously yields classification results for 

examinees if their routine test (ALP, S-Cr, TC, LDH, RBC, and 

HR) data are input [17]. 

 

Table 1 shows the 13 patients (true positives) with 

thyrotoxicosis identified by our screening. The clinical and 

laboratory features of each patient shown in the table are the 

current visitation values. The diagnostic results of patients 

who consulted the Thyroid Outpatients Service of JR Sendai 

Hospital or Tohoku Kosai Hospital according to our 

encouragement after our screening are shown for 

hyperthyroidism as Graves’ disease or destructive thyroiditis 

(painless or sub-acute). 
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B. Rates of annual time-series variations in routine tests 

In order to handle each time-series variation in the routine 

tests quantitatively, we calculated the rates of annual 

time-series variations in each subject’s routine test data 

between previous and current visitations to the Ningen Dock 

[18]. In this calculation, we divided the interval days of 

visitations in each subject by 365 days in order to normalize 

inconsistencies in the interval day; therefore, the rate of the 

annual time-series variation (RATV) was obtained by the 

following equation: 

  

365

1

pcp

pc

R DDR

RR
v

�
u

�
              (1) 

where v and R denote the RATV and measured value of 

each routine test (ALP, TC, S-Cr, and HR), and D denotes the 

visitation date to the Ningen Dock. Subscript c denotes the 

current visitation, while p denotes the previous visitation to 

the Ningen Dock. Therefore, ALPv , TCv , CrSv
�

 and HRv  

were obtained for each subject. 

C. Analyses using pattern recognition methods 

As we reported previously [11]-[13], [15], routine test data 

were analyzed using three types of PRMs together in order to 

make our predictive model more robust. The first method, 

SOM [8], is a simplified model that reflects biological neural 

networks that realize character extraction in the cortex, and is 

also a non-linear extension of a principal component analysis 

in statistics. This method is superior in terms of classification 

capability and visualization of data distribution. If the SOM 

prepared from the samples from individuals with definite 

diagnoses shows clustering reflecting these diagnoses, we 

have the ability to predict which patients have thyrotoxicosis 

by determining the locations of individuals with unknown 

diagnoses projected on the SOM according to their routine 

test data. Furthermore, by analyzing the characteristics of the 

data within the component plane for each parameter, it is 

possible to select parameters that are useful for making a 

diagnosis [11]-[13], [15]. In the present study, we used the 

SOM_PAK package [19] after adding a facility of our own. 

We then adopted Bayesian regularized neural networks 

(BRNN) [9]. This is a multi-layer neural network, but was 

extended to include the Bayesian probability framework for 

treating model parameters in order to avoid defects such as 

overfitting, which are encountered in the conventional 

maximum likelihood approach. We used the Software for 

Flexible Bayesian Modeling package [20] by Neal for the 

BRNN. We then adopted the support vector machine (SVM) 

[10] with the LIBSVM package [21] and selected radial basis 

function kernels. We showed in Figure 1 the interface of our 

predictive screening tool [17], which displays the three types 

of predictive outputs for both hyperthyroidism and 

hypothyroidism in an examinee. The calculated probabilities 

by BRNN and SVM are given by %. We judged through 

visual observations whether each examinee had a thyroid 

dysfunction as well as the degree of severity by noting the 

location projected on the SOM (labeled by a yellow star). 

In the present study, we added four RATV parameters 

( ALPv , TCv , CrSv
�

, and HRv ) to the set of four routine 

tests (ALP, TC, S-Cr, and HR) used to date; therefore, we 

adopted a set of eight parameters (ALP, TC, S-Cr, HR, 

ALPv , TCv , CrSv
�

, and HRv ) to construct the predictive 

model by using the SOM. We initially constructed the SOM 

using the training data set (13 true positives and 45 healthy 

controls) to determine whether these eight parameters had the 

ability to classify these two groups. One hundred and forty 

TABLE �. 

CLINICAL AND LABORATORY FEATURES OF 13 TIME-SERIES TRACEABLE PATIENTS WITH OVERT THYROTOXICOSIS IDENTIFIED IN OUR 

SCREENING, WHOSE PREVIOUS VISITATION RECORDS TO THE NINGEN DOCK WAS WITHIN THREE YEARS 

 
Subject 

No. 
Sex Age Diagnosis 

FT4 

(ng/dL) 

TSH 

(�IU/mL) 

ALP 

(IU/L) 

S-Cr 

(mg/dL) 

TC 

(mg/dL) 

HR 

(/min) 

Tohoku 

Kosai 

Hospital 

K1 Female 41 Painless Thyroiditis 1.76*1 <0.01 216 0.47 164 81 

K2 Female 54 Graves' Disease 3.24*1 <0.01 154 0.37 131 89 

K3 Male 54 Graves' Disease 3.56*1 <0.01 376 0.65 148 70 

K4 Female 57 Graves' Disease 3.35*1 <0.01 396 0.57 134 81 

K5 Female 61 Graves' Disease 3.65*1 <0.01 375 0.33 128 58 

K6 Female 47 Graves' Disease 2.25*1 <0.01 392 0.45 146 92 

K7 Female 41 Graves' Disease 3.78*1 <0.01 306 0.53 128 80 

JR 

Sendai 

Hospital 

JR1 Male 48 Painless Thyroiditis 1.8*2 <0.005 198 0.56 184 102*3 

JR2 Male 48 Graves' Disease 5.6*2 <0.005 494 0.56 106 74*3 

JR3 Female 35 Graves' Disease 5.35*2 <0.005 468 0.33 162 85*3 

JR4 Female 42 Thyrotoxicosis*4 2.2*2 0.008 135 0.44 171 92*3 

JR5 Female 49 Thyrotoxicosis*4 1.99*2 0.092 122 0.51 132 80*3 

JR6 Male 51 Graves' Disease 3.28*2 <0.005 391 0.67 165 85*3 

*1: The reference range of FT4 in the Tohoku Kosai Hospital Ningen Dock was 0.70-1.48[ng/dL] 

*2: The reference range of FT4 in the JR Sendai Hospital Ningen Dock was 0.90-1.70[ng/dL] 

*3: Heart rate in JR Sendai Hospital was the pulse rate measured by an automated sphygmomanometer (sitting position), 

   while heart rate in Tohoku Kosai Hospital was determined by ECG (recumbent position). 

 We corrected the pulse rate to heart rate using a regression formula [14] when calculating predictive probabilities. 

*4: No diagnosis was given to patients who did not consult the JR Sendai Hospital Thyroid Outpatient Service. 
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false positives were then projected onto the SOM and the 

number of false positives who were located inside the zone of 

true positives, that is, the number of unavoidable false 

positives, was counted. We then evaluated the accuracy of the 

present extended model by comparing the number of our 

present SOM to that of the SOM in our previous study. 

III. RESULTS 

A SOM called a grey map that was constructed using a set 

of 8 parameters is shown in Figure 2A. In the following SOM, 

true positives (patients with Graves’ disease were represented 

by red numbers, while patients with painless thyroiditis 

(/thyrotoxicosis without diagnosis) were represented by 

orange numbers) and healthy individuals (represented by 

green numbers) were distributed in two distinctive zones. 

True positives were located on the left, and healthy 

individuals were located on the right. Patients with severe 

Graves’ disease (high FT4 level) were more likely to be 

distributed in the deeper area of the left patient zone, whereas 

those with painless thyroiditis (/thyrotoxicosis who had a 

mild FT4 level) were more likely to be distributed inside the 

left patient zone, but closer to the healthy individual zone, 

such as JR1 (PT), JR4, and JR5. The characteristic 

distribution in this SOM was similar to our previous findings 

in which the SOM was constructed using a set of three or four 

routine tests [13] [14]. These distributional differences made 

it possible to analyze the characteristics of parameters 

specific to thyrotoxicosis and use them to differentiate 

patients. 

We showed the component planes (Fig. 2B) accompanying 

Fig.  2. Features of true positives of thyrotoxicosis were prominently characterized by variations in 8 parameters such as routine tests (ALP, TC, S-Cr, 

and HR) and their RATV. Red labels show 9 true positives with Graves’ disease, orange labels show 4 true positives with painless thyroiditis 

(/thyrotoxicosis without diagnosis), and green labels show healthy controls. 

(A) Grey map of SOM in which true positives and controls were distributed according to the rule that samples that have a similar set of  

    parameters lie nearer, while samples that have different test results lie further away. The calculation was performed under the following   

    conditions: neuron number: 30 × 20, neighboring radius r = 20, learning coefficient = 0.15 and learning frequency: 50,000.  

(B) Eight component planes of SOM for each parameter, in which locations of true positives and healthy subjects are all the same as in A, 

    but those with high or low values of these parameters are represented with colors. 

A 

B 
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the grey map (Fig. 2A), which gave the same location of all 

samples in Figure 2A, but indicated the level of a given 

parameter for each sample from high (red) to low (blue). The 

component planes enabled an instantaneous judgment to 

identify valuable routine tests in order to discriminate patients 

with thyrotoxicosis from healthy individuals. The four 

component planes (ALP, TC, S-Cr, and HR) showed the 

characteristic ups and downs of the 4 routine tests (slightly 

elevated ALP and HR and slightly lower TC and S-Cr) in 

patients with thyrotoxicosis who were distributed over the 

left area, and another four component planes concerning 

RATV showed ups and downs in accordance with time-series 

variations in routine tests. The level distribution of each 

RATV was almost similar to that of the routine test itself; 

however, some different distributions were observed in 

places within the zone. The distribution of HRv  was the 

highest (red) in the lower-left area in which K2 and K4 were 

located, while the distribution of HR was mild-high (green to 

yellow) in that area. In contrast, the distribution of HR in the 

lower-middle area in which healthy individuals HF61 and 

HF109 were located was the highest (red), whereas that of 

HRv  was mild-low (green) in that area.  

Figure 3 shows the same SOM as that shown in Figure 2A; 

however, 140 false positives (normal of both FT4 and TSH, 

Fig.  3. The same SOM as that shown in Figure 2, but with 140 false positives (with normal FT4 and TSH, represented by blue labels) projected onto it. 

(A) Gray map of the original SOM by Kohonen.  

(B) A chart-type SOM on the sheet of Microsoft Excel using the same codebook vector obtained in the original SOM shown in 3A. 

    Each of the red, orange, and green cells denotes that the cell has subjects with Graves’ disease, painless thyroiditis (/ thyrotoxicosis without 

    diagnosis), and healthy controls, respectively. Numbers in the blue-bolded cell denote the number of false positives projected onto that cell.

A 

B 
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represented by blue labels) were projected onto it. In Figure 

3A (grey map of the SOM by Kohonen), approximately half 

of the subjects were projected around the border region of 

two groups (thyrotoxicosis (left) and healthy individuals 

(right)), and only several subjects were located in the deeper 

left area of the left zone, while the others were dispersedly 

located in the right healthy region. In order to assist in 

evaluating these numbers quantitatively, we introduced a 

chart-type SOM on a sheet of Microsoft Excel, as shown in 

Figure 3B, using the same codebook vector obtained in the 

original SOM shown in Figure 3A. Each of the red, orange, 

and green cells in this chart denoted that the cell was allocated 

subjects with Graves’ disease, painless thyroiditis / 

thyrotoxicosis without diagnosis, and healthy controls, 

respectively. Numbers in the blue-bolded cell denoted the 

number of false positives projected onto the cell. We then 

drew a threshold line along the cells having patients with 

Graves’ disease who required treatment (indicated by the red 

line in Fig. 3B), and counted the number of false positives 

projected on the area surrounded by the line. As a result, the 

number of unavoidable false positives was significantly 

reduced from 140 to two while maintaining the true positives 

of Graves’ diseases. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

In the present study, we successfully confirmed the 

usefulness of considering time-series variations more 

non-linearly with the SOM by using a set of 8 parameters that 

included four RATV in addition to the routine tests ALP, 

S-Cr, TC, and HR. Two groups, patients with thyrotoxicosis 

and healthy individuals, were separately distributed. Such 

separated distribution was found in the SOM constructed 

using a set of three (/four) routine tests, as we previously 

reported [11]-[14]. It should be noted that a complementary 

up and down distribution was found among the component 

planes of each routine test and its RATV. Regarding such a 

complemental distribution between HR and HRv , most of 

the patients with Graves’ disease had a higher HR, whereas 

those with a lower HR had a higher HRv .This result 

suggested that using RATV together with the routine test 

itself helps to prevent false negatives. In contrast, most of the 

healthy individuals had normal-lower HR, whereas those 

with a higher HR had a lower HRv . This result suggested that 

using RATV together with the routine test itself also helps to 

prevent false positives. These results may be interpreted as 

originating from inter-individual variations in heart rate [22]. 

For example, someone with an athlete’s heart will have a 

lower personal normal range for HR than others; therefore, 

when they develop Graves’ disease, elevations in HR are 

masked in its absolute value, whereas a relative difference 

between before and after its onset is expected. In our previous 

study, the addition of HR to a set of three routine tests yielded 

many advantages, but an unignorably disadvantage; the 

HR-added model sometimes avoided false positives and false 

negatives of Graves’ disease, but sometimes caused false 

positives and false negatives [17]. This limitation was 

successfully avoided in our present model by considering the 

RATV of HR in addition to HR itself. We expect these effects 

in the other routine laboratory tests. Furthermore, by 

comparing the number of unavoidable false positives in the 

present study with our previous findings [18], we further 

decreased this number, which suggests that fully considering 

the non-linear effect of RATV by adopting a pattern 

recognition method such as the SOM may be more effective. 

Individual differences are known to exist in routine tests, 

thereby making statistical analyses insufficient. However, we 

considered the influence of individual differences to be 

markedly reduced by the introduction of RATV. It became 

possible to markedly reduce the number of false positives 

while maintaining that of true positives of Graves’ diseases. It 

is considered easy to track these time-series variations in 

examinees who visit the Ningen Dock because approximately 

70% of visitors are repeaters [23], [24] and missing values are 

rare; thus, our time-series analysis in the screening 

demonstrated in this study may be realistic and useful. 

However, the amount of training data obtained to date is 

small, and further studies are needed in order to confirm the 

robustness and versatility of this model by increasing samples 

hereafter. In addition, it is desirable to perform similar 

analyses using another PRM such as BRNN and SVM in 

future research. 
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Abstract—In this paper we assume there is a group of
connected information systems forming distributed information
system (DS). They work under the same ontology. At the same
time, each information system has its own knowledge base.
Values of attributes in each information system S form atomic
expressions of a language used for communication with others.
Collaboration among them is initiated when one of information
system S is asked by user to resolve a query containing some
nonlocal attributes for S. Therefore it has to contact other
information systems to obtain additional, helpful knowledge for
finding finally objects satisfying given query. Because there is a set
of different information systems connected with a given one, we
have to decide which of them is the closest with its knowledge, and
which one should be selected by user, for further investigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN this paper we assume that there is a group of collaborat-
ing incomplete information systems, which are connected

with a Query Answering System (QAS) and a knowledge
base (K), empty at the begining. By incomplete information
system we mean an information system, where attribute values
are completely unknown or are connected with corresponding
weights [4]. From the definition [3], [4] all the weights for
each value of attribute has to sum up to 1. The definition
of an information system of type λ presented in this work
was initially proposed in [11]. The type λ was presented with
a purpose to check all the weights assigned to all values of
attributes using Chase algorithm [4], [11]. If a weight is lower
than minimal threshold value λ, the corresponding attribute
value has to be eliminated. All remaining weights assigned
to the rest of attribute values are equally adjusted so their
sum is again equal 1. In information systems we take into
consideration, we force many semantic inconsistencies. It is
related to various interpretations of attributes and their values
among sites. In some sites the concept healthy can be defined
and described completely in a different way than in others.
Moreover, in some sites can handle hidden or missing values
of attribute healthy can be interpreted in a different way.

Quite common method for finding set of objects satisfying
the given query from QAS is to replace null values using
suggested values obtained from some statistical or rule-based
methods. Ontologies [1], [2], [7], [8], [9], [14], [15], [16],
[17] are widely used as a part of semantical connection
between information systems built independently so they can

This work was supported by MB/WM/6/2015

understand and collaborate with each other. In [11], the notion
of the rough semantics which is optimal and a method of its
construction was presented. The rough semantics can be easily
used to model and handle semantic inconsistencies among sites
due to interpretations of incomplete values. As the result of
collaborations among information systems, a knowledge base
of any system fills up continuously and contains knowledge in
form of rules extracted from all information systems [6]. As
we mentioned earlier, the names of attributes can be the same
among different information systems, but at the same time
their granularity levels may differ. Therefore the knowledge
base has to satisfy certain properties in order to be used by
Chase[11]. We will show that while solving a query, it is worth
first to use the knowledge extracted from systems which are
semantically close to the given information system.

II. INCOMPLETE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Working with information systems in real world, most of
data are collected and stored in different independent locations,
connected with each other. They form distributed information
systems. Therefore it is very possible that some attributes can
be missing in some systems and can occur in others.
We say that information system S(A) = (X,A, V ) is incom-
plete and of type λ, if S(A) is an incomplete information
system sefined by Pawlak in [10] and these conditions hold:

• X is a set of objects, A is a set of attributes, and V =
∪{Va : a ∈ A} is a set of all values of attributes

• (∀x ∈ X)(∀a ∈ A)[aS(x) ∈ Va or aS = {(ai, pi) : ai ∈
Va ∧ pi ∈ 〈0, 1〉 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ m}]

• (∀x ∈ X)(∀a ∈ A)[(aS(x) = {(ai, pi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}) ⇒∑
i pi = 1]

• (∀x ∈ X)(∀a ∈ A)[(aS(x) = {(ai, pi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}) ⇒
(pi ≥ λ)].

Now, let us assume that (Si(A),K) for any i ∈ I are
i different incomplete information systems of type λ, and
the knowledge base K (empty at the beginning). These sys-
tems are represented by the same set of attributes A. The
meaning and granularity level of values of attributes from A
in information systems Si is also the same. All information
systems (Si(A),K) communicate with each other, setting up
distributed information system (DIS). We assume that, if
a ∈ Ai ∩ Aj , then the granularity levels of attribute a in
two independent information systems Si and Sj may differ
but the meaning of this attribute in them remains the same.
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The user submits a query q to the information system S. We
extract rules which are in form of a set R =

⋃
L(Ri). They

can be later used by any Chase algorithm [4], [5], associated
with any of the sites of DIS. Set L(Ri) contains all rules
extracted from system Si. If we want Chase algorithm to be
applicable to S, it has to be strictly connected with rules from
R which satisfy the following conditions:
- attribute value used in the decision part of a rule from set of
rules R has the granularity level either equal to or finer than
the granularity level of the corresponding attribute in S.
- attribute used in the decision part of a rule from set of rules
R either does not belong to A or is incomplete in S.
- the granularity level of any attribute used in the classification
part of a rule from set of rules R is either equal or softer than
the granularity level of the corresponding attribute in S.
If we will find a match between the attribute value in informa-
tion system and the attribute value used in a description of a
rule, then two options can be further taken into consideration:
- attribute a involved in matching is the classification attribute
in rule. If two attribute values have different granularity level,
then the value of attribute a has to be replaced by a finer value
(its granularity has to match the granularity of a in S).
- attribute d involved in matching is the decision attribute in
rule. If two attribute values have different granularity level,
then the decision value d has to be replaced by a softer value
(its granularity has to match the granularity of d in S.
In this paper we also take into consideration two information
systems and assume that:
Information system S1 can be transformed into S2 by con-
tainment mapping Ψ (Ψ(S1) = S2) if following conditions
hold:

• (∀x ∈ X)(∀a ∈ A)[card(aS1
(x)) ≥ card(aS2

(x))]
• (∀x ∈ X)(∀a ∈ A)[card(aS1(x)) = card(aS2(x)) ⇒

[
∑

i 6=j |p2i − p2j | >
∑

i 6=j |p1i − p1j |]]
So, if containment mapping Ψ converts an information

system S1 to S2, then we can say S2 is more complete than S1.
It means that for a minimum one pair (a, x) ∈ A×X , either
function Ψ has to decrease the number of attribute values in
aS1

(x) or the average difference between any two confidences
assigned to each attribute value in aS2

(x) has to be increased
by this function.

Let us take two information systems S1, S2 both of the type
λ, represented as Table 1 and Table 2.

It can be easily noticed that some values
assigned to objects in both information systems
S1 and S2 are different. For example values
a(x3), a(x5), a(x8), b(x2), c(x2), c(x7), e(x1), e(x4). In
each of these cases, an attribute value assigned to an object in
S2 is less general than the value assigned to the same object
in S1. It means that Ψ is a correct containment mapping
(Ψ(S1) = S2).

III. QUERY PROCESSING BASED ON CHASE AND
COLLABORATION BETWEEN SYSTEMS

Assume that user submits a query q(B) to one of the
information system (S,K), which cannot be answered directly

as some of the attributes used in a given query are unknown
in the primary information system. Assume, we have a group
of collaborating information systems working under the same
ontology, and user resubmits a query q(B) to other information
systems (S(A),K), where S(A) = (X,A, V ), K = ∅, B are
the attributes used in q(B), and A∩B 6= ∅. Since (S(A),K)
can collaborate with itself and other information systems,
definitions of hidden or missed attributes for (S(A),K) can
be extracted from this information system or from other
information systems. It was shown [10] that (S(A),K) can
answer the query q(B) assuming that definitions of all values
of foreign attributes can be extracted locally or globally
and used to finding answer for q(B). Assume now that we
have three collaborating information systems with knowledge
bases connected with them: (S,K), (S1,K1), (S2,K2), where
S = (X,A, V ), S1 = (X1, A1, V1), S2 = (X2, A2, V2), and
knowledge bases are initially empty K = K1 = K2 = ∅. If
the consensus between (S,K) and (S1,K1) on the knowledge
extracted from S(A ∩A1) and S1(A ∩A1) is closer than the
consensus between (S,K) and (S2,K2) on the knowledge
extracted from S2(A ∩ A2) and S2(A ∩ A2), then (S,K)
chooses (S1,K1) as the detailed information system, more
helpful in solving user’s queries. All the rules defining un-
known attribute values for S are then extracted at S1 and
placed in corresponding K. The problem here is with the
predicted values: are they really correctly extracted, and if
not, how close they are to the correct values? How can we
test this? The classical approach works as follows. First we
start with a complete information system, from which we can
extract knowledge in form of rules. Then we remove randomly
some percent of its values and try to resolve new information
system using one of the imputation algorithms. Next we make
comparison of the descriptions of objects in both systems:
the original one and the system which is the outcome of the
imputation algorithm.

Before we will go deeper in the analyzing, we have to make
the interpretation of two main functors and and or, denoted
in this paper by ∗ and + correspondingly. We can use
the semantics of terms proposed in [12] since it preserves
distributive property:
For any queries t1, t2, t3 we have t1 ∗ (t2 + t3) = (t1 ∗ t2) +
(t1 ∗ t3). If we consider that S = (X,A, V ) is an information
system of type λ and t is a term constructed in a standard way
from constant values of attributes in V and two functors ” ∗ ”
and ” + ”, then by the standard interpretation of a term t in
S we mean NS(t) defined as [12]:

• NS(v) = {(x, p) : (v, p) ∈ a(x)} for any v ∈ Va

• NS(t1 ∗ t2) = NS(t1)⊗NS(t2)
• NS(t1 + t2) = NS(t1)⊕NS(t2)

where
• NS(t1)⊗NS(t2) = {(xi, pi · qi)i∈I∩J}
• NS(t1) ⊕ NS(t2) = {(xi, pi)i∈I\J} ∪ {(xj , qj)i∈J\I} ∪

{(xi,max(pi, qi))i∈I∩J}
Assume that (S,K) is an information system, where S =

(X,A, V ) and K contains definitions of attribute values in
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TABLE I
INFORMATION SYSTEM S1

X a b c d e
x1 {(a1, 2

3
), (a2,

1
3
)} {(b1, 1

4
), (b2,

3
4
)} c1 d1 {(e1, 1

2
), (e2,

1
2
)}

x2 {(a2, 1
4
), (a3,

3
4
)} {(b1, 1

3
), (b2,

2
3
)} d1 e1

x3 b2} {(c1, 1
2
), (c3,

1
2
)} d2 e2

x4 a3 c2 d1 {(e1, 2
3
), (e2,

1
3
)}

x5 {(a1, 2
3
), (a2,

1
3
)} b1 c2 e1

x6 a2 b2 c3 d2 {(e2, 1
3
), (e3,

2
3
)}

x7 a2 {(b1, 1
4
), (b2,

3
4
)} {(c1, 1

3
), (c2,

2
3
)} d2 e2

x8 b1 c2 d1 e3

TABLE II
INFORMATION SYSTEM S2

X a b c d e
x1 {(a1, 2

3
), (a2,

1
3
)} {(b1, 1

4
), (b2,

3
4
)} c1 d1 {(e1, 1

3
), (e2,

2
3
)}

x2 {(a2, 1
4
), (a3,

3
4
)} b1 {(c1, 1

4
), (c2,

3
4
)} d1 e1

x3 a1 b2} {(c1, 1
2
), (c3,

1
2
)} d2 e2

x4 a3 c2 d1 e2

x5 {(a1, 3
4
), (a2,

1
4
)} b1 c2 e1

x6 a2 b2 c3 d2 {(e2, 1
3
), (e3,

2
3
)}

x7 a2 {(b1, 1
4
), (b2,

3
4
)} c1 d2 e2

x8 {(a1, 2
3
), (a2,

1
3
)} b1 c2 d1 e3

B. Clearly A ∩ B = ∅. The null value imputation algorithm
Chase converts information system S(A ∪ B) of type λ to a
new more complete information system Chase(S(A∪B)) of
the same type. The proposed strategy is new in comparison
to known strategies for chasing missing values in relational
tables because of the assumption about partial incompleteness
of data (sets of weighted attribute values can be assigned to
an object as its value). We use ERID algorithm [4] in Chase
method to extract rules from such type of data.

IV. SEARCHING MORE DETAILED INFORMATION SYSTEM

Assume again the information system (S,K). As we
already mentioned, the knowledge base K, contains rules
extracted earlier either locally (inside primary information
system) or globally (obtained from distributed information
systems). We want to find the most optimal information
system (Si,K) for primary information system (S,K), where
by optimal we mean the closest system. The distance between
two information systems is calculated using the formula:
d(S1, S2) =

Σrdr(S1→S2)+Σrdr(S2→S1)
ΣrsupS1·confS1+ΣrsupS2·confS2

where
dr(S1 → S2) = | supS2·confS2

max(supS1,1)
− supS1·confS1

max(supS2,1)
|.

Information system with the minimal value of d(S1 → S2)
has to be chosen. Then it means that S1 system is the closest
to primary information system.

Let us assume we have distributed information system
consisting of three different information systems, collaborating

TABLE III
INFORMATION SYSTEM S

X a b c d
x1 2 2 −
x2 2 1 +

x3 0 1 −
x4 1 2 +

x5 0 1 −
x6 1 3 −

TABLE IV
INFORMATION SYSTEM S1

Y a b c d e
y1 1 1 + 1 L

y2 1 2 − 1 H

y3 2 3 − 1 L

y4 2 1 + 1 L

y5 1 2 − 0 H

y6 2 3 − 0 H

y7 0 1 + 1 L

with each other S, S1, S2, represented as Table3, Table4 and
Table5, respectively.

Information system S received a query q(B) = (a, 0) ∗
(b, 1) ∗ (d, 1) and it has no information about attribute d,
which is hidden. Meanwhile this attribute appears in other
systems. The purpose is to choose one of the systems: either
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TABLE V
INFORMATION SYSTEM S2

Z a b c d
z1 2 1 + 0

z2 2 1 + 1

z3 1 2 − 0

z4 1 3 − 1

z5 0 2 − 0

z6 0 3 + 1

S1 or S2, from which values of attribute d in system S can be
predicted. After this step we will be able to find set of objects
satisfying given query q(B). Because attributes a, b, c appear
in all the systems, first we extract, from each information
system independently, rules describing a, b, c in terms of other
attributes, using method similar to LERS. Next, for each rule
we calculate support and confidence in a standard way [4],
[5].

For system S1 we have:
(b, 1) → (a, 1) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(b, 1) → (a, 2) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(b, 1) → (a, 0) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(b, 2) → (a, 1) with sup = 2, conf = 1
(b, 3) → (a, 2) with sup = 2, conf = 1
(c,+) → (a, 1) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(c,+) → (a, 2) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(c,+) → (a, 0) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(a, 1) → (b, 1) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
...
(a, 1) ∗ (c,+) → (b, 1) with sup = 1, conf = 1
(a, 1) ∗ (c,−) → (b, 2) with sup = 2, conf = 1
...
For system S2 we have:
(b, 1) → (a, 1) with sup = 2, conf = 1
(b, 1) → (a, 2) with sup = 2, conf = 1
(b, 2) → (a, 1) with sup = 2, conf = 1

2
(b, 2) → (a, 0) with sup = 2, conf = 1

2
(b, 3) → (a, 1) with sup = 2, conf = 1

2
(b, 3) → (a, 0) with sup = 2, conf = 1

2
(c,+) → (a, 2) with sup = 2, conf = 2

3
(c,+) → (a, 0) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(c,−) → (a, 1) with sup = 2, conf = 2

3
(c,−) → (a, 0) with sup = 1, conf = 1

3
(a, 1) → (b, 2) with sup = 1, conf = 1

2
...
(a, 0) ∗ (b, 3) → (c,+) with sup = 1, conf = 1
(a, 0) ∗ (d, 1) → (c,−) with sup = 1, conf = 1
...
We do the similar procedure for system S.
Next the distance between S and S1 is calculated: d(S →
S1) = 33.36+20.3130+34.66

36,66+45,3130+39,45 = 0.686 and so between S and
S2: d(S → S2) = 33.36+17.17

30+29.66 = 0.85 Because the distance
between S and S1 is smaller than between S and 2 (the
factor is smaller), we choose S1 as more detailed information

system for contact with S. From chosen information system
S1, rules describing attribute d in terms of a, b, c are extracted.
We can use algorithm ERID [4], [11], [12] for extracting
rules from incomplete information system and put them into
knowledge base K. These rules also allow us to uncover some
hidden attribute values in information system S. Therefore the
submitted query q(B) can be answered and the set of objects
is x3, x5.

This method can enhance and expand the scope of decision
support system, which assists patients and physicians with
the challenge of managing pancreas diseases.It involves data
collection of pancreatic cancer, risk factors, common charac-
teristics and survival rates. The objective of the system is to
detect problems in pancreatic management and to recommend
changes to correct these detected problems. It is very important
problem, as the survival rate of pancreatic cancer is very
poor and those that survive are due to early detection. Early
detection of pancreatic cancer is very difficult and often
involves some sort of invasive testing procedure. One of the
main symptoms of pancreatic cancer is chronic pancreatitis. If
physicians are prompted to order additional testing at the time
they entered a pancreatitis diagnosis the cancer has a chance
to be detected earlier.

V. FINAL REMARKS

In the paper we proposed the method of finding the closest
information system to the client. Our goal was to find the
best information system, which will be helpful in answering
the query submitted to the client. Once we find more detailed
information system to the given one, we are able to build
knowledge base consisting of rules extracted in distributed
systems. Then we can apply the rules, so changes of values
of attributes in a query q(B) can be made. The unknown
attributes can be replaced by mixture of attributes which are
present in both of the systems, the query will transform into
more clear and understandable form and can be then answered.

This method was initially tested in medical databases with
special preferences related to different pancreas diseases and
gives some promising results. Several information systems,
keeping different information were connected with other in
hospital systems. Each information system consists of a big
set of knowledge not necessary connected with patients with
pancreas diseases. From the whole set of databases - systems
with the best knowledge about particular diseases should be
chosen for communication. The best treatment for most of
pancreatic diseases, especially cancer, depends on how far it
has spread, or its stage. The stages of pancreatic cancer are
quite easy to understand and work on. The problem which
appears in pancreas cancer treatment is how to describe the
stage of pancreatic cancer without previously resorting to
major surgery and how to minimize the risk of the disease.
In practice, doctors choose pancreatic cancer treatments based
upon imaging studies, surgical findings, and an individual’s
general state of well being. Determining pancreatic cancer’s
stage is often not so easy. Imaging tests like CT scans
and ultrasound of course give doctors some information, but
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knowing exactly how far pancreatic cancer has spread already,
usually requires deep surgery. Therefore finding the closest
information system help to work with the latest, most advanced
therapies for pancreatic diseases and can be used to ensure the
most advanced treatment with the least impact on patient’s
body. Using our method we can suggest some restrictions
showing how to reduce the risk of pancreatic disease. We
obtained knowledge which gives information that smoking
is the most important avoidable risk factor for pancreatic
cancer, and quitting smoking helps to lower risk. Also getting
physical activity and eating well can help patient to stay at
a healthy weight and also reduce the risk of illness. The
third possibility to minimize the risk for pancreatic cancer
is to avoid workplace exposure to harmful substances such as
certain pesticides and other chemicals.
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Abstract—Semantic information is considered as foundation
upon which modern approaches attempt to tackle the challenges
of dynamic environments – service orchestration and ontology
matching are two examples for the use of such information.
Yet, many developers avoid the additional effort of adding
semantic information (e.g., through annotations) to their data
sets – limiting the reusability and interoperability of their
Apps, services, or data. This problem is called the “knowledge
acquisition bottleneck”, which can be addressed by providing
suitable tool support. This survey analyses the state-of-the-art of
such tools that support developers in the task of semantically
enriching entities. Providing an overview of available tools from
the early days until now, we particularly focus on the ‘level
of automation’. Concluding that automation is very limited in
contemporary tools we propose a concept that mixes connectionist
and symbolic representation of meaning to decrease the manual
effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

’ONE of the most complex construction tasks humans
undertake’ [1, p. 1] is the development of distributed

software systems that are intended to solve complex real-world
tasks. Such systems, which become ever more interconnected
and diverse, evolve over time. One can imagine, that this
leads to heterogeneity problems, as different parties at different
times make use of different technologies to reach their goals.
Describing the involved entities (devices, services) of such
systems in an structured and machine readable way is still
an unsolved research issue and a human driven task. As the
creation of these descriptions is only partially feasible at de-
sign time, many developers avoid adding semantic information
to their data sets in order to save additional efforts – thus
neglecting the advantages of an enrichment with additional
(semantic and contextual) information. This problem is called
the “knowledge acquisition bottleneck” [2].

To ease the semantic enrichment many approaches and tools
are available, each one able to support developers in the task
of adding semantic information to critical data. This work
surveys those tools. Following the trend of leaving more and
more issues dealt at runtime, we want to put a particular focus
on the ‘level of automation’ that is provided by the available
approaches. Hence, this work gives an overview on methods,
tools and approaches, that particularly concentrates on the
amount of automatism provided and the possibilities for the
user to interact with the annotation process. Additionally, we
focus our attention on the self-explanation property, interpreted

as self-explanatory descriptions of software components as
they occur in service oriented architectures or agent oriented
architectures. The tools surveyed are used in creating such
self-explanatory descriptions for artificial reasoners that use
them during run time to couple distributed systems.

In order to identify relevant candidates, we carried out a
literature research using the following databases, sources, and
keywords:

• Search engines: Google Scholar1, ACM Digital Li-
brary2, IEEE Xplore Digital Library3, JSTOR4, Papers35,
Springer Link6

• Proceedings crawled: International Semantic Web Con-
ference Series (ISWC), International Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence Series (IJCAI), AAAI Conference
on Artificial Intelligence Series (AAAI), International
World Wide Web Conference Series (ACM WWW), The
Journal of Web Semantics, Conference on Hypertext
and Social Media Series (ACM HYPERTEXT), Human-
Computer Interaction Series (CHI)

• Keywords used: Semantic annotation tools, (semi-) au-
tomatic semantic annotation, semantic tagging, (semi-)
automatic semantic tagging, ontology annotations, anno-
tation tools for the semantic web

The conferences where crawled from the year 2000 until
2014 if available. Further interesting publications were found
by specifically looking into the lists of references.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Next
we will introduce existing surveys and compare their results
with regards to the specific focus of this work (See Section II).
Afterwards, we will present the survey results, starting with
the topology we used to classify all considered approaches
(See Section III). Subsequently, we discuss the survey results
and give some insights into future research challenges. To
substantiate the results we also propose how a automatic
annotation tool should be structured (See Section IV). Finally,
we wrap up with a conclusion (See Section V).

1Further information: https:/scholar.google.de/
2Further information: http:/dl.acm.org/
3Further information: http:/ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
4Further information: http:/www.jstor.org/
5Further information: http:/www.papersapp.com/mac/
6Further information: http:/link.springer.com/
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II. RELATED WORK

The development of ontologies has a long history as they
were identified timely as practical to conceptualise data [3].
Within the process of semantically annotating data the on-
tology defines the vocabulary and structure of the annotation
result. Starting at this point, we are able to distinguish three
generation of tools that support the semantic enrichment:

• The first generation are browsers, whose main purpose
is viewing the semantic information, which is also called
the graph of things [4].

• The second generation are annotation tools offering the
capability to view and to modify the semantic informa-
tion.

• The third generation are approaches that in addition to
viewing and modifying the semantic information offer the
option to adapt the underlying ontology.

As these generations are different in nature, the field of
surveys with respect to ontology development is it also. For
example, Lopez [5] and Braun et al. [6] present surveys about
methodologies of ontology development. In addition, several
more recent surveys describe annotation and querying tools
(cf. [7], [8], [9], [10]). On the other hand, Islam et al. [11]
is giving a short but holistic overview over methodologies,
standards and tools for the semantic web. Covering the third
generation of approaches, Ding and Schubert [12], Gomez-
Perez et al. [13] and Drumond and Girardi [14] surveyed
ontology learning methods. These works omit the connection
to practical applications.

In conclusion, our literature research shows that although
there are many surveys available, they rather focuses on
methods of information retrieval than to consider the aspects of
AI-methods (in particular the level of automation) in practical
applications.

III. TOOLS

The aim of this section is to present an overview of the state-
of-the-art regarding tools and approaches used to create and
mange semantic information. To ease the reading, we will
further refer to an approach, method or tool using the term
solution. These solutions reach from informal “best practices”
like Hash-Tags over Microformats to standards like RDFa
(Resource Description Framework in attributes). The critical
reader might think of this range of solutions as to broad, since
we compare ontology editors like Protege [15] with Browser
plugins like Biggy Bank [16]. Since the goal of this survey is to
collect solutions and possible extension points to overcome the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck, we argue that all mentioned
solutions can be used to annotate semantic information to
given text — e.g., from Webpages. Here, we want to clarify
that it is beyond the scope of this work to judge the language
used for annotation, its expressiveness or purpose of use.

In order to classify the examined solutions we utilise
different properties. Firstly, as the focus of this survey is based
on the degree of automation, we want to classify the presented
approaches based on the capability to structure unstructured

information in an automated, semiautomatic and/or manual
way. Hence, we distinguish the degree of automation in four
categories:

1) None—None means that there is no automatism avail-
able. This implies, that all tasks have to be performed
by a human.

2) Semi—Semi describes the ability to automatically per-
form some task with the constraint that there is still the
requirement to supervise the process.

3) Collection—Collection describes the ability to automat-
ically collect information. Since the collection of infor-
mation is a time consuming task, the exploration of for
example deep web annotations [17] can be automated.
The extraction of structured information still requires
human intervention.

4) Full—Full means the capability to collect information,
extract additional information (e.g. annotations) as well
as integrating new information into the information
source without any human intervention. This is not
considered restricted by the possibility of a manual
annotation, but rather to propagate and integrate the
newly gained information.

Besides the automation aspect, we want to clarify whether
a solution is platform independent or not. This is important
to the heterogeneous character of hard- and software used
in smart environments (and the semantic web). Here, we
also have to take into account the used language, which
describes the semantic information. As mentioned above, there
is the trend to leave more details dealt at runtime. Hence,
the examined solutions are also classified to a property called
online—meaning solutions that are able to integrate new
information, enabling users to browse several information
sources and collect information during runtime. To prevent
the overwhelming of the user with the provided amount of
information, we analyse the search capability of each solution
as well. Furthermore, as some information may be of private
manner the descriptive semantic information is it, too. The
ability of a solution to decide which information should be
shared and which should be kept secret is called privacy. One
inherent feature here is the ability to share information. We
refer to this feature with the term sharing. In the end, the
used classification takes into account some technical aspects:
Extensible and UI (User Interface). The latter one describes the
way a solution represents itself to the user. Since the semantic
web community provides most of the solutions surveyed in this
work, the UI is mostly a web site beside some exception like
frameworks. The first one—extensible—describes the ability
to add new functionality to the solution. Choosing a solution
that is not able to adapt to new requirement may be fatal for
future work on this topic.

The classification of the examined solutions is illustrated in
Table I. In order to give some more structure to the results, we
proceed with a description of the considered solutions based
on their essential functionality and classified according to the
three generations mentioned above.
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TABLE I: The survey results for all examined solutions.

Solution Language Platform ind. Online Search Privacy Sharing Extens. Automation UI

1 Disco [18] RDF × × − − − − Collection Web
2 MSpace [19] RDF × − − × × − None Web
3 RDFa Developer [20] RDFa, Micro − × × × − − None −
4 Flamenco [21] − × − × − − − None Web
5 Oink [22] RDFs − − − − − − Collection Web
6 Longwell [23] RDF × − × − − − None Web
7 Sigma [24] RDF − − × − − − Collection Web
8 Aquabrowser [25] − − − × − − × None Web
9 Freebase Parallax [26] RDF − × − − − − Collection Web

10 Tabulator Extension [4] RDFs, OWL − × − − × × None −
11 RangeAnnotator [27] RDF − − − × × − None Web
12 GrOWL [28] OWL − − × − − − None Forms
13 OntoStudio [29] multiple − − − − − × Semi Forms
14 Swoop [30] OWL × − − − − × Semi Web
15 GKB Editor [31] − − − − − − − None Forms
16 Melita [32] XML × × − − − − Semi Forms
17 OBO Edit [33] OBO × − − − − − None Web
18 Magpie [34] RDF − × − × − × Collection Web
19 DOME [35] RDFS, OWL × − − × × − Collection Web
20 Biggy Bank [16] RDF − − × × × × None Web

21 Semantic Turkey [27] RDF − − − × − × Semi Web
22 UIMA Web Anno. [36] RDF, OWL × × − × − × Semi Web
23 Haystack [37] RDFs − × − − × × None Web
24 IBM EODM [38] RDF, OWL × − − − − × None Forms
25 Topia [39] RDF × − × − − − Collection Web
26 Protege [15] RDF, OWL × − − − − × None −
27 Scooner [40] RDF − − × × − − Collection Web
28 Morla [41] RDF − × − − × × None Forms
29 CmapTools O.E. [42] RDF, OWL − − − − × × None Forms
30 Chimær [33] RDF, DAML × − − − − − None Web
31 KAON2 [43] OWL-DL × − − − − × Semi −
32 Knoodl [44] RDF, OWL × − × − − − None Web
33 Virtual Ontology Modeler [45] RDFs, OWL × − × − × − None Web
34 Ontolingua [46] KIF × − − − × − None Web
35 Moki [47] OWL × − × − × × Collection Web
36 OntogGen [48] RDFS, OWL − − − − × − Semi Forms
37 MnM [49] KMi − × × − × − Semi Web

A. The 1st Generation

We refer to this generation of solutions as browsers. The main
purpose of browsers is viewing the graph of things, which is
manifested in annotations that are attached to the web of docu-
ments. Berners-Lee et al. [50] introduce the Tabulator browser.
Here, the semantic meta information about some resource is
collected and displayed in tables. Tabulator allows the user to
search through the presented information and to group them
by sources; but not to modify them. Several other solutions
for viewing semantic information are available. They can be
subsumed under the term semantic browser (e.g., [4], [19],
[21], [23], [25], [51], [52], [53], OpenLink Data Explorer7,
Zigist8, Marbles9). In this work we put particular interest on
methods on editing the semantic information. Therefore, we
can neglect most of the first generation solutions. However, on
behalf of the interested reader, we can refer to surveys which
focus such solutions (cf. [7], [8], [9], [11]).

As a first step towards a broader function range, Disco [18]

7For further information, refer to http://ode.openlinksw.com
8For further information, refer to http://dataviewer.zitgist.com/
9For further information, refer to http://marbles.sourceforge.net/

additionally used the index Sindice10 to collect semantic
information online. Following a similar approach, Sigma [24]
automates the collection and consolidation from multiple in-
formation sources and is focused on collecting and viewing the
entities resulting from a query. Although, the main purpose of
first generation solutions is viewing the information, this does
not mean that there is no automatism. The Aquabrowser [25],
for example, indexes the information made available to it and
creates bags of words and facets without human intervention.
Here, the interested reader is pointed to Stepfaner et al. [54],
which introduce a taxonomy of faceted search. Following a
different approach, the Freebase Parallax [26] solution can be
classified as set-based browser. This type of solution allows
switching between properties collected in sets [54]. These
approaches are illustrated in Table I at the positions 1–9.

B. The 2nd Generation

The restriction of read only solutions, leads us to the second
generation—namely annotation solutions. Second generation
solutions have the capability to modify the semantic infor-
mation. Tools like GrOWL [28] and Knoodl[44] offer the

10For further information, refer to http://sindice.com/
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capabilities to view and edit semantic information described
within ontologies. They can be classified as prototypes of the
second generation. Due to the wealth of such solutions, we will
further describe only those introducing new functionalities.

Berners-Lee et al. started tiptoeing towards the editing
of public semantic information with Tabulator Redux [4].
In their work, the discuss where the semantic information
should be stored. Ignoring privacy issues, Tabulator Redux
enables user to add semantic information to a public wiki.
Following Ciravegna et al. [32], it seams reasonable that
users should create annotations, as they can annotate their
points of interest at nearly no cost (on-the-fly). Furthermore,
the authors introduced different requirements that must be
accomplished and that are tackled by their own solution.
Melita [32] addresses multiple usability issues arising from
the pro-activeness of the user and separates the annotation
process into two phases: The training phase, where the user
adds annotation manually and the active annotation phase,
where the system adds semantic information automatically.
During the training phase the user is supported by the learning
algorithm (LP)2 [55], which enables an automated annotation
behaviour. A similar solution is represented by Amilcare [56]
also using the (LP)2. An additional feature is introduced by
Magpie [34]. Magpie allows the use of ontologies to annotate
elements of websites. Furthermore, it enables user to specify
services associated with the annotation entities. This func-
tionality leads to the automation of ontology development by
leaving the architecture open for new services. Chimæra [33]
describes another aspect of the creation and maintaining of
semantic information. The authors argue that ontologies should
be created in a distributed manner and propose approaches to
maintaining and merging semantic information in ontologies.
The DERI Ontology Management Environment [35] (DOME)
is a specialized ontology editing and maintaining concept, fo-
cused on a ‘community-driven ontology management’. Hence,
the focus lies on alignment, versioning and aggregation. As
DOME focuses on the distributed maintaining of semantic
information an automatism has been established to populate
information. These approaches are illustrated in Table I at the
positions 10–20.

C. The 3rd Generation
The second generation solutions allow the user to import exist-
ing ontologies for further use. Missing here is the capability to
extend these ontologies, which leads us to the third generation
of solutions, which are context-aware. Meaning that these
solutions are able to adapt the used ontology to the context of
use. Here, Pazienza et al. [27] introduce the Semantic Turkey,
an extension of the Firefox browser, which was originally
developed as a semantic bookmarking tool in 2007 [57].
In a further development stage, it was combined with the
RangeAnnotator [27] enabling the extraction of information
encoded in RDFa and Microformats. The extracted informa-
tion are integrated into an UIMA11 process. In addition, the

11Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) - http://
uima.apache.org/

RangeAnnotator adds the capability of Xpointers12. Another
solution based on the Semantic Turkey framework, presented
by the same research group is STIA [58], an annotation
tool to organise pertinence between laws. Fiorelle et al. [36]
present an additional extension of the Semantic Turkey named
UIMAST Web Annotator. Here, structured information as in
HTML or PDF documents can be annotated and used to enrich
user defined ontologies. This process is called Computer Aided
Ontology Development (COD). Consequently, their approach
is proposed as COD Architecture (CODA) with the goal of
semi automatic ontology creation. It is open to extensions
during runtime by using the OSGi13 standard. Following a
similar approach, Scooner [40] integrates several informa-
tion extraction techniques to boot strap concepts out of a
knowledge base. OntoGen [48] extends this automatism using
multiple artificial learning approaches that support the user
during the creation process by proposing comparable concepts
of existing ontologies.

After having created tools to work with ontologies, the
semantic web community fostered their technologies to feed
back into semantic tools like Haystack [37]. Haystack uses
RDFa to describe functionalities and user interfaces with the
goal to create web applications. The crux of Haystack lies
in the orchestration of services producing the functionality
in the background and presenting their results to a user. The
CmapTools Ontology Editor [42] describes the formalisation
problem of unstructured information to structured information
in a concept map-based manner. Furthermore, they distinguish
between expert, experienced and normal users by adapting the
user interface to ease the introduction phase to the user.

In contrast to previous solutions, frameworks exist which
offer extensive features for the development of ontologies as
e.g., the EMF Ontology Definition Metamodel [38] (EODM).
One can imagine, that there are solutions that can not clearly
be marked as frameworks for developers or as development
suits for the creation of ontologies without any programming.
Protege [15] and it counterparts Ontosautus [59] and the
Generic Knowledge Base Editor [60] can be located be-
tween both worlds. Another research challenge is addressed
by the Topia [39] project. Here the use of semantics is
discussed within the generation of hypermedia [61]: ’The
Topia project is developing a system that generates presen-
tation structure around media objects returned from semantic-
based queries.’ [39]. Therefore Topia offers capabilities to
combine informations from multiple sources concerning one
topic using ontology matching techniques. With the Modeling
Wiki (Moki) [47] a solution for user generated content is
presented, which allows to extend a semantic wiki with formal
ontologies. These structured descriptions can be interpreted
as self-explanatory, depending on the amount of information
modelled as formal semantics.

One of the most advanced annotation frameworks is cre-
ated with MnM [49]. After a manual annotation, the MnM

12For further information, refer to http://www.w3.org/TR/xptr-framework/
13Open Services Gateway Initiative Framework (OSGi) - http://www.osgi.

org/
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framework is able to annotate new documents automatically.
Although, MnM is based on a rather specific ontology lan-
guage (KMi) it stores its annotations in a ontology and is able
to extract annotations automatically after a learning phase.

It seams that with the advancement in this research, the
goal of creating self-explaining elements is getting into reach.
These approaches are illustrated in Table I at positions 21–37.

IV. DISCUSSION

In our survey we analysed approaches that allow for the
observation and editing of semantic information. Based on
this survey we can state that many tools have emerged in
the semantic web community. As it was our intention to
classify analysed tools by their ‘ease of use’, we want to
put up the respectively identified ‘level of automation’ for
discussion. To start with, none of the examined approaches
was able to work in a fully automated fashion. Thus, we can
emphasise that there is still a difference between the stated
aims of semantic research and the reality. In our opinion, semi-
automatisms or solutions that are capable of learning can be
considered the bleeding edge. However, any semi-automation
involves human interaction, which implies that user interfaces
have to be provided [62]. In our opinion, sharing semantic
information is another very promising concept, however, this
mechanism puts another issue in focus: privacy. Admittedly,
privacy is an important issue whenever data is made available,
yet, matters of privacy are far beyond this work. We leave
such considerations open for future works and endorse the
concept of sharing semantic information as a very capable one.
Using technology independent standards for the description of
semantic information may additionally further the acceptance
for this mechanism.

Whenever information sources are updated (either by means
of annotations or by automated procedures), the speed at
which the updated information become available, plays an
important role. If the update occurs (almost) immediately, we
refer to the process as being ‘online’ capable. Online capability
allows users to make annotations while browsing data sets.
This feature may foster semantic annotation processes to be a
natural part of browsing. Furthermore, when it comes to the
Internet, finding and retrieving data can be considered as a
constituting functionality. However, an ever increasing amount
of information makes this task difficult and fosters the use of
semantic enrichment of datasets. We therefore argue, that tools
have to account for sophisticated search routines. Referring
to our main intention, that is, to identify promising tools for
further extension, we want to conclude at this point.

Taking the above mentioned properties into account, the
general trend in this research area becomes fairly apparent.
To foster the (automated) derivation of self-explaining infor-
mation, approaches such as UIMA Web Annotator (CODA)
seam to be worth extending. Admittedly, the current version
of CODA is still miles away from the stated aims of semantic
research, where ‘everybody might say anything about any-
thing’ [4], yet, in our opinion, CODA is the most promising
approach to achieve this goal.

A. Research Challenges

An AI that should be able extract sense or meaning from
texts requires the ability to learn new meaning by itself and,
thus, requires the ability to explain new words to itself. We
defined this ability in a prior work [63] and within this work
substantiated that there are still many hurdles that must be
addressed to achieve this objective:

Meaning itself need to be represented in an appropriate way
(in a formal manner) to be handled by an AI. Since meaning
is not precisely defined, this is subject to research. We will
look at meaning in the linguistic sense, which can be defined
as follows: Meaning is what the source of an expression (mes-
sage) wanted the observer to infer from the expression [64].
Since semantics is the theory on how meaning is transferred, a
semantic transference and interpretations process is required.
There are four parts for the meaning of a word which are of
concern to an AI:

• Denotation: The so called denotation represents the pri-
mary or basic meaning of a word. This can be seen as
the definition of a word that is represented in some kind
of mental lexicon (or a dictionary).

• Connotation: The connotation is the abstract idea pre-
sented by the word. This can be seen as the conceptual
representation of the meaning of a word. This includes
the connectionist interpretation of meaning since here the
meaning is interpreted as the unity of its relations to other
concepts.

• Conceptualisation: To be able to come up with a concep-
tual representation of the meaning of a word, one needs
to abstract from the word to a specific concept (i.e., one
needs to connect the word with a known concept). This
process is named Conceptualisation and helps to clarify
a word within a language.

• Pragmatics: The meaning of words is not independent
of the context the words are used in. Thus an context
dependent representation of meaning (a pragmatic one)
has to be created (e.g. mouse (computer) vs. mouse (pet)).

Furthermore starting from the meaning of one word, the
meaning of sentences need to be extracted. We neglect this
here, since it is seen as a next step after having a meaningful
representation of a single word.

Technically adding semantic information generally rises the
question on how to make this data available: publicly avail-
able or with restricted access. Firstly, semantic information
might be directly attached to the respective dataset. However,
this implies the source to be editable, which furthers the
idea of some ‘semantic information service’ and transfers
the accessibility issue to the owner of such service. On the
other hand, additional semantic information may be stored
locally and thus foster distributed (information) networks. The
question on how to manage such data (especially in terms of
accessibility) remains a topic of research. Secondly, in order
to store semantic information, an adequate syntax has to be
selected. It is difficult to mention a universal solution for
this purpose as any potential scheme has to be expressive
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Fig. 1: Abstract approach to represent artificial meaning

on the one hand and domain specific on the other. Currently,
there is much discussion on potential representation languages.
Thirdly, the development of tools —especially of those tools
which provide a graphical illustration of additional semantic
data—is a research topic for itself. The problem of how to
visualise semantic information becomes even more difficult
with an increasing complexity of additional data. Finally, most
of the examined approaches were not able to account for
automated procedures. In addition to the question on how
to realise automated procedures, the question on how much
automatism is actually preferred, is widely discussed. Yet,
having in mind, that manual annotation tools currently feature
high level of sophistication, tools with automated support are
likely to be the immediately next stage of evolution.

Thus the challenge of creating an automated annotation tool
persists to date. Furthermore, to enable automatic processing
the annotations should be computer readable (with a formal
representation) so that future tools might use those annotations
as information source. Even if a automatic annotation is
reached, the possibility to manually influence the annotation
should be given. This gives humans the possibility to correct
wrongly created decompositions if, for example, a word sense
disambiguation went wrong during the decomposition.

We identified the following components necessary to create
an artificial representation of meaning that can be used to
semantically annotate data.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 the self-explanation starts with
building a model for the meaning of a word depending on the
context by decomposing it. This leads to a semantic network
representation (Ontology) of its denotation that represents the
connectionist knowledge representation of meaning. Such a
decomposition is done until semantic primes are reached,
which need no further decomposition [65]. One challenge here

is to select the right definitions of the word14 from the utilised
datasources to be used in the decomposition.

This semantic network is used to spread activation or pass
markers through the network.15 This is denoted by the different
colours and markers in Fig. 1. The marker (represented as
chips next to each node in the depiction) might carry symbolic
information that steers the activation spreading. To be able to
react to different markers, each node in the semantic network
has a node interpretation function reflecting its behaviour. The
node interpretation function inflects how the node processes
incoming markers, how he passes outgoing marker on to other
nodes and if he is activated. In this way, e.g., a “NOT” node
passes its markers to the next node so that this one activates
its opposites (in linguistic named antonyms). Since semantic
relations like synonym and antonym relations have different
meanings as well the relation interpretation function allows
to specify how a relation passes on markers. In this way
symbolic information like temporal logic can be encoded in
the network. One challenge at this step is the amalgamation
of the connectionist representation in the semantic network
and the symbolic representation provided by a node and edge
interpretation function.

During the activation through priming we can influence
how the amalgamation of symbolic and connectionist repre-
sentation of meaning is contextualised. By activating the right
concepts out of the context, the marker passing will activate
different nodes in the semantic network and thus contextualise
the representation of meaning. Here the selection of parameters
and concepts to activate is challenging. Finally we need an
interpretation of the output of the marker passing to extract
the meaning represented.

The automatic annotation then can be done by activating the
word we want to annotate in the semantic network using the
generated ontology of the marker passing for the annotation. If
we want to annotate the word ‘Bank’ in a text discussing the
financial crisis, the activation will have a stronger activation
on ‘Bank’ as an financial institute then on the seating accom-
modation. This is because the priming will probably use words
like money, accounting, currency or equivalents from the text
during the activation. Thus the approach is able to annotate
the text with context dependent meaning.

Regarding the proposed concept on how an automatic
annotation component could be build, we want to extend the
definition of Fähndrich et al. [66] of self-explaining system as
follows:

Definition 1: A self-explaining system is able to create an
internal knowledge representation of an unknown concept in
a pragmatic manner through the use of external information
sources and communicate the so-created meaning to other
systems.

14This challenge is related to the word sense disambiguations and is one
reason for the need of contextual information during the decomposition.

15Marker passing subsumes activation spreading since the classical activa-
tion spreading can be modelled with a marker that carries the activation level
as numeric value.
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Definition 1 has two parts: The first part requires the system
to be able to explain new concepts to itself which means to
create a denotation and a connotation in an manner that the
system can reason upon this internal knowledge representation.
The second part describes the ability to communicate this
meaning to a other system in a manner that the other system
is able to create its internal representation.

V. CONCLUSION

This work provides an overview on approaches, methods, and
tools that support developers in comfortably viewing, editing
and/or adding semantic information to relevant data. In doing
so, we put particular emphasise on the inherent requirements
of self-explaining systems. One important requirement here
is the level of automation. Besides this and in order to
classify the examined solutions several other properties were
introduced. However, we focused our survey on approaches
that automatically collect and add semantic information mainly
at the applications runtime and distinguished the level of
automation into four different increasing categories. To sum
up, we can say that their are only a few solutions available
that offer (semi)automatism capabilities. These solutions use,
for example, learning algorithms to support users during
the annotation process. Nevertheless, most of the examined
solutions did not focus automation and we are far from fully
automated annotations. In order to clarify the research progress
here, we discussed the results of the survey. Substantiated
by this discussion we revealed the limitations and formulated
research challenges/questions that must be answered by the
community. Here, beside the main question of how automatism
can be realised, it might be interesting to discuss how much
automatism is wanted respectively needed to create self-
explaining systems and system components.

The results of the survey neglected the authors thought of an
existing fully automated approach. With the goal to improve
the state-of-the-art, we presented unsolved research challenges
and plan to exercise some of them. Here, we will select and
extend a fitting solution and try to increase the degree of
automatism. However, at the very first, we want to discuss
and formulate a reasonable and formalised definition for self-
explaining systems.
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Abstract—Tasks involving the analysis of natural language
are typically conducted on a corpus or corpora of plain text.
However, it is rare that a document is unstructured and freeform
in its entirety. Documents such as corporate disclosures, medical
journals and other knowledge rich archive contain structured
and loosely-structured information that can be used in a variety
of important text mining tasks. In this paper we propose a
syntactical preprocessing architecture to serialize presentation-
oriented documents to a machine readable format that aspires
to preserve the document structure, contents and metadata. We
introduce a hybrid pipeline architecture, discussing the various
processes and the future research direction that could potentially
lead to a holistic representation of heterogeneous documents.

I. INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE mining researchers and practitioners have
been implementing techniques to aid and enact decision-

making from knowledge discovery tasks. However, various
challenges restrict the computational understanding of lan-
guage found in such documents as analysis has traditionally
focused on plain text (1; 2; 3). This paper proposes a hybrid
preprocessing architecture for preserving a documents contents
in its entirety and converting selected entity classes to their
canonical form, enabling deeper analysis.

Although there are arguably many documents of interest,
we focus the attention of this paper on corporate disclosures,
specifically interim financial reports (10-Qs) due to the depth
of knowledge and the complexity of their composition. We
demonstrate, at a high level, a multistage architecture in Fig.
1 that combines both statistical and rule based approaches for
serialization to preserve the documents structure and content.

Diverse developments in Information Retrieval methodology
have been made over the past two decades, which could
make it sufficiently easier to represent unpredictable document
formats and associated contents. We describe related work
and motivations behind this research in Section II. Section
III analyzes the document structures of five company interim
disclosures. In Section IV we compare various mainstream
data serialization formats while concluding the advantages and
disadvantages among them. Section V describes the pipeline
components depicted in Fig. 1 in substantive detail, breaking
down each process into a set of processes. The paper concludes
in Section VI which sets a future direction for our research.

Fig. 1. The Hybrid API Architecture described in this paper for the syntactic
representation of heterogeneous documents. At a high level, the depicted
analysis pipeline is broken down into 6 stages: Detection (a), Acquisition
(b), Segmentation (c), Entity Morphing (d), A cache object for document
representation (e) and a duel error handling module (f). A document is
introduced into the pipeline and subject to numerous decomposition stages.
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II. RELATED WORK

Early attempts at analyzing structured data in heteroge-
neous documents include the Douglas et al study (4) which
represented tabular data using spaces in plain text. These
researchers presented an analysis of table layout and the
associated linguistic characteristics. However, wider linguistic
complexities are presented in plain text representation of
tables. This can include complex header parsing, redundant
or null cell representation and wider linguistic complexities.
We aim to extend their problems of characteristic syntax and
apply a set of transformations to the contents.

More recent work includes the Clark & Divvala research
(5) which aims to discover a holistic view of the document,
achieving a deeper semantic understanding of articles such as
academic computer science papers by placing emphasis on
figures such as charts. Likewise, the data found in corporate
disclosures tend to be multifaceted in nature, that being a mix
of unstructured, loosely-structured, unstructured text and mis-
cellaneous data. Their open-source solution agnostically parses
a document and locates the areas wherein figures or tables
could reside by reasoning about the empty regions within
that text, achieving success due to it’s relaxed formatting
assumption.

III. BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS

In this paper we refer to freeform text, that is sentences with
no predictable syntactical structure as unstructured content. In
turn, we refer to information in tabular form as structured data.
Although the term ‘loosely-structured data’ is typically used
to refer self-describing data (6; 7), we use it in this paper as
a means of classifying information that is not presented in
a structured or unstructured form. This can take the form of
bullet points, footnotes, images etc.

We analyzed a random sample of five interim statements
published by different software companies between July and
December 2014 as listed on the British Alternative Investment
Market (AIM). The results portrayed in Fig. 2 show that
although the majority of content is unstructured in nature,
the sample set had structured and loosely-structured data
accounting for 22% to 65% in terms of token count.

Fig. 3 on the other hand shows that although unstructured,
free form text and miscellaneous data increased with page
count, structured and loosely-structured data could be consid-
ered random and unpredictable. The share of structured and
loosely-structured information is, in our opinion, substantial
and shouldn’t be left out of text mining tasks due to the
risk in knowledge loss. We propose syntactically serializing
the document in a machine readable format whose schema is
flexible enough to adapt to unpredictable content and volatile
formatting. It is clear however from this preliminary analysis
of the small data set that if it is possible to serialize documents,
a format would require several characteristics to make this
possible such as flexibility, system interoperability, etc. We
review multiple data serialization formats in the next section
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Fig. 2. Five Interim statements broken down to their representative cluster.
This initial study found there was no predictable cluster share of the docu-
ments studied.

and select the most appropriate for serializing multifaceted
documents written by specialist humans.
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Fig. 3. The change in token count over page count. The results show
that although unstructured content increases with page count, it can be
deemed unpredictable the share of structured, loosely structured and other
miscellaneous data will represent of the over all document. The blue line
shows the change in unstructured data wheras The red line shows changes in
structured data and The green line shows the changes in other data formats.
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TABLE I
THE DATA TYPES OF JAVASCRIPT OBJECT NOTATION

Data Types Example Description
Numeric 1, -5, 0.9, 34543987584 Can represent a signed integer or floating-point number and may use exponential E notation.

String “Jack”, “Jill” A sequence of characters. This data type supports 8, 16 and 32 bit unicode
transmission formats.

Boolean true or false Either True or False values.

Array [0, “Jill”, [1, 2], null] An ordered list of all the data types in this table including null.

Object “names”{ “name”: “Jack”} An unordered set of key-value pairs, where the keys must be specified
explicitly in a String format.

None Type null A vacant value often used as a placeholder.

IV. SERIALIZATION FORMATS

Data Serialization is the process of translating data struc-
tures into a sortable format to be loosely reconstructed at a
later time if required. We focus our attention on formats that
are data oriented rather than document markup oriented. In the
upcoming subsections we review XML, JSON and YAML.

A. XML

XML (eXtensible Markup Language ) is probably one of
the most popular document serialization formats since the rise
of Web 2.0, a milestone in web evolution that democratized
content, converting a generation of information consumers
into content creators. XML is described by the World Wide
Web Consortium as a flexible user specified markup scheme,
whose elements are not subject to formatting rules (7). One
advantage XML has is that it is human readable and can be
converted to various serialization formats using XLST (eXten-
sible Stylesheet Language Transformation) or an independent
parser.

B. JSON

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a relatively newer
serialization format compared to XML, which is lightweight,
thus lower processing overhead (8). It is regarded as a
lightweight alternative to XML, which can preserve the native
data type of the selected entity and can be used for server
parsing (9; 10). We describe an overview of JSON data types
in Table I.

C. YAML

YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language) is a superset
of JSON that offers an alternative, user friendly syntax by
replacing various nested delimiters, such as list braces, object
colloquially and quote marks with whitespace. YAML supports
a powerful feature that we believe could benefit many natural
language processing researchers called anchoring, which en-
ables embedded object referencing and can handle relational
information similar to a traditional SQL database (11).

D. Discussion

Due to its popularity, XML seems an attractive choice.
However to query an XML, XPATH (XML Path Language)
is required to parse the document and would be considered
inefficient compared to newer standards. Further we believe it

could prove difficult to train a machine to autonomously parse
the semi-structured nature of XML document. Adopting JSON
on the other hand, a specified path could be explicitly declared
or discovered with ease due to the tree like structure. After
reviewing numerous studies and experimentation, we chose to
rule out YAML in it’s current state1 as it typically requires
an external parser and we found that when automatically
generating YAML documents there was possible corruption.
However, future experimentation with YAML could yield an
interesting study as it is much more verbose and is being used
in various innovative ways.

JSON compared to XML has a steeper learning curve and
debatably a much more complex syntax. The comprehensive
Eriksson-Halberg study surveyed performance and the syntax
of JSON and YAML and found JSON implementations to be
‘many times faster than YAML for both serialization (dumping)
and deserialization (loading).(12)’ The researchers concluded
that the complexity behind processing YAML formats to be
the reason for this. We feel that due to the level of expressivity
and efficient performance of JSON that we should adopt it, for
the current time being, to represent document inputted to our
pipeline.

V. PIPELINE ARCHITECTURE

In Fig. 1, we showcased and briefly discussed our high-
level pipeline architecture for serializing documents with an
unpredictable structure and format at a high level. Here, we
describe the various stages an inputted document goes through
to be serialized. As corporate disclosures, medical journals
and academic papers are commonly published in Portable
Document Format (PDF), we describe a PDF as the input to
this propositional system.

A. Detection

The document format is first determined by the MIME type
(Multipurpose Internet Mail Type). This phase inserts the con-
tent type header along with the document to the Acquisition
phase (b) for the documents conversion and decomposition.

B. Acquisition

Disclosures released by a company are often published
in Portable Document Format (PDF). This presentation over

1At the time of publication, the latest version of YAML was v1.2
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content oriented format presents a number of problems for
natural language acquisition and analysis. Further, the doc-
ument’s structure is unpredictable and can change between
structured, loosely-structured or free form texts at any time.
Therefore, we first propose an introduction stage dedicated
to the decomposition of the document, which we call the
Acquisition and Segmentation phase of our pipeline shown in
Fig 4.

Once the pipeline has accepted the document, two concur-
rent processes must take place. The first process aims to extract
the document metadata. This metadata can include information
such as creation date, modified date, author name(s), publisher
geo-coordinates and other miscellaneous information (13).

Fig. 4. The Acquisition Process: The detected document format is accepted
bu the pipeline. One process extracts the metadata (if any) and the second
process clusters the document into one of three categories.

C. Segmentation

The segmentation process converts the document into an
HTML (HyperText Markup Language) format, assuming the
content type header is not already in HTML format, preserving
bullet points and table formats, the latter for example by
placing null values in redundant cells. The source document is
first converted to HTML in order to traverse semi-structured
nodes in the document. To categorize the unstructured, loosely-
structured, structured and other miscellaneous information, we
propose a black box clustering mechanism to classify innumer-
able sections of the document that the set of token sequences
belong to. During this phase, we also assign various reference
data to the section, which includes the page number, the
section number, the paragraph index, and index of the sentence
in that paragraph, to somewhat preserve the presentational
elements of the document.

D. Entity Morphing

Due to the unpredictable and creative use of language within
corporate disclosures, the need to manipulate tokens became
apparent at early stages of this research. This component
described is a series of objects that manipulate text into a
common reusable and storable format in the form of objects.

We narrow the research direction to seven named entity types,
which can be efficiently remodeled using pattern matching
techniques such as regular expressions. These entity types are
monetary values, percent, decimals, durations, times, dates
and miscellaneous quantity values with examples provided in
Fig 5.

($1.1b → {′$′, 1100000000})
($4.7million → {‘$′, 4700000})
(6.3p → {′GBP ′, 0.063})
(12thMarch2015 → {′20150312000000′})
(e66, 000, 000 → {′e′, 66000000})
(5.2% → {0.052})
(−2perc → {−0.02})
Fig. 5. Parsed Tokens: examples depicting an input x and output y where (.)
represents an input to the annotator object’s helper function. (x) → y

We advocate the removal of PERCENT objects by convert-
ing all percentages found in the text to a decimal format. It was
found that performing calculations on the extracted entities
was possible if presented in a decimal format, a technique we
plan to explore further in future research.

E. Object Representation

We refer to unstructured content as content that has no
predefined data-model and has an unpredictable structure,
often mass text that can contain various objects such as money,
time, quantities, and so on. We serialize the sentences into
an array of JSON objects, maintaining the various indexes
discussed in Section A of the pipeline. We use the Punkt
Tokenizer in the NLTK as described by Bird (13) which
is a model trained using a unsupervised machine learning
algorithm for sentence boundary detection. However, various
popular tokenizers could also prove appropriate for this task
such as the Stanford Tokenizer or TrTok which prove effective
when parsing messy web text data. We provide a serialization
example of an unstructured paragraph in 5.1.

Example 5.1 (Unstructured Paragraph Example):
{

"sentences": [{
"paragraph_index": 1,
"sentence_index": 1,
"cluster_index": 1,
"page_index": 1,
"sentence": "This is a sentence."
},
{
"paragraph_index": 1,
"sentence_index": 2,
"cluster_index": 1,
"page_index": 1,
"sentence": "...also a sentence."

}]
}
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Khusro et al (15) note that the detection, extraction and
annotation of tables within heterogeneous documents have
been quite a significant research problem in Information Re-
trieval for many years. The structured serialization stage of the
hybrid pipeline aims to serialize complex and unpredictable
tables into JSON format. Tables are information rich data
stores, which contain a lot, often audited factual or objective
information. We show how a parsed table (Table II) would
be serialized in JSON in Example 5.2. This is possible using
a very carefully programmed set of rules. This white box ap-
proach has proved effective for our small sample of documents
but may need to be extended with intelligent based processing
as our architecture scales and formats become increasingly
complex.

TABLE II
FDP.L PROFIT & LOSS EXCERPT DATED NOVEMBER 2014

6 Months Ended,
31 August 2014

6 Months Ended,
31 August 2013

£’000 £’000
Revenue 37,507 34,381
Cost of Sales (27, 606) (25,313)
Gross Profit 9,900 9,068

Example 5.2 (FDP.L Table Serialized):
{

"profit_loss": {
"revenue": {

"2014-08": 37507000,
"2013-08": 34381000

},
"cost_of_sales": {

"2014-08": -27606000,
"2013-08": -25313000

},
"gross_project": {

"2014-08": 9900000,
"2013-08": 9068000

}
}

}

F. Error Checking & Tolerance

We implement two logic based error checking modules
depicted in Fig. 1 as f1 and f2 respectively. The error handling
processes verifies the accuracy and corrects mistakes made by
the various concurrent processes. Scenarios covered by the
error checker include:

• The document format has been correctly identified.
• Verify an objects reference data.
• Cast string named entities to their native format.
• Testing the structure of the tree-like output.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this initial study we have proposed a novel architecture to
serialize and represent a document and its contents for further
analysis. We feel there is still scope for vast improvement and
research into converting presentation oriented documents into
a machine readable format that a human can easily debug.
First, with the rise of the semantic web and linked data,
we believe that extending our serialization model to JSON-
LD (JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data) may be
appropriate. Secondly, there is potential to cluster knowledge
together as in Example 6.1 to solve various interoperability
and distribution problems within Big Data systems.

Example 6.1 (Multiple Sources Serialized):
{

"id": 1,
"name": "Company X",
"collection": {

"disclosures": { ... },
"social_media": { ... },
"company_news": { ... },
"media_news": { ... },
"stock_price": { ... }

}
}

Finally, many messages published over the web are trans-
mitted natively in a JSON format and could prove appropriate
to build up a profile of different sources into a single object
for efficiency. We believe from this early study that this
would make Big Data analysis on these documents much more
efficient and manageable (15).
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Abstract—Nowadays database management systems are one
of  the  most  critical  resources  in  every  company. Despite  ad-
vanced possibilities  of  SQL,  relational  database  management
systems do not support flexible query conditions.

Main assumptions of this  work were two facts.  First,  that
real  data not  representing  random distribution (white  noise),
but have natural trend to granularity. The second one, that in
everyday contacts we do not using strict defined conditions. The
second feature lead us to use fuzzy logic which closer represent-
ing natural communication. First gives us opportunity to auto-
matically construct functions defining membership to discrete
groups based only on data distribution. 

The problem of extending database systems with natural lan-
guage expressions is a matter of many research centers. The ba-
sic idea of presented research is to extend an existing query lan-
guage  and make database  systems able  to  satisfy  user needs
more closely. This paper deals mostly with gaining imprecise in-
formation from relational database systems. Presented concept
is based on fuzzy sets and automatic clustering techniques that
allow to build membership function and fuzzy queries. Thanks
to applied solutions, the relational database system is more flex-
ible, and similar to natural way of communication.

Index Terms—fuzzy logic, fuzzy sets, fuzzy set theory, fuzzy
systems,  fuzzy  clustering,  FSQL,  fuzzy  queries,  imprecise
queries.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE SECOND half of the twentieth century ushered in

rapid development of technology, especially in informa-

tion technology. The growing demand for storing and pro-

cessing huge data sets has resulted in evolution of database

management systems. Those systems are designed to ensure

the cohesion and safety of stored data and their principal ob-

jective  is  to  search  large  data  sets  efficiently. Despite  ad-

vanced  possibilities  of  SQL,  it  is  restricted  to  the precise

communication only. In most business applications, querying

precise values or using standard sharp relationships and tra-

ditional methods of data aggregation is absolutely sufficient.

T

However, in some cases a standard SQL language, which is

based on three-value logic, is not flexible enough. For exam-

ple, if one is looking for cheap accommodation, or wish to

buy a house that costs around €100 000, it is impossible to

get results that will satisfy him, by means of traditional pre-

cise query language. Both of presented queries use natural

language features that are used in everyday life. Traditional

SQL is not feasible to build a query that supports such im-

precise expressions. Imprecision in such context should not

be seen as a drawback, but on the contrary, it allows express-

ing true needs, preferences and evaluation.

II. THE CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND RELEVANCE

OF RESEARCH

Over the years, traditional methods of searching for infor-

mation based on the precise conditions are more often re-

placed by methods based on fuzzy logic elements. The first

fuzzy query language was presented by Takahashi in 1991

[17]. Two years later he published the full theory of two lan-

guages:  calculus  query  language  and  fuzzy algebra  query

language [18]. In the eighties the problem of fuzzy database

were investigated by: Zamenkowa [23], Chang Ke [7], Buck-

les and Petry [4], [5]. 

In the early nineties, thanks to the rapid information tech-

nology development, we could notice first implementations

of fuzzy query systems. In France, P.Bosc and O. Pivert de-

signed SQLf – fuzzy language which allows getting impre-

cise information from database [3].

Almost  at  the  same  time,  in  Poland  professor  

S.  Zadrożny  and  professor  J.  Kasprzyk  from  Systems

Research  Institute  at  Polish  Academy  of  Science  (PAS),

presented  FQUERY  system  for  Access  database.

FQUERY consists of tools that enable user building queries

with  fuzzy  values,  relations,  linguistic  modifiers
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and quantifiers. Currently, scientists who were 

mentioned above, work on linguistic summaries of 

databases problems and publish their achievements 

together with P.Bosc and O. Pivert from Malaga [4].  

After the year 2000, there were presented newer 

solutions based on today's leading database management 

systems. For example, the research team led by Dr. Jose 

Gomes Galino of the University of Malaga, have 

developed system FSQL for Oracle 7/8, available on the 

Internet [12]. In Poland, Technical University of Poznan 

[9] and Silesian University of Technology [11] designed 

their own fuzzy systems SQLf and Fuzzy Logic 

Management System. 

Despite many implemented systems for query 

languages, this branch of science is still being 

investigated and requires extensions to cope with the 

growing demands. So far, solutions based on the fuzzy 

sets theory contain strong constraints on the design stage 

of fuzzy sets. The developed systems are based on 

rigidly defined membership functions, and therefore 

require cooperation with expert’s knowledge. 

The basic idea of our research is to redesign a fuzzy 

structured query language system by extending 

traditional SQL (Oracle 11g) with condition definition 

similar to natural language. Due to the fact that few 

fuzzy query systems already exist in Polish as well as 

foreign research centers, it is worth to emphasize that 

the innovative element of this work is development of 

universal, multi-dimensional algorithms, which 

automatically generate fuzzy sets, based on the real data 

distribution. There is no need to use expert knowledge 

while original algorithms based on fuzzy clustering 

methods are implemented. In addition, conducting a 

comprehensive analysis of standardization issues and the 

labeling process enabled implementation of an 

intelligent module responsible for the allocation of 

labels according to the automatically generated fuzzy 

sets. There are some arguments to build such solution. 

The work of branch experts generates additional high 

costs. In many cases the meaning of label changes as a 

result of data distribution changes. For example prices 

of apartments usually grow up, so that meaning of cheap 

and expensive flat changes as well. Additionally in 

times of crisis prices can rapidly drop. Any of these 

states requires the help of experts, which can be avoided 

if the proposed solution is used. The approach (in more 

detail discussed in Chapter VI) is a completely new idea 

in the fuzzy SQL language issues. 

III. FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 

Data clustering is a process of assigning a set of 

objects into groups (called clusters) so that the objects in 

the same cluster are more similar (in some sense or 

another) to each other than to those in other clusters. 

Each data point belongs to a cluster of a degree of 

membership grade. This paper reviews three of the most 

representative clustering techniques: Fuzzy C Means, 

Fuzzy C Medoids clustering and Mountain clustering. 

All techniques were implemented and tested against 

automatic fuzzy sets generation problem. Fuzzy 

clustering methods together with the author's algorithm 

and the trapezoidal membership function allowed 

generating fuzzy sets based on the actual data 

distribution. 

A. Equations 

Let X be a set of n patterns described by X ={x�, x�, … , x
}. Let c be an assumed number of clusters. C = {c	�|	1 ≤ j ≤ c} is the set of centers. The notation u��(1 ≤ i ≤ n	, 1 ≤ j ≤ c) indicates the degree of 

membership of the i-th sample to the j-th prototype. The 

membership matrix U is limited to values between 0 and 

1. However, the summation of degrees of belongingness 

of a data point to all clusters is always equal to unity (1). 

�u��
�

���
= 1; 	1 ≤ i ≤ n (1) 

The Fuzzy C-means method was proposed in 1973 by 

Dunn [10] and modified in 1981 by Bezdek [1]. The 

algorithm is based on clusters search in a data set, such 

that an objective function (2) of distance measure is 

minimized. The squared distance is weighted by the m-

th power of the membership in cluster j. 

��(�,  ) = ��!"#�$%" −  #$�'

#��

(

"��
 

1 ≤ ) ≤ ∞ 

(2) 

Distance measure can be expressed by one of specific 

forms general Minkowski (3) norm [20] 

*(+%" , %#, = -�+.%",/ − %#,/.,(
0

/��
1

23
 (3) 

One should remember that the result of clustering 

depends on kind of selected metric. The (4) and (5) are 

mandatory conditions for equation (2) to reach its 

minimum. 

!"# = 1
∑ 5$678'9$‖678';‖<

=>?2'/��
 

(4) 

c� = ∑ u��@
��� x�∑ u��@
���  (5) 
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The algorithm works iteratively through the preceding 

two conditions until there is no more improvement 

noticed. FCM calculates cluster centers and the 

membership matrix U using the steps presented at figure 

Fig 1. 

The main advantage of the FCM algorithm is high 

performance and low hardware requirements. 

Unfortunately, this algorithm has three major 

drawbacks. First, the final distribution of objects 

between clusters strongly depends on the assumed 

number of clusters. Second, the performance of FCM 

depends on the initial membership matrix values. It is 

advised to run the algorithm for several times, every 

time starting with new values of membership grades for 

data points. Third, the algorithm is sensitive to disrupted 

data (e.g. singular point). 

 

Fig 1. FCM – processing steps. 

In order to solve this problem, instead of calculating 

mean we can search the most centrally located cluster 

point called medoid. In this way, the occurrence of the 

singular point in the cluster will not cause significant 

disruptions. 

B. Fuzzy C-Medoids Clustering (FCMdd) 

Fuzzy C-Medoids Clustering [8], relies on the basic 

idea of Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) with the 

difference of calculating cluster centers. The change has 

a significant influence on the efficiency of the 

algorithm. Instead of searching for means (calculated as 

a simple arithmetic formula) we need to process several 

steps over the neighbor points to find medoids. The 

improvement (minimization) of the criterion function (6) 

is much more complex and expensive. The notation r+x�, v�,	indicates dissimilarity between the x� sample 

and v� medoid. 

J@�V; X� � ��u��@r+x�, v�,
�

���




���
 (6) 

Membership matrix (u) is calculated according to (7): 

u�� � 5 �
E+FG,HI,<

2J?2

∑ 5 �
E+FG,HK,<

2J?2�L��
	 (7) 

Figure 2 presents basic steps of the FCMdd algorithm. 

 

Fig 2. FCMdd-processing steps 

C. Mountain Clustering 

The mountain clustering method, proposed by Yager 

and Filev [22] is a simple and effective algorithm based 

on a density measure called the mountain function. It is 

based on three main steps. The first one involves 

forming a grid on the data space, where the intersections 

of the grid lines constitute the potential cluster centers. 

The second step entails construction of a mountain 

function representing data density measure. The height 

of the mountain function at a point M ∈ O is equal to (8): 

)�M� � �P8-$Q?R7$==S= 1T

"��
 (8) 

where %" is the i-th data point and	σ	is an application 

specific constant. The third step involves selection of the 

cluster centers by sequentially reducing the mountain 

function. This is done by modification of the mountain 

function to the form represented by equation (9): 

)(VW�M� � )�M� & )� ��P85‖Q?X2‖==Y= <
 

(9) 

IV. CLUSTER VALIDATION PROBLEM 

The problem of data clustering is quite complex, what 

is mainly caused by wide potential of methods usage. 

Depending on the situation there is a need to use 

different types of algorithms, so it is difficult to impose 

a universal method. One of the main subjects in data 

clustering is evaluation of the result of clustering 

algorithms (cluster validation). More precisely, the 

STEP 1:

Initialize the membership matrix U 
with random values between 0 and 1 
such that the constraints in equation 

(1) are satisfied.

STEP 2:
Calculate c fuzzy cluster centers using 

equation (8).

STEP 3:

Compute the objective function 
according to equation (5). Stop if 

either it is below a certain tolerance 
value or improvement over previous 
iteration is below a certain threshold.

STEP

4:

Compute new U using Equation (7).

Go to step 2.

STEP 1:

Make the initial random selection of c 
medoids. Calculate the degree of 

membership (10) of each object to each 
cluster using the chosen measure of 

distance.

STEP 2:

In the next iterations, recalculate all 
distances between medoids and all 

elements and calculate criterion 
function (9).

STEP 3:
Update new medoids using elements 
where the criterion function reached 

its minimum.
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cluster validation problem is to find an objective 

criterion to determine how good a partition generated by 

a clustering algorithm is. Since most clustering 

algorithms require a pre-assumed number of clusters, a 

validation criterion to find an optimal number of clusters 

would be very beneficial. 

The first validation was associated with the FCM 

partition coefficient proposed by Bezdek [1], defined by 

(10): 

Z[\ � 1]��!"#�
(

#��

'

"��
 (10) 

To produce a better clustering performance we find 

optimal cluster numbers for max�`�`
8�Ibc. 
Partition entropy was also proposed by Bezdek for the 

Fuzzy C-Means algorithm and it is defined by the 

following equation (11): 

Z[d = −1]��!"#
(

#��

'

"��
log� !"# (11) 

To produce better clustering performance we find 

optimal cluster numbers for min�`�`
8�Ibh. 
In 1991 Xie and Beni [19] proposed a validation 

index based on compactness and separation defined 

as (12): 

Zij = ∑ ∑ !"#�(#�� $%# − M"$�'"��
]min"k# l, m $%# − M"$�  (12) 

In 2011 Rubio, Castillo and Melin [16] compared the 

most commonly used indices such as Ibc, Ibh, Ino and 

proposed its own (13) proving its greatest effectiveness. 

Ipcq = Iqbh + Dq (13) 

where 

Iqbh = ��u���



���

�

���
log� u�� (14) 

DqK = � $M� −M�$�L
�,����k�

, k = 1,… , c (15) 

During the research all presented above validity 

indexes were implemented and used in the process of 

fuzzy sets generation. In order to evaluate the quality of 

the indexes we used multi-dimensional data structures 

from the actual Machine Learning Repository 

maintained by the Center for Machine Learning and 

Intelligent Systems, University of California, Irvine [6]. 

Detailed experiments revealed that validity indexes 

based on compactness and separation are most 

effectiveness, that is why in our fuzzy SQL system the 

Rubio and Xie-Beni indexes were most important. 

V. FUZZY SQL SYSTEM DESIGN 

The main idea of our research was to design and 

implement system, which extends traditional SQL with 

condition build in the way similar to natural language. 

The great difference between proposed solution and 

already existing similar systems is fully automated 

generation of membership functions and fuzzy sets [13]. 

In addition to this, the automatic labeling module is also 

novelty[14], [15]. The project consists of three main 

modules described below.  

The basic problem of testing is to gather 

representative data set. It should provide the actual 

distribution of the data and their continuous growth. The 

tests were carried out on several public available 

datasets. Finally we decided to build and positioned the 

dedicated WWW portal with tutorials for some 

programing and database platforms. Because the data set 

is one of the most important factor for all tests realized 

for implementing algorithms we decided to use selected 

Google Analytics statistics of the website traffic (fig. 3): 

− number of visits (total and unique users); 

− number of page views; 

− percentage of rejections (input of 1 page views); 

− average time spent on the site; 

− loyalty (percent of new visits). 

 

Fig 3. Exemplary overview of Google Analytics for defined data 

period. 

Results describing portal users activity store in 

Google Analytics were exported to database server. This 

step concerns gathering an input data, and preparing 

database model for the main processing are presented at 

Fig 4. 
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Fig 4. Data preparation diagram. 

The second element of created system is a set of tools 

responsible for fuzzy queries processing consisting of 

the following components: 

− query parser, which decomposes the fuzzy query 

into understandable by the system and database 

elements; 

− fuzzy sets generator – a complex module using 

fuzzy clustering methods, novel fuzzy sets 

algorithms, validity indexes, T/S norms 

implementations etc.; 

− labels assignment process – each fuzzy set is 

addressed by appropriate label or labels; 

− fuzzy conditions, operators and aggregate functions 

executor. 

The third element of the project – the client 

application is responsible for construction fuzzy queries 

(tree view and text) and presentation of the results. 

A. Data preparation 

In order to collect a sufficient data set, there was a 

need to prepare (design, implement and publish) an 

exemplary website which provides tutorials for web 

graphics (3dStudioMax, After Effects, Photoshop). 

Website traffic statistics are a good source of natural 

input data. In our project the Google Analytics (GA) 

was used as a statistical data warehouse. GA is a free, 

online tool mainly used to analyze websites statistics. 

GA is a powerful tool with variety of functionalities 

accessible via web browser and what was very useful 

via Java API.  

One of the most important elements of the research 

was to prepare software in order to communicate easily 

with the GA. By use Java programming language, Java 

GA API (JGA), and JDBC the integration with the 

Oracle database was provided. Figure 4 presents basic 

GA integration steps. 

It is worth to emphasize that data prepared for fuzzy 

clustering algorithms are normalized to the <0, 100> 

range in order to eliminate the problem of scale, 

negative values and to ensure the integrity of the 

generated fuzzy sets. Standardization refers to both input 

data as well as a range of labels. In this way, it is 

possible to assign labels by percentage match in order to 

avoid context dependency. For example query using 

"high temperature" expression in context of the weather, 

boiling water or melting metals is completely different. 

Data normalization eliminates this problem.  

GA enables lots of important statistics about website 

traffic. It is impossible to discuss all of them, so we 

focused on most commonly used like metrics: visits, 

pageviews, visit duration, avg time on page, bounce rate, 

%new visits. Such data can be analyzed in the following 

dimensions: the date (hour, day, month, year), location - 

source of visits (continent, country, city), the type, 

version and parameters of a web browser (IE, FF,) 

language etc. 

B. Data processing 

Our fuzzy SQL interpreter enables natural language 

expressions, so labeling module was designed and 

implemented. Firstly, it was necessary to define labels 

with the gradation of "strength" of each label 

(appropriate thresholds was required). Labels of the 

same type (e.g. short, average, tall) are combined into 

sets. Each label set is assigned to the attribute e.g. the 

attribute “time on site” can be short or long and the 

attribute “number of visits” can be small, average or big. 

The process of assigning labels to fuzzy set causes some 

difficulties connected to following issues [16]:  

− each attribute may have different number of labels; 

− each clustering process can generate different 

number of clusters. Presented issues were coped in 

the implemented algorithm. 

Figure 5 presents an exemplary data distribution used 

in a labeling process. The naive approach is to evenly 

split the range of variation attribute according to the 

number of labels. However, it ignores the variable 

distribution and fuzzification process. 

 

Fig 5. Exemplary data distribution used in a labeling process. 

STEP

1:

Implementation of a separate module of the 
data integration using: Java 6 and Java Client 

API Google

STEP

2:
Database schema design for use in the target 

data processing

STEP

3:
Dynamic creation of tables based on data from 

the GA queries (n-dimensions, m-metrics)

STEP

4:
Data normalization
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In the case of same number of clusters and assigning 

labels stems from the method of ordering. If number of 

clusters and labels are different assignment is performed 

by comparing the position of the centers of gravity. The 

last of these methods was used during creation of fuzzy 

query processing system. 

C. Fuzzy query processing 

In order to process the fuzzy query and generate fuzzy 

sets automatically, the fuzzy clustering methods, label-

attribute and operator logic were implemented (Fig 6). 

For each distinct attribute to get most relevant results, 

the algorithms run several times, each time starting with 

new clustering parameters (different number of clusters, 

distance measures and start points). After the validity 

indexes are calculated the cluster count is adjusted on 

the basis of Xie-Beni and Rubio calculation for selected 

attribute/attributes. Next, the results of clustering 

method are processed by novel algorithms [13] based on 

membership functions in order to generated fuzzy sets 

with triangle and trapezoid membership functions.  

 

Fig 6. Multidimensional data processing. 

With such prepared data the intelligent module 

responsible for label allocation according to the 

automatically generated fuzzy sets and labeling criteria, 

generates a set of pair-value assignments. Finally 

generated data collection contains fuzzy set to label 

matches eg. label_small » fuzzy_set_#1, label_medium 

» {fuzzy_set_#2 and fuzzy_set_#3} etc. 

After that all the operations for current attribute based 

on T Norms and S Norms are processed according to 

query logic with respect to supplied order and operators 

priorities. In case of query with multiple arguments, 

output of processing of single arguments are joined with 

respect to order and operators and the final result is built 

from the composition of each attributes output. The mid 

results are combined by the use of primary keys or 

ROWID from primary flat SQL query. Finally the client 

application presents query results ordered by 

membership degree. 

VI. EXAMPLES 

SQL queries containing imprecise conditions look 

quite similar to traditional queries. SQL query is 

extended by FuzzyWhere, FuzzyHaving clauses. Figure 

7 presents fuzzy query syntax, containing standard and 

fuzzy conditions, logical operators (or/and/not) and 

fuzzy aggregation conditions. 

In this section, the authors present the difference 

between traditional SQL queries and imprecise FSQL. 

average number of page views during a single visit. To 

illustrate the possibilities of application, shown 

simultaneously all of available imprecise filters on all 

levels we can set following problem. 

It is necessary to find the countries from which comes 

a large number of visitors, in which the average time 

spent on the site by users is significant. 

Let’s consider classical SQL syntax query solved this 

problem that may look like listed on figure 8. The result 

for query is presented on fig 9.  

Similar query in FSQL language may look like listed 

on figure Fig 10. The result set is not restricted by crisp 

conditions so it contains more values Fig 11. 

 
 

SELECT {EXPRESSIONS, AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS AGG } FROM {TABLENAME/S, VIEW/S} 

WHERE {CONDITIONS} 

FUZZYWHERE MINIMUMMEMBERSHIP FUZZYLABEL1(ATTRIBUTE1) AND 

FUZZYLABEL2(ATTRIBUTE1)OR FUZZYLABEL1(ATTRIBUTE2) AND NOT 

FUZZYLABEL3(ATTRIBUTE3) 

GROUP BY {GROUP CONDITION} HAVING <CONDITIONS>  

FUZZYHAVING MINIMUMMEMBERSHIP FUZZYLABEL1(AGG) 

Fig 7. Imprecise query syntax. 

STEP

1:

Use multidimensional fuzzy clustering 
methods

FCM, FCMdd, MC

STEP

2:

Evaluate cluster validity indexes and go 
to step1 until the best parameters 

result is reached

STEP

3:
Generate fuzzy sets using novel 
algorithms based on trapezoids

STEP

4:
Assign labels to fuzzy sets

STEP

5:
Process fuzzy  elements 

conditions/operators/aggregations

STEP

6:
Present the results with fulfillment 

degrees
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SELECT COUNTRY, AVG (PERCENTNEWVISITS), AVG (AVGTIMEONPAGE) 

FROM WEB_DATA_TST 

WHERE PERCENTNEWVISITS > 90 AND AVGTIMEONPAGE > 200 

GROUP BY COUNTRY 

Fig 8. An exemplary traditional query. 

 

COUNTRY AVG(PERCENTNEWVISITS) AVG(AVGTIMEONPAGE) 

USA 97 225 
India 96 325 

Philippines 93 218 

United Kingdom 92 308 

Germany 92 243 

Romania 90 224 

Fig 9. Traditional query’s results 

 

SELECT COUNTRY, AVG(PERCENTNEWVISITS), AVG(AVGTIMEONPAGE) 

FROM WEB_DATA_TST 

FUZZYWHERE 0,5 LARGE(PERCENTNEWVISITS)AND LONG(AVGTIMEONPAGE) 

GROUP BY COUNTRY 

Fig 10. Imprecise query. 

 

COUNTRY AVG(PERCENTNEWVISITS) AVG(AVGTIMEONPAGE) SATIS 

USA 97 225 0.97 
India 96 325 0.96 

Romania 90 224 0.95 

Philippines 96 207 0.95 

Germany 92 217 0.94 

UK Kingdom 95 216 0.94 

Brazil 94 198 0.94 

Myanmar 90 196 0.93 

Poland 94 196 0.93 

Argentina 90 211 0.92 

Canada 89 209 0.90 

Tanzania 90 186 0.82 

Fig 11. Imprecise query’s results. 

 

In the presented realization of query besides the 

definition of fuzzy labels for expressions components in 

FUZZYWHERE clause is possible to define the 

minimum cluster membership degree. This allows to 

control the number of elements in resulting records set. 

In the resulting table presents an additional column 

describing the degree of fulfillment of fuzzy 

expressions. According to the same principles we 

achieved the results in the case of clause 

FUZZYHAVING or a combination of both types of 

filters fuzzy. 

In a situation where the traditional precise search for 

information is insufficient, the user has the option to 

take advantage of the system to define inaccurate query. 

Presented solution allows the user to extract information 

according to defined expectations and preferences. 

These preferences are determined at the stage of 

defining linguistic terms and modifications in the 

database. Dictionaries of labels are available during the 

formulation of queries. The client application enables 

the construction and implementation of inaccurate 

statements, as well as the presentation of the results of 

that are arranged according to the degree of fulfilment of 

the query. 

Presented solution allows you to get fuzzy answers 

for the imprecise query. The fuzzy conditions can be 

defined in the FUZZYWHERE and FUZZYHAVING. 

The task is carried out in several stages, which allows 
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for a detailed analysis of the results of the individual 

phases of the query execution. Through the write access 

to the files mechanism, we can see both the shape of 

membership functions obtained as well as the result of 

action on individual fuzzy sets. Queries may contain 

aggregate functions as well as complex conditional 

statements and fuzzy conjunction operators and 

alternatives. In addition, conditions may relate to both 

single and multiple attributes, which is associated with 

the multidimensional data processing. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper, presents a novel approach to the problem 

of imprecise information retrieval from database 

systems. SQL standard does not provide any mechanism 

for solving such task. Recently, fuzzy SQL languages 

have become a very interesting scope of research. Most 

of current implementations are based on strictly defined 

membership function and require expert knowledge 

about threshold degree for specific data type. This 

article presents an idea of gaining imprecise and 

incomplete information from database by novel 

algorithms. Most important points of the carried out 

research are: natural data set preparation based on real 

website traffic; fuzzy query processing algorithms 

located on database server implementation and front-end 

application implementation.  

Main idea of the proposed algorithms is fuzzy 

clustering mechanisms with automatically generated 

fuzzy sets. All the processing is done by use of smart 

clustering combined with validity indexes to reach the 

best results. The process of generation membership 

function can be executed on demand, triggered by 

events or executed by scheduler. That feature gives 

opportunity to adopt to data distribution changes 

dynamically. In addition to this, the intelligent labeling 

mechanism together with own parser assigns labels 

defined in natural language to generated fuzzy sets. The 

designed system is able to execute fuzzy conditions and 

aggregations and can be combined with standard SQL. 

Currently the integration with SQL is based on Java 

frontend client application but in future it can be 

provided as an extension of standard SQL. As a 

summary it can be said that presented idea of fuzzy sets 

generator together with query parser and intelligent 

labeling mechanism enables retrieval of data for query 

written in meta-natural language (fuzzy query with 

smart labels). 
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Abstract—IT Infrastructure Management and server down-
time have been an area of exploration by researchers and indus-
try  experts,  for  over  a  decade.  Despite  the  research on web
server downtime, system failure and fault prediction, etc., there
is a void in the field of IT Infrastructure Downtime Manage-
ment. Downtime in an IT Infrastructure can cause enormous fi-
nancial,  reputational and relationship losses for customer and
vendor. Our attempt is to address this gap by developing an in-
novative architecture which predicts IT Infrastructure failure.
We have used a hybrid approach of human-machine interaction
through Big Data, Machine Learning, NLP and IR. We sourced
real-time machine, operating system, application logs and un-
structured case notes into an algorithm for multi-dimensional
symptoms mining, using iterative deepening depth-first search,
traversal to create transactions for Sequential Pattern Mining
of symptoms to events. It went through multiple statistical tests
and review from technology experts, to create and update a dy-
namic Pattern Dictionary. This dictionary is used for training
unsupervised and supervised classification models  of machine
learning, namely SVM and Random Forrest to score and pre-
dict new logs in a real time mode. The approach is also dynamic
to use unsupervised clustering methods to give directions to the
technicians on future or unknown pattern of errors or fault, to
constantly update the Pattern Dictionary and improve classifi-
cation for new IT products.

General  Terms—Experimentation,  Algorithms, Service Sup-
port, Technology, Research.

Index  Terms—IT  Infrastructure  Management,  Big  Data,
Data  Mining,  Natural  Language  Processing,  Information Re-
trieval, Decision Tree, Early Warning System, Entropy, k Near-
est Neighbor Classification Algorithm, Random Forrest Classi-
fier, Support  Vector Machine,  Event  Clustering,  Naïve  Bayes
Classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

N UNPLANNED maintenance can be financially dam-

aging. Marshall Institute, an asset management consul-

tancy, reckons that a good rule of thumb is that breakdown or

emergency repairs  cost  three times the cost  of preventive,

predictive  or  planned  corrective  maintenance,  which  still

needs an end to end solution.

A

We, through this research introduce the concept of a holis-

tic  IT  Infrastructure  Downtime Management  by opening a

field of study to the future.

II. RELATED WORK

Research on existing literature and industry practices re-

veal that many companies have recently launched services on

predictive maintenance of IT equipment. Almost all services

companies have some form of offering in this space. Specific

book on predictive maintenance was written in early 2000 by

R Keith Mobley. The literature suggests in general that we

can  use  rule  based  thresholds  on  live  monitored  data  of

equipment and raise alerts based on rules. The literature also

talks  about  multiple statistical  and  machine learning algo-

rithms that can be used to classify new events. But the de-

pendencies on human codified rules compel solutions to be

more customized and require multiple human interventions

to  function.  The  approach  presented  in  this  paper  recom-

mends usage of multiple existing and new methods to ensure

we have automated mechanisms, to build rules which then

can  be  validated,  if  required.  This  makes  the  solution

generic,  usable  across  multiple  types  of  equipment  and

across IT infrastructure across industries. 

Regarding algorithms used most often existing solutions

specify regression models  to  understand  and  forecast  fail-

ures. There is also usage of binary and multiclass classifica-

tion models to predict whether a failure will occur within a

certain time frame. This is particularly apparent in Micro-

soft’s Predictive Maintenance gallery model in Azure Ma-

chine learning platform. The implicit assumption in this type

of usage of existing algorithms is that equipment sensor data

is structured to tell us a sequence of events leading to failure.

The  approach  in  this  paper  suggests  mechanism to  work

around this by identifying the pattern in sequence of events

that lead to failures from raw machine data, where sympto-

matic events leading to final failure are not explicit in nature.

Another important area which was very apparent from re-

search surveys but mostly missing in existing industry imple-

mentation of  predictive maintenance is  Gartner  and IDC’s

80-20  rule:  80%  of  all  downtime  is  due  to  people  and

process issues and 20% due to technology issues. Over de-

pendence on machine sensors constraints the model to look

and predict a machine’s performance. This leads to an over-

sight of people and process issues. Our work in this paper

highlights that with generic pattern identification and subse-

quent classification based on validated patterns can help cap-

ture people and process issues as well. 

Thus the paper tries to extend existing related work into

generic predictive maintenance solution which is applicable

to an environment with varied IT infrastructure. People and

process issues are also predicted in this generic approach.
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III. HIGH LEVEL DESIGN

Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach

IV. DATA SOURCING

Machine  performance data  is  stored  as  Log,  and  is  the

main resource to understand machine behavior. This can be

collected over network using programs written in different

languages. An Enterprise IT environment uses different types

of equipment based on the usage. The challenges are:

a) Variety of the Product: Servers, Storage, Network-

ing, power backups etc. 

b) Multi  manufacturer:   Same  types  of  the  product

from different manufacturer placed in one environ-

ment.

c) Types of machine Data: every machine has its own

style of providing data. Some of them are plain text,

some of them are encrypted or as a binary file with

different types of data structure
The challenge is combining all of the data to one readable and 
usable format for the algorithm to understand and apply models for 
study and usage. Above all, the challenges of doing data mining 
and modeling on such large data are many. Statistically surmising, 
continuous and discrete data together has always been a challenge. 
In a huge dataset with multiple sources, with multiple pieces of 
information from independent sources, it is very difficult to infer 
something based on looking at just a few pieces of information; as 
different permutations of multiple pieces of information could lead 
to various conflicting events. The data is also dynamic, as logs are 
continuously fed. On top of that, the inflow of information is fast 
paced, huge and requires immediate attention to trigger corrective 
actions on time. So unless and until the snapshot of the data is 

captured and analyzed with due consideration to timeline, it can 
lead to incoherent inferences.

The challenges don’t just end there. The lack of centralized data 
base with multiple systems handling different type of data for 
different domains and with lack of proper governance across them, 
a lot of data problems like duplicity, missing data, wrong data, 
improper time tracking etc. also arise. The real challenge comes in 
tracing whether the data is correct or not. From analysis 
perspective, the “descriptions” for each line of log are captured as 
unstructured data; which if analyzed accurately using advanced text
mining algorithms, along with Machine Learning Supervised 
methods, in an Hybrid Learning Method, can give great insights 
into the Downtime Management, and if missed can lead to 
erroneous conclusions.

V. DISCOVERING PATTERNS–THE SUPERVISED WAY

A. Developing Symptoms Database

Let  us elucidate the need for self-learning Transactional

Table and how we have conceptualized it.  Each source of

data becomes very dynamic post decrypting in terms of flow

of events and defining relationships to me mined. We studied

and found that an enterprise data of such a large scale does

not have a standardized way to collapsing all the sources in a

robust format for further study. The generic approaches as il-

lustrated in [20][21][22][23][24][29] cannot be directly ap-

plied because of diverse systems resulting in complex behav-

ior as seen in the logs. A sample as shown in table (1) illus-

trates the complexity in back and forth rapidly changing di-

mensions of the Symptoms to Events generation. The final

result may also be skewed towards either a complete failure

Fig 1. High Level Diagram
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of the system or a symptom or an event, hence complexity

multiplies itself.

B. Event Pattern Discovery

Pattern mining or discovery is a holistic concept and has

been  applied  in Marketing Science  [25][26]  and other  re-

search  fields  [27]  for  decades  now. Analyzing  symptoms

from billions  of  rows  into  meaningful  patterns  in  rapidly

changing environments like IT Infrastructure. We had to take

a non-traditional way to approach this problem. We first cre-

ated  a framework of  “Pattern  Dictionary”  which works in

two ways. We developed a path based combined length and

breadth search function as illustrated in papers in bits and

pieces in studies [15][16][17][18][19]. The result of this ex-

ercise was to find the best possible pattern using multi-level

search and precisely try to churn the duplicates at each hier-

archical  level of  system, server  or  entire  environment and

find best known patterns.

The second way was to apply Constraint based Sequential

Pattern Mining [22] [23] [24], to study and find the unknown

patterns  using pattern  growth method for  frequent  pattern

mining.  The  sequence  of  the  data  was determined  by the

transactions by finding events occurring at regular intervals

and then finding difference between two similar events. 

We then applied a visual Self Organizing Map on the rules

to determine the rules generated with the in-house function

and sequential pattern miner (example as shown in Figure 2).

The resultant patterns are clubbed together and gets into the

cleansing process.

A sequence α = (X1 ••• Xl ) is an ordered list of itemsets

or symptoms in our case. An itemset Xi  (1 ≤ i ≤ l) in a se-

quence is called a transaction, a term originated from analyz-

ing customers’ shopping sequences in a transaction database.

The  number of  transactions  in  a  sequence is  called  the

‘length of the sequence’. A sequence with length l is called

an l-sequence. For an l-sequence α, we have len(α) = l. Fur-

thermore, the i-th itemset is denoted by α[i]. An item can oc-

cur at most once in an itemset, but can occur multiple times

in various itemsets in a sequence.

A sequence α = (X1 ... Xn) is called a subsequence of an-

other sequence β = (Y1 ... Ym) (n ≤ m), and β a super-se-

quence of α, denoted by α !:; β, if there exist integers 1 ≤ i1

< . . . < in ≤ m such that X1 ⊆ Yi1 , ..., Xn ⊆ Yin.

A sequence database is a set of 2-tuples (sid, α), where sid

is a sequence-id and α a sequence. A tuple (sid, α) in a se-

quence database SDB is said to contain a sequence γ if γ is a

subsequence of α. The number of tuples in a sequence data-

base SDB containing sequence γ is called the support of γ ,

denoted by sup(γ ).

Given a positive integer min_sup as the support threshold,

a  sequence γ  is  a  sequential  pattern in sequence database

“Patterns Database” if sup(γ ) ≥ min_sup. The sequential pat-

tern mining problem is to find the complete set of sequential

patterns with respect to a given sequence database SDB and

a support threshold min_sup.

The first principle that we apply here is applying a weigh-

tage based on Pearson's chi-square test,  also known as the

chi-square goodness-of-fit test or chi-square test for indepen-

dence [32]. This gives an advantage over and above choos-

ing the rules based on lift and support. The result from asso-

ciation rules P1  passes on to the Human Machine Interface

(HMI) for next level of check.

C. Human Machine Interface for Pattern Validation

Patterns from the mining activity as illustrated above is

treated in the algorithm using a new and robust mechanism

of  throwing  the  first  patterns  P1 to  be  matched  with  the

generic  list  of  error  databases  existent  with all  enterprise

support  organizations.  The  resultant  is  Pattern  List  2  (P2)

which is then passed to the experts and technicians to vali-

date the patterns with their experiences through a web portal

in cloud to capture their validations using voting methodol-

ogy of event occurrence. The weight of voting on specific

pattern clears its path for the self-learning and ever evolving

“Pattern  Dictionary”.  This  eliminates  bias  from statistical

and industrial application perspective as shown in Table 2. A

java based portal (Jp) is used to show the entire frame and

the data is stored in the HP Vertica data center. 

TABLE I.
SYMPTOMS TABLE

Symptom 1
(S1)

Symptom 2 
(S2)

Symptom N 
(Sn)

Event

S11 S13 S52 E1

S21 S44 S57 E1

S17 S31 S66 E2

Fig 2. Rule Network using Self Organizing Map

TABLE II.
SYMPTOMS TABLE

Pattern Event Lift Vote PVotes

S11 > S43 > S91 E11 0.69 Yes 39%
S43 > S56 > S45 > S67 E23 0.35 No 77%
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VI. PREDICTING THE NEXT EVENT–SUPERVISED MACHINE

LEARNING APPROACH

Now that the “Pattern Dictionary” is ready with the pat-

terns from the exercise done in Step 5, it is then needed to

predict the next event occurrence. Decision Trees, [13] clas-

sically try to address this problem at a smaller scale and di-

mension (including limited classes). But at a big data level,

we thought of applying Machine Learning in a different way

on results from Association rule applied in some studies[1]

[2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9].  We have tried  to  study some ma-

chine learning models which is one the way of being imple-

mented using Python and Spark.

A. Application of Machine Learning models with 
supervision

Every generation of machines may have a different behav-

ior and may generate varied class of events. Using the logic

of determining the best fit model from historical data may

collapse when applied to  real  time. Hence we approached

this problem by providing the flexibility of choosing the best

fit model for a particular one real time, using a Java based

portal (Jp).

We applied few machine learning models like kNN, Naïve

Bayes,  Support Vector Machine and Random Forest which

can be scaled to Big Data framework at run time using Spark

or Mahout (development in progress). 

The above approach is quite intuitive in nature to capture

complexities of the framework and give an advantage to the

user or technician to apply the best fit model on real time.

The first cut of results are shown in Table 3 above which

tells us that the Sigmoid Kernel function used for SVM tends

to  give  a  better  result  but  not  far  behind  is  the  Gradient

boosting model with 52 % classification accuracy. As there is

no existing model to test with, this testing model would be

taken as reference for further evaluation.

B. Determining unknown events through Text Clustering 

and NLP

In the process of applying supervised mechanisms to pre-

dict  next events  we found that  a  significant  percentage of

events could not be classified or be predicted due to histori-

cal novelty, new machines developed or implemented, soft-

ware updated, patch released etc. These may create a huge

pile of symptoms which could not even be mined or mapped

by human intelligence.

We propose a dynamic flexibility to the algorithm which

takes the key aspects of Text Mining, Natural Language pro-

cessing and clustering documents.

The first challenge was to put the millions of unstructured

and structured data generated through server monitoring and

collected through case logs, into a centralized data reposi-

tory, on top of which an analytical system can be built. It was

essentially a Big Data challenge, for which a HP Vertica Plat-

form was used, to address it. Once the data was available, the

next challenge was to  apply machine learning on this Big

Data. R MapReduce code came handy here to generate Doc-

ument Term Matrix and Mahout was used for Clustering and

Classification [31][32]. 

A clear roadmap was laid and followed to develop a Hy-

brid Pattern Mining and Unknown Issue Identification Sys-

tem. The incidents (symptoms) were divided into two sets:

one where the affected items were mentioned and the other

where the affected items were not mentioned. The incidents

where  the affected  items were  mentioned  were  further  di-

vided into the training and validation data sets. The training

set was used to derive the affected items for incidents where

it was not mentioned using machine learning (Pattern Min-

TABLE III.
SAMPLE RESULTS FROM MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Selected
Model

Predecessor
Node

Model
Node

Model
Description

Target
Variable

Misclassifi-
cation Rate

Squared
Error

Actual:
Misclassifi

cation
Rate

YEvent_A SVM SVM SVM-d Final_Event 0.13582 0.13509 0.13582

SVM3 SVM3 SVM-FQP Final_Event 0.13582 0.13509 0.13582

HPNNA2 HPNNA2 Select NN Final_Event 0.13583 0.11834 0.13583

HPNNA HPNNA HP Neural Final_Event 0.13583 0.11988 0.13583

LARS LARS LARS-d Final_Event 0.13666 0.11319 0.13666

SVM2 SVM2 SVM-LSVM Final_Event 0.13674 0.14751 0.13674

Reg Reg Regression-d Final_Event 0.13682 0.11329 0.13682

SVM4 SVM4 SVM-Sigmoid
Kernel

Final_Event 0.54437 0.26851 0.54437

Boost2 Boost2 Gradient 
Boosting - 
hash1

Final_Event 0.52273 0.52273 0.52273

Boost Boost Gradient 
Boosting -d

Final_Event 0.13582 0.11712 0.13582
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ing). The validation data set was used for in-sample valida-

tion. Once the affected items were known for all  the inci-

dents, the next step was to group those millions of indepen-

dent incidents into logically related units which can be used

to design an Incident Routing Mechanism. This mechanism

ensures that a randomly reported incident is correctly allo-

cated to its designate Level II tech support team on time, for

accurate and timely resolution of the issue.

The Pattern Mining was done independently on a sample

of top 5 clients by incidents/issues logged by call  volume

collected  the free form textual inputs given by multi-level

support  representatives and server logs generated for those

accounts connecting logs with R-Vertica Connect. First data

cleansing was done including removal of punctuations, white

spaces,  numbers,  stop-words,  etc.  The  stop-word  removal

was a two-step process:  first  a  standard  corpus based and

second specific  to  each account to  take out  many English

word which are required for NLP but not needed in this case.

The  account  based  list  was  created.  Next  POS  (parts-of-

speech) tagging was done and only nouns and verbs with al-

phanumeric  keys  were  kept.  The  alphanumeric  keys  was

identified using N-gram taxonomy created and verified by

experts. Finally, after all the cleansing, the DTM (Document

Term Matrix) was created  to link the term to the affected

items. The DTM was shared with the engineers or experts to

further refine it. The industry best practice of 10-fold cross

validation technique was then used to find the relation be-

tween the unstructured incidents listed in the form free text

and the affected items. The final DTM list was divided in

training (90%) and validation (10%) sets, randomly 10 times.

The kNN (k-nearest-neighbor)  classification algorithm was

run every time on the training set and the validation set was

used to  find the misclassification rate (error).  The desired

value of k (from 1to 10) was selected based on the classifica-

tion which gave the least misclassification rate (error). After

the in-sample validation was done and we got both the right

value of  k and the relation between the unstructured inci-

dents and the affected items; the findings were used to derive

the affected items of those incidents where the affected items

were not listed using kNN classification again. The output

was a complete list of all the incidents with affected items.

The event determining mechanism was more challenging

as there was no predefined/business logic behind grouping of

similar incidents together and it was purely based on un-su-

pervised machine learning algorithm. The k-means clustering

algorithm of Mahout was chosen for the purpose. The big-

gest challenge here was to find the correct value of k. Silhou-

ette approach was used to find the right value of k. In this

method the items within each cluster are evaluated for their

average dissimilarity with all the other items in the cluster.

The measure of dissimilarity was selected as Euclidian Dis-

tance, say a(i). The item is similarly evaluated for its average

dissimilarity with any other cluster to which it does not be-

long, say b(i). The cluster with the lowest average dissimilar-

ity is said to be the ‘neighboring cluster’. If a(i) < b(i), then it

can be concluded that the item belongs to the right cluster,

else the clusters are revised. Thus the Silhouette approach is

used  to  determine  the  value  of  k  based  on  how  tightly

grouped all the items in a cluster are. 

The choice of Silhouette method posed another challenge

as it requires the data to be in the form of a non-negative

square matrix to be run on Mahout.  SVD (Singular  Value

Decomposition)  technique  was  used  to  address  this  issue

[28]. The DTM for the entire data set was created the same

way as specified in the pattern mining section above, but for

the use of Mahout instead of R. The DTM was transformed

using SVD which not only resulted in a square matrix but

also brought in dimensionality reduction; reducing the space

complexity  of  the  Silhouette  algorithm  which  becomes

highly space complex for Big Data. Once the logical group-

ing of incidents based on terms identified from the unstruc-

tured data in the form of comments for each incident was

completed, the routing mechanism to decide which  should

be routed to which support team was very easy to develop.

These  patterns  are  displayed  online  using the  portal  to

map closely related events and results are saved in the Pat-

tern dictionary. 

C. Bridging the Supervised and Unsupervised approach

The “Pattern Dictionary” acts as the stakeholder for col-

lecting information from both the supervised and unsuper-

vised methods. These patterns may not be conclusive but are

evolutionary in  nature  which develops  as  time grows and

studies each system working as a perfect interface between

Human and Machine.

The approach  collects all  the necessary pattern into the

pattern  dictionary and  then  applies  multiple  models  to  be

tested as we do not know which model will fit better in what

kind of situation.

Historical knowledge and Topics gained from the NLP ap-

proach makes this concept unique and a perfect bridge be-

tween Supervised and Unsupervised Methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research with Predictive Analytics in the center, is an

attempt to preempt failures in a customer’s IT environment

using  an  algorithm  with  an  approach  starting  with  Data

sourcing  & structuring,  transforming it  for  unique pattern

discovery using the theory of Ripple effect from Symptoms,

to Events for any IT infrastructure. This also uses external

information  like  weather  forecasting,  blogs,  customer  sur-

veys, social media to strengthen the hybrid machine learning

algorithm. This is a scalable Big Data Solution, which pre-

dicts real time faults and downtime. 

The benefit of this is that solutions are many including -

prevention of unplanned downtime, maximizing the value of

IT investments by reducing the cost, improving operational

Efficiency, enabling  Agility and  Innovation,  improving  IT

stability – less complexity and risk.

With this novel approach of using machine learning in a

real  world problem with multiple complexities,  it  tends to

open a new field of study with integrated machines, servers,

equipment and its impact on an overall IT environment.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

Due to the rapidly changing dynamic of the IT industry

and the challenges faced with IT Infrastructure Management
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as well as IT Infrastructure Maintenance, which is a billion

of dollar industry in itself, it is the need of the hour to con-

duct research and support it. A novel amalgamative concept

is what we have tried and briefly presented here.

We are still in the phase of learning as there is no research

done so far on this field, hence the next phase is to try and

first complete the solution in a big data scale after multiple

testing cycles to make it robust enough for developing it as a

solution for the first version.

The  area  we haven’t  explored  much is  the  relationship

mining of customer interactions and machine. Also optimiz-

ing it using Neural Network or Genetic Optimization tech-

niques.
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Abstract  — The  known  navigational  systems  in  use  and
methods  of  navigational  decision support  perform information
functions and as such are helpful in the process of safe conduct
of a vessel.  However, none of  these known systems provides a
navigator  with  ready  solutions  of  collision  situations  taking
account of all the vessels in the proximity of own ship, where the
Collision  Regulations  apply.  This  paper  presents  verification
results  of  NAVDEC  –  new  Navigational  Decision  Supporting
System  created  by  research  team  from  Szczecin  Maritime
University  both  for  ocean  going  ships  and  pleasure  crafts.
Successful verification was carried out in real condition on board
Motor  Ferry  Wolin  (m/f  Wolin),  which  belongs  to  shipowner
UnityLine.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE competitive  position  of  maritime  transport
compared  to  the  other  transport  modes  leads  to  a

continuous increase in the carriage of goods by sea, which
entails higher traffic intensity, vessel tonnages and speeds.
This, in turn, adversely affects the safety of people,  ships,
cargo  and  marine  environment.  To  enhance  navigational
safety, efficiency and competitiveness of transport services
in maritime trade, both ships' and land-based vessel traffic
centres'  equipment  and  systems  are  constantly  being
upgraded.  Such  facilities  perform  mainly  information
functions and in this respect they support the process of safe
ship conduct. However, the amount of information available
on the ship has been on the rise while the technical systems
have  become  more  complex.  For  these  reasons  both
information management and the resultant decision making
are  difficult,  e.g.  emergency  situations  may  go  beyond
decision-maker's abilities.

T

A review of maritime court decisions indicates that human
errors  are  one  of  the  major  causes  of  marine  accidents.
Elimination  or  reduction  of  human  errors,  which  would
provide for possibly high safety level, can be achieved only
by equipping ships with tools that, apart  from information
functions,  will  work  out  solutions  to  collision  situations
accompanied by adequate comments. None of the systems
known  to  date  is  capable  of  performing  such  functions.
Therefore,  decision  support  is  rather  restricted,  and,
consequently, collisions sometimes are not avoided. A higher
level of navigational safety gained through the introduction

The  author  wants  to  thank  for  the  financial  support  to  Ministry  of
Science and Higher Education.

of the system performing the new functionalities will reduce
the risk of marine accidents.  This will bring the following
advantages:

• social benefits due to lower rate of personnel injuries
and loss of life on sea-going ships,

• material benefits due to lower loss of cargo, less dam-
age to ships or sinkings,

• marine  environment  protection  and  prevention  of
ecological  disasters  that  occur  as  a  consequence of
collision of ships carrying dangerous goods.

The navigational decision support system NAVDEC is the
first navigational tool worldwide that performs information
functions  as  well  as  those  typical  of  decision  support
systems.  Its  innovative  functionalities,  significantly
extending the performance of devices generally carried by
ships, have now a status of patent applications filed at home
and internationally.

II.TEST ENVIRONMENT

M/F Wolin is a train,  car and passenger  ferry owned by
the Unity Line. She was built in 1986. It has been in Unity
Line  colours  since  2007.  It  is  the  longest  ferry  on
Świnoujście - Trelleborg route.

Fig. 1 M/F Wolin [1]

Implementation of Decision Support System on m/f Wolin.
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Call sign C6WN4 

Length 188,9 m 

Breadth 23,1 m 

Draught 5,9 m 

Maximum speed 18 knots 

Crew 37  

Passengers capacity 370 

Cabins 70 

Beds 240 

 

First test installation took place 14-15 of September 2014. 

During the journey to/from Trelleborg few deficiencies were 

observed. Corrections in the source code were done and 

from 16
th

 of December 2014 NAVDEC is in continuous use 

on m/f Wolin. 

NAVDEC is installed on the portable computer Hewlett 

Packard ProBook 6555b (processor ADM Athlon II P340 

Dual Core 2.2 GHz, hard drive 256 GB, 2 GB RAM) with 

32 bit Windows 7 together with C-MAP Professional + chart 

license. Computer is connected to ship’s system via two 
cables: 

1. AIS (Automatic Identification System) Pilot Plug 

to RS 232, 

2. ARPA (Automatic Radar Plotting Aids) to RS 232 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. NAVDEC 

Marine accidents represent a major risk for personnel, 

cargo, vessels and the environment. According to marine 

mutual insurer The Swedish Club, one of the main causes of 

vessel collisions is that the Officer Of the Watch (OOW) did 

not follow International Regulations for Preventing 

Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) or their company’s Safety 
Management System [2]. Marine insurance statistics have 

shown that human error is a major contributing factor in 

about 60% of shipping accidents, with other research 

suggesting that this figure significantly increases in the case 

of collisions and groundings [3]. 

The average cost of ship collision, taking account hull 

repair cost alone (excluding the costs of medical care, lost 

cargo and/or environmental damage), is more than one 

million USD, while the average sum of hull and machinery 

damages paid by insurance companies is of two billion USD 

yearly [2]. The European Quality Shipping Information 

System database (www.equasis.org) quantifies merchant 

vessels at over 77 thousand worldwide, of which around 

2.5% come into collision every year, while the Helsinki 

Commission (HELCOM), which monitors the Baltic Sea, 

cites collisions as the main type of accidents, accounting for 

38% of the total in that area [4].  

The Swedish Club report concludes that the majority of 

these collisions could have been prevented by following 

safety protocols, but the fact is that sea-going vessels lack 

dedicated support systems to address potential collision 

situations. This is the purpose of NAVDEC, a navigational 

decision system designed to support vessel officers in 

efficient collision avoidance following COLREGs rules. The 

need for such systems has been confirmed by the 

International Maritime Organization forum developing e-

navigation strategies [5] and by key stakeholders involved in 

the development of the NAVDEC prototype currently pilot 

testing in real work environment (TRL 7). 

NAVDEC uses the navigation system data to provide fast 

and accurate options to the OOW, including the most 

important variables to be considered:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Classification of encounter situation according to 

COLREGs (“crossing situation”, “head on 
situation” or “overtaking”) and which vessel is 

“stand on” (has right of way) and “give way” 

(must let the other pass) 

2. Optimal course to avoid collision 

3. Target data  

4. Solutions for selected target  

5. Own vessel data: destination, distance to go, ETA, 

etc.  

6. Solutions how to pass all targets at predetermined 

distance from our vessel. 

When the own vessel is “give way” in relation to at least 
one target, NAVDEC displays a compass rosette with 

solutions (6), with red sectors indicating collision risk and 

 

Fig. 2 NAVDEC in action:  real screenshot from the NAVDEC pilot test at sea on the Dar Mlodziezy, showing main components.  
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yellow sectors indicating safe courses in which the vessel 

will pass other targets on predetermined CPA or larger 

distance. Below the rose is the optimal course requiring 

smallest deviation from current course: a green arrow 

indicates starboard turn, red arrow for port turn. 

Navigational systems installed on vessels are information 

systems which acquire, process, gather and display 

information to the ship’s navigator, who makes decisions 

after analysing the data and assessing the situation. Rough 

weather conditions, heavy traffic, stress or fatigue may 

provoke errors in situation assessment and lead to a wrong 

decision. The implementation of decision support will help 

reduce the number of such errors and enhance the safety and 

efficiency of maritime transport, while also leveraging a 

necessary technological component of future unmanned e-

navigation vessels. Moreover, the system optimizes the anti-

collision manoeuvres to reduce fuel consumption, which is 

the main component of the cost of transport. [6] 

In a 2014 report by the NCSR IMO Sub-Committee in 

London, the e-navigation group of the International Maritime 

Organization stated “[...] It is important to recognize that 
further e-navigation development will be a continuous 

process following user needs for additional functionalities of 

existing and possible future systems (e.g. implementation of 

onboard and/or ashore navigational decision support 

systems).”[5] 

One of the ways to reduce the number and consequences 

of marine accidents is the application of shipborne 

navigational systems that, apart from information, perform 

decision support functions: automatically generate suggested 

solutions to collision situations, leaving the choice to the 

navigator. The lack of such systems on the market creates 

opportunities for companies dealing with their production 

and implementation. 

NAVDEC is a real time system handled by the navigator 

that complements the navigational equipment of the ship. 

The system observes its ship and the environment and 

records information on the present navigational situation. On 

this basis the system identifies and assesses the navigational 

situation (processing) and works out solutions (decisions) 

assuring safe navigation. 

For the system to  function correctly it must cooperate 

with standard equipment and systems installed on board 

(often used on leisure craft as well) such as: log, 

gyrocompass, ARPA, GNSS (Global Navigational Satellite 

System), AIS (Automatic Identification System), ENC 

(Electronic Navigational Chart) and sources of current 

navigational data. NAVDEC performs information functions 

– on one screen it presents bathymetric data from an 

electronic chart, an image of surface situation from a 

tracking radar, positional information from the AIS and 

GNSS receivers. Finally, it determines and presents to the 

navigator movement parameters of targets in vicinity. [7] 

The navigational decision support system NAVDEC is the 

first navigational tool worldwide that performs information 

functions as well as those typical of decision support 

systems. NAVDEC goes beyond the current functions of 

information systems such as ECDIS (Electronic Chart 

Display and Information System) and ARPA (Automatic 

Radar Plotting Aids) by offering the following advanced 

functions: 

 fusion and integration of navigational data received 

from shipboard devices 

 analysis and assessment of situation taking into 

consideration the Collision Regulations in force 

 automatic determination of solutions to collision 

situations by using dedicated computational 

algorithms  

 explanation of the present navigational situation 

making use of a navigational knowledge base 

(collision regulations, principles of good sea practice, 

criteria of navigational situation analysis and 

assessment actually used by expert navigators)  

 justification of the recommended manoeuvre. [8] 

Compared to the ARPA system, presently used on ships 

for calculating ship encounter parameters and working out an 

anti-collision manoeuvre, the developed NAVDEC system 

has the following advantages: 

 account for the Collision Regulations for good and 

restricted visibility, 

 generates a manoeuvre in relation to other ships, also 

those located in the radar blind sector,  

 operator is immediately notified of a manoeuvre 

commenced by another ship (target) thanks to 

information about rate of turn of the target, and the 

system needs a few seconds to calculate encounter 

parameters, while ARPA, according to IMO's test 

situations, needs three minutes for this action, 

 more accurately calculates encounter parameters, as it 

takes into account ship's dimensions, and uses GPS 

for position determination by special algorithms 

executing data fusion, 

 takes into account the sizes of ships while planning an 

anti-collision manoeuvre, 

 calculates such new courses and speeds of own ship 

that passing other targets is possible  maintaining the  

predetermined closest point of approach (CPA). [9] 

IV. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

 

Developed at the Maritime University of Szczecin 

NAVDEC system is a navigation tool that performs 

alongside providing information typical tasks for decision 

support systems. NAVDEC is an important complement to 

navigational equipment of the ship. Is a real-time system 

operated by the navigator. Its proper functioning requires 

interaction with devices and systems on the ship. The 

standard configuration of the ship include: log, gyrocompass, 

radar, echo sounder, ARPA, GNSS (Global Navigational 

Satellite System), such as GPS (Global Positioning System) 
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or DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System). In 

addition, AIS, ECDIS, GNSS [10]. In the version being 

developed following sources of information are in use: log, 

gyrocompass, radar / ARPA, GPS and DGPS, AIS and ENC 

(Fig.3). 

 
Fig. 3. Data sources for decision supporting system [9] 

 

The system’s structure (Fig.4) has been prepared in such a 
way so as to make possible the simultaneous performance of 

tasks bound with supporting decision-making processes in 

the conduct of a ship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Multi-agent system structure [6] 

 

The system’s functioning is based on an algorithm 
consisting of eleven procedures: 

 determining risk of collision (PROCEDURE 1), 

 determining phase of encounter (PROCEDURE 2), 

 determining right-of-way in relation to extraneous 

vessels (PROCEDURE 3), 

 calculating  changes of course and speed leading to 

mutual passing on a preset CPA (Closest Point of 

Approach) (PROCEDURE 4), 

 working out a manoeuvre (PROCEDURE 5), 

 last-moment manoeuvre (PROCEDURE 6), 

 admissible intervals of course and speed alterations 

(PROCEDURE 7), 

 decreasing the assumed CPA (PROCEDURE 8), 

 manoeuvre in relation to vessel with smallest TCPA 

(Time to Closest Point of Approach) 

(PROCEDURE 9), 

 optimisation of manoeuvre (PROCEDURE 10), 

 performing the manoeuvre (PROCEDURE 11). 
 

Basic criteria for the assessment of the navigational 

distance are Closest Point of Approach (CPA) and Time to 

Closest Point of Approach (TCPA). They are commonly 

used in Automatic Radar Plotting Aids (ARPA). 
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where: 

VXwz, VYwz – relative speed vector components, 

Xwz, Ywz   – distance between vessels counted 

along x and y axes, respectively, 

Vw    – relative speed. 

 

Determination of the ship's own course for the passing of 

an object at a given distance is possible depending on the 

analytical [11]: 
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where: 

 V     – own ship speed, 

 Xwz, Ywz  – distance between vessels counted 

along x and y axes respectively, 

 Vx, Vy  – components of the velocity vector of own 

ship, 

 D  – distance between vessels, 

 


  – new course which enables to pass other 

targets on presumed CPA. 

 

 In a similar way it is possible to determine the speed of 

own ship, which enables to pass other targets on presumed 

CPA.  

 Basing on above equations following source code was 

developed. The  courses leading to pass at presumed distance 

(Safe_Courses procedure). The courses are calculated on the 

basis of [5] for each pair: the own ship (number 1) and the 

target ship i (for i = 2 to n, where n is the number of target 

ship).   
 

Input data: 

- position (x1, y1), speed (V1) and course over ground 

(KDd1) of the own ship, 

- position (xi, yi), speed (Vi) and course over ground 

(KDdi) of target, 

- CPA – safe passing distance set up by navigator 

Output data: 

<gammai1, gammai2 >, <gammai3, gammai4>  - sectors of 

safe courses for pair: the own ship and the target ship 

number i. 

Working out 

manoeuvres 

 
Navigational 
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 Safe_Courses(i):  
{ 
xwz=xi-x1; ywz=yi-y1; vxwz=vxi-vx1; 
vywz=vyi-vy1; 
vw=sqrt(vxwz*vxwz+vywz*vywz); 
D=sqrt((xwz*xwz+ywz*ywz)2); 
Adcpa1=(xwz*ywz + CPA * sqrt(D2-(CPA)2)) 
/(xwz*xwz - (CPA)2); 
Adcpa2=(xwz*ywz – CPA * sqrt(D2-(CPA)2)) 
/(xwz*xwz -(CPA)2); 
vxi=Vi*sin(KDd2); vyi=Vi*cos(KDdi); 
Bdcpa1=Adcpa1*vxi-vyi;Bdcpa2=Adcpa2*vxi-
vyi; 

gammai1=2*atan((Adcpa1*V1+sqrt((Adcpa1*Ad

cpa1+1)*V1*V1-Bdcpa1*Bdcpa1))/(Bdcpa1-
V1))*180/pi; 

gammai2=2*atan((Adcpa1*V1-

sqrt((Adcpa1*Adcpa1+1)*V1*V1-
Bdcpa1*Bdcpa1))/(Bdcpa1-V1))*180/pi; 

gammai3=2*atan((Adcpa2*V1+sqrt((Adcpa2*Ad

cpa2+1)*V1*V1-Bdcpa2*Bdcpa2))/(Bdcpa2-
V1))*180/pi; 

gammai4=2*atan((Adcpa2*V1-

sqrt((Adcpa2*Adcpa2+1)*V1*V1-
Bdcpa2*Bdcpa2))/(Bdcpa2-V1))*180/pi; 

} 

 We assume, for simply, that we get as results exactly four 

angles in the above algorithm for each i=2 to n. We have to 

run the above Safe_Courses(i) procedure for each pair: the 

own ship and the target ship number i (for i=2 to n) and as 

the result we get all safe sectors <gammai1, gammai2 >, 

<gammai3, gammai4>. 

Next, we execute the Common_Safe_Sectors procedure for 

all target ships as the angle intersections of all safe sectors 

<gammai1, gammai2 >, <gammai3, gammai4> (for i=2 to n). 

The details of step one can be found in [12]. Let’s denoted 

by gammaj elements of common safe sectors.   
 

V. VERIFYING 

 

Testing of NAVDEC on m/f Wolin was carried out on 

open sea in the period of four months.  

There were following aims to verify during testing period: 

1. Correctness of encounter parameters  – to be 

verified by ARPA and Full mission simulator. 

2. Correctness of new courses (which lead to pass 

other targets on presumed CPA) calculation – to 

be verified by radar and Full mission simulator. 

3. Reaction of the system for changing initial settings 

– to be verified by Trial manoeuvre. 

 Next few figures present screenshots from NAVDEC 

interface. 

During four months m/f Wolin made almost hundred 

voyages from winouj cie to Tralleborg. During each 

voyage there were tens of collision situation (actual CPA 

were smaller than safe, presumed CPA). One of this is 

presented on figure 5. 

 

Fig.5. Encounter situation with m/f Nils Dacke. 

In the situation presented on figure 5, CPA for target Nils 

Dacke is 0.8 Nm (Nautical mile). NAVDEC qualified 

encounter situation as “head on situation”. According to Rule 

14 of COLREGs, both vessels have to alter course to 

starboard to avoid collision.  

Basing on safe, presumed by navigator CPA, system 

worked out and presented in the form of rosette sectors of 

safe courses (yellow) and sectors of dangerous courses (red). 

If own vessel take course from red sector and other target 

will keep her parameters, it will not be possible to pass on 

safe distance, and in critical situation collision vessels can 

collide. If own vessel take course from yellow sector, vessels 

will pass each other at least on presumed, safe distance.  

The rosette shown in the left hand, down corner is an 

individual rosette for target, which was selected (by clicking 

on the chart) by navigator. The rosette presented in the right 

hand, down corner shows solutions for all targets within 

determined by navigator distance from own vessel (during 

tests in was 8 Nm). It’s different that individual one, because 
two other targets are taken into account in calculation 

process. Present course of m/f WOLIN (341.9
0
) is within red 

sector, this is why system NAVDEC displayed also 

suggested, optimal course. It’s presented in the right hand, 
down corner in the form of green arrow with printed course 

(348.4
0
), which enables both vessels to pass on presumed 1 

Nm, which is in accordance of COLREGs and requires 

smallest deviation from presents course. Additionally, color 

of the arrow suggests to navigator direction of deviation i.e. 

green means “to starboard”. 
The figure 6 presents system “behavior” in dense traffic 

situation. During each voyage, m/f Wolin crosses twice 

Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS). 

 
Fig.6. Dense traffic situation. 
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In this situation, CPA in relations to „Urd” (report 

displayed) and „Lunamar” is smaller than presumed 1 Nm. 

Additionally others targets should be taken into 

consideration when planning anti collision manoeuvre. 

Individual rosette of target „Urd”, dangerous sector is 

arround 110
0
 (from arround 270

0
 to 20

0
). On the common 

rosette, that sector is gradually increased both from left side 

(target „Lunamar”) or starboard side (targets „Timbus” and 

„RMS Saimaa”). According to the COLREGs, own vessel is 

give way vessel in relation to targets „Urd” and „Lunamar”. 
System NAVDEC has qualified encounter situation as 

„crossing situation” (Rule 15 of COLREGs) and suggested 

to alter course to starboard on course 020.2
0
 (green arrow). 

Such manoeuvre enables to pass with all targets within 8 

Nm, on the safe, presumed distance of 1 Nm. 

VI. RESULTS 

 

Testing of NAVDEC on m/f Wolin was carried out on 

open sea from December 2014 to April 2015. Results, in 

general, are positive. In details system correctly calculates 

encounter parameters like CPA and TCPA. Displayed 

parameters were each time compared with ARPA. 

Additionally CPA and TCPA calculated by NAVDEC were 

compared with encounter parameters calculated by Full 

mission bridge simulator. Results show that NAVDEC is 

more precisely than ARPA particularly when ships are 

manoeuvring. In the first phase of manoeuvre CPA and 

TCPA presented by ARPA are useless and should not be 

taken into account in evaluation of encounter situation as it 

could lead of its misjudgment. Moreover NAVDEC informs 

navigator that targets have started their manoeuvres. In such 

situation target ship is flashing yellow. This function is not 

available in ARPA. Moreover:                            

1. In all verified cases own and target data, as well as 

encounter parameters presented by NAVDEC were 

correct,  

2. In all verified cases qualification of encounter 

situation done by NAVDEC were according 

COLREGs, 

3. In all verified cases NAVDEC correctly calculates 

and presents suggested, optimal anti collision 

manoeuvre, 

4. In all verified cases NAVDEC correctly calculates 

and presents sectors of safe anti collision manoeuvres. 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION 

NAVDEC will find application on vessels and in land-based 

centres as an independent system or a module added to the 

existing navigational systems. Its main areas of use include: 

 navigation-related decision support in collision 

situations – shipboard decision support system 

installed on the navigational bridge of merchant 

vessels (sea-going and inland shipping) and leisure 

boats (e.g. sailing ships, motor yachts) 

 navigational decision support in collision situations – 

component of land-based vessel traffic services 

systems (VTS, VTMS, VTMIS, RIS) 

 analysis and assessment of marine accidents at sea 

and on inland waterways – a system intended for 

experts working for maritime courts 

 marine officer training centres offering courses in the 

Collision Regulations – a module of navigational 

simulators (e.g. ship-handling, ECDIS) 

At present, the system is developed for operation in the 

open sea, so emphasis is put on developing functionalities 

for navigation in restricted waters. This is related to issues 

such as navigational restrictions of a water area and requires 

applications of advanced methods and tools of dynamic 

optimization.  

It is also planned to develop versions of the system for 

marine training centres for ship-handling simulators and in 

longer term system functionalities for VTS centres will be 

extended with functionalities aiding vessel traffic control and 

management. 

An example of analysis of marine accidents is presented 

below. 

Based on the data included in the report [13], a simulation 

was made to determine parameters of the encounter and to 

generate possible anti-collision manoeuvres at certain 

moments of time. The solution does not account for 

manoeuvring components (kinematic equations). Figure 7 

presents a reconstructed situation at 0900 hrs. The range of 

courses that assure safe  passing at the preset CPA or larger 

is marked yellow on the circle. The recommended 

manoeuvre is indicated as ‘NEW COURSE’ and enables the 
ships to pass each other at the assumed CPA. The speed 

range satisfying the assumed criteria is marked green, and 

proceeding at ‘NEW SPEED’ will result in the ships’ 
distance during passing being equal the assumed CPA. At 

operator’s request, the system can display the recommended 
trajectory based on the generated solutions and the next 

waypoint (Figure 8). 

 

 
Fig.7. Location of the ships at 0900 hrs. 
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Fig.8. The recommended trajectory. 

 

When the recommended manoeuvre is performed by own 

(system operator’s) ship, the system assesses the situation as 
safe (green ship contour – Figure 9), as all the criteria have 

been satisfied. At the same time, in line with COLREGs, the 

situation remains qualified as before, so our (operator’s) ship 
is still the give-way vessel. 

 

 
Fig.9. Situation after an anti-collision manoeuvre. 

 

If the navigator does not take a preventive action, the 

system will continue to work out manoeuvres to be 

performed. If a collision cannot be avoided by altering  

course to starboard or by changing speed, proposed course 

alterations to port will be displayed (Figure 10). 

 

 
Fig.10. Solutions to the collision situation by course alteration to port. 

 

At the time the ships come to a point where passing at 

distance of 1 Nm will not be possible, the system 

automatically reduces the assumed CPA by half. The new 

CPA taken into account while generating an anti-collision 

manoeuvre is displayed at the top screen denoted by CPA 

Calc (Figure 11). 

 

 
Fig.11. The manoeuvre generated after a reduction of the assumed CPA. 

 

 Future trend innovation leverage will be the coupling of 

NAVDEC with the ship’s operational systems and equipment 
to enable automatic anti-collision manoeuvres. With such 

extension, the system will become a principal component of 

unmanned vessel control system. [14] 

System is already installed on 13 ships. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

According to the reports from the States in Baltic region 

there were 149 ship accidents in the HELCOM area in 2012 

(Figure 12), which is 6 more than the year before (increase 

of 4%) and 19 more than in 2010 (increase of 15%). 

 

 

 
Fig. 12. Accidents in Baltic region in the period 2004-2012[4]. 

 

On the figure 13, there are statistical information from 

insurance company The Swedish Club. 
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Fig. 13. Average claim cost & frequency 2001 — 2011, limit >= USD
10 000 [2]

According data presented above, average cost of collision
is  more  than  1  million  USD.  The  Swedish  Club  shares
13.6%  (2010)  of  hull  and  machinery  insurance  global
market. According Figure 5, around 2.5% of vessels are in
collision every year i.e. over 1,900. In this situation the total
cost  of  collisions  is  around  2  billion  USD  per  year.
According  data  from  International  Union  of  Marine
Insurance,  worldwide  premium volume in 2013  was  34.2
billion USD. [14]

NAVDEC  gradually  increases  functionality  of  existing
navigational systems [15]. First of all it qualifies encounter
situations according COLREG. Navigator receives notifica-
tion if she is stand-on or give way vessel and from which
rule it comes from. Moreover system gives ready solution of
collision situation i.e. save courses and speeds which enable
to  pass  with  other  targets  on  assumed  CPA.  Additionally
suggested trajectory is presented on the chart [16].

If  mandatory installation of a navigational decision sup-
port system reduces number of collision only by 1%, total
savings, only for insurers, will be around 20,000,000 USD
per year. The collision between Gotland Carolina and Conti
Harmony is a proof that this percentage will be much higher.

IX. FUTURE WORK

Author  presented  the  results  of  verification  of  decision
support  system  in  real  condition.  The  system  involves  a
number  of  simplifications  for  the  meeting  stages,  which
have a place  in  the decision  making process.  In  addition,
implementation  of  the  algorithm in  the  NAVDEC system
will require taking into account the limitations of restricted
area  during  the  manoeuver  and  moving  away  from  the
assumption that ships can only manoeuver by course and not
by course and speed. Besides, the key point of the proposed

algorithm, selected by the frame will require the use of the
heuristic method with the low time complexity. In the first
step  author  will  attempt  to  apply  solutions  based  on  ant
colony  algorithm  described  in  [17],  game  control  [18],
genetic  algorithms  described  in  [19]  and  [20]  or
evolutionary  algorithms  described  in  [21]  or  ant  colony
algorithm described in. Exit condition of the loop will also
require the use of fast solutions in the field of computational
geometry.
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Abstract—Technologically inevitable introduction of various
kinds of sensors to our life resulted in the production of huge
amount of data delivered as streams. An improper acquisition of
information may lead to errors caused by mixing observations
coming from different processes threads. Some remedy can
bring a proper representation of information. Hence, this paper
introduces a graph–stream structure representing performance
of complex multi–threaded process. The proposed network rep-
resentation can separate information describing multiple threads
and allows for modeling causal relationships between them. It
gives separated and segregated information opening opportunity
for development of qualitatively better and simpler knowledge
retrieval algorithms. Further, the paper delivers a method for
this representation extraction from multivariate data stream. It
would be done by a clustering algorithm particularly designed
for this purpose and evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively
on example sets of data.

I. INTRODUCTION

A RECENT decade revealed even more profoundly how
modern life interleaves technology and habits. Miniatur-

ization gained momentum when the processing performance
and storage capacity (in relation to price) reached a threshold
allowing for inexpensive execution of complex algorithms
used in knowledge retrieval and machine learning. Then, it
became possible to adjust functionality and interface of the
device to the user expectations in semi–automatic manner
using machine learning methods.

Modern smart devices have to handle big amounts of data
and provide feedback to the user in a reasonable time. Services
quality usually depends on the performance of the knowledge
retrieval. Unfortunately, the deadline put on the processing
time is rather difficult to met by many categories of data min-
ing algorithms developed for stationary data sets. Particularly
it happens, if the search space exponentially depends on the
input size.

Another difficulty may arise if the observed process is a
complex one (e.g., multi–threaded) but the sensor used to
make observations is relatively simple. Then, the acquired
data stream contains information which is a superposition of
observations coming from different objects. Direct handling
by common motifs finding or patterns mining algorithms may
be difficult in the case. Simply speaking, we cannot identify

Fig. 1. The structural context “flattening” after the serialization of informa-
tion.

particular objects and separate them easily for the mining
purpose. Thus, even slight lack of synchronization in the
recorded objects behavior can reorder parts of data. It may
lead to low quality results whose application poses risks. An
example ambiguity introduced by such distortions is illustrated
on Fig. 1, where a small shift in events order changes historical
circumstances. In the context of information fusion, it is more
difficult to benefit from synergy in observations made by
different kinds of tools. It happens, because direct comparison
of context is not possible after the “collapse” of information
collected from differently synchronized threads.

The confidence in the processing can be improved if the
simple sequential representation will be replaced by a vessel
crafted particularly for the purpose of knowledge retrieval.
Coming from such motivation, this paper provides study of the
research on a new graph–stream data structure. An introduced
container is a network graph capable of storing separated
information about episodes observed in the process. Its nodes
carry segregated information about events while edges can
describe complex causal relationships between them. Accord-
ing to author expectations this structure should solve some
from above issues. Mainly, these related to unreliable context
construction where events mixture describing different threads
try to define causal relationships.

Looking at literature, knowledge retrieval focuses partic-
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ularly on the patterns mining in data streams. The context
separation problem can be partially solved, if data are con-
verted to chronologically ordered set of sequences. Then, each
sequence may describe a single subprocess. Such method
can be supported by various data mining algorithms [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5]. Even, if this approach seems to be better
from the single stream approach, this representation still loses
information about conditional dependency between constituent
sequences. A similar approach has been used also in the
context of multivariate data sets [6].

The conditional dependency can be preserved, if sequential
representation would be replaced by relevant multidimensional
data structure. Particular interest raises graphs as natural ex-
tension of sequential representation on multidimensional ones.
However, ways to construct graphs from sequential data can
be very diverse. The mining of the graph–based representation
has been studied for stationary and non–stationary graphs e.g.,
[7], [8], [9]. Unfortunately, exploration of general graphs is
computationally expensive since verification of graph isomor-
phisms is non–polynomial [10] (but sub–isomorphisms is NP–
complete [11]). These considerations lead to the conclusion
that the compromise solution should be sought in specific
families of graphs e.g., directed acyclic graphs. In this spirit,
there have been proposed methods for mining partial orders
in sequential data [12], [13].

This paper contributes to the state of art by an introduction
of the graph–stream structure and algorithm for its extraction
from observations collected by set of sensors. It has a fol-
lowing outline. A next section introduces the graph–stream
definition. Then, the paper delivers the extraction algorithm
which can be used to obtain the graph–stream from the stream
of observations. A following section contains a presentation of
results from the algorithm performance evaluation on artificial
data sets. Reported experiments have involved finding frequent
episodes in the graph–stream and measurement of their auto-
correlation. Remaining part focuses on conclusions.

II. GRAPH–STREAM DEFINITION

The proposed data structure is intended to store information
about observations of a complex process. It is assumed that
the observed process includes few subprocesses that produce
stimulus to sensors simultaneously. Alternatively, the pro-
cess is observed by different sorts of sensors from various
perspectives at once. In a consequence, the acquired data
stream usually contains a mixture of information generated
by observed subprocesses. Introduced structure and algorithm
should keep it separated for the purpose of the following
processing.

It was already mentioned that the graph–stream is the
customized directed acyclic graph. Let’s begin its introduction
from a definition of some basic carriers of information. In
our case, the processed data stream is described by a set of
nominal or continuous attributes A.

Subsets of A determine informational content of graph
nodes. Node nptype,i(pts, Ai) ∈ N is a unit of information
collected at one moment. It is described by type ptype, event

Fig. 2. The graph–stream data representation.

occurrence time–stamp pts and attributes’ values Ai ∈ A.
Directed edge ei,j(ni, nj) ∈ E connects nodes ni and nj and
represents causality relation between nodes. It uses the symbol
→.

Above definitions lead to formulation of the directed acyclic
graph. A directed cycle is a sequence n1 → n2, ..., nk−1 →
nk ∈ N of nodes collected along a path made from directed
edges where n1 ≡ nk. GDAG(N,E) is a directed graph where
the cycle is absent.

The graph–stream uses distinct types of nodes to describe
static and dynamic properties of observed objects:

• State node nS,i(pts, Ai) ∈ N collects all values of
attributes describing state of a particular observed object
in the process. This node is used to represent a boundary
state of the episode just after its creation or deletion.
However, it can be produced from the interaction, too.

• Transformation node nT,i(pts, Ai) ∈ N describes a
modification of a single observed object. However, it is
self modification without external influences. This node
represents the transformation event.

• Interaction node nE,i(pts, Ai) ∈ N describes an observed
incident involving an interaction between objects from
different threads. At this moment episodes that went into
the interaction event collapses and produce a new non–
empty set of episodes. It emerges from this definition, that
node binds causally set of interacting episodes to their
products. This node has only the time–stamp attribute.

There is no constraint in this proposal shaping attributes
distribution between state and transformation nodes. It is
only a suggestion to keep boundary states information in
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state nodes and operations or changes of the episode state
in transformation nodes.

Above definitions have to be complemented about con-
straints imposed on edges. The interaction node joins episodes
by causal relation. According to graph–stream’s structural
assumptions it can connect only a non–empty set of deletion
nodes to a non–empty set of creation nodes. It is many–
to–many relation reflecting causality dependencies between
episodes. Relationship between transformation and state nodes
have simpler interpretation. They can be connected only
by single ingoing and outgoing edges. Hence, they form a
sequence beginning from the creation node, lasting through
transformation nodes and ending with the deletion node. It is
called the episode (body).

Finally, let us define the graph–stream GST (N,E) as a
set of episodes S connected by interaction nodes according to
above constrains imposed on edges. Illustrations of introduced
structures are drawn on Fig. 2 at different levels of details.

III. GRAPH–STREAM EXTRACTION METHOD

A. Episodes identification

Algorithm proposed for the graph–stream extraction con-
verts data stream in three subsequent phases. Due to complex-
ity and size of the algorithm code it is difficult to describe all
details. Hence, this description primarily put attention on the
most important design features. It should give sufficient hints
about algorithm structure to understand its construction. For
matter of convenience, the algorithm will be called GATAC
(GrAph–sTreAm extraCtor).

The first phase of the processing is handled by a dedicated
on–line clustering algorithm. Its overall pipeline for processing
new data objects and performing the graph–stream extraction
presents Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The process of the graph–stream extraction.

Proposed implementation of the algorithm uses a fixed set
of attributes A. However, it does not enforce their full usage
for each processed data object. This clustering is performed
within groups of data objects described by the same sets of

attributes (subsets of A). In a consequence, this method can
construct the graph–stream from separate sources of data even
if they share some or neither attributes.

Let’s now describe life–cycle of a single data object pro-
cessed by this algorithm. At the beginning, values of data
object attributes are normalized. It is a necessary initial step
because later a similarity function aggregates partial similar-
ities calculated for compared attributes. The normalization is
done according to intervals approximating attributes domains
ranges (updated on–line). Then, incoming data objects are
sorted in B according to values. If the main buffer appears
to be full then the oldest data object is removed from B to
make a free space for the new one (step 1, Fig. 3).

After placing the data object in B, the algorithm begins
sending messages to objects in the neighborhood to determine
the set of the most similar neighbors. Messages that are
circulating between data objects are stored in two structures:
a message queue and replies sorted list. Those from new data
objects are stored in message queues of neighbors. In this
implementation all structures storing messages have fixed sizes
to delimit the memory usage. Limits prevent from accepting
too many messages from other data objects at the cost of
neighborhood identification accuracy (step 2).

The procedure is performed in several subsequent iterations
to determine the neighborhood of specified size. By this way
the algorithm performs iteratively the neighborhood search in
the breadth–first manner.

σo(o1, o2) = (δd(o1, o2) ∗ δt(o1, o2)
∗δl(o1, o2))1/3 − 1

where:
δd(o1, o2) = 1 + (

∑
i=1..|Ao1,o2

| |o1.A[i]
−o2.A[i]|)/|Ao1,o2 |

δt(o1, o2) = 1 + (|Ao1,o2 | ∗ |o1.tstamp
−o2.tstamp|)/(|B| ∗ |B.tspan|)

δl(o1, o2) = 2− (o1.labels ∩ o2.labels)
/(o1.labels ∪ o2.labels)

(1)

Afterward, the algorithm browses all non–empty message
queues and prepares replies to their senders. They contain
information about similarities between pairs of data objects.
The range of replies is delimited by a decreasing skip counter.
In a consequence, only the closest neighbors are visited by
replies sent to new data objects.

Equation 1 is used to calculate similarity between two data
objects. If it is equal to 0, then objects are identical. The
similarity computation takes into account three properties of
data objects pair i.e., difference of attributes values δd(o1, o2),
timestamps δt(o1, o2) and labels δl(o1, o2). Variables and
constants used in the equation have following explanation:
set of common attributes for pair of objects Ao1,o2 ⊆ A,
data object’s time stamp o.tstamp, main buffer B, time span
B.tspan (calculated on–line from timestamps of stored data
object’s), labels associated to data object o.labels. Labels are
nominal values that can be used for further differentiation of
data objects by describing e.g., data source properties.
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After the sender data object (the new one) received all
replies from close neighbors, a swapping procedure begins to
filter out some of them. This operation is performed to preserve
smoothness of the cluster distribution. In the result, data
objects from subspaces containing different densities become
better separated, even if they adjoin. It prevents from merging
sparse clusters to denser ones (if the density proportion is
above the parametrized threshold) and excludes noise.

If the replies list becomes empty, then the new data object
receives a new cluster identifier. However, the new cluster
buffer is created only if the second object appears with the
same identifier. Hence, a standalone object does not invoke
creation of the cluster buffer and new thread. It makes the
processing more efficient by eliminating noise.

At this moment, data objects are moved to the cluster buffer
assigned to a single thread that can produce one or more
subsequent episodes (step 3). An event signaling the cluster
creation is thrown if its population passes the parametrized
threshold. The threshold ensures that the statistics from data
distribution in the cluster buffer are robust.

The newly added data object can merge two or more clusters
if both are located in its neighborhood (step 4). The algorithm
maintains alteration counters assigned to cluster buffers. If
their values become greater than threshold ΘC , then the algo-
rithm begins a breadth–first introspection of the main buffer. It
is performed according to neighborhood information stored in
replies lists of objects. This procedure rewrites all identifiers
of data objects from clusters that become connected since the
previous introspection. The new cluster identifier value is taken
from the most populous contributor to preserve the strongest
supported thread. This operation throws interaction event, if
the merger occurs.

If the main buffer is full, then the algorithm removes the
data object according to FIFO rule. Removal procedure also
modifies the alteration counter associated to the cluster. So,
it may trigger the breadth–first introspection of the main
buffer, too. If it happens, a fragmentation of the cluster
may be revealed. Then, each new fragment of the original
cluster receives distinct new cluster identifier, while the most
populous one retains the previous one. Additionally, a relevant
interaction event is produced.

The cluster buffer describing episode may be discarded
if its support terminates. It happens, after it has not been
supported for a time longer than average “time distance”
between data objects already stored in the cluster multiplied
by the parametrized threshold. Such termination procedure
facilitates clusters supported at different rates by input data.
Moreover, it is robust to a slow drift of the support frequency.

B. Detection of transformation events

The detection of transformation events is necessary to
construct the episode body. It uses the cluster tracing mech-
anism to detect significant changes reflecting shifts in data
distribution. At this stage, it can be done relatively simply
due to the fact that the clustering phase binds each episode to
the life–cycle of a single cluster.

The data drift tracing begins just after sending of the
interaction event related to the episode creation. After this
event, the algorithm can calculate plausible statistics and send
following transformation events notifying about changes in the
data distribution. To prevent from unnecessary recalculation of
statistics, the algorithm uses modification counters assigned to
clusters. The counter is incremented each time when new data
object is added or removed from the cluster buffer. Statistics
become recalculated if it passes ΘC .

Algorithm 1 Procedure for transformation events detection.
Require: Set of clusters - C, set of modified statistics - M ,

mean threshold - Θmean, standard deviation threshold -
Θmean, density threshold - Θdens

Ensure: Generated data object - o
for all c ∈ C do

if c.modificationsCounter > ΘC then
c.modificationsCounter = 0
M = c.calculateStatistics(Θang,Θmean,
Θstd,Θdens)
if M <> ∅ then

c.updatePreviousStatistics(M)
c.fireTransformationEvent()

end if
end if

end for

In the current implementation, calculated statistics include
means and standard deviations calculated for each attribute
alone. Additionally, the event may include average density
of the cluster. Their calculation is performed according to
Alg. 1. Current calculated values are compared to previously
determined state ps and the reference state rs reported in the
preceding event. If statistics pass adequate thresholds (mean,
deviation and density) for attributes, then the procedure sends
the transformation event with the current state (or optionally
information about changes). The step also involves replace-
ment of modified statistics from the reference state by current
ones. Hence, supporting procedure detects drift occurring for
linear changes in data statistics. It reduces output information
by preventing from a flood of following events delivering
information about linear shifts in data distributions.

The construction of the graph–stream is a simple step.
Events contain full information about predecessors, successors
and episodes affiliation inherited from cluster buffers. It is used
for building a graph–stream just by extending a set of episodes
tails by incoming events (step 5 and 6). At interaction,
participating episodes are closed and bound to result in a form
of newly created tails of following episodes. For this purpose,
the proposed algorithm uses a map of episodes M that allows
for fast manipulation of them.

C. Computational complexity and scalability of the extraction
algorithm

The computational cost of the algorithm depends on data
dimensionality, sizes of the main buffer and cluster buffers.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE GRAPH EXTRACTION ALGORITHM.

Parameter: |B| |C| Θρ Θσ ΘC ΘT

Value: 500 40 2 2 16 2

Parameter: Θmean Θstd Θdens

Value: 0.1 1.5 1.5

The data in the main buffer are sorted thus the complexity is
bound to O(|A| ∗ log(|B|)), where |B| is the size of the main
buffer. Its size determines the assignment of new data objects
to cluster buffers and data distribution “forgetting”. On the
other hand, size of each cluster buffer is relatively small. It
has to be sufficiently large for accountable statistics calculation
(few dozens of data objects). Data objects update procedure
requires O(|A| ∗ |B|) steps for maintaining messages and
replies. However, the calculation of statistics requires a double
loop on each cluster’s data set. Therefore, the complexity is
O(|A| ∗ |C|2) where |C| is the size of the cluster buffer.
Fortunately, statistics are recalculated only if the cluster’s
modification counter becomes greater than the threshold ΘC .
Hence, the rate of statistic recalculation is delimited by 1/ΘC .
The construction cost of the graph–stream is in order of
O(|A| ∗ |C| ∗ log2(|M |)) if all cluster buffers would send
messages to neighbors.

Memory costs of the algorithm have been delimited by fixed
buffers sizes. It refers to the main buffer |B|, clusters (buffers)
|C|, both messages queues attached to data objects and
used for the neighbors finding. The described implementation
prefers the control on memory usage over the results quality.
This design assumption allows its deployment on mobile or
embedded devices. Of course, it is feasible until small buffer
sizes would immerse the processing quality below acceptable
level.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The purpose of experiments was to evaluate the process
description stored in the extracted graph–stream. Described
experiments were conducted on data obtained from real and
artificially generated streams. Different kinds of experiments
were performed to measure the algorithm’s performance effi-
ciency and its extraction accuracy. During them, a quality has
been performed by measurement of episodes autocorrelation.
The process of autocorrelations identification can be related
to the problem of finding frequent item sets in nominal data
stream [14], [15].

The extraction algorithm was evaluated in experiments with
default settings on Table I. The main buffer size was set to
|B| = 500 and clusters buffers sizes were delimited to |C| =
40.

A. Description of data sets

Artificial data sets are generated by procedure that produces
data objects describing a group of interacting clusters. There
are three modes of the generator described in Alg. 2. The
data generation algorithm selects the cluster that produces

Algorithm 2 Synthetic data generation algorithm.
Require: Clusters radixes - crad, time step - cstep and vari-

ability - tvar, data object dimensionality - |A|, algorithm
mode - mode, number of clusters - cno

Ensure: Generated data boject - a
{make a timeshift}
iteration = iteration+ 1
timeStep = randomUniform(cstep, cstep+ tvar)
phase = phase+speed∗timeStep; sPhase = sin(phase)
oidx = iteration%cno
if mode == 3 then

cobj = (int)(phase/PI)
if random(0, 1) ¡ abs(sPhase) then

oidx = cobj%cno
end if

end if
{select cluster identifier}
eidx = oidx/2 + 1
dirId = (oidx%2 == 0)?(eidx) : ( eidx)
{calculate attributes’ values}
for all d ∈ 1...|A| do

dir = (dirId&(1 << d))?(1) : (−1))
dir = dir ∗ (1.0− crad)
if mode == 1 then

disp = randomNormalDist(0, crad)
a[d] = (dir ∗ sPhase+ disp)/2 + 0.5

else if mode == 2 then
disp = randomNormalDist(0, 3 ∗ (crad+0.0001) ∗
absT (sPhase))
a[d] = (dir ∗ crad ∗ 2 + disp)/2 + 0.5

else if mode == 3 then
disp = randomNormalDist(0, crad)
a[d] = (dir ∗ crad ∗ 5 + disp)/2 + 0.5

end if
end for
return a

data objects according to round–robin. Then, the generation
is performed by distorting the cluster’s center with a random
value from Gaussian distribution.

The described generator has three modes of operation. For
mode = 1, the generator forms hyper–spherical clusters with
movement driven by sinusoid. They are moving forth and
back, from edges to the center of hyper–box. If mode = 2
then it generates pulsating clusters. This process produces data
objects intermixed in the middle of the hypercube in repeatable
intervals. The final one is generated for mode = 3. It generates
“blinking” clusters that gain and lose support periodically. In
this case, clusters do not change their position or size but their
density oscillates. These generated data streams show Fig. 4.

These distributions represent different kinds of interactions
between observed objects. In the first case, the behavior of
clusters leads to their complete coverage in the middle of the
hypercube. Then, subprocesses become indistinguishable. The
second stream describes subprocesses that interfere partially.
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mode=1 mode=2 mode=3

Fig. 4. Artificial data streams obtained from the generator.

The interference manifests itself as overlapped distributions. In
the last case, there are no interactions between clusters at all.
Observed subprocesses do not interact and their oscillations
are relatively fast.

B. The processing performance measurement

Measurement of the processing efficiency has been done
on artificial data stream containing 100000 data objects. It
was generated for mode = 1. This experiment was performed
on data streams generated for different clusters numbers at
different dimensionality and processed with various main
buffer sizes.

The conducted experiment included four sub–experiments
from whom results are presented on Fig. 5. The top–left plot of
Fig. 5 contains performance measurement of the graph–stream
extraction algorithm for data of different dimensionality. This
experiment was conducted for a1 : |A| = 12, a2 : |A| = 9,
a3 : |A| = 6, a4 : |A| = 3 and |B| = 500. It can be noticed,
that the number of dimensions have impact on the algorithm’s
iteration performance. It acknowledges the theoretical analysis
of the main buffer and messaging performance. The main
buffer has size |B| and consists of |A| sorted lists. A low
cost of logarithmic access to B is reflected in results. The
top–right plot delivers measurement of the computational costs
for different main buffer sizes. Results were obtained for data
dimensionality |A| = 9 and b1 : |B| = 500, b2 : |B| = 800,
b3 : |B| = 1100 and b4 : |B| = 1400. Impact of main
buffer size on the iteration cost is small because the binary
search is used to get access to sorted objects. For both above
experiments cno was equal to 2. All measurements include
time required to store the produced graph–stream in memory.
It explains slightly increasing costs during the processing.

Bottom plots describe the dependence of the extraction
algorithm performance on data complexity. These experiments
have been performed for stream carrying different number of
clusters in the stream c1, d1 : cno = 2, c2, d2 : cno = 4,
c3, d3 : cno = 6 and c4, d4 : cno = 8. The results were
measured for |A| = 9 and |B| = 500. The bottom–left plot
contains the processing cost measured per iteration, while the
bottom-right one delivers cumulative numbers of generated
events by the algorithm for the graph–stream extraction.
Intensity of all data streams was the same. Therefore, the
frequency of data objects per cluster was lower for streams
delivering more clusters. It can be observed that the costs
of the processing is the greatest for the smallest number of
clusters at cno = 2. This result seems to be counterintuitive but

it is caused by more intense messages forwarding. For a lower
number of denser clusters the count of connections between
data objects is relatively higher. Thus, the cost of handling
communication is higher, too. Results form the bottom–right
plot can be interpret according to intuition since it is clear that
more clusters requires proportionally more events generated to
describe them.

All experiments involving measurement of the performance
were conducted on x64 workstation at clock 3 GHz. Each
measurement was an average from 1000 following iterations.
Microseconds scale oscillations observed on plots are presum-
ably caused by hardware, operating system or C++11 standard
libraries. All experiments have been performed on multi–core
hardware. The affinity of processes to cores changed during
the processing what might promote oscillations.

C. Similarity of episodes

Evaluation of autocorrelation requires a similarity measure
that would allow for mutual comparison of episodes. Similarity
computed for a pair of nodes takes into account differences in
attributes values, the relative occurrence times (in the respect
to timestamps of the episodes heading nodes) and densities.
It is a geometrical mean from above partial similarities. To
calculate partial similarity, attributes values difference dif
is transformed with function exp(−abs(dif) ∗ weight). It
standardizes results by scaling them using weights chosen per
attribute. Then results are averaged and partial similarity of
attributes is computed. The densities and occurrences times are
threated separately as qualitatively distinct entities. But their
differences are also standardized by that weighted exponential
function. Weights help in the similarity function tuning. They
can be used when we need to underscore particular property.
Calculated similarity takes continuous values from 0 to 1. The
value equal to 1 means that nodes are identical and related
events have occurred in the same relative time measuring from
respective episodes heads.

Episodes are evaluated according to fairly complicated pro-
cedure. Initially, pairs of state nodes beginning and terminating
episodes are compared. Then, all possible pairs of transforma-
tion nodes from both episodes are enumerated to calculate
their similarities. Afterwards, pairs are sorted according to
similarity value and there are chosen ones with the greatest
similarities. During this selection, it is forbidden to take two
pairs containing at least one transformation node the same.
In the result, only the strongest set of ties between the pair
of distinct episodes survives selection. The selection is done
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Fig. 5. The graph–stream extraction process efficiency.

regardless sequential order of transformation nodes in the
episode. Fortunately, the order of nodes is taken into account
elsewhere. Let’s remind that the time–stamp difference is
considered in events similarity calculation. Therefore, a pair
of events occurred at different times in reference to their
episodes heads time–stamps have low similarity and chance
to be selected.

Global similarity is calculated as an average of similarities
obtained from the comparison of pairs state and transformation
nodes. It delivers a normalized result, where an episode
compared to itself would receive the score equal to 1. The
aggregation raises status of state nodes in relation to inner
transformation nodes underscoring importance of border states
of episodes. The introduced similarity function favors episodes
containing the same attributes values in nodes and the same
order of transformation nodes. Therefore, pairs of episodes
that differ in duration would have lower similarity.

D. Autocorrelation of episodes in experiments

Results presentation begins from ones obtained for arti-
ficial data streams. These streams provided data describing
4 dynamic clusters (subprocesses) in 9 dimensions. Heat
maps presents mutual similarities for episodes that belong
to graph–streams and extracted from artificial data sets are
presented on Fig. 6. They show only 200 of the most mutually
similar episodes. Two figures for each graph–stream represent
similarities of episodes (left) and contexts preceding them
(right). Bottom legend contains information about correlation
coefficient value between episodes and their contexts. Episodes
are sorted according to their length (a number of transforma-
tion nodes) and the longest ones are located in the top–right
corner of each heat map.

Fig. 6 reveals existence of similarities between episodes
for periodic processes. There are observable groups of mu-
tually similar episodes that have comparable sizes. They form
“squares” located on the diagonal. They describe different
stages of the subprocess evolution in a cycle and reveal charac-

mode=1

mode=2

mode=3

Fig. 6. Heat maps representing autocorrelation of episodes (the left column)
and their the best contexts contributors (the right column) for artificial data
streams.

teristic lattice patterns inside. It is caused by the fact that data
carry the description of 4 clusters that behave symmetrically.
Thus, episodes describing them have very similar sizes and
find their places in the same “square”. Autocorrelation between
episodes tells about a periodicity in the observed process and
acknowledges the generator properties.

Contributing contexts similarities are weakly correlated to
related episodes. Aside from the artificial set generated at
mode = 2, almost all correlation coefficients are very low.
This suggests that the past context information has to be
analyzed by looking deeper to the past. It is in line to
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conclusions made for the sequential patterns mining where
frequent elements of the pattern may be separated by many
infrequent elements [1]. However, for some data sets e.g.,
ones generated at mode = 2 the correlation occurs using
this algorithm even for adjacent episodes. Improvement in
the cluster buffer tracing algorithm and casting transformation
event may increase the efficiency of the correlated episodes
finding.

Obtained results acknowledge that the exploration methods
for finding patterns in graph–stream threads have to look
deeper into past contexts of episodes. The “lattice–square” pat-
terns on heat maps prove that the method correctly identifies
episodes from distinct subprocesses. Because all experiments
used the same parameter values therefore we can expect a
further results improvement for algorithm parameters tuned to
properties of particular data stream.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed graph–stream extraction algorithm can pro-
duce directed acyclic graphs describing multivariate and
multi–modal data streams. It has some advantages over com-
monly used sequential representation. In the first place, it can
separate individual subprocesses within the observed complex
process. This feature may be useful when we observe the
process through array of heterogeneous detectors with one sink
of data. Concluding, the data structure proposed in this paper
may contribute in following areas to the state of art:

• It can help to identify undisturbed context of events.
Events from different threads (subprocesses) become seg-
regated and organized in episodes. Such structure is more
robust when it comes to issues with synchronization for
concurrent subprocesses. This allows for building simpler
algorithms for knowledge retrieval and information fu-
sion. This representation does not transform information
stored in attributes. It just makes observations more
understandable for the following processing by better
organization.

• Network structure can be used to model complex causal
relationships between events. Causality can be better re-
flected since DAG can represent relations many–to–many
between dependent episodes. Preservation of attributes
values from the original data stream and exposition
of data dynamism would be useful in observation and
analysis of dynamic processes.

• There are different sorts of nodes for representing in-
teractions, transformations and border states. They form
a grammar of a simple language e.g., like Feynman
diagrams in physics this language is sufficiently capable
to express a description of almost all discrete processes.

• It can lead to novel algorithms better exploring in-
formation about relationships between subprocesses in
the complex process. This makes new opportunities for
episodes clustering, classification, forecasting and cor-
relations mining. In my opinion, a domain related to
correlations mining between subprocesses is particularly
interesting (regarding a subsequent information fusion).

It may lead to new methods of information processing
benefiting from synergy of data retrieved simultaneously
from many qualitatively different sensors.
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HE workshop on Artificial Intelligence in Medical Ap-
plications – AIMA'2015 - provides an interdisciplinary

forum for researchers and developers to present and discuss
latest  advances in  research work as  well  as  prototyped  or
fielded systems of applications of Artificial  Intelligence in
the wide and heterogenious field of  medicine,  health care
and surgery. The workshop covers the whole range of theo-
retical and practical aspects, technologies and systems based
on Artificial Intelligence in the medical domain and aims to
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Abstract—In general, the aim of our research is to adapt
computational intelligence methods for computer-aided decision
support in diagnosis and therapy of persons with Autism Spec-
trum Disorders (ASDs). In the paper, we are focusing on the data
preprocessing step for cleaning a training data set for classifiers.
An approach based on consistency factors is proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTISM is a brain development disorder that impairs so-
cial interaction and communication, and causes restricted

and repetitive behaviors, all starting before a child is three
years old. Starting in May 2013, i.e., the date of publication
of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-5), all autism disorders were merged
into one umbrella diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorders
(ASDs). Autism spectrum disorders can dramatically affect
a child’s life, as well as that of their families, schools,
friends and a wider community. Therefore, we decided to start
research on adaptation of computational intelligence methods,
with particular regard to data mining and machine learning
ones, for computer aided-decision support in diagnosis and
therapy of persons with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs).
Computer-based decision support (CDS) is defined as the use
of a computer to bring relevant knowledge to bear on the health
care and well-being of a patient [1]. Input data come from
original author’s evaluation sheets of subjects with ASDs in
the important spheres (among others, self-service, communi-
cation, cognitive, physical, as well as the sphere responsible
for functioning in the social and family environment, etc.).
Computer-aided analysis enables us to determine trends in
the abovementioned spheres (progress, stagnation, or regress)
and support adjustments of the individual therapeutic and
educational programs for persons covered by the care.

II. INPUT DATA

Experiments testing the relative effectiveness of our ap-
proach have been performed on data describing over 70 cases
(subjects) classified into three categories: high-functioning,
medium-functioning, or low-functioning autism. Each subject
has been evaluated using an original author’s sheet including
questions about competencies grouped into 17 spheres marked
with Roman numerals:

• VI. Support for active communication.
• VII. Active communication concerning objects, people,

parts of the body.
• VIII. Imitation, the length and complexity of the utter-

ance.
• IX. Needs, emotions, moods.
• X. Object communication (the level of specific symbols).
• XI. Symbolic communication.
• XII. Requests.
• XIII. Choices.
• XIV. Communication in a pair (with contemporary, with

an adult).
• XV. Social communication competences.
• XVI. Communication in a group and in social situations

(in a team, in school, in the closest social environment).
• XVIII. Vocabulary.
• XIX. The degree of effectiveness of information.
• XX. The degree of motivation to communicate.
• XXI. The degree and type of hint in communication.
• XXII. Building the utterance - the degree of its complex-

ity and functionality.
• XXIII. Dialogues.
Each case x is described by a data vector a(x)

consisting of over 300 descriptive attributes: a(x) =
[a1(x), a2(x), ..., am(x)]. Such a data vector is called a profile.
Four values of descriptive attributes are possible, namely 0, 25,
50, and 100. They have the following meaning:

• 0 - not performed,
• 25 - performed after physical help,
• 50 - performed after verbal help/demonstration,
• 100 - performed unaided.

If we have training data for classifiers, then to each case x we
also add one decision attribute c - a class (category) to which
a patient is classified. For decision attribute values, we use the
following notation:

• LOW - low-functioning autism,
• MEDIUM - medium-functioning autism,
• HIGH - high-functioning autism.
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Fig. 1. Dividing a set of all training objects (cases)

In the current stage of research, each sphere is treated
separately. For each sphere, the training data (which are used
to learn or extract relationships between data) are stored in a
tabular form (see example in Table I) which is formally called
a decision table.

A decision table represents a decision system in the
Pawlak’s form (cf. [2]). We use the following formal definition
of a decision system. A decision system DS is a tuple
DS = (U,C,D, Vcon, Vdec, finf , fdec), where:

• U is a nonempty, finite set of objects,
• C is a nonempty, finite set of condition attributes,
• D is a nonempty, finite set of decision attributes,
• Vcon =

⋃
c∈C Vc, where Vc is a set of values of the

condition attribute c,
• Vdec =

⋃
d∈D Vd, where Vd is a set of values of the

decision attribute d,
• finf : C × U → Vcon is an information function such

that finf (c, u) ∈ Vc for each c ∈ C and u ∈ U ,
• fdec : D × U → Vdec is a decision function such that

fdec(d, u) ∈ Vd for each d ∈ D and u ∈ U .

III. PREPROCESSING

Preprocessing is an important stage in data mining and
knowledge discovery processes. It encompasses different tasks,
e.g., extraction and selection of attributes (features), discretiza-
tion of attribute values, data cleaning, etc. In this section,
we describe some kind of data cleaning which is used as
a preprocessing step in classification of data coming from
evaluation sheets of subjects with ASDs. In our approach to
classification, we can distinguish the following main stages:

1) Calculating consistency factors of objects included in
the decision subsystem corresponding to class Y , with
the knowledge included in the decision subsystem cor-
responding to class X .

2) Dividing a set of all training objects (cases) into two
subsets:

• a subset of unambiguous objects (cases),
• a subset of boundary objects (cases).

3) Building separate classifiers trained on unambiguous
objects and boundary objects, respectively.

The main aim of Stage 1 is to determine two subsets of objects
included in a training data set: a subset of unambiguous objects

(cases) as well as a subset of boundary objects (cases), see
Figure 1.

Let DS = (U,C,D, Vcon, Vdec, finf , fdec) be a decision
system, where D = {d} and Vdec = {vd1

, vd2
, . . . , vdk

}. The
set U of objects can be divided into disjoint subsets according
to values of a decision attribute d, i.e.:

⋃

i=1,2,...,k

Xi,

where:
• X1 ∩X2 ∩ · · · ∩Xk = ∅,
• X1 ∪X2 ∪ · · · ∪Xk = U .

An object u ∈ U is called a boundary object if it belongs
to the subset Xi, where i = 1, 2, . . . , k and there exists Xj ,
where j = 1, 2, . . . , k and j 6= i such that the consistency
factor of u with the knowledge included in Xj is greater or
equal to a given threshold θ, where θ ∈ [0, 1].

To differentiate two subsets of objects (unambiguous objects
and boundary objects), we use an approach based on consis-
tency factors. We assume that the boundary objects should be
treated individually in a process of training the classifier (see
Figure 2) because they are assigned to one decision class but
they are also closed to other decision classes with respect to
consistency factors. Boundary objects are intended for training
more specialized and sensitive classifiers.

Fig. 2. Building separate classifiers

A decision system includes a finite set of cases described
by attributes. Each attribute represents one of the features of
cases. Apart from all cases included in the original decision
system, we can consider some other cases. Such cases can
be totally consistent or consistent to a certain degree with
the knowledge included in the original system. The knowl-
edge can be represented in the form of rules (production,
association, etc.), cf. [3], [4]. The problem is to determine
consistency factors of new cases taken into consideration with
the knowledge included in the original decision system. We
have adopted calculation of the consistency factor according
to the definition used in [5]. That definition was derived from
the approach to computing consistency factors of objects in
information systems proposed in [4]. It is worth noting that an
information system differs from a decision system only by the
lack of decision attributes. A formal definition is as follows.
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TABLE I
EXEMPLARY INPUT DATA COMING FROM THE EVALUATION SHEET

ID VI.117 . . . VI.120 VI.120a . . . VI.120f VI.121a . . . VI.121g VI.122 class

#1 50 . . . 100 50 . . . 0 50 . . . 0 0 LOW
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

#32 25 . . . 100 100 . . . 25 50 . . . 50 0 MEDIUM
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

#66 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 100 . . . 100 100 HIGH
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

An information system IS is a quadruple IS = (U,A, V, f),
where:

• U is a nonempty, finite set of objects,
• A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes,
• V =

⋃
a∈A

Va, where Va is a set of values of the attribute
a,

• f : A × U → V is an information function such that
f(a, u) ∈ Va for each a ∈ A and u ∈ U .

It is assumed, in the algorithm for computing a consistency
factor, that the knowledge included in an original information
system S is expressed by minimal rules true and realizable in
S. Computing a consistency factor for a given object is based
on determining importance (relevance) of rules extracted from
the system S which are not satisfied by the new case. If the
importance of these rules is greater the consistency factor of
a new object with the knowledge is smaller. The importance
of a set of rules not satisfied by the new case is determined
by means of a strength factor of this set of rules in S. This
approach has been implemented in CLAPSS (Classification
and Prediction Software System) - a computer tool for solving
different classification and prediction problems using, among
others, some specialized approaches based mainly on the rough
set theory (see [6]). The tool was designed for the Java
platform. The main features of CLAPSS are the following:

• Portability. Thanks to the Java technology, the application
works on various software and hardware platforms. In the
future, the tool can be adapted for platforms available in
mobile devices and as a service in the cloud.

• User-friendly interface (see Figure 3).
• Modularity. The project of CLAPSS and its imple-

mentation takes into consideration modularity. It makes
CLAPSS possible to easily extend in the future.

Consistency factors are calculated in CLAPSS using the
algorithm based on rough sets given in [7]. This algorithm
makes use of important results of research on extensions of
information systems given in [8]. Therefore, we recall crucial
notions concerning rough sets. For more exact description and
explanation we refer readers to [2] and [9].

Let IS = (U,A, V, f) be an information system. Each
subset B ⊆ A of attributes determines an equivalence relation
on U , called an indiscernibility relation Ind(B), defined as

Ind(B) = {(u, v) ∈ U × U : ∀a∈Bf(a, u) = f(a, v)}.

The equivalence class containing u ∈ U will be denoted by
[u]B .

Let X ⊆ U and B ⊆ A. The B-lower approximation BX
of X and the B-upper approximation BX of X are defined
as

BX = {u ∈ U : [u]B ⊆ X}
and

BX = {u ∈ U : [u]B ∩X 6= ∅},
respectively. A set BNB(X) = B(X) − B(X) is called the
B-boundary region of X . The B-lower approximation BX of
X is the set of all objects from U , which can be for certain
classified as X using B, i.e., they are certainly X in view of B.
The B-upper approximation BX of X is the set of all objects
from U , which can be possibly classified as X using B, i.e.,
they are possibly X in view of B. The B-boundary region
BNB(X) of X is the set of all objects from U , which can be
classified neither as X nor as not-X using B. If BNB(X) = ∅,
then X is sharp (exact) with respect to B. Otherwise, X is
rough (inexact).

We can provide the definition of a consistency factor (cf.
[7] and [5]) in terms of appropriate lower approximations of
sets. Let

• A
ã
= A− {a}, where a ∈ A,

• Xv
a = {u ∈ U : f(a, u) = v},

• and Ũ =
⋃

a∈A

⋃
v∈Va

{A
ã
(Xv

a ) : Aã
(Xv

a ) 6= ∅∧ f(a, u∗) 6=
v}.

The consistency factor ξIS(u∗) of u∗ is defined as follows:

ξIS(u
∗) = ξ′IS(u

∗)ωIS(u
∗),

where:
• ξ′IS(u

∗) = 1− card(Ũ)
card(U) is a proper consistency,

• ωIS(u
∗) = card({a∈A:f(a,u∗)∈Va})

card(A) is a resemblance fac-
tor determining some affinity between the object u and
objects from IS with respect to values of attributes.

A general scheme of calculating consistency factors for
determining unambiguous and boundary objects is shown in
Figure 4.

In experiments, for subsets of unambigous objects (cases),
we have noticed significant improvement of classification
accuracy (sometimes more than 10 percentage points).
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Fig. 3. User-friendly interface of CLAPSS

Fig. 4. Calculating consistency factors for determining unambiguous and boundary objects

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have described initial research on computer-aided anal-
ysis of data coming from evaluation sheets of subjects with
autism spectrum disorders. This stage of research is focused
on the data preprocessing step. An approach to clean a training
data set for classifiers, based on consistency factors, has been
proposed. The important problem in the future is to determine
consistency factors of new cases taking into consideration
different ways of knowledge representation. In the further
stages of research, we will be interested in building hybrid
classifiers combining a wide range of approaches. Adopted
methods will be implemented in the specialized computer

tool modelled on our previous tool, called Copernicus [10],
intended for analysis and classification of data coming from
the MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) test
(cf. [11]).
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ANY real world problems arising in engineering, eco-
nomics, medicine and other domains can be formu-

lated as optimization tasks.  These problems are frequently
characterized by non-convex, non-differentiable, discontinu-
ous,  noisy or  dynamic  objective  functions  and  constraints
which ask for adequate computational methods.

M

The aim of this workshop is to stimulate the communica-
tion between researchers working on different fields of opti-
mization  and  practitioners  who need  reliable  and  efficient
computational optimization methods.
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and practical aspects of optimization methods.
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• hybrid optimization algorithms involving natural
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• computational biology and optimization
• distance geometry and applications
• optimization methods for learning processes and
data mining

• application of optimization methods on real  life
and industrial problems

• computational optimization methods in statistics,
econometrics,  finance, physics,  chemistry, biology,
medicine, engineering etc
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Abstract—The TSP, VRP and OP problems with time con-
straints have one common sub-problem – the task of finding
the minimum route duration for a given order of customers.
While much work has been done on routing and scheduling
problems with time windows, to this date only few articles
considered problems with multiple time windows. Moreover, since
the assumption of constant travel time between two locations at
all times is very unrealistic, problems with time-dependent travel
were introduced and studied. Finally, it is also possible to imagine
some situations, in which the service time changes during the day.
Again, both issues have been investigated only in conjunction with
single time windows. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm
for computing minimum route duration in traveling salesman
problem with multiple time windows and time-dependent travel
and service time. The algorithm can be applied to wide range of
problems in which a traveler has to visit a set of customers or
locations within specified time windows taking into account the
traffic and variable service/visit time. Furthermore, we compare
three metaheuristics for computing a one-day schedule for this
problem, and show that it can be solved very efficiently.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN this paper we focus our work on time-dependent routing
and scheduling problem with multiple time windows. The

problem consist of an agent (tourist, sales representative, etc.)
whose aim/duty is to visit a predefined set of customers/lo-
cations (e.g. points of interest). Each customer/location may
define many time windows which indicates the availability
during the day. Furthermore, we assume, that the travel time
between the customers/locations changes due to the traffic.
In this work we also assume different service/visit time in
different time windows.

In this work we describe the theory and algorithms for com-
puting one-day schedule in time-dependent traveling salesman
problem with multiple time windows for application in many
well known operational research problems such as vehicle
routing problem (VRP) (see [2], [3], [8], [14]), orienteering
problem (OP) (see [15], [16]), or generally traveling salesman
problem (TSP) with complex time constraints. While much
work has been done on mixed routing and scheduling problems
with time windows, to this date only few articles considered
problems with multiple time windows (cf. [2]).

Throughout this article, we will denote a sequence of
customers as a route, while we use the term schedule to denote
a route with fixed visit times.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we de-
scribe the problem, and discuss additional issues arising from

multiple time windows, and time-dependent travel and service
time. Section 3 describes preprocessing of time windows and
presents the minimum route duration algorithm. In Section
4 we explain in details the algorithms used for computing
the one-day schedule in time-dependent traveling salesman
problem with multiple time windows. Section 5 shows the
results of our numerical experiments. Finally, some concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We consider a Time-Dependent Traveling Salesman Prob-
lem with Multiple Time Windows (TDTSPMTW) with the
following features:

1) each customer can define multiple time windows during
which he is available and can be serviced;

2) the service time can be different in every time window
of the customer;

3) the travel time depends on the traffic time zone, in which
the transit actually occurs;

4) starting and ending depots are treated as customers so
that they also have time windows.

The TDTSPMTW problem can be defined as follows.

A. Problem notation

Let I = {1, . . . , n} be the set of customers i ∈ I that are
visited by the traveling salesman. Let Wi, be the set of i-th
customer time windows j ∈ Wi, during which the visit can
take place. The set of time windows of all the customers will
be denoted by W =

⋃
i∈IWi. Thus, [aji , b

j
i ] will denote the

j-th time window of i-th customer, where aji is the beginning,
and bji is the end of the time window, and the service time of
i-th customer in j-th time window will be denoted by sji . Let
Z , k ∈ Z , be the set of traffic time zones [pk, qk], where pk

is the beginning, and qk is the end of the traffic time zone,
and tki be the travel time from i-th customer to the next one in
the sequence, in k-th time zone. Notice, that we deliberately
define travel to the next customer instead of to the current
one - this significantly simplifies the considerations. The visit
at i-th customer will be denoted by [αi, βi], where αi is the
time of arrival at the customer, and βi is the departure time
of the visit.
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B. Traffic time zones

Before we can proceed with explaining the minimum route
duration algorithm, the problem of traffic time zones has to be
accommodated. Since the customers can already have multiple
time windows, we can take advantage of this property and cre-
ate additional, „virtual“ time windows so that the travel time
in each window is well-defined. For every time window we
have to check whether it lies in one traffic time zone, or maybe
spans across multiple zones. In the latter case, the original time
window has to be divided into smaller, overlapping windows.
We shall explain this on the following example. Let [a, b] be a
time window with service time s, that spreads over two time
zones: [p1, q1] with travel time t1 and [p2, q2] with travel time
t2, such that p1 < a < q1 = p2 < b < q2. Than, we need
to divide the original window into the following ones: [a, q1]
with service time s and travel time t1 and [p2 − s, b] with
service time s and travel time t2. Notice, that the beginning
of the second window is brought forward by the service
time, because we consider travel time to the next customer in
sequence, and the transit starts as soon as the current customer
has been serviced. Thus, let V =

⋃
i∈I Vi be the set of virtual

time windows of customers i ∈ I. Finally, we can define a
function γ : V → Z that maps the virtual time windows into
the time zones. Since each virtual time window falls within one
traffic time zone, we know that the function is well-defined.

C. The normalized formulation

Having the travel time unambiguously defined for every
time window we can normalize the model similarly to [8],
[16]. Thus, we merge the service time and the travel time into
one parameter dji = sji + t

γ(j)
i , denoting the visit duration. At

the same time, we postpone the ending of every (virtual) time
window by the travel time associated with it, i.e. windows
[aji , b

j
i ] are transformed into [aji , b

j
i + t

γ(j)
i ]. Notice, that from

this point on in the article the departure time will have
new meaning, i.e., the moment the salesman reaches the next
customer in the sequence.

D. Master problem

Let π = (π (1) , π (2) , . . . , π (n)) be the permutation of
customers.

The master problem of TDTSPMTW, i.e. the problem of
finding optimal sequence of customers to be visited during
one day, can be defined as follows:

π∗ = argmin
π

MinimumRouteDuration(π) (1)

The problem of finding the minimum route duration for a
given sequence of customers (i.e. the subproblem of TDT-
SPMTW) can be formulated as follows.

E. Subproblem formulation

Let us define the main decision variables and explain their
meaning. For the time windows selection we define:

yji =





1 if the visit at customer i takes place
within the time window j

0 else
(2)

Using these notations, we write a mathematical model for
the TDTSPMTW subproblem. The objective is to minimize the
route duration (calculated as a difference between departure
time of last customer and arrival time at first customer):

minβn − α1 (3)

(aji + dji )y
j
i ≤ βi ≤ bji +M(1− yji ) i ∈ I, j ∈ V (4)

∑

j∈Vi

yji = 1 i ∈ I (5)

αi = βi −
∑

j∈Vi

djiy
j
i i ∈ I (6)

βi ≤ αi+1 i ∈ I \ {n} (7)
y ∈ {0, 1}, β ≥ 0 (8)

Constraints (4) handle the time windows in a classical way
(the departure time must be within a time window) with the
noticeable addition of the upper index, since we have multiple
time windows. Constraints (5) ensure that exactly one time
window per customer is chosen. The auxiliary constraints
(6) compute the start of every visit (arrival time α). Finally,
constraints (7) forbid to start the next visit before the current
customer departure time, so that the visits do not overlap. The
y variables are binary, and departure times β are non-negative
real variables (8).

III. MINIMUM ROUTE DURATION ALGORITHM

The minimum route duration algorithm that we have de-
veloped requires a feasible solutions to start with. Hence, the
preprocessing of the virtual time windows is needed.

A. Preprocessing

In order for the algorithm to work, unnecessary time win-
dows from the bottom-right (see Algorithm 1) and top-left (see
Algorithm 2) corners have to be removed (if you imagine the
first window of the first customer in the bottom-left corner of
a diagram, and the last window of the last customer in the top-
right corner). Similar approach has already been proposed in
[16], but in our formulation the visit duration may be different
in subsequent time windows of a customer, hence we can
dismiss only the ones that lead to unfeasible schedule.

Algorithm 1 TDTSPMTW: top-down preprocessing
1: α← maxj∈Vn{bjn − djn}
2: for i = n− 1 to 1 do
3: Vi ← Vi \ {j ∈ Vi : aji + dji > α}
4: if Vi = {∅} then
5: return false {schedule not feasible}
6: end if
7: for j ∈ Vi do
8: bji ← min{bji , α}
9: end for

10: α← maxj∈Vi
{bji − dji}

11: end for
12: return true
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Algorithm 2 TDTSPMTW: bottom-up preprocessing

1: β ← minj∈V1
{aj1 + dj1}

2: for i = 2 to n do
3: Vi ← Vi \ {j ∈ Vi : bji − dji < β}
4: if Vi = {∅} then
5: return false {schedule not feasible}
6: end if
7: for j ∈ Vi do
8: aji ← max{aji , β}
9: end for

10: β ← minj∈Vi
{aji + dji}

11: end for
12: return true

Algorithm 3 TDTSPMTW: constructing feasible sub-schedule
Require: i, β

1: while i ≤ n do
2: β ← minj∈Vi,b

j
i−dj

i≥β max{aji , β}+ dji
3: i← i+ 1
4: end while
5: return β

The top-down preprocessing algorithm (Algorithm 1) be-
gins with calculating the latest possible arriving at the last
customer (denoted by α). Than, starting from the second to
last customer, virtual time windows are removed, for which
the visit starting at the beginning of the window would exceed
α (line 3). If after this step there is no more time windows,
the schedule (sequence of customers) is not feasible, and the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the remaining windows are
tightened so that the ending of each window does not exceed
α (line 8). Finally, the α value is recalculated for the current
customer (line 10) and the procedure starts over with previous
customer.

The bottom-up preprocessing algorithm (Algorithm 2)
works almost identically as top-down. The differences are as
follows:

• the earliest possible departure time from the customer
(denoted by β) is taken into consideration (lines: 1, 10);

• algorithm iterates from the second customer to the last
one;

• windows are removed if the beginning of visit that starts
as late as possible overlaps the departure time β (line 3);

• the remaining windows are tightened so that they do not
begin earlier than β (line 8).

The minimum route duration algorithm that we propose in
this paper consists of iteratively reviewing schedules of which
the one with the shortest duration is chosen. The procedure of
constructing each schedule is divided into two phases.

B. Phase 1: constructing feasible sub-schedule

The first phase consist of computing a feasible sub-schedule
that starts from a given customer, and ends with the last
one (see Algorithm 3). This procedure requires an index of

Algorithm 4 TDTSPMTW: constructing dominant sub-
schedule
Require: i, α

1: while i ≥ 1 do
2: α← maxj∈Vi,a

j
i+dj

i≤α min{bji , α} − dji
3: i← i− 1
4: end while
5: return α

Algorithm 5 TDTSPMTW: minimum route duration
1: τ∗ ←∞
2: if TopDownPreprocessing() and BottomUpPreprocess-

ing() then
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: for j ∈ Vi do
5: β ← constructFeasibleSubSchedule(i+ 1, bji )
6: α ← constructDominantSubSchedule(i −

1, bji − dji )
7: τ ← β − α
8: if τ < τ∗ then
9: τ∗ ← τ

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end if
14: return τ∗

a customer and an initial departure time. Repeatedly, among
the virtual time windows that have enough room to fit the visit
after the given departure time (bji − dji ≥ β), the earliest visit
departure time (calculated as: max{aji , β} + dji ) is searched
for.

C. Phase 2: constructing dominant sub-schedule

This phase is based on the notion of the dominant solutions
(see [8], [14], [16]). To put it simply, a schedule with starting
time α1 dominates schedule with starting time α2, if α1 >
α2 and at the same time ending time β1 = β2 (cf. [8]). In
our procedure, instead of fixed visit departure time, we use
the arrival time (obviously, α = β − d). Nevertheless, the
principle is the same - we repeatedly search for the latest
possible starting time of a visit (calculated as: min{bji , α}−dji )
among the virtual time windows, that are suitable (aji + dji ≤
α), i.e. windows in which the currently considered visit does
not overlap the initial one.

D. The main algorithm

The algorithm enumerates schedules, constructing them in
a particular fashion. For each virtual time window, first, a
feasible sub-schedule is constructed with the initial departure
time set to the end of the current time window (line 5).
Secondly, a dominant sub-schedule is constructed with the
initial arrival time set to the latest possible start of the visit
in the considered window (line 6). The route duration is than
computed as the difference between the departure time from
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last customer and arrival time at the first customer (line 7).
The best solution found during the process is stored (lines
8–10) and returned (line 14). For the algorithm overview see
Algorithm 5.

Although the main procedure of the algorithm looks self-
explanatory, the reason it finds the optimal solution is not
trivial. Savelsbergh [14] has introduced the concept of forward
time slack to postpone the beginning of service at a given
customer. It can be proven, that the optimal schedule can be
postponed until one of the visits ends with the time window.
Hence, by iteratively reviewing schedules one by one so that
every possible time window with visit at the end of it is
taken into consideration, an optimal schedule is found by our
algorithm.

E. Computational complexity

The preprocessing procedures have both O(|V|) time com-
plexity. The sub-schedule construction procedures have to-
gether O(|V|) time complexity (they consider disjoint sets
of time windows). The main procedure has O(|V|) time
complexity (every time window is taken into consideration).
Hence, the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(|V|2).

IV. TDTSPMTW MASTER PROBLEM ALGORITHMS

For solving the TDTSPMTW master problem, i.e. com-
puting the one-day schedule, we have chosen three different
metaheuristics.

A. Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing was first introduced by Kirkpatrick
[10], while Černý [1] pointed out the analogy between the
annealing process of solids and solving combinatorial prob-
lems. Researchers have been studying the application of the
SA algorithm in various fields of optimization. Koulamas [11]
presented a survey of operational research problems in which
the heuristic was applied. The effectives of the algorithm was
also inspected in particular by Hurkała and Hurkała [5], [6],
and also Hurkała and Śliwiński [7].

The optimization process of the simulated annealing algo-
rithm can be described in the following steps. Before the
algorithm can start, an initial solution is required. Then,
repeatedly, a candidate solution is randomly chosen from the
neighborhood of the current solution. If the candidate solution
is the same or better than the current one, it is accepted and
replaces the current solution. A worse solution than the current
one still has a chance to be accepted with, so called, accep-
tance probability. This probability is a function of difference
between objective values of both solutions and depends on
a control parameter taken from the thermodynamics, called
temperature. The temperature is decreased after a number of
iterations, and the process continues as described above. The
optimization is stopped either after a maximum number of
iterations or when a minimum temperature is reached. The
best solution found during the annealing process is considered
final. For the algorithm overview see Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Simulated annealing
Require: Initial solution s1

1: s∗ ← s1
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: for t = 1 to Nconst do
4: s2 ← perturbate(s1)
5: δ ← C(s2)− C(s1)
6: if δ ≤ 0 or e−δ/kτ > random(0, 1) then
7: s1 ← s2
8: end if
9: if C(s2) < C(s∗) then

10: s∗ ← s2
11: end if
12: end for
13: τ ← τ ∗ α
14: end for
15: return s∗

The main building block of the simulated annealing is the
temperature decrease (also known as the cooling process),
which consists of decreasing the temperature by a reduce
factor. The parameters associated with this mechanism are as
follows:

1) Initial temperature.
2) Function of temperature decrease in consecutive itera-

tions.
3) The number of iterations at each temperature (Metropo-

lis equilibrium).
4) Minimum temperature at which the algorithm terminates

or alternatively the maximum number of iterations as the
stopping criterion.

Let τ be the temperature and α be the reduce factor. Then
the annealing scheme can be represented as the following
recursive function:

τ i+1 = α ∗ τ i, (9)

where i is the number of current iteration in which the cooling
schedule takes place.

Second building block of SA that has to be customized for
a particular problem is the acceptance probability function,
which determines whether to accept or reject candidate solu-
tion that is worse than the current one. The most widely used
function is the following:

p (δ, τ) = e−δ/kτ , (10)

where δ = E(s2) − E(s1) is the difference between the
objective value (denoted by E) of the candidate (s2) and the
current solution (s1), and k is the Boltzmann constant found
by:

k =
δ0

log p0

τ0

, (11)

where δ0 is an estimated difference between objective values
of two solutions, p0 is the initial value of the acceptance
probability and τ0 is the initial temperature. Notice that we use
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decimal logarithm rather than natural, which is most widely
seen in the literature.

B. List-based threshold accepting

List-based threshold accepting algorithm (LBTA) intro-
duced by Lee [12], [13] is an extent of the threshold accepting
meta-heuristic, which belongs to the randomized search class
of algorithms. The search trajectory crosses the solution space
by moving from one solution to a random neighbor of that
solution, and so on. Unlike the greedy local search methods
which consist of choosing a better solution from the neigh-
borhood of the current solution until such can be found (hill
climbing), the threshold accepting allows choosing a worse
candidate solution based on a threshold value. In the general
concept of the threshold accepting algorithm it is assumed
that a set of decreasing threshold values is given before
the computation or an initial threshold value and a decrease
schedule is specified. The rate at which the values decrease
controls the trade-off between diversification (associated with
large threshold values) and intensification (small threshold
values) of the search. It is immensely difficult to predict
how the algorithm will behave when a certain decrease rate
is applied for a given problem without running the actual
computation. It is also very common that the algorithm with
the same parameters works better for some problem instances
and significantly worse for others. These reflections led to the
list-based threshold accepting branch of threshold accepting
meta-heuristic.

In the list-based threshold accepting approach, instead of a
predefined set of values, a list is dynamically created during
a presolve phase of the algorithm. The list, which in a way
contains knowledge about the search space of the underlying
problem, is then used to solve it.

The first phase of the algorithm consists of gathering
information about the search space of the problem that is
to be solved. From an initial solution a neighbor solution is
created using a move function (perturbation operator) chosen
at random from a predefined set of functions. If the candidate
solution is better than the current one, it is accepted and
becomes the current solution. Otherwise, a threshold value is
calculated as a relative change between the two solutions:

∆ = (C(s2)− C(s1))/C(s1) (12)

and added to the list, where C(si) is the objective function
value of the solution si ∈ S, and S is a set of all feasible
solutions. For this formula to work, it is silently assumed that
C : S → R+ ∪ {0}. This procedure is repeated until the
specified size of the list is reached. For the algorithm overview
see Algorithm 7.

The second phase of the algorithm is the main optimization
routine, in which a solution to the problem is found. The
algorithm itself is very similar to that of the previous phase.
We start from an initial solution, create new solution from
the neighborhood of current one using one of the move
function, and compare both solutions. If the candidate solution
is better, it becomes the current one. Otherwise a relative

Algorithm 7 Creating the list of threshold values
Require: Initial solution s1, list size S, set of move operators

m ∈M
1: i← 0
2: while i < N do
3: m← random(M)
4: s2 ← m(s1)
5: if C(s1) ≤ C(s2) then
6: ∆← (C(s2)− C(s1))/C(s1)
7: list← list ∪ {∆}
8: i← i+ 1
9: else

10: s1 ← s2
11: end if
12: end while
13: return list

change is calculated. To this point algorithms in both phases
are identical. The difference in the optimization procedure is
that we compare the threshold value with the largest value
from the list. If the new threshold value is larger, then the
new solution is discarded. Otherwise, the new threshold value
replaces the value from the list, and the candidate solution is
accepted to next iteration. The best solution found during the
optimization process is considered final.

The list-based threshold accepting algorithm also incorpo-
rates early termination mechanism: after a (specified) number
of candidate solutions is subsequently discarded, the optimiza-
tion is stopped, and the best solution found so far is returned.
The optimization procedure of the list-based threshold accept-
ing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 8.

The original LBTA algorithm does not have a solution space
independent stopping criterion. If the number of subsequently
discarded worse solutions is set too high, the algorithm will
run for an unacceptable long time (it has been observed during
preliminary tests). Hence, we propose to use additionally a
global counter of iterations so that when a limit is reached,
the algorithm terminates gracefully.

In the first phase of the list-based threshold accepting
algorithm the list is populated with values of relative change
between two solutions ∆ ≥ 0. After careful consideration, we
believe that including zeros in the list is a misconception. In
the actual optimization procedure, i.e. the second phase, the
threshold value is computed only if the new solution is worse
than the current one, which means that the calculated relative
change will always have a positive value (∆new > 0). The
new threshold value is compared with the largest value from
the list (Thmax). Thus, we can distinguish three cases:

1) Thmax = 0: since thresholds are non-negative from
definition, in this case the list contains all zero elements
and it will not change throughout the whole procedure
(Thmax is constant). Comparing a positive threshold
value ∆new against zero yields in discarding the can-
didate solution. The conclusions are as follows:

a) it does not matter how many zeros are in the list,
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Algorithm 8 LBTA optimization procedure
Require: Initial solution s1, thresholds list L, set of move

operators m ∈M
1: i← 0
2: s∗ ← s1
3: while i ≤ N do
4: m← random(M)
5: s2 ← m(s1)
6: i← i+ 1
7: if C(s2) ≤ C(s1) then
8: if C(s2) ≤ C(s∗) then
9: s∗ ← s2

10: end if
11: s1 ← s2
12: i = 0
13: else
14: ∆new ← (C(s2)− C(s1))/C(s1)
15: if ∆new < max(list) then
16: list← list \ {max(list)}
17: list← list ∪ {∆new}
18: s1 ← s2
19: i = 0
20: end if
21: end if
22: end while
23: return s∗

the effective size of the list is equal to one,
b) the algorithm is reduced to hill climbing algorithm

that accepts candidate solutions which are at least
as good as the current one.

2) Thmax > 0 and ∆new < Thmax: the largest (positive)
threshold value from the list Thmax is replaced by a
smaller (positive) threshold value ∆new. The number of
zero elements in the list remains the same throughout the
whole procedure and therefore is completely irrelevant
to the optimization process. The effective list size is
equal to the number of positive elements.

3) Thmax > 0 and ∆new ≥ Thmax: the new solution is
discarded and the list remains unchanged.

The main idea behind the list is to control the diversification
and intensification of the search process. In the early stage
of the search the algorithm should allow to cover as much
solution space as possible, which means that the thresholds in
the list are expected to be large enough to make that happen. In
the middle stage, the algorithm should slowly stop fostering
the diversification and begin to foster the intensification of
the search. In the end stage, the intensification should be
the strongest, i.e. the list is supposed to contain smaller
and smaller threshold values, which induces discarding of
worse solution candidates. As a consequence, the algorithm
is converging to a local or possibly even a global optimum.

Algorithm 9 Variable neighborhood descent
Require: Initial solution s0

1: s1 ← s0
2: i← 1
3: repeat
4: for j = 1 to size(Ni) do
5: s2 ← Ni(s0)
6: if C(s2) < C(s1) then
7: s1 ← s2
8: end if
9: end for

10: if C(s1) < C(s0) then
11: s0 ← s1
12: i← 1
13: else
14: i← i+ 1
15: end if
16: until i = |N |
17: return s0

Algorithm 10 Reduced variable neighborhood search
Require: Initial solution s0

1: i← 1
2: repeat
3: s1 ← V ND(Ni(s0))
4: if C(s1) < C(s0) then
5: s0 ← s1
6: i← 1
7: else
8: i← i+ 1
9: end if

10: until i = |N |
11: return s0

C. Variable neighborhood search

Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is a metaheuristic al-
gorithm proposed by Mledanović [9]. This global optimization
method is based on an idea of systematically changing the
neighborhood in the descent to local minima and in the escape
from the valleys which contain them. It has already been
successfully used in different Vehicle Routing Problems.

The VNS algorithm consists of two building blocks: variable
neighborhood descent (VND) and reduced variable neighbor-
hood search (RVNS).

The optimization process of VND can be explained as
follows. First, an initial solution is required. Within a given
neighborhood a candidate solution is repeatedly generated and
it replaces the current one if it is better. After a specified
number of iterations (neighborhood size) the neighborhood is
changed to the first one if a better than initial solution has been
found. Furthermore, the best solution found so far replaces
the initial solution. Otherwise, if the search resulted in no
better solutions that the initial one, the current neighborhood
is changed to the next one. Either way, the whole operation is
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repeated again until the search gets stuck in a local optimum.
The best solution found during this process is returned. For
the overview of the algorithm see Algorithm 9.

The RVNS is a stochastic algorithm that executes the VND
with different initial solutions. This simple procedure, which
in fact is quite similar to the VND, can be described in the
following few steps. First, an initial solution - a starting point -
is required. Within a given neighborhood a candidate solution
is repeatedly generated from the initial one, and passed to the
VND procedure. If the VND returns a solution that is better
than the current one, it gets replaced, and the algorithm starts
over from the first neighborhood. Otherwise, the neighborhood
is changed to the next one. The whole process can be repeated
until the stopping criterion (e.g. specified number of evalua-
tions, time limit) is met. The optimization procedure of RVNS
is shown in Algorithm 10.

D. Neighborhood function

The most problem-specific mechanism of SA, LBTA and
VNS algorithms, that always needs a different approach and
implementation, is the procedure of generating a candidate
solution from the neighborhood of the current one, which is
called a perturbation scheme, transition operation/operator or
a move function. Although there are many ways to accomplish
this task for the traveling salesman problem, we have chosen
the following three operators:

1) interchanging two adjacent customers,
2) interchanging two random customers,
3) moving a single, random customer to a randomly chosen

position.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The numerical experiments were performed on a number of
randomly generated problem instances of different size. The
algorithms were implemented in C++. All the computations
were executed on the Intel Core i7 3.4GHz microprocessor.

To better compare relative performance of the three algo-
rithms, the only stopping criterion for single run was reaching
the same number of schedule evaluations for all computations
and problem sizes. This way we could compare the speed as
well as the convergence per iteration.

The resulting one-day schedules are presented in Table I.
The first column indicates the instance number. The number
of customers (second column) ranges from 13 to 23. The route
durations found by the three algorithms are shown in columns
3-5. The values in columns 6-8 indicate relative difference
between the algorithms outcomes. In order of brevity, we show
the computation time in one (the last) column for the given
problem instance - it was almost the same for every algorithm
due to the (identical) stopping criterion.

The algorithms produced similar results in terms of both the
solution quality and the computation time. For some instances
one algorithm produces better results, while for some other it
is the other way around. Generally, the VNS tends to find a
little bit better solutions: 2.49% on average than LBTA, and
2.97% than SA. LBTA and SA are on the other hand almost

identical - the former is on average better by only 0.49% than
the latter.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a novel and efficient algorithm that
computes the minimum route duration for the Time-Dependent
Traveling Salesman Problem with Multiple Time Windows,
and compared three metaheuristic algorithms that computes
the one-day schedule, which can be successfully utilized in
time-oriented TSP, VRP, OP, and other mixed routing and
scheduling problems. The minimum route duration algorithm
guarantees finding optimal solution in quadratic time in terms
of the total number of time windows. To our knowledge, this
is the first attempt of solving this kind of time-dependent TSP
with multiple time windows.
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TABLE I
ROUTE DURATIONS AND COMPUTATION TIME

# |I| VNS LBTA SA V NS/LBTA V NS/LBTA LBTA/SA Time [s]
1 13 28113 28532 29608 -1.47% -5.05% -3.63% 0.281
2 13 27921 27921 29793 0.00% -6.28% -6.28% 0.314
3 13 31193 31193 31193 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.283
4 13 29913 31540 31591 -5.16% -5.31% -0.16% 0.293
5 13 28113 28532 29608 -1.47% -5.05% -3.63% 0.224
6 13 27921 27921 29793 0.00% -6.28% -6.28% 0.264
7 14 28314 27299 28289 3.72% 0.09% -3.50% 0.299
8 15 28134 28039 28325 0.34% -0.67% -1.01% 0.381
9 15 28134 28039 28325 0.34% -0.67% -1.01% 0.243

10 16 30143 31400 30442 -4.00% -0.98% 3.15% 0.376
11 16 27822 30210 30078 -7.90% -7.50% 0.44% 0.282
12 16 35438 35438 35438 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.405
13 16 29957 31453 29843 -4.76% 0.38% 5.39% 0.298
14 17 32442 33306 33306 -2.59% -2.59% 0.00% 0.499
15 17 33609 33609 33609 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.444
16 17 31585 31730 32515 -0.46% -2.86% -2.41% 0.285
17 17 30691 30450 31648 0.79% -3.02% -3.79% 0.279
18 17 29136 29136 30553 0.00% -4.64% -4.64% 0.295
19 17 31882 34707 34707 -8.14% -8.14% 0.00% 0.401
20 18 36246 37569 36759 -3.52% -1.40% 2.20% 0.517
21 18 36389 38696 38696 -5.96% -5.96% 0.00% 0.399
22 19 40102 40102 40102 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.390
23 19 36231 36231 36231 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.388
24 20 37982 40187 39746 -5.49% -4.44% 1.11% 0.571
25 20 38107 39943 39897 -4.60% -4.49% 0.12% 0.360
26 20 38511 38195 38163 0.83% 0.91% 0.08% 0.525
27 20 38081 35533 38577 7.17% -1.29% -7.89% 0.470
28 20 40163 40707 40707 -1.34% -1.34% 0.00% 0.341
29 20 37977 38930 38930 -2.45% -2.45% 0.00% 0.303
30 21 38468 40434 40379 -4.86% -4.73% 0.14% 0.510
31 21 39072 39855 39711 -1.96% -1.61% 0.36% 0.449
32 21 36876 40170 38456 -8.20% -4.11% 4.46% 0.423
33 21 34468 37702 37702 -8.58% -8.58% 0.00% 0.376
34 21 39069 40912 40912 -4.50% -4.50% 0.00% 0.363
35 21 39857 40497 40497 -1.58% -1.58% 0.00% 0.347
36 22 38856 40044 39298 -2.97% -1.12% 1.90% 0.550
37 22 37854 40243 40243 -5.94% -5.94% 0.00% 0.554
38 22 40608 40608 40608 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.557
39 22 40017 40017 40017 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.522
40 22 39997 39997 39997 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.495
41 22 38292 40830 40830 -6.22% -6.22% 0.00% 0.380
42 22 36783 40711 39449 -9.65% -6.76% 3.20% 0.446
43 23 36057 36057 37616 0.00% -4.14% -4.14% 0.725
44 23 37725 40688 40688 -7.28% -7.28% 0.00% 0.533
45 23 38952 40366 39465 -3.50% -1.30% 2.28% 0.538
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Abstract—Metal ions in protein are critical to the function, 

structure and stability of protein. For this reason accurate 

prediction of metal binding sites in protein is very important. 

Here, we present our study which is performed for predicting 

metal binding sites for histidines (HIS) and cysteines from 

protein sequence. Three different methods are applied for this 

task: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes and 

Variable-length Markov chain. All these methods use only 

sequence information to classify a residue as metal binding or 

not. Several feature sets are employed to evaluate impact on 

prediction results. We predict metal binding sites for mentioned 

amino acids at 35% precision and 75% recall with Naive Bayes, 

at 25% precision and 23% recall with Support Vector Machine 

and at 0.05% precision and 60% recall with Variable-length 

Markov chain. We observe significant differences in 

performance depending on the selected feature set. The results 

show that Naive Bayes is competitive for metal binding site 

detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Protein plays a crucial role in all biological processes. And 

they consist of one or more long chains of amino acid 

residues. In the frame of this perspective, amino acids are 

important ligands with nitrogen and oxygen as the donor, 

constituent of many biological important molecules [1]. 

It is estimated that approximately half of all proteins 

contain a metal [2]. A significant fraction (about one third) 

of all known proteins is believed to bind metal ions as 

cofactors in their native conformation [3]. The biological 

activities of proteins require these cofactors to assist their 

daily routines. For this reason, a metal ion in a protein and 

prediction of its binding point is very important to 

understand the function of proteins in biological activities. 

Metal ions in proteins are responsible for multiple tasks. 

They help stabilizing protein structure [4], induce 

conformational changes [5–7], and assist protein functions 

(e.g. electron transfer, nucleophilic catalysis). 

There are many related studies about predicting metal 

binding sites, however, machine learning techniques have 

been recently applied to predict the metal binding sites of 

residues. 

Predicting metal binding sites by using non-computational 

methods has some drawbacks.  X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy (HT-XAS) has been recently proved to be 

capable of identifying metalloproteins with high reliability 

[8, 9].  However, the specific ligands involved in binding 

metal ion(s) cannot be identified by these techniques [9]. 

Motif-based system has also been developed by using 

regular expressions but since regular expressions can be 

quite specific, their results have many false negatives. To 

overcome these drawbacks, many computational learning 

techniques have been developed to predict metal binding 

sites. Early approaches can be found in the work of Nakata et 

al. (1995). In this study, they focused on predicting zinc-

finger DNA-binding proteins with a neural network. In this 

approach, applicable results were generated by a method for 

certain types of zinc-binding protein in spite of limitation 

about scarcity of data at that time. Recently-developed 

approaches for metal-binding sites prediction have mainly 

focused on CYS only [10], CYS and HIS binding transition 

metals [3] or CYS, HIS, ASP, and GLU binding zinc ions 

[12, 13]. 

In addition, recent studies in predicting metal binding sites 

indicate that Support Vector Machine is a popular machine 

learning technique in this area. In many works, Support 

Vector Machine was employed as a single solution of a 

problem or it was used with some other techniques to predict 

metal binding sites. For example, developed architecture 

consists of two stages. In the first stage of this study, Support 

Vector Machine was employed for local classification and 

these outputs were used as inputs for second stage to refine 

these local predictions [13]. 

In this study, we employed three different methods to 

predict metal binding for CYS and HIS by using only 

sequence information and amino acid composition: Support 

Vector Machine, Naive Bayes and Variable-length Markov 

Chain. Obtained results were compared with each other to 

give information for future works. Furthermore, we used 

some different feature compositions to train our model and 

prediction results were compared to give some clues about 

used features which were valuable for metal binding sites 

prediction. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we 

provide detailed description of materials and methods. Our 

obtained results are discussed in Section 3. We finally draw 

some conclusions in Section 4. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Feature Representation 

To obtain feature vector for SVM and Naïve Bayes, we 

found all target residues (CYS and HIS) for each protein 

sequence. Each target residue refers individual instances for 

our input vectors. These individual instances were obtained 

by building a window.  This window consisted of flanking 

residues of target residue and target residue was located in 

the middle of the window.  Each position in the window was 

represented by the corresponding value of PAM 120 (Table 

I. values of pam are shown) substitution matrix. By this way, 

each position of window was represented by 23 finite 

numbers. In other words, the total size of window equals to 

(2w-1) X 23 because the target residue value was ignored for 

input vectors. Also some characteristic values of selected 

window were obtained by running script version of Protein 

Composition Server [14] and these values were added to 

input vectors. Additionally, we used four different types of 

amino acid compositions. These are Pseudo Amino Acid 

Composition (PAAC), Amphiphilic Pseudo Amino Acid 

Composition (APAAC), Five Factor Score of Amino Acid 

Composition (5FSS) and PhysioChemical Properties (PC). 

By using different types of amino acid compositions, we 

made four different individual instances for each target 

residues. Hence, we could compare their contributions to 

prediction results. Finally, one additional feature was coded 

for the relative position of the target residue with respect to 

the sequence length for each individual instance. Input vector 

generation steps are illustrated in Fig 1. 

To obtain features for Variable-length Markov chain, first, 

we found all target residues for each protein sequence. Then, 

we built a window which consisted of flanking residues of 

the target residue and this target residue was located in the 

middle of the window. Window size was set to 15. After 

building the window, it was split at its center. After splitting 

process, four different feature sets were created. This feature 

sets contained different parts of the window according to the 

metal binding state of target residue. Content of these feature 

sets differed from each other. The mentioned content was 

constructed via the following steps.  

If target residue is metal-bonded and flanking amino acids 

are located at the left side of target residue, one part of the 

window is considered as a left-side metal-bonded sample. 

If target residue is metal-bonded and flanking amino acids 

are located at the right side of target residue, one part of the 

window is considered as a right-side metal-bonded sample. If 

target residue is not metal-bonded and flanking amino acids 

are located at the right side of target residue, one part of the 

window is considered as a right-side non-metal bonded 

sample. If target residue is not metal-bonded and flanking 

amino acids are located at the left side of target residue, one 

part of the window is considered as a left-side non-metal 

bonded sample. 

B. Classification 

Support Vector Machines: In this study, we applied three 

different methods for our problem. One of these is Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). 

SVM learning has been applied to many prediction 

problems in bioinformatics. Furthermore, obtained prediction 

results are acceptable for many problems in this search area. 

For this reason, we chose SVM for our solution. For 

classification, publicly-available at github libsvm package 

was used to implement SVM. The radial basis kernel was 

selected for this process (gamma = 0.05, cost = 0.1).    

In this process, SVM was used to train feature vectors of  

 

TABLE I. 

PAM 120 MATRıX 
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Fig.1 Input vector generation steps 

 

the training data set and to make the prediction on the test 

data set. Detailed information about data set is mentioned in 

Section 2.3. 

Naïve Bayes: As mentioned above, we applied different 

methods on our test sets and another one of these methods is 

Naive Bayes. The Naïve Bayes classifier has proved to be 

very effective in many real data applications [17]. Naive 

Bayes classifiers are of the family of simple probabilistic 

classifiers. It is based on applying Bayes’ theorem with 

strong independence assumptions between the features. 

 

        (1) 

 

For classification, the publicly-available MATLAB Naive 

Bayes package was used to train and predict our data set. We 

chose Gaussian Naïve Bayes because our data set consisted 

of continuous data. Applied kernel function is shown in 

Equation 1.  

C. A Generative Approach: Variable Length Markov 

Chain 

Markov chains are used to model sequential data in terms 

of the order of individual letters. In zero-order Markov 

Chain, the likelihood of a sequence 
N
S
1  is given by the 

probability that is obtained by multiplying the probabilities 

of each symbols contained, i.e., 

              (2) 

 

where P(.) refers to probability,  is the random variable 

representing the letter position j with  as  its realization. 

A more flexible version of higher order Markov models 

allows a variable length that depends on the preceding 

subsequence to given position such that the order of the 

model becomes a function the context at each position. This 

model is called as Variable Length Markov Chain (VLMC) 

built on the sequence likelihood defined as: 

        (3) 

where
jL is the optimal length preceding subsequences 

respectively and 
1−

−

j

Lj j
s is that sub-sequences. 

 

An efficient implementation of VLMC can be realized 

using Probabilistic Suffix Trees (PST). The PST method was 

introduced by Bejerano and Yona to model the protein 

families [15]. The original PST model was based on 

identifying significant short segments among the many input 

sequences, regardless of the relative position of these 

segments within the different proteins [16]. In this study, to 

classify a sequence into one of the families, a separate PST is 

constructed for each family in the data set, and according to 

the probability distribution over PST, a probability that the 

sequence belongs to that family is assigned to the query 

sequence. By comparing this probability score the sequence 

is determined as belonging to that family or not. 

For this approach, we created four different train data sets 

for training processes as mentioned in feature representation 

section. We trained each data set to obtain probabilistic 

suffix trees(PST) so we created four different PST (PST1 

consists of data such as flanking amino acids that are located 

at the left side of metal-bonded CYS or HIS; PST2 consists 

of data such as flanking amino acids that are located at the 

left side of CYS or HIS which are not bonded by a metal; 

PST3 consists of data such as flanking amino acids that are 

located at the right side of metal-bonded CYS or HIS; PST4 

consists of data such as flanking amino acids that are located 

at the right side of CYS or HIS which are not bonded by a 

metal.) for each train data set. After PST generation, we built 

a window for each CYS and HIS from test sets. Then, for 

each created window, we ran prediction processes for all 

obtained PSTs. Finally, the outputs of the prediction 

processes were compared with each other and we marked 

predicted CYS or HIS as metal bonded or not by evaluating 

comparison results. However, before comparison, we 

multiplied outputs of metal-bonded and nonmetal-bonded 

ones between each other. 

D. Dataset  

We used a non-redundant set of PDB containing 2727 

protein sequences to test our methods. The used data set was 

prepared by [3] for their research. The detailed and well 

defined explanation can be found in the mentioned paper. In 

Table II, we listed some information about this data set. 

 

Table III. 
NUMBER OF CYS & HIS AND THEIR STATE OF METAL BOUNDED 

 Metal Bounded   Non-Metal Bounded 

CYS 933 4702 

HIS 678 12982 
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TABLE V 

PREDICTION RESULT OF VARIABLE LENGTH MARKOV CHAIN 

PRECISION RECALL AUC 

0.05 0.60 0.39 

 

III. EVALUATıON CRıTERıA 

In this work, we use precision, recall and area under the 

curve as performance measurements. The precision was 

defined as TP/(TP + FP), where TP (true positives) was 

referred to the number of correctly-identified positive 

examples (metal binding residues); FP (false positive) was 

the number of negative examples (residues predicted to bind 

metal, although they do not bind to a metal according to 

PDB) that were incorrectly predicted as positive. The recall 

was defined as TP/(TP + FN), where FN (false negative) 

was the number of positive examples that were incorrectly 

predicted as negative. In this study, the negative examples 

were far more than the positive examples. For such an 

unbalanced dataset, Area Under Curve (AUC) can present an 

overly optimistic view of the performance of a method. To 

TABLE IVII. 

CHANGE OF SVM PREDICTION RESULTS ACCORDING TO SELECTED FEATURE FOR TRAINING 

PAM Relative 

Position 

5FSS APAAC PAAC PC RECALL PRECISION AUC 

X - - - - - 0.22 0.24 0.58 

X - X - - - 0.23 0.25 0.58 

X X X - - - 0.22 0.24 0.59 

X - - X - - 0.11 0.18 0.51 

X X - X - - 0.11 0.18 0.61 

X - - - X - 0.24 0.27 0.60 

X X - - X - 0.24 0.27 0.45 

X - - - - X 0.11 0.14 0.45 

X X - - - X 0.11 0.13 0.45 

X X - - - - 0.23 0.25 0.60 

 

TABLE IIIV 

CHANGE OF NAIVE BAYES PREDICTION RESULTS ACCORDING TO SELECTED FEATURE 

PAM Relative 

Position 

5FSS APAAC PAAC PC RECALL PRECISION AUC 

X - - - - - 0.65 0.45 0.78 

X - X - - - 0.75 0.35 0.80 

X X X - - - 0.72 0.36 0.76 

X - - - X - 0.65 0.44 0.77 

X X - - X - 0.66 0.45 0.77 

X - - - - X 0.51 0.11 0.59 

X X - - - X 0.50 0.13 0.64 

X - - X - - 0.43 0.18 0.62 

X X - X - - 0.43 0.18 0.61 
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obtain AUC values,  we used  publicly available  MATLAB

package.

IV. RESULTS

In this study, we created ten different feature vectors to

train with SVM and Naive Bayes. Also we evaluated the pre-

dictions  for  Variable-length  Markov  chain.  All  obtained

scores are listed in Table III, Table IV and Table V.

The obtained results show us that Naive Bayes is competi-

tive for metal binding site detection.

On the other hand, we used varied feature combinations

and they give us a chance to evaluate their prediction score

changes according to feature type. For ex; using pam matrix

representation is very smart way to identify amino acid for

classification  because  the  result  is  really  acceptable  and

length of this feature limited by number of amino acid count

in nature. Also using global descriptors as a feature is practi-

cable for this area. 

As a result, we presented a method to predict metal bind-

ing sites from amino acid sequences by SVM, Naive Bayes

and Variable-length Markov chain .We obtained many results

for different feature sets and we reached higher results with

Naive Bayes(used features were PAM and 5FSS). The men-

tioned case predicted CYS/HIS with 35% precision at 75%

recall level and 80% AUC value, when tested on a non-re-

dundant set of PDB containing 2727 unique protein chains.

V. CONCLUSION

Predicting  metal-binding  conformations  of  proteins

through computational techniques is a favorable effort in the

wake of estimating final protein structures. In this study, we

evaluate different feature representation schemes and imple-

ment different methods to predict metal binding sites of pro-

tein residues. Obtained results are compared with each other

and valuable feature types are observed. The results justify

that Naive Bayes approach can produce acceptable predic-

tions for residue classification. We believe that this study is

going to lead our future works and our approach can have an

impact on metal binding site detection. We will use Naive

Bayes classification for large data set using big data tech-

nologies such as spark and storm.
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Abstract—We present a very simple, free tool for parallelizing
calculations under Matlab in multicore and cluster environments.
After the installation it does not use any compilers, MEX files,
disk files, etc. It is compatible with the old Paralize package,
but allows the involved cores/machines to do other jobs when a
worker core/machine is not busy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE aim of the described work was to add to the Matlab
software a free and lightweight support for distributed and

parallel computations. The main idea was to provide a simple,
user friendly tool (such as Matlab environment itself), which
does not use too much the machines’ resources to organize
the calculations.

Despite the existence of Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox
(PCT) and Distributed Computing Server (DCS) [1] there is
still some sense in developing such tools, because:

• Matlab PCT/DCS are changing, that is, there are some
differences between the subsequent versions. For exam-
ple, in recent versions there were changes concerning
two commands: matlabpool (which was replaced in
R2013b release by parpool and completely removed
since release R2015a) and mapreduce,

• if one wants to perform computations in clusters, except
Matlab PCT it is necessary to buy Matlab DCS, which is
much more expensive and complicated in administration,

• universities and research laboratories usually buy Matlab
licenses in packs; this means, that after hours in labs
many licenses are free,

• there is a big interest in free software tools.
Due to these reasons, we observe still a lot of works

devoted to developing software environments to parallelize

Matlab, both on multicores and in clusters [2], to mention
only: Multicore [3], MatlabMPI [4], pMatlab [5] and shared-
matrix [6].

Almost all free packages for parallelizing Matlab calcu-
lations use disk files for communication between Matlab
instances, what is inefficient and prone to errors. They are
often based on C-MEX files, which have to be ported to every
environment (i.e., compiler, operating system), where the tool
will be used. Some of them also make use of the remote
execution of the child processes through the shells such as
ssh, rsh, which are neither convenient to use, nor available
everywhere (e.g., in Windows operating system). Most of these
packages introduces plenty of Matlab functions or extend basic
syntax to provide communication and synchronization between
computing nodes. And last, but not least, these packages do
not always work under new versions of Matlab.

Our goal was to find a solution for the described issues and
to provide a smart, but easy to install and use tool for parallel
and distributed computing, working under different versions
of Matlab.

One of the oldest and - no doubts - the simplest soft-
ware packages to parallelize Matlab calculations is Paral-
ize [7]. It consists of only two m-functions: paralize.m
and serve.m of, respectively, 146 and 94 lines (including
comment lines) and implements fork-join model of parallel
computations, without communication and synchronization
between instances. It helps to make calculations both within
multiprocessor/multicore machines and in clusters of comput-
ers. The biggest drawback of Paralize is that communication
and synchronization is realized via the disk files, what involves
active polling, or, in other words, busy waiting and sometimes
causes race conditions errors.
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The jPar package is as simple as Paralize from the user
point of view (actually it is compatible with it), very easy
to install, but it does not waste the cycles of cores on active
polling and allows to use the machines with started Matlab
instances to other purposes. Moreover, it does not use for
communication and synchronization network filesystem, but
more efficient and reliable Java RMI and Java threads.

II. JPAR PROJECT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The basic requirements for jPar were:
• to avoid communication via disk files, which is slow and

may cause race conditions errors,
• to avoid active polling, that is the waste of time of

processors/cores (and energy),
• it should be portable (implemented in Java and .m

scripts),
• it should be possibly small,
• it should be easy to install and use.
Distribution of the work in jPar is done by dividing the

data and executing the same operation on all chunks by slave
Matlab processes called solvers. The data chunk together
with a function to be executed (task) is passed to solvers.
When the calculations are finished, the results are gathered
on the console (i.e., the client) Matlab session (Fig. 1), so
the calculations with jPar may be interpreted as a simplified
implementation of the distributed arrays idea.

registration

server

MATLAB 0

MATLAB 1 MATLAB p...

console:

solvers:

Fig. 1. jPar communication model.

The presented approach has been implemented using Java
language, owing to its portability and ease of interfacing with
Matlab [8]. Synchronization and data exchange between the
nodes were done by means of Java RMI (Remote Method
Invocation) mechanism.

The package consists of only three components:
1) Registration server
2) Solvers
3) Client.
The first process to be run is the registration server, which

task is to manage the set of solvers. It is provided in the form
of a single Java executable JAR file (which also contains all
the Java classes used by Matlab) and should be started from
the command line of the operating system.

The next step is starting several Matlab instances: one
for the jPar console and the others for solvers. The latter
should be started from within Matlab sessions (from the same

directory) and left. It does not matter what operating systems
are used, since both computing (Matlab) and communication
(Java) environments are system independent. The registration
is done by adding a handle to a remote solver object to the
managed set. Then the Matlab sessions are blocked until the
new tasks are available. The client just divides input data into
chunks (as in Paralize, along the third dimension) and creates
partial tasks to perform the distributed job.

In our first version solver was implemented as a non-
blocking function. Calling Matlab from Java was done by
using JMI (Java Matlab Interface) with functions and classes
defined in the Matlab JMI package (JAR file JMI.jar). How-
ever, this implementation required running solvers within Mat-
lab sessions with GUI display. Another important drawback
of this solution was, that the JMI package was distributed
by MathWorks ”as it is”, without any warranty, support or
documentation.

Hence, in the final version solver is a blocking Matlab
function, which waits on a Java object, until it is notified.
Then, using provided methods, solver gathers all parameters,
converts them from Java representation and makes calculations
in Matlab. At the end the results are converted and sent back
to the jPar client.

As it was mentioned before, to perform the computation
on multiple nodes, the input data has to be in the form of
a three dimensional array. The job is divided into chunks by
the partition along the third coordinate, which identifies the
task (and the chunk). All the remaining parameters are passed
unmodified to solvers.

In the example presented below ten tasks will be created
(each to handle 100× 100 matrix):

>> a=rand ( 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 ) + i ∗rand ( 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 ) ;
>> [V,D]= j p a r _ c l i e n t ( ’ e i g ’ , a ) ;

Marshalling and unmarshalling the data objects is done by
RMI, but some attention was also paid to the transfer of
data between Matlab and Java. While basic types (such as
double) are automatically converted, the imaginary part of a
number is discarded. There is also an issue with vectors, where
dimension has to be preserved, since Java does not distinct
between horizontal and vertical arrangement of the elements.
In these cases Matlab data is converted by the package to the
internal representation:

p u b l i c c l a s s JMArray
implemen t s S e r i a l i z a b l e {

p r i v a t e O b j e c t r e a l p a r t , i m a g p a r t ;
p r i v a t e i n t dimX , dimY ;
/∗ . . . ∗ /

}

Since the options of some solvers are passed as Matlab
structures (e.g., in fmincon function from Matlab Optimization
Toolbox), the package also converts them to an internal
representation:

p u b l i c c l a s s J M S t r u c t
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imp lemen t s S e r i a l i z a b l e {

p r i v a t e O b j e c t f i e l d s , v a l u e s ;
p r i v a t e i n t dimX , dimY ;
/∗ . . . ∗ /

}

The variables dimX and dimY are also used to reshape the
structure after Matlab→Java→Matlab conversion to match the
original arrangement. In fields the package sustains the field
names of the original Matlab structure, values are collected as
in the original structure.

It is possible to pass strings or function handles as second
and further arguments of jPar, that is the actual parameters
of parallelized functions. To make it possible, a Java class
JMHandle in package matlab.jmhandle was created. The pur-
pose of this class is to store both the information about the
name of the function used to create handle and the absolute
path to the file containing that function. When we are passing
a function handle to jPar, an object - an instance of JMHandle
class - is created. When the JMHandle object is received, a
Matlab function handle is recreated basing on the information
stored in the object.

It is also possible to pass sparse matrices as arguments.
To pass a single sparse matrix as an argument of a function
being parallelized no special effort is needed. In order to
pass multiple sparse matrices designated for parallelization, a
vector of cells containing these sparse matrices must be created
and passed as an argument to the function being parallelized.
Sparse matrices must be stored in a cell array of size 1×N ,
where N is the number of matrices. All matrices in this
"vector" must be sparse.

For example:

>> as = s p a r s e ( a ) ;
>> bs= s p a r s e ( b ) ;
>> cs = s p a r s e ( c ) ;
>> con {1} = as ;
>> con {2} = bs ;
>> con {3} = cs ;

When a proper argument is passed, jPar converts sparse
matrices to vectors that represent coordinates and values.
These vectors are passed to JMSparse class in Java. After that
the data is transferred between the client and a solver. Before
the computations, the solver is restoring sparse matrices from
the vectors. If results of function being parallelized are sparse
matrices, jPar puts them into the vector of cells.

The complete implementation of jPar has about 800 lines of
Java code and 400 lines of Matlab code. It has been tested on
computers running both Linux and Windows. It is important to
note, that a job can be divided and allocated to solvers running
under different operating systems and even under different
versions of Matlab and Java Virtual Machines.

III. THE INSTALLATION AND USE OF JPAR

The jPar distribution package containing all the source files
may be downloaded from the MatlabCentral Web page [9].

The installation of jPar is very simple:
1) To build jPar you need to have JDK (Java Development

Kit) with javac and jar tools installed. Start com-
mand line (shell) interface and add JDK tools directory
to your PATH environment variable if necessary (Win-
dows) / change the proper shell configuration file (e.g.:
.profile, .zshrc, .cshrc) (Unix/Linux).

2) Build the jpar.jar Java archive with command
"compile.bat" (Windows) or "sh compile.sh"
(Unix/Linux).

3) Copy the .java.policy file to home
directory (in Windows use "Documents
and Settings\Username" directory) or
use "install.bat" (Windows) / "sh
./install.sh" (Unix/Linux) scripts on every
node, where you want to run jPar client or solver.

4) Check whether the folder with Java binaries is in the
system path writing "java" in the command window.
If it is not, change the path variable, adding this directory
(see p. 1).

The installation is performed only once. To use jPar, that
is to start a session with it, you should:

1) Run one instance of jPar server using
"jpar_server.bat" (Windows) / "sh
./jpar_server.sh" (Unix/Linux) on a node,
where you want to run jPar client.

2) Start Matlab sessions and change the directory to the
one which contains jPar files (if they were not started
from this directory).

3) Start solvers from Matlab session in jPar directory
using:

>> j p a r _ s o l v e r ( [ ’<hostname > ’ ] ) ;

where <hostname> is the name of host where jPar
server is running (default to localhost).

4) Start a distributed application by the following com-
mand:

>> [ < o u t p u t >]= j p a r _ c l i e n t ( . . .
’< n a m e _ o f _ t h e _ f u n c t i o n > ’ , . . .
< p a r a m e t e r s >)

where both input and output parameters are separated
by commas.

After the work is done, the user should kill the solvers:

>> j p a r _ c l i e n t ( ’ k i l l ’ ) ;

To see free solvers one may use the command:

>> j p a r _ c l i e n t ( ’ h o s t s ’ ) ;

IV. CASE STUDY - PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED
OPTIMIZATION

The tests have been performed on a network of Windows
PCs with Intel Dual Core 3 GHz processors connected by 100
Mb/s network. All computers had common filesystem provided
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by Linux server running Samba. The test job was to find the
solution of a constrained separable optimization problem:

min
x∈X

p∑

i=1

fi(xi) (1)

subject to
p∑

i=1

gji(xi) ≤ Mj , j = 1, . . . ,m (2)

x = (x1, x2, . . . , xp) ∈ X = X1 ×X2 × . . . Xp (3)

Xi ⊆ Rni , n =

p∑

i=1

ni (4)

where all functions fi are strictly convex, gji - convex, i =
1, . . . , p; j = 1, . . . ,m.

Big optimization and optimal control problems solved in
Matlab environment are often decomposed and parallelized
[10]. To solve the above problem in a decomposed, parallel
way the classical price method of hierarchical optimization
was applied [11]. This method, which is often used to solve
network optimization and control problems [12],[13], consists
in the decomposition of the minimization of the Lagrangian
L(x, λ) while calculation of the dual function LD(λ) in the
following way:

LD(λ) = min
x∈X

[
L(x, λ) =

p∑

i=1

fi(xi)

+

m∑

j=1

λj

(
p∑

i=1

gji(xi)−Mj

)
 =

= min
xi∈Xi,
i=1,...,p




p∑

i=1


fi(xi) +

m∑

j=1

λjgji(xi)


−

m∑

j=1

λjMj


 =

=

p∑

i=1

min
xi∈Xi


fi(xi) +

m∑

j=1

λjgji(xi)


−

m∑

j=1

λjMj (5)

where λj , j = 1, . . . ,m are nonnegative Lagrange multipli-
ers. In the natural way we obtain a hierarchical, two-level
optimization scheme:

1) Local (slaves’) level; the i-th local problem, i =
1, . . . , p :

min
xi∈Xi


Li(xi, λ) = fi(xi) +

m∑

j=1

λjgji(xi)


 (6)

2) Coordination (master) level:

max
λ≥0


LD(λ) =

p∑

i=1

Li(xi(λ), λ)−
m∑

j=1

λjMj


 (7)

where xi(λ) is the solution of the i-th local problem (6),
i = 1, . . . , p.

The algorithm was implemented under Matlab with the hill
climbing gradient method on the coordination level and the
call of native Matlab fmincon solver on the local level. The
tests were performed on the Powell20 problem [14]:

min
y∈Rn

0.5(y21 + y22 + . . .+ y2n) (8)

yk+1 − yk ≥ −0.5 + (−1)k · k, k = 1, ..., n− 1 (9)

y1 − yn ≥ n− 0.5; (10)

To transform this problem to the separable form (1)-(4)
the vector x was divided into p parts of the dimension
n1 = n2 = . . . = np = n

p (we assumed that p|n), what implied
the corresponding division of the constraints: the p common
ones were treated as global constraints and the Lagrange
relaxation was applied to them (the remaining defined the
subsequent sets Xi).

Denoting:

xij = y(i−1)ni+j , i = 1, . . . , p; j = 1, ..., ni, (11)

xi =
[
xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xini

]T
(12)

[
xT
1 , x

T
2 , . . . , x

T
p

]T
= y (13)

fi(xi) = 0.5

ni∑

k=1

x2
ik
, i = 1, . . . , p (14)

Xi =
{
xi ∈ Rni |xil − xil+1

− 0.5 + (−1)k(i,l) · k(i, l) ≤ 0,

l = 1, . . . , ni − 1
}

(15)

where k(i, l) = (i−1)·ni+l; cj = −0.5+(−1)j·nj ·(j·nj), j =
1, . . . ,m; m = p.

gji(xi)





0 i /∈ {j,mod(j, p) + 1}
xini

i = j

−xi1 i = mod(j, p) + 1
(16)

for i = 1, . . . , p; j = 1, . . . ,m.

Mj = −cj = 0.5− (−1)j·nj · (j · nj), j = 1, . . . ,m (17)

we can transform our Powell20 problem (8)-(10) to the sepa-
rable form (1)-(4).

What concerns the parallelization of the Matlab application
code, the only necessary work was to replace the lines:

f o r i =1 : p
[ x i ( : , 1 , i ) , f i ( 1 , 1 , i ) ] = pow20_pm_loct ( . . .

x l o c ( : , 1 , i ) , lambda , ni , p , o p t i o n s _ k ) ;
end

where pow20_pm_loct is the Matlab function solving the
local problem (6), with the line:

[ x i , f i ]= j p a r _ c l i e n t ( ’ pow20_pm_loct ’ , . . .
x loc , lambda , ni , p , o p t i o n s _ k ) ;
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TABLE I
TIMES OF CALCULATIONS WITH Paralize AND jPar (IN [S]).

p
n 1 2 4 6

Para- Para- Para-
lize jPar lize jPar lize jPar

108 1.68 17.7 16.1 12.7 15.8 23.9 21.7
216 14.68 39.5 40.4 33.1 31.5 40.4 41.0
432 58.82 366.8 331.6 100.6 99.5 89.9 84.5
648 2072 2033.2 1832.7 299.7 287.2 192.6 183.5
864 NT 2620.4 2390.5 810.1 786.8 381.3 377.7
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Fig. 2. The speed-up of the decomposition and parallelization for the biggest
problem solved

The results are presented in Table I (NT means, that the
calculations were not done for such (p, n) parameters) and
in Fig. 2.
The superlinear speed-up in some tests was obtained due to a
lucky choice of the starting points of optimization for some
combinations of problem dimensions and the number of local
problems.

Comparing to the original Paralize, jPar proved to be a bit
faster, but more reliable and not "paralyzing" processors of the
machines by empty loops.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a very simple, portable package which may be
used to parallelize Matlab scripts on multicore/multiprocessor
computers with shared and local memory and in heterogenous
clusters without a big effort. The only prerequisites are:

• fork-join structure of the application,
• access of all machines to the same file system.

The main advantages of jPar are:
• relatively small size,
• simplicity (the time spent on installation and learning it

is very short),
• reliability (there are no errors caused by disk transmis-

sions),
• heterogeneity (it was tested on x86 machines under both

Linux and Windows),

• interoperability between various Matlab and Java ver-
sions,

• not blocking the machines between subsequent chunks of
calculations and avoiding flooding of the local network
with messages caused by active polling,

• openness, the free use with unlimited number of workers
(solvers).

JPar is a little (∼ 10%) faster than Paralize. Avoiding active
polling it does not waste the energy and allows the cores to
do other tasks.

Coarse-grained problems, that may be solved in the parallel
way, are most suitable for the fast parallelization with jPar.
The changes in code are very small and their best illustration
is the line replacing the for loop block presented at the end
of the Section IV.

A beta version of jPar was already used as the initial
environment to perform parallel executions and the communi-
cation between master and slaves in MEIGO (MEtaheuristics
for systems biology and bIoinformatics Global Optimization)
[15] and CeSS (Cooperative enhanced Scatter Search) [16]
packages, containing efficient solvers for hard global opti-
mization problems arising in bioinformatics and computational
systems biology, based on metaheuristics. This confirms that
jPar is useful and easy to use not only for computer science
specialists.

JPar is free and can be downloaded from the MatlabCentral
page [9].
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Abstract—This paper is a continuation of our previous paper
[Part I, ibidem]. In this study we present many new results in
the subject of minimal cycles (including the fixed points) of the
so called Kaprekar’s transformations. We formulate also some
conjectures. Moreover, we discuss here all minimal cycles of
the first 18 Kaprekar’s transformations (and present but only
of the first 15) with emphasis of the new, introduced by us,
characteristics of this cycles.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Part I of this elaboration (see [1]) we have introduced

the definitions of the so called Kaprekar’s transformations Tn:

Tn : {0}∪
{
α : 10n−1 − 1 ≤ α < 10n

}
→

→ {0} ∪
{
α : 10n−1 − 1 ≤ α < 10n

}

Tn(α) : =

n∑

k=1

(ak − an−k+1)10
k−1

= anan−1 . . . a1 − a1a2 . . . an,

for every α, n ∈ N, 10n−1 − 1 ≤ α < 10n, where

0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . . ≤ an ≤ 9,

denote all digits of decimal expansion of number α ordered

in nondecreasing sequence and Tn(0) = 0. We have also

described the orbits of maps Tn for n = 3, 4, . . . , 7. Further-

more, in Part I many new concepts and characteristics of the

minimal cycles of general transformations F : X → X , where

X is a finite set, have been proposed. All of them will be

used in this part of our paper and applied for the Kaprekar’s

transformations Tn, n ∈ N.

Moreover, in this part of our paper we intend to present

firstly the collection of absolutely new facts discovered by

observing the, numerically obtained, orbits of operators Tn

for n ≤ 18. Next we will compile in tables the detailed

descriptions of the minimal cycles of operators Tn for n ≤ 15
(that is, we will give many individual pieces of information

concerning each of the investigated cycles). The other cases

for n = 16 − 18, because of the permissible length of the

paper, are omitted here.

II. FACTS BASING ON THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

Let us present now several essential facts in the subject of

Kaprekar’s transformations which we have deduced by ana-

lyzing the numerically obtained minimal cycles of operators

Tn for n ≤ 18. We will also formulate some conjectures

concerning the cycles of Kaprekar’s transformations.

Fact 1. Numbers appearing in the orbits of transformations

Tn correspond with the partitions of number ⌈n
2 ⌉ × 9 into n

digits, except the following n = 3k-digit numbers being the

Kaprekar’s constants of order 3k with the sum of digits equal

to 18k:
495, 549945, 554999445, . . . , 5 . . . 5︸ ︷︷ ︸

(k−1) digits

4 9 . . .9︸ ︷︷ ︸
k digits

4 . . . 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1) digits

5.

The following theorem and the respective conclusions con-

stitute the theoretical grounds of the described above properties

of the orbits of transformations Tn.

Theorem 1.

a) Let a ∈ N be a 2n-digit number composed of digits

0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . . ≤ a2n ≤ 9

and suppose that

an−k−1 < an−k = an−k+1 = . . . = an+l < an+l+1

for some k, l ∈ N0.

If k ≥ l, then the sum of digits of number T2n(a) is equal

to 9×(n+ l). Otherwise, this sum is equal to 9×(n+k).
b) Let a ∈ N be a (2n+1)-digit number composed of digits

0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . . ≤ a2n+1 ≤ 9

and suppose that

an−k < an−k+1 = an−k+2 = . . . = an+l+1 < an+l+2

for some k, l ∈ N0.

If k ≥ l, then the sum of digits of number T2n+1(a) is

equal to 9× (n+ l+ 1), whereas if k < l, then the sum

of digits of number T2n+1(a) is equal to 9× (n+k+1).

Proof:

ad a) Let us notice that the following decimal expansions of

T2n(a) can be obtained

T2n(a)=





(a2n − a1)(a2n−1 − a2). . .(an+k+1 − an−k − 1)
×(9 + an+k − an−k) . . . (9 + a2 − a2n−1)
×(10 + a1 − a2n), if l > k,
(a2n − a1)(a2n−1 − a2). . .(an+l+1 − an−l − 1)
×(9 + an+l − an−l) . . . (9 + a2 − a2n−1)
×(10 + a1 − a2n), if k ≥ l,
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which implies the assertion.

ad b) The proof runs in similar way as in case of item a).

Corollary 1. If a ∈ N is a n-digit number then the sum of

digits of number Tn(a) is not lower than the number 9×⌈n
2 ⌉.

Corollary 2. If a ∈ N is a number possessing different digits

in the decimal expansion then the sum of digits of number

Tn(a) is equal to 9× ⌈n
2 ⌉.

Conjecture 1. Sum of digits of the numbers belonging to the

given orbit of operator Tn, where n ∈ N, except the two-

element orbit of operator T5, is the same.

Remark 1. The lowest number n, for which there exist two

different orbits (two different orbits possessing at least two

elements) of operator Tn composed of the numbers with

different sums of digits, is equal to 6 (is equal to n = 16,

respectively).

Remark 2. Numbers belonging to the orbits of operator

T2n+1 possess in their decimal expansion the middle digit

equal to 9.

Fact 2. Let a1a2 . . . an be an n-digit number belonging to

some orbit of transformation Tn, n ∈ N. Then the sequence,

henceforward called as the digit type of element a1a2 . . . an
of the given cycle, defined in the following way

a1+an, a2+an−1, a3+an−2, . . . ,

{
an

2
+ an

2 +1, if n is even

an+1
2
, if n is odd

is equal to

10, 9, . . . , 9,︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)-times

8, 9 (1)

if n = 2k + 1, k = 1, 2, . . ., and

10, 9, . . . , 9,︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−2)-times

8 (2)

if n = 2k, k = 2, 3, . . . In both cases the equality holds

independently on number a1a2 . . . an, except the following

numbers:

(i) the Kaprekar’s constants of order n = 3k:

5 . . . 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)-times

4 9 . . .9︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4 . . . 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)-times

5,

for which the respective sequence of sums has the form

10, 9, . . . , 9,︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−2)-times

8, 18, . . . , 18,︸ ︷︷ ︸
⌊ k

2 ⌋-times

9.︸︷︷︸
(⌈ k

2 ⌉−⌊ k
2 ⌋)-times

Let us notice that if we correct the above sequence in

the following way (we shift the units similarly as in the

addition operation):

(k − 2)-times ⌊k
2⌋-times (⌈k

2 ⌉ − ⌊k
2 ⌋)-times

then we obtain the sequence

10, 9, . . . , 9︸ ︷︷ ︸
(⌊ 3k

2 ⌋−2)-times

8, 9,︸︷︷︸
(⌈ k

2 ⌉−⌊ k
2 ⌋)-times

which is "compatible" either with (1), if k is odd, or with

(2), if k is even.

(ii) the numbers belonging to the single 2-element orbit

{53955, 59994} of operator T5, where the respective

sequences of sums are of the forms 10, 8, 9 and 9, 18, 9,

but we get

(iii) the numbers belonging to the single 2-element orbit

{8764421997755322, 8765431997654322} of operator

T16, where both sequences of sums are of the form

10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 18, but we obtain

which is compatible with (2).

Fact 3. We have noticed that for every n = 10, 12, ..., 18
the operator Tn possesses the even number of 3-element

cycles and, moreover, the difference between the numbers of

3-element cycles of Tn possessing the orbit types (1, 3, 2) and

(1, 2, 3), respectively, is equal to 0 for n = 10, 12 and 2
n−12

2

for n = 14, 16, 18. The orbit type of all 7-element cycles of

Tn, n ≤ 18, is the same and is equal to (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2).

Fact 4 (Kaprekar’s constants). We have observed that each

Kaprekar’s constant of order n ≤ 18 generates the sequence

of extensions of decimal expansions remaining the Kaprekar’s

constants (of the respectively higher order). For example, we

have

— 6 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

17 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4 are the Kaprekar’s constants of order

(2k + 4) for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . .,

Sketch of the proof: We have

7 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1

4 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

1− 1 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

4 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1

7 = 6 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

17 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

4

�
— 9 . . . 9︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

750842 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)-times

1 are the Kaprekar’s constants of

order (2k + 6) for every k = 1, 2, . . .,
— 975 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

421 are the Kaprekar’s constants of

order (2k + 8) for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
— 9 . . . 9︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

75308642 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)-times

1 are the Kaprekar’s constants of

order (2k + 8) for every k = 1, 2, . . .,
— 864 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

197 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

532 are the Kaprekar’s constants of

order (2k + 9) for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
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Remark 3. The Q-Kaprekar’s transformations Qn, defined in

the last section of Part I, possess the same property as above

for their fixed points. For example, the number

5 . . . 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4 9 . . . 9︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k+1)-times

4 . . . 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

5

is the fixed point of transformation Q3k+3 for every k =
1, 2, . . ., the number

66 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

52

is the fixed point of Q2k+6 for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and, at

last, the number

9 . . . 9︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k+1)-times

750842 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

1

is the fixed point of Q2k+8 for every k = 1, 2, . . ..

Fact 5. We suppose that, similarly like in case of the

Kaprekar’s constants, all orbits of operators Tn with the odd

number of elements possess their "extensions", that is they

generate the infinite sequences of orbits of the Kaprekar’s

operators preserving the number of elements of the initial

orbit. Whereas, despite of the insistent efforts we did not

manage to get such extension (in the similar style as in case

of the orbits presented below) for any orbit having the even

number of elements.

The Kaprekar’s transformation T2(k+4), for k = 0, 1, . . . , 5,

possesses A140226(k) (equal to 1
3k(11+k2) for k ≥ 1) of 3-

element minimal cycles (A140226 in notation of the Sloane’s

OEIS).

Furthermore, transformation T2(k+4), for each k =
0, 1, . . . , possesses the following 3-element minimal cycle(

643 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

654,

83 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

2087 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

62,

865 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

26 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

432
)
.

For k = 0 it is the single 3-element minimal cycle of the

respective Kaprekar’s transformation.

The other examples of 3-element minimal cycles of maps

T6k+8, T2k+10, T2k+10, are the following:(
8 7 . . .7︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

32087 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

62 2 . . .2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

,

865 5 . . .5︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

26 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

4 . . . 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

432,

643 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 8 . . .8︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k-times

654
)
,

(
975 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

1088 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

421, 9775 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4221,

9755 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4421
)
,

(
975 5 . . .5︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

1088 4 . . .4︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

421, 9775 1 . . .1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 8 . . .8︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

4221,

97 7 . . .7︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

550844 2 . . .2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

21
)
,

respectively, for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Every Kaprekar’s transformation T2k+11, for k =

0, 1, 2, . . ., possesses the following 5-element minimal cycle

(864 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

20987 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

532,

9664 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5331,

8843 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

6512,

8764 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5322,

8654 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5432).

For k = 0 it is the single 5-element minimal cycle of the

respective Kaprekar’s transformation.

Next, the transformation T2k+13, for every k = 0, 1, 2, ...,
has also two following 5-element minimal cycles (all these

cycles possess the same orbit type equal to (1, 4, 5, 3, 2) and

(1, 4, 2, 5, 3), respectively):

(8654 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

20987 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5432,

9664 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

20987 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5331,

98643 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

65311,

88743 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

65212,

87654 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

54322)

and

(8764 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

20987 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

5322,

96654 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

54331,

8843 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

20987 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

6512,

97664 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

53321,

88543 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

197 6 . . . 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times

65412).

For k = 0 three above 5-element minimal cycles are the only

5-element minimal cycles of T2k+13.

The example of 7-element cycle of map T2k+6, for every

k = 0, 1, 2, ..., is the following (which possesses the orbit type
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equal to (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2)):
(
4 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

2087 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

6, 85 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

17 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

42,

75 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

43, 84 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

52,

86 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

08 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

32, 86 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

26 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

32,

64 3 . . .3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

26 6 . . .6︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-times

54
)
.

Indicated number 4, at the end of the last number in this cycle,

appears only for k ≥ 1.

For each k ≤ 6 this is the single 7-element minimal cycle

of these Kaprekar’s transformations.

Fact 6. The following statements hold for every n ≤ 20.

If Tn possesses a cycle with the odd number of elements,

then it possesses also a fixed point.

Moreover, we note that there exists n ≤ 20 such that the

operator Tn possesses only the nontrivial orbits with the even

numbers of elements, for example we may consider T5, T7.

Fact 7. If a is an element belonging to the orbit of operator

Tn composed of at least three numbers and a = α1α2 . . . αn

and Tn(a) = β1β2 . . . βn are the decimal representations

of numbers a and Tn(a), respectively, then αk − βk =
βn−k+1 − αn−k+1 for every k = 1, 2 . . . , n. For example,

for the cycles of operator T5 (only two 4-element cycles are

taken into account) we consider the following sequences of

differences

β1 − α1, β2 − α2, . . . , β5 − α5.

Thus, for the cycle

(62964 = a = T 4
5 (a), 71973 = T5(a),

83952 = T 2
5 (a), 74943 = T 3

5 (a))

we have

−1,−2, 0, 2, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
T 4
5 (a)−T 3

5 (a)

; 1,−1, 0, 1,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
T5(a)−a

;

1, 2, 0,−2,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
T 2
5 (a)−T5(a)

; −1, 1, 0,−1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
T 3
5 (a)−T 2

5 (a)

,

whereas for the cycle

(61974, 82962, 75933, 63954)

we have

0,−2, 0, 2, 0; 2, 1, 0,−1,−2; −1, 3, 0,−3, 1; −1,−2, 0, 2, 1.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Although one can find quite a lot of references concerning

the subject of the discussed here Kaprekar’s transformations

(see the References in [1]), we have noticed yet several lacks

in descriptions of the orbits of Tn transformations, even for

n ≤ 10. Aim of our work was to complete these lacks, in

which we succeeded, and we did even more. Our achievements

have been indicated and included in Section II. One should em-

phasize especially the theorems concerning the possibility of

"expanding" the fixed points and cycles of a given Kaprekar’s

transformation Tn, n ≤ 18, to the fixed points and cycles of

infinitely many Kaprekar’s transformations (which, by the way,

gives the answer to a question whether there exist infinitely

many n ∈ N such that Tn possesses a fixed point - similar

fact concerns the possession of 3,5,7-element orbits). For our

research we introduced several new concepts which, in the

context of obtained numerical results, brought us to some

theoretical results and conjectures. We derived some of our

theorems and conjectures presented in Section II also for the

generalizations of Kaprekar’s transformations (obeying the Q-

Kaprekar’s transformation from [1]) which will be the subject

of the created now next paper. We intend also to use the

experience, gained by applying the numerical results in theory,

in didactic work by showing to the students the possibilities

of seemingly simple calculations. We will also use in this field

the experiences of other authors (see [2], [3]).

APPENDIX

Description of tables presenting the cycles of Kaprekar’s

transformations Tn

The table is composed in the following way

– in the first row the value of index n of the Kaprekar’s

transformation Tn is given,

– the second row presents the amount of minimal cycles of

the given length of the given transformation Tn as well

as the information whether the given transformation pre-

serves the strong Sharkovsky’s order or the Sharkovsky’s

order (see definitions 1 and 2 in [1]),

– the third row shows how many n-digit numbers is trans-

formed by the given Kaprekar’s transformation Tn (after

the finite number of steps) onto the respective minimal

cycle of this transformation,

– in the successive rows the successive cycles from the

third row (except the trivial one, that is the zero cycle)

are associated with: the order types (it concerns only the

cycles of length greater than 1, see the proper definition

in [1]); the sum of digits of particular elements of the

cycle, in case when these sums are identical, we include

them only once; the digit types, and again, in case

when they are identical, we include them only once; the

longest increasing interval of the given cycle, the longest

increasing subsequence of the given cycle, the longest

decreasing interval of the given cycle and the longest

decreasing subsequence of the given cycle.
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n = 5
1 fixed point, 1 cycle of length 2, 2 cycles of length 4; strong Sharkovsky’s order

3190 numbers → cycle: (53955,59994)

48480 numbers → cycle: (61974,82962,75933,63954)

48320 numbers → cycle: (62964,71973,83952,74943)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 (1, 2) 27, 36 (10, 8, 9), (9, 18, 9) 2, 1, 2, 1

β2 (1, 4, 3, 2) 27 (10, 8, 9) 2, 2, 3, 3

β3 (1, 2, 4, 3) 27 (10, 8, 9) 3, 3, 2, 2

n = 6
3 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 7; Sharkovsky’s order

1950 numbers → fixed point: 549945

62520 numbers → fixed point: 631764

935520 numbers → cycle: (420876,851742,750843,840852,860832,862632,64265)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 36 (10, 8, 18)
β2 27 (10, 9, 8)
β3 (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2) 27 (10, 9, 8) 4, 5, 2, 3

n = 7
1 fixed point, 1 cycle of length 8

9999990 numbers → cycle: (7509843,9529641,8719722,8649432,7519743,8429652,7619733,8439552)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 (1, 5, 7, 6, 8, 4, 3, 2) 36 (10, 9, 8, 9) 2, 4, 4, 5

n = 8
3 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 3, 1 cycle of length 7

599536 numbers → fixed point: 63317664

2371040 numbers → fixed point: 97508421

48247316 numbers → cycle: (64308654,83208762,86526432)

48782098 numbers → cycle: (43208766,85317642,75308643,84308652,86308632,86326632,64326654)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1, β2 36 (10, 9, 9, 8)
β3 (1, 2, 3) 36 (10, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β4 (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2) 36 (10, 9, 9, 8) 4, 5, 2 ,3

n = 9
3 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 14; Sharkovsky’s order

34440 numbers → fixed point: 554999445
51389136 numbers → fixed point: 864197532

948576414 numbers → cycle:
(753098643, 954197541, 883098612, 976494321, 874197522, 865296432, 763197633,
844296552, 762098733, 964395531, 863098632, 965296431, 873197622, 865395432)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 54 (10, 9, 8, 18, 9)
β2 45 (10, 9, 9, 8, 9)
β3 (1, 11, 10, 14, 9, 6, 3, 4, 2, 12, 5, 13, 8, 7) 45 (10, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2,5,4,6
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n = 10
4 fixed points, 4 cycles of length 3, 1 cycle of length 7

4306680 numbers → fixed point: 6333176664 644450820 numbers → fixed point: 9753086421
41045760 numbers → fixed point: 9975084201
1291432626 numbers → cycle: (6431088654, 8732087622, 8655264432)
3925269288 numbers → cycle: (6433086654, 8332087662, 8653266432)
1058345520 numbers → cycle: (6543086544, 8321088762, 8765264322)
558293820 numbers → cycle: (9751088421, 9775084221, 9755084421)

2476855476 numbers → cycle:
(4332087666, 8533176642, 7533086643, 8433086652,
8633086632, 8633266632, 6433266654)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 − β3 45 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8)
β4 (1, 3, 2) 45 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β5, β6 (1, 2, 3) 45 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β7 (1, 3, 2) 45 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β8 (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2) 45 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8) 4, 5, 2 ,3

n = 11
2 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 5, 1 cycle of length 8

7444117296 numbers → fixed point: 86431976532
61796170458 numbers → cycle: (86420987532, 96641975331, 88431976512, 87641975322, 86541975432)

30759712236 numbers → cycle:
(76320987633, 96442965531, 87320987622, 96653954331,
86330986632, 96532966431, 87331976622, 86542965432)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9)
β2 (1, 5, 4, 3, 2) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 2, 4, 4

β3 (1, 6, 4, 8, 2, 7, 5, 3) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 3, 3, 4

n = 12
6 fixed points, 10 cycles of length 3, 1 cycle of length 7

697950 numbers → fixed point: 555499994445
57413664 numbers → fixed point: 633331766664
28903840680 numbers → fixed point: 975330866421
6771885120 numbers → fixed point: 997530864201
556839360 numbers → fixed point: 999750842001
23752825668 numbers → cycle: (643110888654, 877320876222, 865552644432)
125925387258 numbers → cycle: (643310886654, 873320876622, 865532664432)
250807302642 numbers → cycle: (643330866654, 833320876662, 865332666432)
37978377360 numbers → cycle: (654310886544, 873210887622, 876552644322)
124802255728 numbers → cycle: (654330866544, 833210887662, 876532664322)
76745507520 numbers → cycle: (655430865444, 832110888762, 877652643222)
14186684160 numbers → cycle: (975110888421, 977750842221, 975550844421)
91728976482 numbers → cycle: (975310886421, 977530864221, 975530864421)
35851244880 numbers → cycle: (975510884421, 977510884221, 977550844221)
10397350260 numbers → cycle: (997510884201, 997750842201, 997550844201)

171533411258 numbers → cycle:
(433320876666, 853331766642, 753330866643, 843330866652,
863330866632, 863332666632, 643332666654)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 72 (10, 9, 9, 8, 18, 18)
β2 − β5 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8)
β6, β7 (1, 3, 2) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β8 − β11 (1, 2, 3) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β12, β13 (1, 3, 2) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β14 (1, 2, 3) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β15 (1, 3, 2) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β16 (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2) 54 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 4, 5, 2, 3
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n = 13
2 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 2, 3 cycles of length 5; Sharkovsky’s order

127766869230 numbers → fixed point: 8643319766532
729214292326 numbers → cycle: (8733209876622, 9665429654331)

5169476073242 numbers → cycle:
(8643209876532, 9664319765331, 8843319766512,
8764319765322, 8654319765432)

1373689940636 numbers → cycle:
(8654209875432, 9664209875331, 9864319765311,
8874319765212, 8765419754322)

2599852824556 numbers → cycle:
(8764209875322, 9665419754331, 8843209876512,
9766419753321, 8854319765412)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9)
β2 (1, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 2, 1, 1

β3 (1, 5, 4, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 2, 4, 4

β4 (1, 4, 5, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 3, 3, 3, 3

β5 (1, 4, 2, 5, 3) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 3, 2, 2

n = 14
7 fixed points, 20 cycles of length 3, 1 cycle of length 7

825128304 numbers → fixed p.: 63333317666664; 1640938809510 numbers → fixed p.: 97533308666421
1955480289854 numbers → fixed p.: 97755108844221; 516356961120 numbers → fixed p.: 99753308664201
126071225280 numbers → fixed p.: 99975308642001; 6034588560 numbers → fixed p.: 99997508420001
616791947798 numbers → cycle: (64311108888654, 87773208762222, 86555526444432)
2245517211436 numbers → cycle: (64331108886654, 87733208766222, 86555326644432)
12115951630042 numbers → cycle: (64333108866654, 87333208766622, 86553326664432)
20900682225326 numbers → cycle: (64333308666654, 83333208766662, 86533326666432)
1233797593392 numbers → cycle: (65431108886544, 87732108876222, 87655526444322)
4978650152970 numbers → cycle: (65433108866544, 87332108876622, 87655326644322)
8893048070816 numbers → cycle: (65433308666544, 83332108876662, 87653326664322)
1917234715396 numbers → cycle: (65543108865444, 87321108887622, 87765526443222)
4466367674132 numbers → cycle: (65543308665444, 83321108887662, 87765326643222)
1355384297358 numbers → cycle: (65554308654444, 83211108888762, 87776526432222)
360886383858 numbers → cycle: (97511108888421, 97777508422221, 97555508444421)
2896580093862 numbers → cycle: (97531108886421, 97775308642221, 97555308644421)
5677743145438 numbers → cycle: (97533108866421, 97753308664221, 97553308664421)
2626503498710 numbers → cycle: (97551108884421, 97775108842221, 97755508444221)
6197474439338 numbers → cycle: (97553108864421, 97753108864221, 97755308644221)
1366108585842 numbers → cycle: (97555108844421, 97751108884221, 97775508442221)
420203255472 numbers → cycle: (99751108884201, 99777508422201, 99755508444201)
2316236914992 numbers → cycle: (99753108864201, 99775308642201, 99755308644201)
829988923764 numbers → cycle: (99755108844201, 99775108842201, 99775508442201)
181449067800 numbers → cycle: (99975108842001, 99977508422001, 99975508442001)

14157693169620 numbers → cycle:
(43333208766666, 85333317666642, 75333308666643, 84333308666652,
86333308666632, 86333326666632, 64333326666654)

successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 − β6 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8)
β7 − β9 (1, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β10, β25 (1, 2, 3) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β11, β26 (1, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β12 − β16 (1, 2, 3) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β17 − β20 (1, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β21, β22 (1, 2, 3) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 3, 3, 1, 1

β23, β24 (1, 3, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 2, 2, 2, 2

β27 (1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 7, 2) 63 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8) 4, 5, 2, 3
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n = 15
3 fixed points, 1 cycle of length 2, 5 cycles of length 5

15165150 numbers → fixed p.: 555549999944445; 3577552068090 numbers → fixed p.: 864333197666532
12790914986700 numbers → cycle: (873332098766622, 966543296654331)
91463039030240 numbers → cycle:

(864332098766532, 966433197665331, 884333197666512, 876433197665322, 865433197665432)
234193123825336 numbers → cycle:

(865432098765432, 966432098765331, 986433197665311, 887433197665212, 876543197654322)
270342559594928 numbers → cycle:

(876432098765322, 966543197654331, 884332098766512, 976643197653321, 885433197665412)
146805971092664 numbers → cycle:

(876542098754322, 966542098754331, 986432098765311, 987643197653211, 887543197654212)
240826824236882 numbers → cycle:

(885432098765412, 976642098753321, 986543197654311, 887432098765212, 976654197543321)
successive order type sum of digits digit type longest incr. interval, subseq.,

cycles longest decr. interval, subseq.

β1 90 (10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 18, 18, 9)
β2 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9)
β3 (1, 2) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 2, 1, 1

β4 (1, 5, 4, 3, 2) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 2, 4, 4

β5 (1, 4, 5, 3, 2) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 3, 3, 3, 3

β6 (1, 4, 2, 5, 3) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 2, 3, 2, 2

β7 (1, 3, 4, 5, 2) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 4, 4, 2, 2

β8 (1, 3, 5, 2, 4) 72 (10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 9) 3, 3, 2, 2
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form how people interact  with the physical world just like
the Internet  transformed how people  interact  with one an-
other.
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Abstract—This paper presents an initial approach related to 

modeling resiliency for cyberphysical systems. It discusses the 

concept and definitions of resiliency and outlines the process of 

building a model of resiliency. Through analogies with 

feedback control and fault tolerance, the Design for Resilience 

is addressed, where the design of the controller component of a 

cyberphysical system needs to account for potential safety 

hazards and security threats, with awareness of its internal 

faults and vulnerabilities.  This model is validated against other 

approaches to modeling resilience described in the literature, 

followed by a discussion of the resilience metrics.   The paper 

concludes with presenting the strategy of modeling resiliency, 

based on the assumption that one cannot guarantee absolute 

protection against attacks, or failures, but can aim at providing 

successful recovery after disruptions.  With safety and security 

as essential resiliency components, an extended model is 

proposed involving an attacker, suggesting appropriate 

performance metric reflecting the distance between the normal 

state and the degraded state.  A model-based environment 

Möbius, from the University of Illinois, is considered in helping 

to evaluate resiliency under various operational scenarios. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LTHOUGH resiliency is essentially a concept adopted 

in medicine and health science [1] and relates to 

patient’s resistance in response to disease, in common sense, 

resiliency (or resilience) is often associated with natural or 

ecological systems demonstrating tolerance to, and 

respective recovery from, disasters, such as earthquakes, 

floods, hurricanes, etc. [2].  The concept has been also 

extended to human-made environments, such as supply 

chains [3], transportation networks [4], military operations 

[5], etc., which are called resilient if they can tolerate some 

major failures or disruptions and smoothly return to normal 

operational capability. Recent books in systems engineering 

take note of additional aspects of resiliency, including 

redundancy [6], adaptability [7], and safety as the ability to 

succeed under varying conditions [8].  

                                                           
� This project has been funded in part by the 2014 Visiting Faculty 

Research Program at the Air Force Rome Labs.  Case Number 88ABW-

2015-3306 – 26 June 2015. Distribution unlimited. 

In computing, and in cyberphysical systems in particular, 

the term resilience has been adopted to describe the 

computer system’s ability to restore its original functionality 

after a loss [9]-[11].  In a contemporary world, it concerns 

primarily computer networks and cybersecurity, applied in 

various types of systems, from critical infrastructure [12] to 

space systems [13], and more. 

Resiliency landscape up to early 2011 has been covered in 

MITRE report [14], which listed approximately 320 articles, 

divided in eight categories, one of them particularly relevant 

to modeling, resiliency metrics.  In current work, a number 

of more recent papers (dated 2011 and later) were analyzed, 

with respect to models of resiliency. 

The particular objective of this work is to address 

resiliency assessment of cyberphysical systems in response 

to multiple external disturbances and internal parameter 

fluctuations, as follows: 

 Identify critical components of resiliency, beyond 

security, such as reliability, safety, etc. 

 Develop a process for resiliency assessment in 

cyberphysical systems. 

 Apply it to the control-theoretic model of a resilient 

architecture to assess its resiliency. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.  Section II 

discusses in detail the concept of resiliency, Section III 

describes the adopted model of resiliency, followed by its 

expansion in Section IV and a discussion of metrics and 

measures in Section V.  Section VI presents the modeling 

strategy, and Section VII constitutes the conclusion.  

II. THE CONCEPT OF RESILIENCY 

To set the stage for serious research on resiliency, some 

fundamental issues of understanding the concept must be 

resolved.  For example, some authors [12] look at the 

assessment of resiliency (calling it resilience) from two 

perspectives: design methods and system operation: 

Cyber resilience design methods consider primarily 

how system architecture and activities enhance the 

resilience of the system to cyber threats. The second 
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category, operational resilience assessment methods 

[…] consider physical threats and accidents, in 

addition to cyber threats. 

The architectural view is advocated in [15], stating that 

”Architectural resiliency is the ability of an architecture – 

for an enterprise, a mission / business segment, a system-of-

systems, a family of systems, or an individual system or 

component – to enable missions (including cyber defense 

missions) to anticipate, withstand, recover from, and evolve 

to address more effectively, cyberdomain attacks.” 

On the other hand, operational resilience is discussed in 

detail in [10], as opposed to enterprise resilience, which in 

fact is consistent with the architectural perspective.  

Operational resilience, adopting definition from [16], is 

understood as “the organization’s ability to adapt to risk that 

affects its core operational capacities. […] A subset of 

enterprise resilience, operational resilience, focuses on the 

organization’s ability to manage operational risk, whereas 

enterprise resilience encompasses additional areas of risk 

such as business risk and credit risk”.  

In a different perspective, Madni and Jackson [17] 

describe resilience as the ability to bounce back after a 

shock or disturbance, and consider it as a “multi-faceted 

capability of a complex system that encompasses avoiding, 

absorbing, adapting to, and recovering from disruptions.” 

To summarize various understandings of resilience, one 

can see that some views consider resilience as a state of a 

system, and some others see it as a system property, calling 

it ability. These two different, although overlapping, ways of 

studying resilience are adopted in this work. One notion of 

resiliency relating to the concept of system state 

encompasses the system architecture view and operational 

view, and answers the question: 

How to build or operate a computing system to make 

it resilient? 

The second notion of resiliency relates to it as an ability, 

or system property (attribute), and answers a different 

question: 

To what extent (or to what degree), an existing 

computing system is resilient? 

This dual understanding of a concept of resiliency, one 

based on studying system state (its architecture and/or 

operation) and the other based on studying a system attribute 

or property is adopted in this work, with focus on studying 

and modeling resiliency as a property. 

Such dualism in understanding a system related concept is 

not that uncommon, as it may look at the first glance, and 

has further consequences.  Since there are essentially two 

notions, two different definitions of these concepts are 

needed, and possibly two different terms to denote it: 

 After [18], resilience is defined as: the ability to 

maintain acceptable levels of operation in the presence 

of abnormal conditions. 

 Following this definition, we define resiliency as: the 

extent to which a computing system is able to maintain 

acceptable levels of operation in the presence of 

abnormal conditions. 

These definitions fit into multiple others encountered in 

the literature.  For example, Meyer defines resilience as the 

persistence of performability when facing changes [19]. 

Bishop claims [20] that “a resilient system is effectively a 

survivable system that is capable of restoring not only its 

performance level back to desired levels, but also the 

capacity of the system itself to recover, maintaining its 

ability to sustain future attacks or failures.”  Others define 

resilience or resiliency as the ability of restoring original 

operational capabilities (functionality) after a loss [12].  An 

overall consensus seems to be that resilience characterizes 

system’s ability to conduct recovery from serious disruption. 

As a final remark, regarding the subtle distinction 

between the notions of resilience and resiliency, one has to 

mention that the split into two separate notions, one based 

on system state and the other based on system property, is 

not specific to resiliency.  A similar situation exists, 

although is rarely articulated, with the concept of security, 

where in addition to security understood as related to system 

state, there is a concept of security as a system property.  

The same situation exists with the two concepts of safety.  In 

these cases, it would be proper to coin a different term for 

one of those close meanings, and talk about security and 

secureness and, correspondingly, about safety and safeness. 

III. BUILDING A MODEL OF RESILIENCY 

A. General Considerations 

Building a model of resiliency to explore it is not a new 

topic. Older papers, referred to in the MITRE study [14], 

seem to discuss it in general terms, at the conceptual level, 

without even using the term model.  There has been also a 

variety of papers published over the years, how to approach 

studying resilience (resiliency) and building models from the 

point of view called resilience engineering, for example [5], 

[17], [21]. All these models, however, are primarily 

conceptual and do not facilitate quantitative, or even 

qualitative, analysis of resiliency. The major shortcoming of 

all of such attempts and their corresponding models is the 

lack of mathematical underpinning. 

One point that everyone agrees upon, because it is 

inherent in essentially all definitions of resilience or 

resiliency, is the illustration of divergence from desired 

operational conditions due to a sudden disruption, and 

successful recovery to the desired state, as shown in Figure 

1, adopted from [20].  The model is expressed in terms of 

Quality of Service (QoS) varying over time, and represents a 

dip in performance, understood as diverging from specified 

operational conditions, which is caused by a sudden 

disruption at time A.  Value of (B-A) represents the time 

taken for the system to return to its equilibrium state E. 

Value of (E-C ) represents the maximum disturbance for 

system marked in blue. Another possible response is shown 
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for system marked in green. Point F represents a QoS below 

which the system's mission is compromised [20]. 

 

 

Fig.  1 Illustration of a concept of resilience to a sudden disruption 

 

This model, being relatively widely adopted, is very 

illustrative for our purposes, because it splits the concept of 

resilience into its constituting components: 

 the system’s equilibrium state E 

 disturbance or disruption point A 

 acceptable service degradation level F 

 maximum divergence from the equilibrium, E-C, and 

 length of time interval to return to equilibrium, B-A. 

The question is now, how to determine these points and 

intervals, and – once they are determined – how to develop 

behavioral policies or operational principles for the system 

to possibly anticipate the potential disruption and to respond 

to sudden disruptions and recover from degradation of state 

to fully operational conditions.  The rest of this section 

outlines the process of building such a model.  

B. Analogies with Feedback Control and Fault Tolerance 

Feedback Control Analogy. Looking at the illustration in 

Figure 1, one can immediately find a behavioral analogy 

with a typical feedback control system, which is shown in 

Figure 2.  For such system, any disruption caused by 

disturbances results in changes of the Measured Value, 

which cause its deviation from the Setpoint, represented as 

ε. The Controller then is responsible for following the 

Control Law (an algorithm, which determines respective 

action) and sending an appropriate Control Signal to the 

Controlled Object to return it to the equilibrium state, as 

indicated by the Measured Value.  Thus, the analogy with 

the concept of resilience illustrated in Figure 1 can be 

described as follows: 

 the Setpoint (desired value) in Figure 2 corresponds to 

the system’s equilibrium E, in Figure 1 

 disturbances in Figure 2 correspond to the disruption at 

point A in Figure 1 

 the deviation from the Setpoint, ε, in Figure 2, 

corresponds to divergence from the equilibrium, E-C, in 

Figure 1 

 the time constant, τ, for the control system in Figure 2, 

corresponds to time interval to return to equilibrium, B-

A, and 

 parameters such as overshoot for the control system in 

Figure 2 may be viewed as corresponding to acceptable 

service degradation level F in Figure 2. 

This analogy is very instructive not only as a simple 

illustration of concepts.  Its primary result is the conceptual 

formulation of the Design for Resilience problem. 

 

 

Fig.  2 Illustration of a control system influenced by disturbances 

 

A typical control problem for the system shown in Figure 

2 may be articulated as follows. For a given Controlled 

Object and Disturbances, design a Controller to generate 

Control Signal that minimizes certain characteristics of the 

Controlled Object expressed in terms of a Criterion 

(performance index) usually formulated in terms of the 

difference, ε, between the Setpoint and the Measured Value.   

Obviously, strict formulation as mathematical description 

is needed for both the Controlled Object and Disturbances, 

as well as for the Criterion used as an indicator of the 

performance of the Controller.  Then, a Control Law can be 

derived using, e.g., linear feedback control theory [22]. 

With this in mind, the problem of Design for Resilience 

(Feedback Control Analogy) can be formulated as follows.  

Given (1) the description of the System whose 

resilience is of concern (analog of the Controlled Object), 

and (2) the characteristic of the expected Disruptions, 

develop a Strategy (an analog of a Control Law running 

on the Controller) to meet a certain Criterion 

(performance metric) expressed in terms of the distance 

from the desired state of the System. 

There are more analogies between feedback control 

systems and resilient systems, stemming mostly from the 

fact that feedback control is very naturally illustrating 

resilience.  For example, to understand effects of sudden 

disruptions on control systems and draw further analogies 

with resilient systems, one can talk about step response and 

impulse response functions [20], tolerating single or 

multiple upsets, and so on. 

Fault Tolerance Analogy.  Feedback control deals mostly 

with response to external disturbances, which are assumed 

to negatively affect the Controlled Object (Figure 1), be 

random and well characterized mathematically (for example, 

described by a Gaussian noise). However, all modern 

control systems are nowadays implemented digitally, and are 
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significantly expanded dealing with a User (Operator), are 

connected to the Network, as well as to a Database, which 

may be viewed as a logical extension of a single Setpoint 

data value. This is illustrated in Figure 3. With this 

complexity of controller interactions, when designing a 

Controller one has to take into account Controller’s internal 

state, which may be a cause of significant disruptions to the 

Controlled Object, when a Controller fails. This is the 

subject of fault tolerance. 

 

 

Fig.  3 Illustration of interactions in a modern control system 

 

Fault Tolerance (FT) is a well-developed research domain 

[23], which has produced numerous methods, techniques 

and tools to deal with faults and failures.  Some of the 

methods include: graceful degradation, diversity, 

redundancy, N-version programming, fail safety, and others 

[20].  In particular, the techniques related to FT are widely 

applied in dealing with faults to improve safety of 

cyberphysical systems: Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Event 

Tree Analysis (ETA), Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 

(FMEA), as well as other techniques, such as Markov 

chains, Petri nets, Hazard and Operability Analysis 

(HAZOP), etc. 

The subject of fault tolerance has been discussed in 

association with resilience, beginning as early as in 1990 

[24].  One specific approach worth mentioning relates it to 

safety.  The paper [17] states that to achieve resilience “The 

primary implication of external disruptions is that systems 

need to be built with adequate safety margins to account for 

uncertainty.” Technically, in safety engineering, external 

disruptions are representing hazards and in the model from 

Figure 3 can be viewed as affecting the Controlled Object, 

as specific disturbances.  Formally, a hazard is an intrinsic 

property or condition that has the potential to cause harm or 

damage [25].  To assure resilience, the Controller has to be 

designed to deal with safety hazards, but they are not always 

easy to capture and are especially difficult to account for in 

case of hardware or software faults. 

Assuming that a fault in the Controller hardware or 

software, when activated, may cause a failure that will 

negatively affect the behavior of the Controlled Object, one 

can reformulate the Design for Resilience (Fault Tolerance 

Analogy) problem as follows.   

Given (1) the description of the System whose 

resilience is of concern, (2) the characteristic of the 

expected external Disruptions, including Hazards, and (3) 

the characteristic of internal Faults, develop a Strategy 

(an analog of a Control Law running on the Controller) 

to meet a certain Criterion (performance metric) 

expressed in terms of the distance from the desired state 

of the System. 

C. Including Security 

When dealing with resilience one has to keep in mind that 

such discussions always involve cybersecurity [25]-[27], 

which is nowadays considered a primary factor in studying 

resilience.  Nevertheless, any discussion involving security 

issues and its relationship to resilience is usually self-

contained and almost never involves one other important 

constituting factor of resilience, which is safety. 

One has to remember, however, that security and safety 

are two sides of the same coin, mutually complementary 

aspects of resilience. According to the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [28], safety is defined as 

“freedom from unacceptable risk to the outside from the 

functional and physical units considered” whereas security 

is defined as “freedom from unacceptable risk to the 

physical units considered from the outside.”  Translating this 

into the language used in the current report: 

 Safety is concerned when a Controller failure leads to 

severe consequences (high risk) to the environment 

(including Controlled Object); 

 Security is concerned when a Controller failure to 

protect assets (a breach) leads to severe consequences 

(high risk) to the Controller itself (and potentially to the 

Controlled Object). 

There are numerous definitions of security as a system 

property, but the one that is the most valuable should 

include the C+I+A (Confidentiality, Integrity and 

Availability) factors.  In this view, the definition adopted 

from [29] reads as follows: 

Security - the extent to which information and data 

are protected so that unauthorized persons or systems 

cannot read or modify them and authorized persons 

or systems are not denied access to them. 

A key element in this definition is “unauthorized access.”  

From the perspective of protecting the system, this 

unauthorized access is called a threat.  A corresponding 

definition taken from [28] reads as follows: 

Threat - a state of the system or system environment 

which can lead to adverse effect in one or more given 

risk dimensions. 

Assuming that a threat comes from the environment, as in 

the definition above, one can reflect it in the adjusted 

diagram of the control system used in the model of 

resilience (Figure 4).  The new diagram shows that multiple 

Controller interfaces, the one to the Controlled Object, those 

to the User (Operator), the Network, and the Database, are 

all subject to security threats, thus forming the attack 

surface. 
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More importantly, to take the analogy further, just like 

control theory assumes that the Controlled Object is subject 

to Disturbances, security theory, if one is developed for this 

model, or resilience engineering, could assume that known 

or unknown Threats play the role of Disturbances to the 

Controller.  Threats can only be effective if they exploit 

some weaknesses of the Controller called vulnerabilities.  In 

this model, vulnerabilities affecting the controller are 

endangering the system assets that can be exploited by one 

or more threats.  The formal definition [30] reads as follows: 

Vulnerability – a weakness in an information system, 

system security procedures, internal controls, or 

implementation that could be exploited by a threat 

source. 

 

 

Fig.  4 Modern control system: disturbances and attacks 

 

Pairing this understanding of security related concepts of 

Threats and Vulnerabilities with safety related concepts of 

Hazards and Faults, one arrives to the aggregated model 

suitable for resilience modeling, as shown in Figure 4.  

Assuming further that existing vulnerabilities in the 

Controller hardware or software, when exploited, may cause 

a security breach negatively affecting the behavior of the 

Controller, one can formulate the Design for Resilience 

Considering Security problem as follows: 

Given (1) the description of the System whose 

resilience is of concern, (2) the characteristic of the 

expected external Disruptions, including Hazards 

and Threats, (3) the characteristics of internal Faults 

and Vulnerabilities, develop a Strategy (an analog of 

a Control Law running on the Controller) to meet a 

certain Criterion (performance metric) expressed in 

terms of the distance from the desired state of the 

System. 

IV. VERIFICATION AND EXPANSION OF THE MODEL 

The Verification Problem can be formulated as follows: 

Given (1) the description of the System whose 

resilience is of concern, (2) the characteristic of the 

expected external Disruptions, including Hazards and 

Threats, (3) the characteristics of internal Faults and 

Vulnerabilities, develop a Strategy (an analog of a 

Control Law running on the Controller) to meet a certain 

Criterion (performance metric) expressed in terms of the 

distance from the desired state of the System. 

In this view, we review a number of recent papers on 

assessment of resiliency, with two objectives in mind: 

 First, to see whether or not the structural components of 

resiliency discussed in other papers fit into our model, 

which would serve the purpose of model validation. 

 Second, to see whether or not a Performance Metric can 

be developed that would be useful in assisting in the 

assessment of resiliency. 

The MITRE resilience review report [14] does not build 

any specific model of resilience, but introduces an 

interesting taxonomy composed of eight resilience 

categories. The categories differ regarding the ways how the 

resilience is implemented and their relation to the system 

components and events as presented in Figure 4. The 

taxonomy of resilience categories include: Adaptive 

Response, Deception, Detection/Monitoring, Dynamic 

Variations, Resilience Integrity, Isolation/Containment, 

Metrics/Assessment, and Cross‐Area.  

Rieger et al. [11] state that “resilience describes how 

systems operate at an acceptable level of normalcy despite 

disturbances or threats” and define explicitly a Resilient 

Control System as the one “that maintains state awareness 

and an accepted level of operational normalcy in response to 

disturbances, including threats of an unexpected and 

malicious nature.”  Thus, the definition is strictly consistent 

with the view presented earlier in this section.  Among the 

specific issues to be considered when addressing the notion 

of resilience, the authors listed: latency, physical 

degradation, cyber security, and human performance. 

Strigini [21] presents an interesting perspective on 

resilience, deriving the word from the Latin verb resilire (re-

salire: to jump back), which literally means “the tendency or 

ability to spring back, and thus the ability of a body to 

recover its normal size and shape after being pushed or 

pulled out of shape, and therefore figuratively any ability to 

recover to normality after a disturbance.” He confirms the 

technical meaning of the term referring ”to materials 

recovering elastically after being compressed, and also in a 

variety of disciplines to designate properties related to being 

able to withstand shocks and deviations from the intended 

state and go back to a pre-existing, or a desirable or 

acceptable, state.”  The paper also confirms the approach 

presented here to building a model of resiliency, referring to 

feedback control and stability, as well as to fault tolerance 

and redundancy. 

To summarize, the papers by Rieger et al. [11] and 

Strigini [21] address concepts directly compatible with those 

proposed when building the model of a resilient system in 

Figure 4.  It contains a control system as an example of a 

cyberphysical system and includes all related components: 

threats that can exploit vulnerabilities in the controller, 

hazards/threats that may activate controller’s faults, and a 
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hypothetical attack surface that consists of four interfaces 

through which the controller interacts with the world. 

Thus, the model of a resilient system is nearly complete 

and can be viewed as validated.  As indicated in the analysis 

of the MITRE report [14], an extension of the initial model 

is proposed, which includes an abstraction of an Attacker, 

capturing the essence of his actions, which is also illustrated 

in Figure 4. 

V.  RESILIENCY METRICS AND MEASURES 

A number of authors discuss various aspects of assessing 

resiliency, presenting numerous metrics and measures, using 

these terms interchangeably.  For example, Strigini [21] 

discusses the entire array of measures related to quantitative 

reasoning about resilience (they should be in fact called 

metrics), including the following: 

 measures of dependability in the presence of 

disturbances, which may be estimated empirically in 

operation or in a laboratory, or through probabilistic 

models (as functions of measures at component level) 

 measures of the amount of disturbances that a system 

can tolerate, typically obtained from analyzing a 

system’s design 

 measures of probability of correct service given that a 

disturbance occurred (“coverage factors”), typically 

estimated empirically, often in a laboratory. 

Additional measures for less technical categories of 

systems listed in [21] include: 

 buffering capacity, which is essentially an “extent of 

tolerable disturbances”; 

 flexibility versus stiffness: the system’s ability to 

restructure itself in response to external changes of 

pressure; 

 margin: how closely or how precarious the system is 

operating relative to one or another kind of performance 

boundary; 

 tolerance: how a system behaves near a boundary – 

whether the system gracefully degrades as 

stress/pressure increase or collapses quickly when 

pressure exceeds adaptive capacity; 

In [17], the authors state that the “framework for 

resilience engineering is based on four key pillars: 

disruptions, system attributes, methods, and metrics,” but do 

not create a more formal model of resilience beyond listing a 

number of components for each “pillar.”  The most 

interesting from our perspective are the Metrics, which 

include the following: time/cost to restore operation, 

time/cost to restore configuration (reconfigure), time/cost to 

restore functionality/performance, degree to which pre-

disruption state is restored, potential disruption 

circumvented, and successful adaptations with time and cost 

constraints. 

Almeida et al. [31] use a model similar to ours, but much 

less detailed, to reason about resilience of self-adaptive 

systems, calling the assessment process “benchmarking.”  

They use several service related metrics, including: 

 Performance: the number of operations the system is 

able to perform per unit time. 

 Uptime: measure of the time the system is available 

during the benchmark procedure. 

 Robustness: requires assessing the relative number of 

perturbations the system deals with gracefully, while 

maintaining system attributes values close to the desired 

specifications. 

To better characterize self-adaptation capability, they 

consider other metrics that include: 

 Time to react: the time elapsed from the exposure of the 

system to a perturbation until its recognition and 

decision to act upon. 

 Time to adapt: the time necessary to execute the decided 

adaptation. 

 Time to stabilize: the time the system takes to stabilize 

its operation. 

Finally, stating that “as a system’s ability to successfully 

adapt to perturbations depends on correctly deciding which 

perturbations to act upon, and doing it in a timely fashion,” 

they include two additional metrics: 

 Sensitivity: represents the ratio of adaptations 

performed to the number of perturbations submitted to 

the system. 

 Degree of autonomy: portrays the system dependency 

on human operators. 

On the other hand, Ramuhalli et al. [26] have a critical 

view of this approach to resilience metrics and state the 

following: “The bulk of these metrics are focused on 

system-level quantities (such as time to recover from an 

attack, percentage of available services, etc.). While these 

are important and help characterize the system performance, 

these are difficult to use for dynamic reconstitution, as 

computing such metrics in real-time (as the system is being 

reconstituted) from knowledge of only the configuration 

and/or connectivity is difficult.”  What they propose to use 

instead are indirect metrics and including graph metrics, 

“such as diameter, algebraic connectivity, average path 

length, clustering coefficient, although other graph statistics 

may be relevant and computable in real-time.” 

In an extensive report, Bodeau et al. [32] distinguish 

between two broad types of metrics relevant to cyber 

resiliency: 

 Technical metrics, which evaluate the behavior of 

technologies and of technology dependent 

mission/business processes (particularly cyber defense 

processes); 

 Organizational metrics, which evaluate organizational 

processes for resilience (in which cyber resiliency is – 

or should be – a consideration). 

Both categories are, however, related to a much higher level 

of resiliency than that concerned in cyberphysical systems. 
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VI. MODELING STRATEGY 

The essence of resilience is not to guarantee absolute 

protection against attacks or failures, but to provide 

successful recovery after disruptions. For example, 

Ramuhalli and his group at Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory understand resilience as the degree of stability of 

the system at or near any operational state [33]. Similar 

views have been expressed by researchers at the Idaho 

National Laboratory [11] and others.  Consequently, Vugrin 

et al., at SANDIA [34] state that “the cybersecurity 

community has voiced the opinion that cybersecurity 

strategies must expand beyond the protection-centric focus 

to incorporate cyber resilience principles.” This has been 

advocated even earlier, by a national panel of researchers 

[35], stating that in case of a disruption such as an imminent 

security breach, what “cyberphysical systems require is 

either reconfiguration to reacquire the needed resources 

automatically or graceful degradation if they are not 

available.” 

 In previous research, the authors have addressed this 

problem with respect to security [36]. An essential 

assumption in this approach was that a security breach may 

not necessarily cause complete system failure but just 

degradation of system services.  The effects of a security 

breach were analyzed with respect to changes of system 

behavior in the following states: normal state, several 

degraded states (depending on the system or application), 

and failure state.  The results led to a better understanding of 

consequences of such breaches and improvement of security 

policies. 

The same strategy is applied in case of modeling 

resiliency.  First, based on the model of resiliency developed 

in Section III, involving safety and security as essential 

resiliency components, an extended model is proposed 

involving an Attacker.  Then, the Performance Metric can be 

used, which adequately reflects the distance between the 

Normal and Degraded states.  Finally, a simulation tool is 

applied to evaluate resiliency under various scenarios. 

The modeling process involves the Model-Based 

Environment, Möbius [37] which includes a number of 

modeling formalisms assisting in system performance and 

dependability modeling.   

One of these formalisms involves Fault Trees that are 

widely used for modeling system safety property. An 

illustrative example of a car engine and wheels control, as a 

case of a cyberphysical system, is shown in Figure 5 [37], as 

an AND tree for potential engine failure, and can be 

enhanced by an OR tree for wheel failure.  Running the 

simulator for a specific set of parameters constitutes an 

experiment, which results in calculating means and 

variances confirming specific hypotheses that can be related 

to safety evolving over time as a component of resiliency. 

A newer modeling formalism, the Adversary VIew 

Security Evaluation (ADVISE) was developed recently to 

enhance Möbius and provide means for quantitative, state-

based analysis of system security [38].  Building the 

ADVISE model relies on constructing an attack execution 

graph describing steps that an attacker might attempt to 

achieve specific goals.  In addition, various attributes of the 

attacker are defined in his profile. 

 

 

Fig.  5 Building Fault Trees in Möbius 

 

Essential in the ADVISE model, the attack execution 

graphs (AEG) consist of attack step nodes, state variable 

nodes, and directed arcs between both types of nodes. State 

variable nodes store the state of a model during execution.  

During the run of an ADVISE model, the attacker (called an 

adversary) evaluates the state of the system, determines the 

most attractive attack step and attempts it.  This decision 

process is repeated throughout the entire run of simulation. 

ADVISE takes advantage of the Abstract Functional 

Interface (AFI) that facilitates the addition of new modeling 

formalism modules and new solver modules.  Thanks to this 

feature, ADVISE models are designed to be composable 

with other Möbius models.  It is anticipated that this 

capability can be used to combine security analysis in 

ADVISE with safety analysis using Möbius fault tree 

models for joint assessment of resiliency.  Metrics for the 

assessment can be defined using the standard performance 

model available in Möbius, such as reward code expressions 

and impulse rewards.  Specific metrics can be constructed to 

assess accomplishment of the goals by an attacker and risks 

associated with safety violations, to draw conclusions about 

resiliency levels. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper addressed the assessment of resiliency of 

cyberphysical system in response to external disturbances, 

understood as hazards and threats causing safety and 

security violations, respectively, and related internal defects 

known as faults and vulnerabilities.  A combined model for 

resiliency modeling and assessment was built, based on the 

view of feedback control theory enhanced with principles of 
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fault tolerance.  This model was validated against the recent 

literature and enhanced with the view of potential attackers.  

Resilience metrics were reviewed and analyzed by 

analogy with performance measures of the control system to 

assist in Design for Resilience.  With the multitude of 

different approaches to resilience metrics and measures, it is 

suggested that those measures be selected, which best 

address the distance between the desired state of a system 

and the disrupted state level.  The modeling strategy was 

proposed, based on using the Möbius modeling tool, which 

can address both security and safety issues as components of 

resiliency.  Future work will involve combined simulations 

of fault-tree based (safety) and ADVISE models (security). 
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ROGRAMMING languages are programmers' most ba-
sic tools. With appropriate programming languages one

can drastically reduce the cost of building new applications
as well as maintaining existing ones. In the last decades there
have been many advances in programming languages tech-
nology in traditional programming paradigms such as func-
tional,  logic,  and  object-oriented  programming,  as  well as
the development of new paradigms such as aspect-oriented
programming. The main driving force was and will be to bet-
ter express programmers' ideas. Therefore, research in pro-
gramming languages is an endless activity and the core of
computer science. New language features, new programming
paradigms,  and  better  compile-time  and  run-time  mecha-
nisms can be foreseen in the future.
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Abstract—In the paper we explore the possibilities of auto-
mated test-case generation from the IFML model of application
front–end. As opposed to the previous core UML standard, IFML
captures the structure and properties of the application user
interface, which gives us new possibilities in model–based test
case generation: produced test cases have a higher probability
of being consistent and of respecting the real feasibility of the
tests in the tested application. In the presented solution we
leverage the capabilities of an IFML model to capture details
of front–end components to generate front–end automated tests,
exercising particular actions in the tested application front–end
to verify its expected behaviour according to an IFML model.
The approach is based on the transformation of an IFML model
to an application front–end test model — a more straightforward
structure for the automated generation of test cases. Then, based
on the defined rules, the abstract test cases are created from
the model. The abstract test cases are then transformed using
a template engine, to particular physical automated test cases
which can be run to test the application.

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY’S efficiency and short time–to–market is the key
factor in software development that creates pressure on

software development teams and a demand for more efficient
methods of software development and testing.

The mission of the development is to deliver the system (or
a modification of the system) in an agreed time. In the iterative
development it means to fix the issues from the previous cycle,
to add new features and to test the system and to verify
that every feature of the software works according to the
specification. What if a customer suddenly wants a new feature
that the developers will have a hard time implementing? Or
what if this new functionality affects the entire application,
so regression effect rates of the code changes are high and
the reliability of previously stable parts of the application is
challenged?

Testing in such a cycle is often challenging. Preparation and
execution of the tests, if performed manually, requires time
which is often not available. This can also affect the accuracy
of prepared test cases.

Automation of the test cases is one of the possible ways of
how to make the process more efficient.

In this paper we are proposing a model–driven approach
to front–end web application testing based on the Interaction
Flow Modelling Language (IFML, [3]). We are going to

describe the process of transforming the IFML model of
the tested application to a set of front–end test cases. The
automatic generation without of these tests from the IFML
model guarantees their consistency.

In this field, UML [11] is a widely adopted modelling
language made to visualize the design of the system. Never-
theless, UML does not capture all aspects of the application.
One area where UML is lacking vocabulary and tools is
in the modelling of the user interface and interaction. To
overcome this gap, a Web Modelling Language (WebML [15])
was created introducing visual notations and a methodology
for designing complex data–intensive Web applications. This
language later evolved into IFML to cover a wider spectrum of
front–end interfaces and the data flows between the application
front–end components. IFML was later adopted by the Object
Management Group (OMG, [16]) as an industrial standard.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

During the development stage, changes are frequently made
to the web application code base. On the front–end the page
layout can change, input elements are added or removed, data–
flow of the pages is modified. All of these changes must
be tested in order to prove that no error was introduced
and that everything works as expected. Without the model-
driven approach, both the code of the application and the tests
are created manually. Every change made to the code must
be synchronized with the tests, so that the tests are testing
new functionality with new input elements and new corner
case input values. When an element is added to a form, all
functional tests associated with that form must be modified
accordingly. This maintenance of the automated test scripts
causes significant overhead in the development of the software
project.

III. POTENTIAL OF IFML FOR TEST CASE GENERATION

Data driven application front–end is usually built using
reusable components (forms, list views, detail views, etc.).
These components have expected behaviour. For example,
forms are placed on the page to be filled in with data and sent
to the server, lists show record details for the user to view or
allow him or her to select one or more records and perform
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an action on these. All of these operations can be modelled
using the IFML notation (see an example in Figure 1).

With precise models and proper tooling (for instance
IBM Rational Software Architect, Enterprise Architect, An-
droMDA) these models can be transformed to code, different
models or just to generate the system scaffolding. Developing
an application with tens of screens with various components
(forms, list views, etc.) can be a lengthy and repetitive task
— every form and every list view must be manually created.
This process leads to copy paste style of programming and
any possible defects can be easily cloned and introduced many
times in the application. Even with the use of a user interface
component framework this can be a problem. The efficiency
of the process can be increased by the generation of the user
interface (UI) from the model [4, 5]. While this is efficient — it
is certainly easier to create a model of a number of components
and their interaction than to implement them physically — it
still does not prove that the application is error free and can
be delivered to the users. And in most of the cases, we don’t
have resources to test manually every screen in the application
whenever there’s a code change.

A similar approach can be also used to generate test case
scenarios — we know how to test the basic functionality of
a component and what the code for such a test should look
like. For this reason it is highly recommended to use the
IFML model originally used for the front–end code generation
to generate test case scenario code just by using a different
template.

IV. RELATED WORK

Although WebML has been used for more than ten years,
IFML is relatively new and was recently standardized. The
first applications of the standard are emerging, for instance,
a systematic model–driven reverse engineering process to
generate an IFML representation from such applications is
presented in [17].

IFML notation can be easily extended by adding new
containers, components, events or by applying custom UML
stereotypes to them as described in [4]. The authors added new
components and events (swipe, camera event, location sensor
event) to be able to describe mobile specific interfaces and
interaction.

IFML represents a prospective modelling tool to describe
application front–end and a flexible and easily extensible
notation. Hence, we decided to use its capabilities to generate
front–end test case scenarios.

In the previous approaches, a general purpose modelling
languages, such as UML, that described the system high–
level model were often used for system code generation. UML
models have normally been used for the process of automated
code generation from the model, for example [12, 1, 13]. The
same applies for the generation of test cases from the tested
application model.

From the previous approaches, sequence diagrams [2, 19],
state chart [10] or activity diagrams [9, 14] are used, but these
diagrams and the models they represent are more focused

on describing the application structure or data flow not the
user front–end interaction. In [19] sequence diagrams as the
most suitable for precise and detailed description of a system’s
actions and behaviour. UML notation was also used to generate
the user interface. In [5] a new diagram called user interface
diagram was introduced with a user interface specialization.

Our goal is to use the approach of generating the test cases
from the application model, but instead of UML, which is
already covered in the previous work, we are going to generate
automated test cases from the IFML model. This area is
currently lacking sufficient theoretical support since IFML is
a quite new modelling language. In [4] the proposals were
verified using manual testing by testers.

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our proposal of generating automated end–to–end test case
scenarios from IFML model is based on the set of transfor-
mations, which are outlined in Figure 2.

In the proposed solution, the XML representation of an
IFML model is converted into a front–end model using a
predefined set of rules. The model is then used to generate
abstract test case scenarios. Physical details are added to
these scenarios by templates and a set of executable test case
scenarios are created. Details of this process are following
further on.

VI. FRONT–END MODEL

In this section we present details of the front–end model,
used for the transformation process introduced above. The aim
of this model is to formalize the user interaction with the
application.

We consider this model more suitable for generation of the
test cases, as the IFML notation is too rich and descriptive for
our use. In this proposal, we have used an already defined and
published formal model, verified in our previous work [7, 6].

We define a view window W as a set of view containers
and a view container K as a tuple 〈C,N,A,E,D,M〉, where

• C is a hierarchical set of view components placed into
this view container (components can be nested)

• N is a set of navigation flows defined as N : C ∪ E ∪
D ∪ B → C ∪ A. The user triggers an event E on
view component C with data–bound by D resulting in
displaying another view component (or the same one) or
triggering an action A

• A is a set of actions executed prior to updating the state
of the user interface

• E is a set of events a view container and a view
component is associated with, the effect of event is the
interaction flow

• B is a set of data bound variables whose values will be
used in navigation flow

• D is set of data binding expressions d defined as d :
C → B, these expressions extract a value from a view
component, for example it describes how to get the
numeric value from a text input field
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Fig. 1. Example of an IFML model of a “Search for an album” use case

Fig. 2. Transformation of an IFML model to physical automated test case scenarios

• M is a set of custom metadata m to describe the meta–
properties of the view components defined as m : C →
GM , where GM is an extensible global set of model
meta–properties holding IFML model properties, UML
stereotypes and other custom properties

In our example introduced above, the front–end model for
the view window from our album search example can be
described as the following (we have omitted the definition of
KAlbums for brevity): W = {KAlbumsSearch,KAlbums}
KAlbumsSearch = {

C = {AlbumSearchForm = {AlbumT itle, AlbumYear}}
N = {AlbumSearchForm ∪ Submit ∪ {T itle, Y ear} →
Albums}
A = ∅
E = {Submit}
D = {AlbumT itle→ T itle, AlbumY ear → Y ear},
B = {T itle, Y ear},
M = {AlbumSearchForm → {Form}, AlbumT itle →
{SimpleF ield, String},

AlbumY ear → {SimpleF ield, Y ear}}
}

The abstract test case scenario T is defined as T : N ∪C ∪
V → 0, 1, N and C are defined as before and V is a set of
rules that all has to be matched for the test not to be marked
as failed.

For simplicity just assume that when the search operation
has finished, the albums view container is displayed (no matter
how many results it will show). In that case the result of T is
success when C is AlbumList:

T = 1 ⇔ V = {Equals(C,AlbumList)}
For our purposes the front–end model is serialized into

JSON format, which is easy to read and can be injected
directly into the template engine.

VII. THE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS

As we have already introduced, the first step of the process
is the transformation of an IFML model into a front–end
model. Modelling tools use XML format to persist the models
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(see Listing 1), however this format is quite heavy for further
processing. We have decided to transform the XML format into
more readable and lightweight JSON form. For this conversion
process, we have defined a set of rules.
<interactionFlowModelElements name="AlbumList" xsi:

type="ext:IFMLWindow">
<viewElements xsi:type="ext:Form"

name="AlbumSearchForm">
<viewElementEvents xsi:type="ext:OnSubmitEvent"

name="Search">
<outInteractionFlows>
<parameterBindingGroup .../>
</outInteractionFlows>

</viewElementEvents>
<viewComponentParts xsi:type="core:DataBinding"

name="Album"/>
<viewComponentParts xsi:type="ext:SimpleField"

name="Title"/>
<viewComponentParts xsi:type="ext:SimpleField"

name="Year"/>
</viewElements>

</interactionFlowModelElements>

Listing 1. XML representation of an IFML model

For each IFML element in order to be used in our model
a rule is defined. For example for an IFML element with the
name “viewElements” or “viewComponentParts” an entry is
added to the “components” array, for every “xsi:type” attribute
with the value ”ext:Form” a “type: form” entry is added to the
“metadata”. In order to track the original elements we also
copy the element id that uniquely identifies it. The rule is
a simple JavaScript method matching properties of an XML
element. For our example presented in Figure 1, the respective
XML notation of the IFML model is given in Listing 1 and
the JSON description of the front–end model in Listing 2.
{

"name": "AlbumList",
"metadata": [{ "type": "window" }],
"components": [{
"name": "AlbumSearchForm",
"metadata": [{ "type": "form" }],
"variables": [{

"name": "Year",
"metadata": [{

"dataType": "int",
"constraint": "not-empty"

}]
},{

"name": "Title",
"metadata": [{

"dataType": "int",
"constraint": "year"

}]
}],
"binding": [{

"name": "Title",
"from": "AlbumTitle"

},{
"name": "Year",
"from": "AlbumYear"

}],
"events": [{

"type": "submit",
"target": "Albums"

}],
"components": [{

"name": "AlbumTitle",
"metadata": [{ "type": "field" }]

},{
"name": "AlbumYear",
"metadata": [{ "type": "field" }]

}]
}]

}

Listing 2. XML representation of an IFML model

In the next step the front–end model is transformed into a set
of abstract test case scenarios. These scenarios are indepen-
dent of the specific technological platform or programming
language used to implement it — using the abstracted test
cases gives us flexibility to generate the test case in different
scripting languages and test automation APIs. From a technical
perspective the JSON representation of the front–end model
is transformed with the use of predefined transformation rules
to JSON representation of the abstract test case scenario (see
Listing 3).
{

"name": "AlbumSearchForm",
"id": "65de40fd-8283",
"specs": [
{

"name": "Search",
"type": "search",
"steps": [

"fill": {
"locator": "Year",
"type": "year"

},
"submit": { "locator": "AlbumSearchForm" },
"waitFor": { "locator": "AlbumList" }

]
},
{"name":"Reset" ...}

]
}

Listing 3. Abstract test case scenario

In the last step the abstract test case scenarios are trans-
formed into executable (platform specific or programming
language specific) test case scenarios. In this process a tem-
plate system is used to generate the test cases. The template
system chooses the desired template from the templates library
(WebdriverIO [21] template was used to generate code for our
example). The template system is based on the JavaScript Un-
derscore template [18] capability. Abstract test case scenario
serialized into JSON format is supplied as a parameter and
then processed by the template engine (see Listing 4).
var webdriverio = require(’../index’);
var templates = require(’/templates’);

describe(’<%=scenario.name%>’, function() {
var client = {};
jasmine.DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_INTERVAL = 9999999;

beforeEach(function() {
client = webdriverio.remote({

desiredCapabilities:{
browserName: ’phantomjs’}

});
client.init();

});

<% _.each(scenario.specs, function(spec) { %>
<% var specTemplate = specTemplates.getTemplate(
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spec.type); %>
it(’<%=toSpecName(spec.name)%>’, function(done) {
<%=specTemplate.renderTemplate(spec); %>

});
<%});%>

afterEach(function(done) { client.end(done); });
});

Listing 4. Underscore template

In Listing 5 we present the result of the transformation for
example from Figure 1. The executable JavaScript is code
created to be executed by Jasmine [8] test runner. In the
example, we test the basic functionality of a search form.
The test describes ‘AlbumSearchForm’ test suite with a spec
‘should search’ (spec is named set of expectations to be met).
The spec function makes call to a browser automation tool
Selenium WebDriver [18] via binding library WebdriverIO. If
we want to use different programming language to implement
the test cases, a different template can be used to generate
physical test case scenarios from abstract test case scenarios.

var webdriverio = require(’../index’);
var templates = require(’/templates’);

describe(’AlbumSearchForm’, function() {
var client = {};
jasmine.DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_INTERVAL = 9999999;
beforeEach(function() {
client = webdriverio.remote({

desiredCapabilities:{
browserName: ’phantomjs’}

});
client.init();

});

it(’should search’, function(done) {
client.url(’...’)

.setValue(’#Year’, ’2015’)

.submitForm(’#AlbumSearchForm’)

.waitForExist(’#AlbumList’, 2000);
});

afterEach(function(done) { client.end(done); });
});

Listing 5. Code generated for AlbumSearchForm form from the IFML model
(some code left for brevity)

The code first initializes the Selenium web driver to be used
with windowless browser called PhantomJS, then navigates to
our application page, fills value 2015 into the Year input field,
submits the form and waits for AlbumList element to appear.
If the element is not displayed within 2 seconds, the test fails.

VIII. VERIFICATION

The proposed solution is currently in the implementation
stage with the first results arising from experiments. We have
collected the initial feedback from the users of our prototype
and adjusted the model accordingly. We have been experi-
menting with a set of IFML models created for 3 applications
we created for our needs and the results are promising. The
test case scenarios were correctly generated, but in some
specific cases, the generation process should be improved
upon further, which nevertheless represents an implementation
task. As mentioned before the added value is the automatic

generation of test cases when any change is made to the IFML
model.

Our solution quickly discovered problems in tested applica-
tions in the cases when

• changes were made to existing server–side code introduc-
ing an error in processing the client data,

• changes were made to existing client side code introduc-
ing an error in JavaScript components,

• new elements were added with faulty behaviour or
• new elements were added, but the values of these com-

ponents were not handled properly when sent to server.
On several occasions, we ended up in a situation where

some tests were generated syntactically correctly but the
semantics of expected result assertions was not corresponding
to the state of the tested application. This would often lead to
the IFML model, a conversion rule or a used template being
updated. It was a means of feedback and an indication of how
to evolve the solution to be fully functional. Only occasionally
we have had to remove an IFML feature so that the test suite
could be generated.

The biggest advantage of the use of an IFML model
instead of an UML model as a base model for test case
generation is the power of IFML to describe the front–end
views, components and interaction between them. The test
cases are therefore potentially more consistent.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

IFML is a relatively new notation recently standardized by
OMG. So far it has not been widely adopted; currently there
are only 2 tools on the market (commercial WebRatio [22]
and open source Eclipse plugin [20]). The primary target of
IFML is to express the content, user interaction and control
behaviour of the front–end of software applications, which are
some of the key aspects of the application.

The first results of experiments with our proposed solution
show that using an IFML model for test case generation
is viable and promising. Initial feedback from experiments
with our solution confirms an advantage of IFML — it does
describe the front–end directly which gives relative high level
of assurance about the precision of the generated test case
scenarios and their ability to be executed.

In the future work, we are going to improve and extend the
proposed solution to support more IFML constructs and be
able to help in large–scale development projects. Our solution
does not currently support any components other than forms
and list views, but new UML stereotype can be added, or
the IFML notation can be extended by the addition of a new
component to change the transformation and generate new
types of test case scenario.
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DMITTEDLY,information  security  works  as  a  back-
bone for protecting both user data and electronic trans-

actions.  Protecting the communication and data infrastruc-
ture of an increasingly inter-connected world has become vi-
tal nowadays. Security has emerged as an important scien-
tific  discipline  whose  many multifaceted  complexities  de-
serve the attention and synergy of the computer science, en-
gineering,  and  information  systems communities.  Informa-
tion security has some well-founded technical research direc-
tions which encompass access level (user authentication and
authorization), protocol security, software security, and data
cryptography. Moreover, some other emerging topics related
to organizational security aspects have appeared beyond the
long-standing research directions.

A

The Emerging Aspects in Information Security (EAIS’15)
workshop focuses on the diversity of the information security
developments and deployments in order to highlight the most
recent challenges and report the most recent researches. The
workshop is an umbrella for all information security techni-
cal aspects. In addition, it goes beyond the technicalities and
covers some emerging topics like social and organizational
security research directions. EAIS’15 is intended to attract
researchers  and  practitioners  from academia  and  industry,
and provides an international discussion forum in order  to
share their experiences and their ideas concerning emerging
aspects in information security met in different application
domains.  This  opens  doors  for  highlighting  unknown  re-
search directions and tackling modern research challenges.
The objectives of the EAIS’15 workshop can be summarized
as follows:

• To review and conclude researches in information
security and other security domains, focused on the
protection of different kinds of assets and processes,
and to identify approaches that may be useful in the
application domains of information security

• To find synergy between different approaches,  al-
lowing  to  elaborate  integrated  security  solutions,
e.g. integrate different risk-based management sys-
tems

• To exchange security-related knowledge and experi-
ence between experts to improve existing methods
and tools and adopt them to new application areas

• To present latest security challenges, especially with
respect to EC Horizon 2020

TOPICS

Topics of interest include but are not limited to:
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• Biometric technologies
• Human factor in security
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• Critical infrastructure protection
• Hardware-oriented information security
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• Risk assessment and risk management in different

application domains
• Tools supporting security management and develop-

ment
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• Digital forensics and crime science
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• Cloud and big data security
• Computer network security
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• Security statistics
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Abstract—Outsourced computations and, more particularly,
cloud computations, are widespread nowadays. That is why
the problem of keeping the data security arises. Multiple fully
homomorphic cryptosystems were proposed in order to perform
secret computations in untrusted environments. But most of the
existent solutions are practically inapplicable as they require
huge computation resources and produce big (∼1Gb) keys
and ciphertexts. Therefore, we propose the undemanding fully
homomorphic scheme with practically acceptable (∼few Kb) keys
and output data. Our solution uses modular arithmetic in order
to avoid the increase in data size. We have validated our approach
through the implementation of the proposed cryptosystem. The
details of used algorithms and the results of security evaluation
are covered in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS Information Technologies and, particularly,
computations over various data are the important part of

our living and business processes. Modern trend to outsource
computations to third-parties has aroused a problem of keeping
the security of one’s data. Cloud computing and other cases
of giving the access to the personal data are affected by threat
of exposing vulnerable data to unauthorized parties. Using
a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme in secure
computations helps to avoid the data leakage.

Originally a conception of FHE was introduced by Rivest,
Adleman and Dertouzous in their paper [5]. Since people
wanted to be able to perform the computations over the
encrypted data, the problem of privacy homomorphism became
very actual one in cryptography at whole. The first attempt of
proposing FHE scheme belongs to Gentry [1]. After publica-
tion of the scheme’s idea he introduced the implementation
of his algorithm in conjunction with Halevi [2]. Then a lot
of improvements of Gentry’s work were proposed. But all of
them were criticized as they required significant computing
resources due to the usage of complex mathematical tools and
produced big sizes of keys and output data [6].

Most of the proposed encryptions suffer from inefficiency
to the practical use; therefore the problem of computations
security is still actual [4]. That is why our ultimate goal for
FHE developing is researching for the previously not used but
efficient mathematical technics to make practical implemen-
tation. As a result, we introduce a new fully homomorphic

This research was performed in Novosibirsk State University under sup-
port of the Ministry of education and science of Russia (contract no.
02.G25.310054)

scheme that doesn’t require massive computation resources
and provide acceptable sizes of encryption keys and output
values.

The next section of this paper features the mathematical
bases of our approach as it gives some fundamental defi-
nitions. Section 3 describes the properties of computations
over encrypted data. After it, in Section 4, we show the core
components of the proposed fully homomorphic encryption
cryptosystem. Section 5 covers the evaluation of our scheme’s
security. Then, Section 6 discusses possible applications of
the developed homomorphic encryption including the imple-
mented one and summarizes our achievements.

II. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION

This section gives essential mathematical bases. Let us
discuss what a fully homomorphic cryptosystem means. For-
mally, such a scheme allows performing computation over the
encrypted data without their decryption. In other words, an
encryption algorithm E and a decryption D should satisfy the
following conditions:

c1 = E(a1), c2 = E(a2)

D(f(c1, c2)) = f(a1, a2)

where c1, c2 are the ciphertexts and f is an arbitrary, efficiently
computed function. In order to avoid the increase in data size
we use modular arithmetic in our approach. Thus, the main
idea of the proposed solution is as follows: we have a set of
relatively prime numbers (m1,m2, . . . ,mk). The plaintext P
we associate with the set P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pk) where Pi =
P mod mi, i = 1, . . . , k. This set is encrypted with proposed
algorithm that will be described in details in the following
section. The approach has the only constraint: the result of all
the mathematical operations can’t exceed the number M =
m1 · . . . ·mk.

Firstly we consider the simplified algorithm for the ring
Zm and the modulus m only. To encrypt P we select a secret
vector x = (x1, . . . , xn), xi ∈ Zm. Then we construct a vector
a = (a1, . . . , an), ai ∈ Zm as follows:

(a, x) = P mod m

It is worth noting that in general every number m can be
represented as m = pα1

1 · . . . ·pαs
s , where p1, . . . , ps are prime

numbers. Thus, it is enough to make all the necessary steps
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of the algorithm for the power of prime number only, or, in
the simplest case, only for the prime number.

So, let m be a prime number. Now we will describe some
mathematical details of the proposed approach.

The scalar product can be considered as a linear function:

h(x1, . . . , xn) = (u, x), u, x ∈ Zn
m

x = (x1, . . . , xn)

u = (u1, . . . , un)

Thus, a linear function is completely determined by the
vector u.

The secret point is defined as a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn).
Thereby, to represent the number P , we must construct a
vector v ∈ Zn

m as follows:

(v, x) = P mod m

This task belongs to the standard linear algebra and can be
easily solved. Thus, v is called a ciphertext for P .

III. COMPUTATIONS OVER ENCRYPTED DATA

As it was previously mentioned, the proposed encryption
allows performing the computations over ciphertexts.

A. Addition

Addition of vectors is equivalent to addition of their com-
ponents with given modulus m according to the properties of
the scalar product and the modular arithmetic. So, if we have
representations for two numbers P1 and P2:

(v, x) = P1 mod m

(u, x) = P2 mod m

and in general the sum of the simple linear functions is defined
as:

(v, x) + (u, x) = (v + u, x)

thus:

(v + u, x) mod m = [(v, x) + (u, x)] mod m =

= P1 mod m+ P2 mod m = (P1 + P2) mod m

Let us note that addition keeps the size of vectors. That
means the resulting vector has the same length as the initial
ciphers.

B. Multiplication

Multiplication of vectors v and u in common way leads to
the increase in the result’s length almost n times:

w = v · u = (v1u1, v1u2, . . . , vnun)

In order to prevent vectors’ length growth, we define a
specific kind of multiplication. Let the secret vector satisfy
the following condition:

xixj =

n∑

k=1

γijkxk mod m (1)

Also generally, the result of two vectors’ multiplication can
be written as:

(v, x)(u, x) =

n∑

i=1

vixi

n∑

j=1

ujxj =

n∑

i,j=1

viujxixj (2)

One can see that the right part of the expression is a
quadratic function. Let us associate this function with the
linear one according to rule:

xixj =

n∑

k=1

γijkxk

So, let us rewrite (2):
n∑

i,j=1

viujxixj =

n∑

i,j=1

vjuj

n∑

k=1

γijkxk =

=

n∑

k=1

( n∑

i,j=1

viujγijk

)
xk

This function can be represented as (w, x) and the com-
ponents of vector w can be defined using the components of
initial vectors v and u as follows:

wk =

n∑

i,j=1

viujγijk (3)

In other words, we describe the specific kind of vectors’
multiplication. According to (1), (2):

(v, x)(u, x) = (w, x)

Let us call the rule (3) the multiplication table and γijk -
the structural constants.

Such a determination of multiplication table is similar to the
definition of algebra. But there is an important difference: the
structural constants have no constraints such as commutativity,
associativity and presence of "unit".

In order to avoid the evident question whether we can find
the structural constants that satisfy (1) for every secret vector
or not, let us indicate the method of its construction. Let us
represent the structural constants as a set of vectors:

γij = (γij1, . . . , γijn)

Thus, rewritten (1) looks as follows:

xixj = (γij , x) mod m, i, j = 1, . . . , n (4)
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If we consider (4) as a set of linear equations with a given
left part xixj and n3 variables γijk, these unknown variables
are found ambiguous for every equation due to its non-trivial
kernel.

The problem is the fact that in order to produce the real
computations we need to disclose the structural constants. It
is unobvious whether it is possible in this case to determine the
secret vector with given constants. This question is equivalent
to the question whether we can find a solution of the following
system (if the coefficients γijk are given):

xixj =

n∑

k=1

γijkxk mod m (5)

On the one hand, it is considered that solving the equation
(2) in a finite field is a difficult task. But on the other hand, the
system (5) consists of n2 equations in reference to n variables,
i.e. highly overdetermined. For highly overdetermined systems
of equations it is expected that the solution is unique. There is
one more argument to justify the complexity of the problem:
the prime number is a secret, therefore, it is still unknown
what modulus should be used in order to solve the system.

Thus, let us prove the following.
Theorem 3.1: The secret vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) and the

structural constants γijk can be selected so that the system of
equations (5) has at least n solutions.

In order to prove this theorem, let us give the construction
of such a set of the structural constants. Let S be an arbitrary
n×n matrix with the only constraint - it should be invertible
by given modulus m. Then, choose two arbitrary columns of
the matrix with i and j indexes (i and j may be the same).
These columns match with two vectors - si and sj respectively.

As it was mentioned, componentwise multiplication of the
vectors u = (u1, . . . , un) and v = (v1, . . . , vn) is defined by
the following rule:

u · v = (u1v1, u1v2, . . . , unvn)

Let us define vector γij as a solution of the equation

si · sj = Sγij

According to the invertibility of the matrix S, the solution
can be rewritten:

γij = S−1
(
si · sj

)
mod m

All the columns of the matrix S satisfy the equation (5),
where the structural constants are obtained as it is described
above. As matrix S has n rows, we finally get n different
solutions of the equation (5).

Remark 3.1: This construction is appropriate for any finite
fields.

Remark 3.2: Since n different secret vectors correspond to
the same set of structural constants, we can produce n secure
computations simultaneously.

IV. PROPOSED CRYPTOSYSTEM

In this section we consider the description of the proposed
encryption that is based on modular arithmetic.

A. Basics

Firstly, let original message P be an integer number - we
impose the only constraint: P < M,M ∼ 264 in order to
perform all the computations correctly. Then, let us define the
encryption’s secret key as a triple (mods, α, x), where

• mods = (m1, . . . ,mk) - a set of k moduli, mi is prime
∀i = 1, . . . , k;

• α = (α1, . . . , αk) - a set of k arbitrary vectors needed
for generating secret vectors x;

• x = (x1, . . . , xk) - a set of k vectors with length n.

Thus, to encrypt P we should represent it as a set of residues
(P1, . . . , Pk) : Pi = P mod mi and after that construct
a vector ci for every Pi such that it satisfies the following
condition:

(ci, xi) mod mi = Pi

A set of vectors C = (c1, . . . , ck) is a ciphertext for the initial
number P .

B. Multiplication table

Before presenting the essence of the proposed encryption
algorithm, let us describe the special multiplication table T =
(γijk) introduced in the previous section. Matrix T is used for
the computations over ciphertexts in order to avoid the increase
in the data lengths. We can work with the only multiplication
table for all the moduli, but also we can generate k different
tables for k different moduli. Let us consider this method for
the chosen modulus mi and fix the index i for all used terms;
so then, we work simply with modulus m.

In order to generate such a table we need matrix S described
in Section 2. Thus, computing the constants γijk for every
couple of i and j we get the specific multiplication table T =
(γijk) for the fixed modulus m = mi.

Let us note one more feature of the multiplication table. If
we construct matrix T as a non-symmetric matrix, we will get
different results while computing (ai ·aj) ·ak and aj ·(ai ·ak).
It means that the operation of multiplication has no associative
and commutative properties. Also this fact invokes a non-
deterministic character of the proposed encryption scheme.

C. Cryptosystem

Our fully homomorphic cryptosystem consists of three
algorithms (KeyGen,Enc,Dec), where

• KeyGen - the probabilistic key generation algorithm that
constructs the key;

• Enc - the encryption algorithm that takes initial message
P , mods - a part of the secret key and the multiplication
tables T as the input parameters and returns a ciphertext
C;

• Dec - the decryption algorithm that uses the secret key
and the ciphertext C, returns the original message P .
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1) Key Generation: As it was previously mentioned, the
encryption key is secret and consists of the set of the relatively
prime moduli and two sets of vectors. Let us consider the way
of key generation in details.

Step 1. Let S be an arbitrary n × n matrix with non-zero
determinant det(S). Then we choose k relatively prime moduli
(m1, . . . ,mk) with a condition: gcd(m, det(S)) = 1. It is
necessary in order to provide the invertibility of S by each
modulus. Thus, matrix S for each modulus will be computed
as follows:

Si = (sij) mod mi

Step 2. Then we should construct an arbitrary vector α =
(αi1, . . . , αin) associated with modulus mi using a rule:

∀αij ∃α−1
ij : αij · α−1

ij = 1 mod mi

This rule means that every element of vector αij is invertible
by chosen modulus mi.

Besides we should provide the existence of at least two
relatively prime elements in vector αi in order to solve
diophantine equations in the Enc algorithm.

A set of vectors αi is also a part of the secret key.
Step 3. At the last step of key generation we compute xi

from the equation:
αi = Sxi

Due to the fact that matrix Si is invertible by modulus mi:

xi = (S−1
i αi) mod mi ∀mi

Therefore, after key generation process we have k moduli
(m1, . . . ,mk) and the set of k secret vectors x = (x1, . . . , xn)
constructed using the set of αi. It is worth noting that the
generation method is probabilistic due to the arbitrariness of
S and αi selection.

2) Encryption: The input parameters for this algorithm are
the original message P - an integer number that satisfies the
following constraint: P < M,M ∼ 264, the secret key and
the set of multiplication tables (T1, . . . , Tk).

Step 1. Let us start with the computing the set (P1, . . . , Pk)
as follows:

Pi = P mod mi ∀i = 1, . . . , k

Step 2. Using vectors of the secret key (α1, . . . , αk), con-
sider the equation:

Pi = (αi, yi) = αi1yi1 + · · ·+ αinyin (6)

Then compute the set of yi as a result of the diophantine
equation. Let us describe the way of solving such an equation
in details. Due to the existence of two relatively prime com-
ponents in every vector αi the solution of this equation can
be found as follows: let the position of two coprime integers
be r and s, then choose random values for the coefficients
yiq : q = 1, . . . , n, q 6= r, q 6= s and substitute them into the
equation (6). Thus, we get a linear diophantine equation with
only two variables:

Pi −
n∑

q=1,q 6=r,s

αiqyiq = αiryir + αisyis (7)

The equation (7) can be solved, because the coefficients αir

and αis are relatively prime. Therefore, the values of the
components yir and yis can be computed using the Euclidean
algorithm.

Also we can use the multiplication table Ti in order to solute
such an equation. In this case we should only substitute xixj

in the formula (5) with Pi.
Step 3. Compute a cipher C = (c1, . . . , ck) using the

following rule:

ci = (yi · Si) mod mi

The result of the encryption algorithm is the ciphertext C
that consists of k vectors of length n : (c1, . . . , ck). Thus,
cipher C is a k × n matrix.

3) Decryption: The algorithm’s input parameters are the
ciphertext C, described previously, and the secret key.

Step 1. Compute a set (P1, . . . , Pk) as follows:

Pi = (ci, xi) mod mi (8)

Let us prove the correctness of the equation (8) using pre-
viously given formulas of the encryption algorithm and the
properties of the standard linear algebra:

(ci, xi) mod mi = (yiSi, xi) mod m =

= (yi, αi) mod m = Pi

Step 2. As we have the set of Pi, apply the Chinese
remainder theorem [3] and get the original integer number
P that satisfies the next condition:

P ≡





P1

(
mod m1

)

...
Pk

(
mod mk

)

Let us consider the modification of the algorithm that
provides the probabilistic character of the encryption in order
to improve its security. Let C be a ciphertext for the initial
number P . First of all, we compute a ciphertext corresponding
to zero - C0, then multiply it by an arbitrary coefficient θ. After
that we add the result θ · C0 to the ciphertext C:

C ′ = C + θ · C0

Then C ′ is called a new ciphertext for the number P . As our
encryption is fully homomorphic we may be sure the cipher-
text C ′ is appropriate for P . So, to get the original message P ,
we should decrypt C ′ only. Thus, the proposed modification
improves the complexity of the encryption algorithm. Such a
modification is considered as a primary encryption algorithm.
Its security evaluation will be discussed in the following
section.

To conclude, in this section the details of the proposed
fully homomorphic scheme were given. Briefly, let us mention
the main features of this scheme again. The secret key is a
triple (mods, α, x). We decided to perform all of the secure
computations using modular arithmetic in order to avoid
growth of the integers’ size. Also the specific kind of vectors’
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multiplication that allows performing arithmetical operations
over ciphertexts without the increase in the resulting vectors’
length was proposed. Then the probabilistic modification of
our FHE scheme was described.

V. ENCRYPTION SECURITY EVALUATION

In order to analyze the complexity of the proposed FHE
scheme, we provide some information about its efficiency:

• O(k · n2) is the complexity of key generation algorithm;
• O(n3) is the complexity of multiplication table genera-

tion process;
• O(n2) is encryption algorithm’s complexity;
• O(k2 · n) is decryption algorithm’s complexity.
In previous section it was mentioned that we might consider

the proposed fully homomorphic encryption as a probabilistic
one. The probabilistic encryption algorithm means that we get
different ciphertexts if we encrypt the same plaintext more than
once. Obviously such a modification prevents our scheme from
common attacks, i.e. chosen ciphertext or plaintext attacks.

VI. FHE APPLICATIONS

The proposed homomorphic encryption can be used in
a multiple applications due to its practical allowance and
acceptable data overhead. It’s main purpose - as it was
stated previously - to perform mathematical operations over
encrypted data in untrusted and non-interactive environments
without access to the encryption keys or initial data. So, the
proposed solution can be practically used in the following
cases of the secure computations.

A. Computation in Database

Databases and cloud databases, as a special case of cloud
services, are affected by the same problem of keeping data
confidentiality. Such a problem arises when a customer does
not trust a database provider and/or an administrator or is not
sure about security of connection between end user machine
and database server [13]. Analogically, Fully Homomorphic
and Order Preserving encryptions (OPE) can be applied to
solve problem of keeping confidentiality of database entries.
Properties of FHE and OPE allow users to perform any kind
of computations (of course, with corresponding limitations)
inside DBMS and the end user should decrypt only the result
of selected data. Such an approach was implemented in MIT
CryptoDB [14] and was positively acclaimed by the academy
and the industry.

Alternatively we designed and developed a solution for
secure Database [15]. We use proprietary developed OPE
[16], proposed in this article FHE and strong deterministic
encryptions. Main idea of our approach to secure database is
to intercept user SQL queries on a flexibly configurable proxy
server, encrypt vulnerable user’s data and change the syntax of
queries according to encryption’s output ciphertext. Responses
from DBMS are decrypted in a proper way and displayed
to the user. The feature of granular security allows different
encryptions to be applied to different columns in SQL table
and perfectly accommodates user’s requirements. Combination

of implemented encryptions with carefully designed secure
database architecture allowed us to achieve significantly low
overhead of data flow and SQL queries’ execution time.
Estimated average overhead is around 20%.

This project allowed us to validate developed homomorphic
encryption and to show its practical acceptance. Thus, we
can perform secure computations over ecrypted data directly
in protected database due to the properties of FHE. That is
why such an application is primary for the proposed fully
homomorphic encryption.

B. Cloud Computation

Cloud technologies are very popular and wide spread nowa-
days. Although customers of cloud services are very excited
by cloud features and benefits that cloud has brought to en-
terprises, they are very concerned about security, particularity
confidentiality, of data stored and processed in a cloud [7].
Those concerns are caused by several security issues of cloud
technology in common, such as insider threat [8], possible
security breach [9], intervention of special services into citi-
zens privacy [10] and any other case of unauthorized access to
vulnerable user data. There are multiple solutions [11][12] to
described problem and one of them is usage of encryptions.
Using homomorphic encryption or order preserving encryp-
tions will allow business users to perform variety of operations
over data stored in cloud data centers without necessity of
massive computations on customers’ side. Such a scenario
will possibly lower expenses, while ensuring confidentiality
of customer’s data.

C. Constructing Public-Key Cryptosystem

Firstly we consider the application of fully homomorphic
encryption for constructing linear and polynomial public-key
cryptosystems. It is worth to note that we use the simplified
method of the proposed encryption with fixed parameters: k =
1, n = 4. It means that we have the only modulus m and the
only secret vector x.

The linear one is based on the Hill cipher [20]. In common
way Hill cipher matches an original vector p to a ciphertext
c according to the rule: c = A · p mod m, where a square
matrix A and a modulus m are secret. Besides, the matrix A
should be invertible by the modulus m in order to provide the
correctness of the decryption process. It is obvious that such
a method is vulnerable to the plaintext attack. That is why
the main idea of our approach is to hide the secret matrix A
using the proposed FHE for its encryption. Also we encrypt the
initial message with fully homomorphic algorithm E. Then we
get a ciphertext, a result of public-key encryption, according
to the rule: c = E(A) · E(p) mod m.

The second, polynomial, cryptosystem is based on the
analogue of the well-known RSA algorithm [19] where the
modulus m is secret. Unfortunately this construction is un-
stable, but we can modify it using our fully homomorphic
encryption. Thus, we propose to encrypt original number
with the FHE algorithm E and after that raise the result of
encryption to the power:

(
E(p)

)e
mod m.
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Let us consider the details of the polinomial cryptosystem
via some examples.

1) Keys generation: Secret key consists of the components
of the proposed homomorphic encryption’s key:

m = 659

x = (176 657 361 197)

Public key includes an integer number e = 3 that is
invertible by modulus φ(e) (where φ(a) is the Euler function
for a) and the multiplication table γijk that contains 16 vectors
(or 43 = 64 elements):

γ11 = (319 77 626 452)

γ12 = (80 182 161 229)

γ13 = (542 527 513 623)

γ14 = (2 148 241 557)

γ21 = (281 131 618 399)

γ22 = (568 414 276 590)

γ23 = (404 220 384 640)

γ24 = (238 252 389 179)

γ31 = (253 620 610 313)

γ32 = (304 88 55 421)

γ33 = (5 565 352 650)

γ34 = (63 390 604 279)

γ41 = (478 460 120 176)

γ42 = (78 568 258 224)

γ43 = (59 332 90 33)

γ44 = (432 103 198 222)

The size of secret and public keys is 2.5 Kb for the chosen
parameters k and n.

2) Encryption: The initial number is an integer p = 123.
The first step of the algorithm is to encrypt p using our
fully homomorphic encryption. In other words, we should
match p with a vector c that satisfies the following condition:
(c, x) mod m = p.

123
Hom−−−→




27458280
16546176
35555955
21767475




The second step is to raise the result of the FH encryption
to the appropriate power e:

z =




27458280
16546176
35555955
21767475




3

=

=




360897386526156024805067154756
477019133423387912922438809475
488782414123179226098993372132
522900667259504641607843920158




Vector z is a ciphertext for the initial number p.
3) Decryption: First, let us multiply the ciplertext z and

the secret vector x. It is obvious that as a result we get the
initial number p raised to the power e:

(z, x) mod m = (ce, x) mod m = pe mod m

According to the example:



360897386526156024805067154756
477019133423387912922438809475
488782414123179226098993372132
522900667259504641607843920158


·




176
657
361
197




T

mod 659 =

= 510

Then, let us raise the result of the previous operation to the
power d, where d = e−1 mod φ(m):

(
pe mod m

)d
= ped mod m = p

Next, substitute the real values:

d = 3−1 mod 658 = 439

510439 mod 659 = 123

Finally we get the initial number p = 123.
Implementation of these cryptosystems demonstrates that all

of the arithmetical calculations over encrypted data are correct.
Also it proves that the multiplication of ciphertexts doesn’t
lead to the increase in dimension of multiplication results. This
is the illustration of first practical use of the proposed FHE
scheme.
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D. Government Defensive Purpose

It is obvious that modern warfare needs a lot of computa-
tions. A part of these computations is done on machines using
a software that are produced in foreign countries (for one fixed
country), thus can not be fully trusted, because of possible
hardware and software Trojans [17][18]. This problem of lack
of trust can be solved by producing in a secure way the FH
hardware encryptors. In the same time all untrusted computers
will perform computations only over encrypted data.

All the mentioned applications are only examples of secure
computation and described in this section as the illustrations of
a wide area of the proposed homomorphic encryption usage.
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Abstract—Security of outsourced data is crucial for businesses.
To protect and secure outsourced database, as a part of dynamic
web resource while maintaining site’s work, we propose a solution
featuring following key ideas. Firstly, we suggest to encrypt
database content granularly with order preserving and homomor-
phic encryptions in order to conduct operation inside unmodified
DBMS. Secondly, proposed solution implies presence of trusted
intermediate component, responsible for SQL query precessing
and site hosting tasks. Our approach has been validated through
the implementation of complete web resource infrastructure
with encrypted database. While web resource, using currently
most popular content management system - WordPress, was
functioning in normal mode, content of DMBS was secured.
In this paper basic ideas of creating secure web resource will
be discussed, as long as practical aspects. In addition proposed
solution analysis using different metrics will be provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENTERPRISES of all sizes are dependent on Internet for
business. While some require simple brochure style web

sites, others have need for a sophisticated dynamic web re-
sources with vast amounts of data being processed. One of the
most common types of dynamic web site is the database driven
type. Outsourcing a database or whole hosting infrastructure
brings many benefits - it lowers costs, increases reliability and
accessibility, enables scalability. However delegating impor-
tant data to third parties has some drawbacks; privacy issue is
one of the most severe of them.

As long as insider threat exists, content of database may
be stolen: malicious administrators or hosting provider’s staff
may capture or leak data[1], adversaries may obtain illegal
access to sensitive information[2][3].

In this paper we present an architecture for secure web
resource with remote DBMS to address listed security issues.
Main effort is put towards securing database’s content, while
maintaining normal functioning of site’s Content Management
System (CMS). The key ideas of proposed secure web resource
can be described as following:

1) encrypted contents of untrusted DBMS. Used encryp-
tions are order preserving, homomorphic, so that se-
lected operations over data can be preformed inside
DBMS.

This research was performed in Novosibirsk State University under sup-
port of the Ministry of education and science of Russia (contract no.
02.G25.310054)

2) CMS and hosting software is set in trusted zone, where
site administrators enforce their own security policies.

3) interception and processing of SQL queries from CMS
and DBMS responses on trusted intermediate com-
ponent. Transformed queries are executed on DBMS
server.

4) creating environment, that would support queries trans-
formation and maintain confidentiality, integrity and
availability of resource’s data.

The next section of paper discusses related work. After it,
in Section 3, we describe the general ideas of proposed secure
web resource. Section 4 gives some insight into encryptions,
which are used in secure SQL queries processing. Following
Section 5 presents practical aspects of the proposed solution.
Analysis and evaluated results are listed in Section 7. Finally,
the last section of this paper exposes future development
options.

II. RELATED WORK

While business processes are being tightly converged with
information technology security procedures[4], multiple solu-
tions for securing outsourced content were presented in Indus-
try and Academy to fulfill demand of preserving data’s privacy.
Main accent is made to secure remote relation database by
various encryptions.

Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) solution from DBMS
developers, such as Microsoft[5] and Oracle[6], offers en-
cryption at file level. TDE solves the problem of protecting
data at rest, encrypting databases both on the hard drive and
consequently on backup media, but does not protect contents
of DBMS from access of illegal parties from database interface
(e.g. theft of database user’s authentication information).

In order to avoid limitation of database’s full encryption
several solutions for conducting queries over encrypted data
were proposed. MIT CryptDB[7] presents a solution with
support of multi-purpose encryptions based on, so called,
"onion" database structure. Other solutions[8] offer fast execu-
tion of queries and search over encrypted data. However most
of solutions lack fully homomorphic encryption and impose
limitations on SQL queries.
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III. BASIC PRINCIPLES

This section describes key ideas and distinctive features of
the proposed solution.

Let us consider a web resource that is backed up by
the database. The web resource is viewed as secure if its
content is available only for legal users, or, in other words,
confidentiality, integrity and availability of all resource’s data
are maintained constantly.

We propose an architecture for secure web resource with
outsourced database. There are four main components:

• DBMS server
• crypto environment
• site engine (CMS) and web server
• client application
There is a clear division for architecture’s components -

they are either trusted or untrusted. The set of systems that can
provide secure storage and processing facilities for confidential
data is considered as trusted components. Untrusted environ-
ment is a set of systems, where security policy is setted up and
enforced by third parties, therefore it can not be deputed to
handle confidential information. As such, an untrusted system
is one whose compromising will not lead to data leakage[9].

A. DBMS

The only untrusted component in proposed solution’s ar-
chitecture is outsourced DBMS. This DBMS is unmodified
and plays a significant role in web resource functioning.
All data stored in such DBMS in any particular moment of
time must be secured. Additionally, all traffic to database
and database’s inner logs must not contain any vulnerable
information, because it is supposed that malefactor can capture
or monitor them.

B. Crypto environment

The key component of architecture is Crypto environment.
Its main purpose to process SQL queries and DBMS re-
sponses while encrypting vulnerable data. Crypto environment
is widely discussed in our first work[10]. Since first publication
it has been improved in multiple aspects. Crypto environment
consists of the following parts:

1) Encryptions subsystem: this component is an expandable
set of encryption libraries with specified interfaces. Used
encryptions are discussed in Section IV.

2) Metafile management subsystem: all keys and encryp-
tions’ meta data (types, names, count of output columns, other
auxiliary information) are stored in meta file. Meta file sub-
system’s main purpose is to fulfil requests for keys and meta
information of authorized components and to add new records
for newly created tables and columns. Another subsystem’s
task is to encrypt/decrypt meta file when saving/loading from
hard disk drive (meta file is always encrypted on Non-volatile
Storage Devices for security reasons).

3) SQL queries processor: this component’s objective is
to parse SQL queries, reveal encrypted columns, encrypt data
from this columns and to reconstruct resulting queries resting
upon an encryption properties and encryption-specific math.

4) DBMS responses processor: decrypting selections from
database.

As all encryption procedures are performed inside Crypto
environment, DBMS never gets access to encryption keys.

C. Site engine

Site engine and web server software remains unmodified.
The only subject to change is default SQL schema, that has
to be encryption aware. All SQL- and response transitions
are performed by Crypto environment. For site engine or any
other SQL-backed application inside Crypto environment it
is indistinguishable whether they work with usual DBMS or
encrypted one.

D. Client application

End-users access secure web resource through ordinary
browser. Access to resource is limited by login/password
combination. Two factor authentication is the best option for
hardening security.

E. Mechanism

Mechanism of web resource functioning is analogous to
usual one - web server stores, processes and delivers web
pages generated by site engine, that uses information from
external database. But SQL queries from site engine are
processed by Crypto environment, content of DBMS is en-
crypted, all queries are performed over encrypted data. During
initialisation phase all "CREATE" queries are reconstructed
and original data schema is mapped to encrypted one; all
mapping parameters (meta information and encryption keys)
are stored inside meta file. Analysis and reconstruction of
further queries is based on this mapping parameters. All
information requested by site engine for web page generation
is presented in decrypted form by Crypto environment.

F. Configuration

There are two possible configurations of secure web re-
source - centralised and distributed.

1) Centralised: Schema of centralised secure web resource
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. This concept implies that
there is an additional trusted server, where site engine, web
server and Crypto environment are set. All end users connect
to this server using web browser. This proxy server has to
be maintained in trusted environment by the administrators of
secured web resource and can be a possible bottleneck for site
access in case of high loads, but, on the other hand, proxy
server allows exploitation of secure resource from mobile
devices.

2) Distributed: Distributed configuration means that all
trusted components are set on end user’s device. Thus so called
heavy client consists of http client, web server, site engine
and Crypto environment. In case of distributed architecture
additional meta file synchronisation mechanism is required
in order to maintain consistency of meta information across
different clients.

Distributed secure web resource architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Centralized Architecture

Fig. 2. Distributed Architecture

IV. ENCRYPTIONS

A. Probabilistic

Probabilistic encryption is the use of randomness in an en-
cryption algorithm, so that when encrypting the same message
several times it will, in general, yield different ciphertexts.
Data that are intended only for retrieval, but posses high value
for users, can be encrypted in such way. Probable applications
of such an encryption are comments’ content or texts, where
search operation is not essential. In the proposed solution,
we use proprietary developed probabilistic block encryption.
Implementation of Crypto environment is flexible, so that any
other symmetric encryption can be used; for compatibility C++
interface-adaptor has to be implemented.

B. Deterministic

Deterministic encryption provides strong security, it leaks
only which encrypted values correspond to the same data
value. In site’s data schema, deterministic encryption can be
applied to user names and emails, search tags and password
hashes. Usage of deterministic encryption for such data fields
allows performing equality comparison and join operations,
while it removes duplicate values from encrypted database
(user names or emails must be unique, only one instance of
each search tag exists).

C. Order Preserving

Order preserving encryption allows order relations between
encrypted data items to be established, without revealing data
itself. Such an encryption can be used for constructing secure
indexes in database. With additional library functionality order
preserving encryption can be applied to fixed-sized strings and
dates with specified format.

Alternatively, order preserving encryptions can be prob-
abilistic; encryptions with this property increase security,
removing duplicate values from database, but also limiting
operations held over data (equality comparison is not work-
ing properly). In proposed solution we use order preserving
encryption discussed in [11].

D. Homomorphic

An encryption schema is called fully homomorphic, if it
is able to evaluate an arbitrary function over ciphertexts. In
this case decrypted value must match to a calculation result
of the same function over plaintexts. The main feature of
schema[12] that is used in the proposed solution is ability to
define a strict upper bound of ciphertext size when performing
calculations on it for both addition and multiplication. This
fully homomorphic encryption is practically efficient and does
not require huge computational or storage resources.

Homomorphic encryption can be applied to any integer data
fields in site’s SQL schema, that presents valuable information
and supposed to be multiplied or added during web page
generation (i.e. products’ quantity and price in on-line shop).

V. METHODS

This section features some examples of SQL queries han-
dling to illustrate the challenge of correct processing of user
queries with minimum limitations.

A. JOIN operation

In case, when some operations are intended to be performed
over encrypted data across multiple columns and tables, fol-
lowing functionality can be used. In "CREATE" queries user
must explicitly state that columns are members of one, so-
called, "JOIN-group" in order to notify SQL queries processor
to use one encryption key for all columns from group. The
encryption must be deterministic for correct execution of
further "SELECT" queries.

B. Probabilistic Order Preserving Encryption Handling

As it was previously stated, probabilistic order preserving
encryption limits operation of equality comparison inside
encrypted database. In order to avoid this limitation, following
workaround was implemented.

Initial query example:

SELECT ∗
FROM t a b l e _ n a m e
WHERE column_name = va lue ;

Output processed query:
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SELECT ∗
FROM t a b l e _ n a m e
WHERE encryp te_co lumn_name > OPE( value −1)
AND encryp ted_column_name < OPE( va lue + 1 ) ;

Here OPE(value) is considered as procedure of order pre-
serving encryption.

C. Aggregate functions

If homomorphic encryption is used, some limitations are
imposed. For example, aggregate function AVG (average value
calculation) cannot be correctly performed inside DBMS. For
correct execution of "SELECT" queries with average value
calculation following transformation rules are applied.

Initial query example:

SELECT AVG( column_name )
FROM t a b l e _ n a m e ;

Output processed query:

SELECT
SUM ( encryp ted_co lumn_name ) ,
COUNT ( encryp ted_co lumn_name )
FROM t a b l e _ n a m e ;

After response from DBMS is received, it consists of
2 values; first (sum) is decrypted and divided on second
one(count), the result is passed to application.

In this section only a few examples of different SQL
processing techniques were given to illustrate the mechanism
of how Crypto environment work. However, some restrictions
remain and it is a subject of future work to support all possible
queries.

VI. PRACTICAL APPROACH

Practical implementation of the proposed concept in real
application was essential for proving that such an approach
for securing outsourced DBMS would work. In this section
we discuss practical aspects of creating secure web resource
with remote relational DBMS (MySQL[13]) using WordPress
site engine[14].

WordPress is a free open-source blogging tool and content
management system. Features include a plugin architecture
and a template system. WordPress was used by more than
23.3% of the top 10 million websites as of January 2015[15].
WordPress is the most popular blogging system in use on the
Web, at more than 60 million websites, according to official
web site.

Proposed solution’s practical implementation schema is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Nginx[16] was used as a web server paired
with a PHP FPM (FastCGI Process Manager); WordPress was
configured to be used as a web page generation engine.

MySQL DBMS provides functionality of MYSQL Proxy,
which is a software that intercepts traffic between database
client (in case of web resource it is a php code of WordPress
engine) and MySQL server(s) and can monitor, analyze or

Fig. 3. Detailed schema of proposed solution

transform their communication. Its flexibility allows query
analysis, query filtering and modification. Instance of MySQL
Proxy was using .lua scripts, that called SQL queries and
DBMS responses processors’ procedures from prepared dy-
namic link library(.dll). All syntax analysis modules, encryp-
tion libraries were written on C++ programming language.

WordPress modifications were superficial and were made in
three following directions:

A. Proxy

MySQl Proxy’s IP address and TCP port were configured in
WordPress as a default database, so that all queries generated
by WordPress are processed by Proxy.

B. SQL schema modification

As it was stated in Section III, the application’s SQL
schema, which uses Crypto environment, must be encryption
aware. Each column, which is intended to be encrypted, must
be marked with encryption identification string in "CREATE"
statement, as long as, JOIN-group name must be specified if
needed:

CREATE TABLE wp_comments (
−−column name :
comment_author
−−column t y p e :
t i n y t e x t
−−column c o n s t r a i n t s :
NOT NULL
−−e n c r y p t i o n i d :
e n c r y p t e d _ d e t e r m i n i s t i c
−−j o i n −group i d :
JOIN_GROUP wp_users_common ,

. . . )

Encryptions applied to WordPress data schema are listed in
Table I.

Homomorphic encryption was not applied to default Word-
Press configuration, but it is available for usage in various
plugins with mathematical or financial functionality, e.g. for
secure e-commerce resources.

Current way of encrypting WordPress SQL schema does
not provide search over posts’ content functionality, because
probabilistic encryption is used for texts. But it is possible to
add tags or keywords to post, so search will be performed over
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TABLE I
ENCRYPTIONS, APPLIED TO WORDPRESS DATA SCHEMA

Field Type Encryption
tags, headers text deterministic

post, comments text long text probabilistic

post, comments, events date date OPE

user email, name text deterministic

user password text deterministic

ratings, order terms integer OPE

them. Mechanism of searching over encrypted data, proposed
in [8], are similar - keywords are extracted from text and are
indexed, search is held over set of keywords, not over the
original text. So in this case, disabling search over texts is not
a serious limitation.

Encrypting user names and passwords does not only protect
database’s login information’s confidentiality, but also disables
malicious database administrators from adding illegal users
with right to access site’s content.

C. Security Modifications

WordPress was configured so, that access to site was limited
to users who are logged in or to users with an IP addresses
from a specified set. In addition, search engines indexing was
disabled.

To conclude, let us consider a typical components’ interac-
tion:

1) Client accesses web resource through browser using
login/password.

2) Web server resolves http requests.
3) Web pages are generated by site engine using user’s data

from SQL database.
4) Site engine uses MySQL Proxy as a SQL database

interface.
5) Scripts, used in Proxy, call SQL queries processor for

syntax analysis and data encryption (or Selection pro-
cessor to decrypt data selections).

6) Keys used for encryption or decryption are stored in
meta file. Meta file management system resolves all
requests by SQL queries processor and returns keys and
meta information required for correct syntax processing.

7) After queries processed and all confidential data inside
them are encrypted, proxy sends queries for execution
inside DBMS.

Components interaction mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.
All web resource infrastructure was deployed on Microsoft

Windows Server 2012 32bit OS. Current version of Crypto
environment supports only Windows Operation System, while
other components of secure web resource can be deployed
across multiple platforms defined by MySQL and nginx ven-
dors (e.g. CentOS, Ubuntu).

As a result of experiment, web resource was functioning,
information uploading and retrieving was working correctly,

Fig. 4. Components Interaction

while content of DBMS was encrypted. All queries, that
was generated by WordPress, were compatible with Crypto
environment and were executed correctly. However, slight time
overhead was detected, and it will be discussed in following
section.

VII. ANALYSIS

This section features analysis of the proposed solution and
provides evaluated results.

A. Concept

There are 2 possible variants for configuring site infras-
tructure according to proposed solution - distributed and cen-
tralised. Heavy client, same as basic intermediate component,
requires not more than 300 available hard disk space. Around
200 Mb of RAM is needed for normal functioning of heavy
client. Centralised variant requires more RAM on machine
with Web-server, site engine and Crypto environment in order
to support sufficient quantity of simultaneous sessions, and
optional high-availability component is recommended.

B. Performance

Developed solution uses encryptions and syntax processing,
thus performance and data overhead exists.

1) Performance overhead: WordPress initialization with
crypto environment took around 50% longer than unmodified
WordPress. This significant increase is not critical, because
initialization phase is performed very rarely. Content upload
took ~20% more time, while content retrieval took less than
15% extra time.

2) Data overhead: Average database size increase is 60%.
This high value of data overhead is caused by used encryp-
tions.

C. Security

To prevent data leakage and strengthen security various
mechanisms are available for the proposed solution. This part
of a current section features overview of possible security
breaches, evaluated damage to data confidentiality and sug-
gested countermeasures.

Main purpose of suggested solution, as it was previously
stated, is to protect vulnerable data in outsourced database.
Adversary who gained access to database’s content can not
read private data, that are stored in database encrypted all of
the time, but he can spoil or delete data. In addition he can
calculate distribution of chosen cipher texts (applied for order
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preserving encryptions) and perform evaluation of database
size. Preventing successful cryptanalysis is possible by using
strong encryptions.

Malefactor’s access to Crypto environment is more serious
security threat. Meta file is always stored encrypted on hard
disk and is partially decrypted in RAM, thus crypto keys can
be gained with low chances of success through RAM scanning.
Accessing database proxy without database user login pass is
ineffective.

Breaches on end users side are most severe. Malefactor can
gain login and password of site users by exploiting various
key loggers and relying on user’s ignorance for security
policies(password length, storing password in browser or in
any other possibly insecure container). In this case full access
to all sabotaged user’s data is granted. After such a security
breakthrough reencryption of meta file is the best option.
This action will limit access of compromised user to none.
To prevent this serious leakage scenario, several measures
are recommended: responsible passwords management pol-
icy (constant passwords changing, reliable password length),
regular reencryption of meta file, two-step authentication on
client, increased security measures on users’ workstations (anti
viruses, proper firewall configuration, etc.).

To maintain integrity and availability of data in case of Meta
file loss or corruption encrypted local meta file backups have
to be done on user-defined schedule.

D. List of restrictions

Proposed solution solves problem of keeping confidentiality
of outsourced data, while adding some constrains to normal
functioning of web resource. In particular practical approach,
using WordPress site engine following limitations are actual:

1) plugins usage: For each plugin that is working with
confidential data special security patch is needed to secure
plugin’s data in DBMS.

2) backups usage: All backups must be performed in
trusted zone, encrypted there and passed to DBMS. Otherwise
an unencrypted backup in untrusted zone is an obvious threat
to data confidentiality.

3) version dependency: WordPress data schema is changing
through different versions, multiple tables and columns are
being added or removed, thus any new confidential informa-
tion, intended to stored in database, has to be encrypted; each
version has to be revised and special security patch has to be
applied.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

We presented our solution for secure site architecture,
backed by database with minimal trust, that is immune to
database theft and malicious insiders on DBMS side. Our
research is aimed to delivery of a product, which will solve
actual problems of information security, with minimal changes
to site’s hosting software and hardware. To achieve determined
goal many changes must be done to the project in current state,
including the following. First is automated or user defined
selection of encryption for confidential data from any arbitrary

SQL data schema. This improvement will discard some of
described restrictions, while allowing us to present universal
solution for multiple site engines and any custom plugins.
Secondly, further security improvements to prevent any attack
scenarios are going to be added to solution’s features. Another
direction for development is adopting client software for
mobile platforms.
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Abstract—The paper deals with OTT TV service based on 

adaptive HTTP streaming to deliver video content to various 

devices over unmanaged, best-effort IP network. One of major 

drawbacks of adaptive streaming technology is a significant 

video latency comparing to traditional TV broadcast.  In this 

paper, causes of video latency in Internet TV architecture are 

identified and quantified by theoretical analysis of protocol 

behaviour and by testbed measurements. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IDEO entertainment over the Internet has become a 

very popular service all over the world. Customers 

benefit from services offered by multitude of providers, 

which include pure OTT (Over The Top) players: local 

providers or worldwide giants like Netflix or Amazon, 

customer equipment manufacturers (Apple), content 

providers and TV stations (HBO, BBC), as well as legacy 

network and cable operators (Orange, Telefonica, Comcast). 

A VOD (Video on Demand) service is mainly offered by 

OTT service providers, but live TV is also gaining 

popularity, especially for watching live sports in the case of 

globally popular events. Television audience during events 

like 2014 Brazil Football World Cup is reaching its peaks all 

over the world and important part of this audience is 

watching on their PCs, smartphones and tablets [2].  

Most commercially offered TV services over the Internet 

use so-called adaptive HTTP streaming technology [4]. It 

assumes that player is able to adapt to temporary network 

conditions by choosing among several profiles (versions of a 

stream encoded with certain bitrate), available on the server. 

The continuous stream is divided into fragments of certain 

size (“chunks”)  and delivered to clients using standard 
HTTP protocol. The format of delivered video fragments 

and manifest file (an index which allows clients to reach 

specific stream version) is governed by a streaming protocol, 

among which the most popular ones are: Microsoft 

SmoothStreaming, Apple HTTP Live Streaming, MPEG-

DASH [4].  

                                                           
 Work carried out within EUREKA CELTIC project NOTTS (Next 

generation Over-The-Top multimedia Services) [1] 

A. Video latency in OTT TV 

Live OTT TV service may suffer from significant video 

latency. A continuous video stream is divided into chunks 

(files), which suggests that certain amount of buffering must 

be applied in the streaming server. In addition, buffering is 

required in the end-device to circumvent network jitter and 

server overloads. As a consequence, end-to-end delay 

experienced by user is much larger than in the case of 

traditional broadcast, DTT, cable or IPTV service. 

Normally, a constant and stable delay is not a problem for 

viewers of movies or other non-live programs. However, the 

problem intensifies when someone is watching for example a 

football match, and may surprisingly hear his neighbors 

cheering over a scored goal, which he will only see on his 

screen in next minute, due to the delay introduced by OTT 

streaming. This problem may become more and more 

important with the advent of Social TV phenomenon. You 

may not really hear your neighbor shouting over the goal, but 

you will immediately see the comments posted by other 

viewers on Twitter, or you will see the news notification on 

your mobile phone, before you actually see the goal scored 

on the screen of your tablet. The issue of end-to-end (e2e) 

delay is thus becoming an important factor for overall QoE 

(Quality of Experience) of OTT services [3].  

The discussed effect of e2e delay in OTT live TV is 

illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts a photo taken while 

watching live transmission of a football match. The photo 

shows two screens at the same time: big TV screen 

connected to cable TV (DVB-C), and laptop screen, 

displaying an OTT TV service. One can see that match time 

shown on the laptop (OTT TV) is about 1 minute behind 

what is presented on the cable TV. Viewers of OTT TV are 

clearly experiencing a disadvantageous situation, not being 

able to follow the match truly live. 
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Match time on cable TV - 
21:23 

Match time on a tablet  
(OTT TV) – 20:25 

 
Fig.  1. Illustration of video latency problem in OTT Live TV 

 

This study aims to identify, quantify and explain the 

causes of delay experienced by end user of OTT TV. The 

analysis will be supported by measurements in a testbed 

reproducing operational service architecture of OTT TV and 

video service offered by Orange Polska.  

B. Delay budget in end to end delivery chain 

Fig. 2 depicts typical architecture of OTT content delivery 

system and identifies major components which may 

contribute to e2e delay experienced by user. 
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Fig.  2. Delay components in live OTT video 

 IPTV head-end. Input content for OTT delivery chain is 

obtained from IPTV or satellite TV headend.  

 Transcoder applies video compression, using several 

profiles appropriate for transmission over the Internet. 

H.264 is currently most popular compression standard, 

with HEVC (H.265) considered as future candidate.   

 Packager applies streaming format (MS 

Smoothstreaming, MPEG-DASH, HLS,…). It divides 

continues stream to chunks of fixed size, prepares the 

manifest and publishes files on HTTP server. 

 CDN (Content Delivery Network) is used for stream 

delivery to regional nodes in a wide area network. Since 

HTTP standard is used for message delivery, a typical 

Internet CDN is capable for supporting video streaming 

[6].   

 Video player on the client device performs buffering, 

decoding and video playout. Length of receiving buffer, 

which is a major source of e2e delay, is a result of 

compromise between short e2e latency (small buffer), or 

better resilience against packet-level jitter and losses 

that may occur in the transport network (long buffer). 

II. ADAPTIVE STREAMING CHARACTERISTICS 

In this section, essential characteristics of adaptive 

streaming technology will be analyzed from the point of 

view of impact on e2e video delay. 

A. Transcoder behavior 

The transcoder takes as input a continuous video stream, 

decodes it and encodes again, producing video fragments 

suitable for further processing by the packager. The 

encoding standard used in tested scenarios is H.264, the 

same as the input stream. The format of output file is fmp4, 

containing the amount of video equal to the packager’s 
chunk duration. Remark that the encoder and packager use 

the same configuration of chunk duration, and are thus not 

totally independent in their operation. 

Illustrative explanation of encoder impact on video delay 

is presented in Fig. 3. After the end of time period 

corresponding to chunk duration, the input video frames are 

stored in encoder’s buffer. Next, they are processed by the 

encoder and the encoded chunk is saved on the encoder’s 
storage disk as fmp4 file. The time of processing a video 

chunk by the encoder is non-negligible, and thus the video 

chunk that is saved on the disk at the output is delayed 

comparing to the input stream by the value of Denc. 

Remark that configuration of encoding profile may impact 

on the value of this delay, as better quality profiles surely 

require more processing at the encoder.  
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Fig.  3. Illustration of encoder behavior 

B. Packager behavior 

The following two parameters are crucial for operation of 

packager (see Fig. 4): 

 Chunk (fragment) length: amount of video (expressed in 

time units) that is encoded and packaged in a single 

HTTP message transmitted over the network. The 

default value in Microsoft SmoothStreaming is 2s. 

 Number of lookahead fragments: succeeding fragments 

that have to be collected by the packager before 

releasing a given chunk. The default value is 2.  
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Fig.  4. Illustration of packager behavior 

For the purpose of example, let us assume that the chunk 

length is 2s. The upper timeline in Fig. 4 shows a continuous 

video stream that is being served to the encoder. At the end 

of each period of 2s, the encoder produces a chunk (packet 

with encoded portion of the video). Thus, the chunk 

numbered 0, containing video period starting at T0 and 

lasting 2s, is produced at time T0+2s and at the same 

moment it is stored by the packager in its internal buffer for 

further processing. However, since the lookahead parameter 

is set to 2, the packager will wait for next 2 consecutive 

chunks, because some information about these chunks must 

be built-in the header of chunk 0. Since chunk number 2 is 

available at time T0+6s, only then the chunk number 0 may 

be published and made available for clients.  

Remark that player may request live stream at an arbitrary 

moment Tp (see Fig. 4). The first (newest) chunk available at 

this random moment Tp, is the chunk number 0, which is 

already aged 3*chunk length, plus the duration of D, which is 

random. We may suppose that D is uniformly distributed 

between 0 and chunk length, with average value chunk 

length/2.  

Thus, on average, the packager introduces delay equal to 

(l is the lookahead, and tf is the chunk length): 

2
)1(

f

fpack

t
tlD       (1) 

C. Player behavior 

Video player on the end-device is a major delay 

contributor in e2e delay budget. Microsoft SmoothStreaming 

introduces the following three parameters which have 

significant impact on behavior of the player when it starts 

receiving a live video stream:  

• Buffer: size of receiver buffer (number of seconds of 

stored video). Default value is 5s. 

• Backoff: when the player requests a live stream, it 

actually does not reach for the recent (current) video 

chunk, but rather for content that is delayed by a sum of 

backoff and offset parameters. Default value is 6s. 

• Offset: together with backoff time, the value of this 

parameter determines playback delay in relation to 

actual “live” position. Default value is 7s. 

When player requests to receive a live video stream, it 

downloads first a manifest file, which describes technical 

parameters necessary for the player to decode the stream and 

advertises the chunks that are available for download on the 

server. The timestamp of the latest (newest) chunk available 

within the manifest window is t0.  

However, the player does not normally reach for the 

chunk t0. First, it goes back in time by the value of backoff 

plus offset. The sum of backoff and offset determines the 

timestamp of a chunk, from which the player starts 

downloading video fragments to fill its buffer (tstart). Now, 

the player immediately requests for next chunks, until it fills 

its buffer or reaches the limit determined by the offset value 

(player may not reach for chunks newer than “t0 – backoff”. 
We should now distinguish two situations: buffer ≤ offset, 

buffer > offset. 

 

Player behavior when buffer is smaller or equal to offset 

The player immediately requests for sufficient number of 

chunks to fill entire buffer. It gets them as fast as network 

bandwidth can support. Now it is ready to start video 

playback, beginning with the oldest chunk stored in the 

buffer. The timestamp of first chunk that will be displayed by 

player is: 

offsetbackoffttstart  0
      (2) 

The video delay as seen by the user will thus be t0-tstart, 

that is: 

offsetbackoffDplay 1
       (3) 

Remark that chunk t0 does not really contain “live” 
position of video stream, due to delay introduced previously 

by operation of encoder and packager.  

Described behavior of the player is illustrated below in 

Fig. 6, which depicts chunks that are advertised when the 

player joins a live stream. The advertised window length is 

equal to 60s, which corresponds to 29 chunks of length 2s. 

The player parameters assumed for the purpose of example 

are: buffer=6s, backoff=6s, offset=20s.  

The first (newest) chunk reached by the player has 

timestamp equal to t0 – 26s. Since the buffer size is smaller 

than the offset, all the buffer may be filled immediately by 

retrieving 3 chunks (6s) without waiting for any new chunks 

to be produced by the server. After retrieving enough chunks 

to fill the buffer to required length, the player starts 

playback, starting with the chunk tstart.   

t0 
tstart_playback

offset backoff

Chunks downloaded immediately to the buffer

Newst chunk 

available for client 

to download

buffer=6s

backoff=6s

offset=20s

widndow length=60s 

chunk_duration=2s

 

Fig.  5. Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer < offset 

 

Player behavior when buffer is greater than offset 

In the case when buffer > offset, the buffer cannot be 

immediately filled because the player is not allowed to fetch 
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chunks that are newer than t0 - backoff. So, it immediately 

(as fast as the network bandwidth can support) fetches the 

amount of video chunks corresponding to the duration of an 

offset, and then waits for new chunks to arrive, to fill the 

remaining part of the buffer. After the time (buffer – offset) 

the buffer is filled and the player may start video playback, 

beginning from the chunk with timestamp tstart. But tstart is 

now additionally delayed from t0 by (buffer – offset) because 

player had to wait that time to fill the buffer. So: 

bufferbackofft

offsetbufferoffsetbackoffttstart




0

0 )(
  (4) 

The video delay is equal to t0 – tstart, that is:   

bufferbackoffDplay 2
      (5) 

 

Described behavior of the player is illustrated below in 

Fig. 7. The advertised window length is equal to 60s, which 

corresponds to 29 chunks of length 2s. The example player 

parameters are the following: buffer=20s, backoff=6s, 

offset=7s. 

 

tstart

offset backoff

buffer=20s

backoff=6s

offset=7s

widndow length=60s

chunk length=2s

Chunks downloaded 

immediately to the 

buffer.  Player has to 

wait for new chunks 

to fill rest of the 

buffer.

t0 

backoff

t0+(buffer

-offset) 

New chunks  

downloaded 

to fill the rest 

of the buffer.

 

Fig.  6. Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer > offset 

 

The first (newest) chunk reached by the player it the one 

with timestamp tstart = t0 – backoff – offset. Since the buffer 

length is greater than the offset, all the buffer may not be 

filled immediately. The player thus retrieves rapidly (as fast 

as bandwidth may support) only “offset” portion of video 

chunks, and waits (buffer-offset) to gather enough newly 

arrived chunks to fill the rest of the buffer. Then, the player 

starts playback, starting with the chunk tstart.  

  

Summarizing and merging equations (3) and (5) 

corresponding to different cases of player parameter settings, 

the formula for player delay can be written as: 

 offsetbufferbackoffDplay ,max    (6) 

Remark that since packets sent over the network may be 

delayed or lost, causing a retransmission, the delay 

calculations should be treated as being “at least” values and 
the actual delay experienced may be greater than that. 

 

Playback startup delay 

We may expect that playback startup delay (between 

moment when user clicks on “play” button and moment 
when content actually starts playing) should grow with the 

size of the player buffer length. This is quite understandable 

because while joining the live stream the player must wait 

until the buffer is sufficiently filled, according to its 

configured value. More precisely, if the player buffer size is 

configured smaller that the value of offset, the player 

immediately asks for video chunks to fill the buffer 

completely. The chunks are thus downloaded almost 

instantly and the time player waits for filling the buffer is 

practically not observable. On the other hand, if the buffer 

size configured in the player is greater that the offset, the 

player cannot retrieve immediately the number of chunks 

required to fill the buffer. Thus it has to wait until sufficient 

number of new chunks appear on the origin server. The time 

it has to wait is equal to buffer minus offset (amount of video 

time that is missing in the current window stored on the 

origin server): 

 offsetbufferD startplay  ,0max_
    (7) 

III. Experimental setup 

A. Testbed architecture 

A series of experiments have been performed for 

confirmation of protocol analysis from section II. 

Measurements have been carried out in a testbed, which 

reflects architecture of commercial OTT TV service of 

Orange Polska. Remark that names of equipment elements 

are only provided for information of the reader. It is not a 

goal of experiments described in this paper to evaluate 

particular vendor solutions. The characteristics that have 

been studied and measured are intrinsically related with 

generic technology (HTTP adaptive streaming) and only to a 

lesser extent depend on particular vendor implementation. 

• Descrambler: Cisco DCM. It outputs a single decrypted 

TV channel in the form of IP multicast Transport 

Stream (TS), for further preparation of adaptive 

streaming content. 

• Encoder: Ffmpeg v2.2 transcodes the content into H.264 

stream packaged in fMP4 (fragmented MP4) format.  

• Origin Server: Unified Streaming Platform (USP) v1.5.7 

packages fMP4 content into the SmoothStreaming file 

format and produces manifest file. The content and 

manifest is served to clients by Apache HTTP server.  

• CDN: Akamai Verivue. 

• PC player: a web-based player developed in MS 

Silverlight. 

• Mobile player: a reference application provided by the 

vendor of streaming player software. 

B. End-to-end delay measurement 

The instrumentation used for measurements of delay in 

OTT testbed is presented in Fig.8. The configuration of 

encoder machine allows us for adding current timestamp as 

an overlay, visually “burned” in video picture. This entry-

point timestamp (measurement point A) can be visually 

compared with the current time on the user device 

(measurement point B), after passing entire delivery and 
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decoding process. Both clocks (in measurement point A and 

B) are synchronized with central clock by NTP protocol.  

LAN
IPTV head-end

Live 

transcoder

Origin Server

Tablet

Measurement 

point A

Measurement 

point B

Injection of current 

timestamp

Visual reading of 

current time in point 

B, and timestamp 

injected in point A

Test CDN

1)

2)

Measurement 

point A’  

Fig.  7. End-to-end measurement testbed setup 

 

The tesbed allows us for performing measurements 

including, or not, the impact of CDN. In the first case (path 1 

on Fig.8) the end device retrieves content directly from the 

Origin Server, through a LAN laboratory network. The 

impact of network latency can thus be considered as 

negligible and CDN is totally eliminated. In the second case 

(path 2) the player reaches content through test CDN, 

consisting of a single cache node.  

The test executor launches video player on a tablet 

connected to the test network and manually (visually) reads 

the measurement results. 

Current timestamp in point A (TA) is embedded in each 

video frame. Simultaneous readout of this timestamp and 

current timestamp (absolute time) in measurement point B 

(TB) lets us estimate total time of processing given video 

frame in entire content delivery chain. The e2e delay can be 

calculated in any given moment as: 

 

ABee TTD 2         (8) 

 

Accuracy of assumed measurement method is limited due 

to visual readout of timestamps. Normally, human tester may 

read the timestamp from computer and tablet screen with 

granularity of around 1 second. More fine-grained 

measurement of time would require some automation of the 

method and more precise instrumentation. For limiting the 

impact of human error, each measurement has been repeated 

several times. Taking into account that typically e2e delay in 

OTT delivery chain may be in the order of 20 sec – 1min, 

the granularity of assumed method seems to be sufficient.  

Remark that presented method actually measures e2e 

delay, which is a sum of several delay components: 

playCDNpackencee DDDDD 2    (9) 

Additional actions must be taken to split it into particular 

components, as explained below. 

C. Encoder delay measurement 

Factors which impact on delay introduced by encoding 

process include: encoder implementation efficiency, 

performance of hardware on which it is being run, whether 

the encoder itself is software or hardware based, numerous 

parameters that can be set on the encoder and may alter its 

performance.  

The transcoder installed in the testbed and used in the 

scope of this study is a software-based solution ffmpeg 2.2, 

running on Centos 6.5 64 bit system, installed as virtual 

machine (Oracle VM VirtualBox, 1GB RAM, 2 CPU). The 

virtual machine was running on Windows Server 2008 R2 

Standard 64-bit (HP ML150: 2xIntel Xeon CPUE5504 

2GHz, 4GB RAM). 

Fig.9 gives more details into the configuration of 

transcoder, presenting video processing steps and the 

detailed points where timestamp was embedded into the 

video for purpose of measuring delays. 

ffmpeg

decoding 

process

ffmpeg

encoding process 

(smoothstreaming)

Timestamp A 

(system time at 

start of encoding)
Encoded 

chunks 

(fmp4) with 

timestamp
Input MPEG 

Transport 

Stream

Decoded 

video File 

saved 

on disk

Timestamp A’ 
(file save 

system time)

 

Fig.  8 Encoder configuration (with timestamp embedding) for 

measurements of encoding delay 

 

As the first step within the transcoder module, FFmpeg 

decodes the input stream to produce raw video, which is then 

encoded to smoothstreaming compatible format by the 

encoder. However, prior to encoding, ffmpeg process 

“burns” a timestamp in each produced video frame. The 

timestamp value in point A (TA) corresponds to current 

system time when given frame has entered the transcoding 

process.  

The output of the encoder is an fmp4 file, containing 

amount of video corresponding to a duration of a chunk. 

Remark that although the encoding and packaging processes 

are logically separated, the encoder is not totally independent 

of the packager as it prepares an encoded portion of the 

video which suits the packager’s chunk size. 
The encoded chunks (in fmp4 format) are then saved to 

the storage of transcoder machine. The time of file 

modification is recorded in the file system as a normal 

operation of the computer’s operating system and it is 

considered as a timestamp in point A’ (TA’). By comparing 

timestamp A’ of a chunk, with timestamp A of the last video 

frame of each chunk, we can estimate the delay introduced 

by the whole transcoding process. 

AAenc TTD  '         (10) 

D. Packager delay measurement 

In order to evaluate impact of packager in the e2e delay 

budget, we have performed a set of measurements using the 

same methodology as described for the e2e delay, but with a 

specific setting of player parameters. By setting buffer=1, 

offset=0 and backoff=0 we reduce the impact of player 

practically to zero. Without backoff and offset the player 

reaches for the newest available chunk while joining the live 

stream (see Fig.10). Since this single chunk is sufficient to 
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fill the buffer, the player may start playback immediately 

after receiving it. In a real network situation such 

configuration is not recommended since it is very susceptible 

to network impairments. However in the “idealized” testbed 
environment we were able to properly play a live stream with 

such non-realistic parameter setting. 

t0 

tstart

buffer=1s

backoff=0s

offset=0s

widndow length=60s chunk 

length=2s

 

Fig.  9. Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer=1, offset=0, 

backoff=0 

Since player starts playback immediately after receiving 

the newest chunk from the origin server, we may expect that 

observed delay in measurement point B is only related with 

the packager and encoding delay (Dplay=0). So, the assumed 

procedure was to measure delay in e2e relation (without 

CDN: DCDN=0) and substract from it known value of 

encoding delay, obtained by previous measurement of Denc in 

the same setup. 

  

enceepack DDD  2       (11) 

E. CDN delay measurement 

As depicted in Fig.8, testbed configuration allows for 

performing measurements with, or without CDN in the 

delivery chain. The assumed indirect methodology for 

evaluating impact of CDN itself assumes comparing the end-

to-end delay results measured “with” and “without” CDN. 

NewithoutCDeewithCDNeCDN DDD 22     (12) 

F. Player delay measurement 

The methodology of evaluating impact of the player alone 

assumes performing measurements in end-to-end mode (see 

section III.B), without CDN (DCDN=0) and substracting from 

result the values of delay of encoder and packager, known 

from prior measurements in the same setup. Thus, 

packenceeplay DDDD  2      (13) 

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

A. Encoder delay impact 

The encoder delay has been measured according to the 

methodology described in section III.C, with chunk length 

changed from 1s to 10s (remark that although chunk length is 

a parameter of packager, the encoder must be configured 

accordingly in order to produce encoded video fragments 

that are suitable for the packager). 

In addition, several encoding profiles have been tested 

(baseline, main), with several settings of ffmepg tool 

encoding parameters (medium, fast, ultrafast). The results of 

experiments are presented in Table I. Reported measured 

delay is an average calculated over five repetitions of each 

experiment.    

TABLE I. 

MEASURED ENCODER DELAY 

Encoder 

profile 

Chunk 

size 

Avg 

measured 

delay [s] 

Baseline, fast 

  

  

  

  

1 1.49 

2 1.74 

5 1.78 

7 1.76 

10 1.79 

Baseline, 

medium 

1 1.54 

10 2.11 

Main, fast 

  

1 1.73 

10 1.94 

Main, ultrafast 

  

1 1.36 

10 1.19 

 

The encoder delay in testbed environment is roughly 

between 1.5 and 2 seconds. We recognize that obtained 

results could differ for another encoder type, running in 

different environment. Therefore, we stress that the results 

are relevant for particular hardware/software configuration 

of our testbed and cannot be generalized in straight forward 

way to other types of encoders available on the market. 

B. Packaging delay impact 

The packager delay has been measured as described in 

section III.D, with various chunk length set on the packager 

(1 to 10s), and with different values of lookahead parameter 

(1, 2, 4, 6 fragments).  

The results are presented in Table II and Fig.11 (subset of 

results with lookahead=2). The measured delay is compared 

with theoretical value Dpack from equation (1). 

TABLE II. 

MEASURED PACKAGER DELAY 

Chunk 

length 

[s] Lookahead 

Measured 

packager 

delay [s] 

Theoretical 

value of Dpack 

(eq.1) [s] 

1 2 5.51 3.5 

2 2 7.86 7 

5 2 18.22 17.5 

7 2 25.44 24.5 

10 2 34.61 35 

2 1 6.46 5 

5 1 13.02 12.5 

7 1 19.64 17.5 

10 1 24.61 25 

2 4 12.66 11 

10 4 57.41 55 

5 4 28.82 27.5 

2 6 16.26 15 

 

One can observe that measured packager delay can be 

quite well approximated by formula (1). 
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Fig.  10 Measured packager delay, with lookahead=2 

C. CDN delay impact 

The delay impact of CDN has been assessed using 

methodology described in section III.E. Measurements were 

done with different value of chunk size on packager (1, 2, 5, 

7, 10s) and with fixed value of lookahead = 2. The results of 

measurements, averaged over 5 repetitions of each 

experiment, are presented in Table III. The average delay 

impact of CDN is indirectly estimated as difference of delay 

measured with, and without CDN in the testbed. 

 

TABLE III. 

MEASURED CDN DELAY 

Chunk 

length [s] 

Average 

delay 

with 

CDN [s] 

Average 

delay w/out 

CDN [s] 

Average 

delay of 

CDN [s] 

1 6 6.6 0.6 

2 8.8 9 0.2 

5 14.4 15.8 1.4 

7 18.6 22 3.4 

10 26.2 30.8 4.6 

 

We can observe that CDN does not introduce significant 

delay in the end-to-end chain. The observed delay is between 

0.2 and 4.6s, depending on the chunk length.  

D. Video player delay impact 

Delay has been measured in end-to-end mode, without a 

CDN  (see section III.F). The delay of encoder and packager 

has been eliminated by subtracting the results of previous 

measurements from section IV.A and IV.B, performed with 

the same parameter setting.  

 In first series of experiments, the delay was measured 

with different values of buffer length in video player. The 

values of two other player parameters were fixed to 

backoff=6s, offset=7s. Note that the values buffer=5s, 

backoff=6s and offset=7s are considered as default in the 

Microsoft Smoothstreaming protocol. Two values are 

reported as result of experiments (see Table IV and Fig.12): 

• “Start delay” corresponds to stream startup time. It was 

measured with a stop watch, as time between clicking 

“play” on a player, and actual start of video playout. 
Reported value is an average over 5 repetitions of each 

experiment. 

• “Player delay” corresponds to the observed difference 

between watched video and actual “live” position, 
measured as described in section III.F. The reported 

values are an average and minimum over 5 repetitions 

of each experiment. 

 

TABLE IV. 

MEASURED PLAYER DELAY AS FUNCTION OF BUFFER LENGTH 

Player 

parameters Startup delay [s] 

Player delay 

[s] 

  

Theoreti

cal Dplay 

(eq.6) [s] 

buffe

r [s] 

ba

ck

off 

[s] 

off

set 

[s] Avg 

Dplay_st

art 

(eq.7) 

[s] 

Aver

age Min 

3 6 7 1.26 0 14.06 13.26 13 

5 6 7 1.75 0 14.26 13.26 13 

7 6 7 2.56 0 15.46 15.26 13 

10 6 7 3.67 3 18.26 15.26 16 

13 6 7 4.10 6 17.46 16.26 19 

15 6 7 6.68 8 19.26 18.26 21 

17 6 7 7.73 10 20.26 19.26 23 

18 6 7 10.81 11 23.46 23.26 24 

20 6 7 11.73 13 25.66 24.26 26 

25 6 7 15.59 18 28.46 27.26 31 

30 6 7 23.00 23 36.46 36.26 36 

 

One may observe that the player delay can be quite well 

predicted using formula (6). 
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Fig.  11. Measured player delay as function of player buffer length 

 

Fig. 13 shows the measured playback startup delay. We 

may observe that it is well approximated by formula (7). 
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Fig.  12. Measured playback start delay as function of player buffer 

length 

 

In the second set of experiments, the player offset 

parameter was varied, with fixed buffer length equal to 5s, 

and fixed backoff equal to 6s. The results are presented in 

Fig.14. 

Note that the playback startup delay does not significantly 

depend on value of offset parameter, because in this 

particular case the buffer is usually smaller than the offset 

(except from the first two measurements). 

Once again the results confirm validity of formula (6) for 

predicting latency of the player. Above the value of 

offset=60s chunks that should be retrieved are out of the 

range of advertised window, which means that player wants 

to download chunks that are too old and do not exists 

anymore on the server. Thus, formula (6) does not apply. 
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Fig.  13. Measured player delay as function of player buffer offset 

 

In the last set of experiments, the player backoff time has 

been varied in the range from 0 to 90s, with constant 

buffer=5s and offset=7s. The results are presented in Fig.15.  
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Fig.  14. Measured player delay as function of player buffer backoff 

 

Once again, the results confirm that the delay introduced 

by the player can be estimated by equation (6). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has presented results of analysis and 

measurements of user-perceived delay in Live TV service 

delivered over the Internet using adaptive HTTP streaming 

technique. The following elements of content delivery 

architecture have been identified as major contributors to 

overall latency: source stream transcoding, packaging 

(applying adaptive streaming format), delivery over CDN, 

and buffering on end-device.  

Presented results are of analytical as well of experimental 

type and may have practical importance for video service 

providers as hints for setting key system parameters, taking 

into account both technical constraints and user Quality of 

Experience. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a study on development and
evolution of Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) com-
munication networks in the perspective of the next 15-20 years.
A need for modern, reliable mobile communications systems
for PPDR offering a wide range of services, yet harmonized, is
commonly recognized at both country and European level. There
are therefore a number of activities in this area currently being
undertaken. In this paper we discuss several technical aspects
of migration of PPDR networks towards broadband systems and
describe the most likely upgrade scenario based on an evaluation
of migration costs.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
UBLIC Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) is the

general designation given to a range of public safety

services: medical emergency services, police squads, fire

brigades, etc. Secure and reliable wireless communication

between personnel and sections of PPDR agencies, as well

as between different PPDR agencies is a vital element of

their successful operation and ensuring safety of PPDR staff

both in routine and emergency situations. Another crucial

challenge is to make these communications suitable for “media

type” services, that are increasingly utilized over public mobile

networks, to improve the range of information available to the

PPDR end-users.

Nowadays PPDR organizations are facing the challenge of

migrating from narrow- and even wideband Public Safety

Communication (PSC) systems to broadband ones because dif-

ferent public services or utilities increasingly need broadband

solutions, e.g. to transmit video streams from an incident scene

to the headquarters or benefit from applications of augmented

reality. Simple replacement of current network elements to

broadband ones is not feasible because broadband transmission

needs wider bandwidths that can only be allocated in higher

frequency band. Also the adoption of higher frequencies will

reduce the maximum range of cells and require additional

This work was supported by European Union in the framework of the FP7-
SEC-2012.5.2-1 program – project "Public Protection and Disaster Relief –
Transformation Center – PPDR-TC" (contract no. 313015).

sites. In addition the broadband infrastructure will need to

be upgraded so it can support the higher capacity required

to support the higher bandwidth traffic and also the additional

sites.

In this paper, based on work performed under the EC FP7

project "Public Protection and Disaster Relief – Transforma-

tion Center – PPDR-TC", we present a study on technical,

business and organizational aspects of development and evo-

lution of PPDR mobile communication networks. It takes

into account the likely developments of wired and wireless

communications networks over the next 15-20 years as well

as the currently available technologies.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present

the PPDR requirements for future networks that result from

their needs and available technologies. Section III describes

the architecture of the future PPDR systems that meets both

end-users requirements and possible business models. In Sec-

tion IV the migration path towards broadband PPDR networks

is proposed and discussed. Section V gives an example of

expenditures for such a migration. Finally, Section VI contains

conclusions.

II. PPDR REQUIREMENTS

Modern telecommunication networks have evolved as

service-oriented infrastructure in order to meet end-users’

requirements that in fact are related to different use-cases.

Literature survey [1]-[3] and meetings with stakeholders led

to the definition of eight typical communication scenarios:

• Communication Scenario A: between a central control

station and field personnel at an incident location,

• Communication Scenario B: between PPDR vehicles and

an incident location or control station,

• Communication Scenario C: between individuals at an

incident location,

• Communication Scenario D: between different PPDR

entities (e.g. police, fire, ambulance),

• Communication Scenario E: accessing information from

the Internet or other external data sources (including
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corporate intranets),

• Communication Scenario F: communication in enclosed

spaces (e.g. tunnels or basements),

• Communication Scenario G: communication with remote

locations (e.g. mountains),

• Communication Scenario H: communication with or be-

tween machines (e.g. remotely controlled vehicles).

The above listed scenarios require different traffic volumes

to be supported depending on the operational circumstances

in which the PPDR agencies are involved. Three categories of

operational activities were defined by end-users:

• Routine day-to-day activities – traffic volume is low or

moderate (no network congestion observed),

• Major events – higher communication needs have to be

provided as compared to routine day-to-day activities but

the location and requirements are known in advance,

therefore some planning can be done earlier,

• Major incidents or disasters – higher communication

needs have to be available at very short notice and the

location and requirements are not known in advance.

The bearer services (i.e. basic services for transport of

information payloads) that may be required by PPDR users

was another type of classification considered in the PPDR-TC

project. On the basis of the opinions provided by end-users

and other analysis [3, 4], the following five categories were

identified:

• Voice,

• Narrowband (NB) Data (e.g. for messaging),

• Broadband (BB) Data (e.g. for sending or receiving

images or large files, and for accessing databases),

• Video (similar to broadband data but likely to be more

demanding in terms of latency),

• Use of repeater stations to extend coverage, e.g. into

enclosed or remote areas.

Broadband services are also needed for video and challenging

services.

Finally, a series of functionalities that should be provided by

broadband PPDR networks was identified and grouped into six

sets as shown in Table I. Voice services will always be required

irrespectively of the other types of services available for

PPDR. The throughput threshold used to distinguish between

narrow- and broadband transmission was set at 384 kbps,

however in many definitions it has been already increased

to 1 Mbps and recently even to 4 up to 25 Mbps [5].

Broadband transmission is required by video services and

other new potentially challenging services. Repeater (relay)

services are linked with communication scenarios F and G

discussed above. All services should be available within the

whole PPDR network of, at least, national coverage.

PPDR organizations can use services listed in Table II for

many applications identified in [6]. Many of them need broad-

band transmission but there are still plenty of applications for

which narrowband transmission is sufficient.

Table I
REQUIRED FUNCTIONALITIES FOR BROADBAND PPDR NETWORKS

Groups Functionalities

push-to-talk
private call
group call

Voice emergency/priority call
(common PPDR call retention/busy queuing
voice services) direct mode operation

ambience listening
voice over the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PTSN)
area selection/Dynamic Group Number
Assignment (DGNA)

messaging and notifications
low resolution photos

Narrowband data automatic telemetrics
(data transmission location-based information
up to 384 kbps) mobile workspace applications

access to internal databases
access to external sources

rapid file transfer
high resolution photos

Broadband data remote operations
(data transmission mapping with Geographic Information
over 384 kbps) System (GIS) layers

mobile workspace applications
access to internal databases
access to external sources

Video video transmission
(data transmission video streaming
with tighter latency
and coding video call
requirements)

Transversal services extension of coverage
(extension of voice extension of availability
and data capabilities encryption tools
and performance)

Challenging services proximity services
(services enabled by
the next generation of augmented reality
technologies)

III. ARCHITECTURE OF FUTURE PPDR SYSTEMS

A. Business Models

Migration to broadband systems can be examined using

different business models for which CAPital EXpenditures

(CAPEX) and OPerational EXpenditures (OPEX) can be split

in different proportions. Three approaches were identified in

[7] and described in [8]:

1) dedicated networks — a PPDR organization builds its

own network infrastructure, or the build is done by a

commercial operator based on a turnkey contract. The

new network can be operated by the PPDR organization

or by a commercial operator;

2) commercial networks — commercial operator(s) use

public network(s) operated in order to provide PPDR

services with a required Quality of Service (QoS);

3) hybrid networks — any mix of the above.

It means that the business model finally adopted by a PPDR

body will significantly affect the whole process of acquiring a

new network. It includes technical, financial-economic, and

organizational issues. The hybrid network seems the most
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Table II
LIST OF APPLICATIONS NEEDED BY PPDR

ID Applications

APP1 Automatic (Vehicle) Location System (A(V)LS) data to
Command and Control Centre (CCC)

APP2 A(V)LS data return

APP3 Video from/to CCC for following and intervention

APP4 Low quality additional feeds

APP5 Video for fixed observation

APP6 High quality additional feeds

APP7 Video on location (disaster or event area) to and from control
room - high quality

APP8 Video on location (disaster or event area) to and from control
room - low quality

APP9 Video on location (disaster or event area) for local use

APP10 Video conferencing operations

APP11 Non real time recorded video transmission

APP12 Photo broadcast

APP13 Photo to selected group (e.g., based on location)

APP14 Personal Information Management (PIM) synchronization in
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)

APP15 Mobile workspace (including public Internet)

APP16 Incident information download (text and images) from CCC
to field units and netcentric working

APP17 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) update hit list

APP18 Download maps with included information to field units

APP19 Command & control information including task management
and briefings

APP20 Incident information upload (text and images) to CCC and
netcentric working

APP21 Status information and location

ANPR or speed control automatic upload to database
APP22 including pictures (temporally ’fixed’ cameras and from

vehicles)

APP23 Forward scanned documents

APP24 Reporting including pictures, etc.

APP25 Upload maps and schemes with included information

APP26 Patient monitoring - snapshot to hospital

APP27 Patient monitoring - real time monitoring to hospital

APP28 Monitoring status of security worker (drop detection, stress
level, carbon monoxide, etc.)

APP29 Operational database search (own and external)

APP30 Remote medical database services

APP31 ANPR checking number plate live on demand

APP32 Biometric (e.g., fingerprint) check

APP33 Cargo data

APP34 Crash Recovery System (asking information on the spot)

APP35 Crash Recovery System (update to vehicles from database)

APP36 Software update online

APP37 GIS maps updates

APP38 Automatic telemetrics including remote controlled devices
and information from static sensors

APP39 Hotspot on disaster or event area (e.g., in mobile
communication centre)

APP40 Front-office and back-office applications, form filling online
with back-office system, etc.

APP41 Alarming / paging

APP42 Traffic management system: information on road situations
to units

APP43 Connectivity of abroad assigned force to local CCC

APP44 Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) and Unmanned Ground
Vehicle (UGV) control applications

APP45 Sensors on site

promising approaches but also the most challenging because

two (or even more) networks have to be integrated in order to

provide services in a seamless and efficient way. Typically

it involves the setting up as a PPDR Mobile Virtual Net-

work Operator (MVNO) over a commercial network(s) [9].

It was also noticed in [10] that hybrid solutions involve both

dedicated specialized and commercial networks. This hybrid

approach combines existing PPDR networks (e.g., TETRA)

with a phased move to a common LTE infrastructure. A hybrid

solution is also discussed in [11] as the most economic strategy

where the dedicated network is operated in areas with high

density of population, and services in rural areas are provided

by commercial network(s).

B. System Architecture of Shared Radio Access Network

In this approach a broadband Radio Access Network (RAN)

is managed by a Commercial Mobile Network Operator

(CMNO) who shares it with the PPDR agency. A PPDR

organization owns its 3G/LTE core network. Such a network

is used for voice and data. However, mission-critical voice and

narrowband data services remain on the Professional Mobile

Radio (PMR) network already used, e.g., TETRA. The own

core network enables the PPDR operator to have full control

of the PPDR users with respect to their subscriptions, service

profiles and service portfolio.

The network architecture is shown in Fig. 1. There are three

sub-networks:

• 3G operated by CMNO,

• 4G operated by CMNO,

• TETRA/TETRAPOL operated by PPDR agency.

There are also a few components operated by the MVNO

that are needed to provide access to the network resources.

MVNO is the PPDR agency or an operator delegated by PPDR

agency. In this strategy there are many commitments that have

to be met by the MVNO and CMNO.

CMNO’s 3G network consists of:

• RAN that composes of:

– Node-B (NB) base stations,

– Radio Network Controllers (RNC),

• core network where the most important components are:

– Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN),

– Gateway Mobile Switching Center (GMSC).

MVNO’s 3G core network is composed of:

• for Circuit Switching (CS):

– Mobile Switching Center (MSC),

– Visited Location Register (VLR),

– Equipment Identity Register (EIR),

– GMSC,

• for Packet Switching (PS):

– Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN).

In 3G CS domain MVNO operates:

• CS GateWay (CS GW).

Common components for 3G CS and PS domains in the

MVNO network are the following:

• Home Location Register (HLR),

• Short Messaging Service Center (SMS-C),

• Multimedia Message Service Center (MMS-C),

• Value-Added Service (VAS) platform.
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Figure 1. System architecture when PPDR operator is a Pure MVNO

CMNO’s 4G network consists of:

• RAN that composes of:

– evolved NB (eNB),

• core network where the most important components are:

– Mobile Management Entity (MME),

– Serving GateWay (S-GW).

MVNO’s 4G core network is composed of:

• S-GW,

• Packet Date Network (PDN) GateWay (P-GW),

• Home Subscriber Server (HSS),

• Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA),

• Subscription Profile Repository (SPR),

• IMS (Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem) Core,

• Application Servers (AS).

Moreover, there are some common elements for 3G and 4G

sub-networks operated by MNO:

• backhaul network,

• backbone network,

• Operation and Maintenance Center (OMC).

At the MVNO site there are also some common elements for

3G and 4G sub-networks:

• Lawful Interception (LI),

• OMC,

• Customer Care and Billing System (CCBS),

• Packet Switch GateWay (PS GW) used by 3G PS domain

and 4G.

MVNO who is a PPDR agency-operator governs:

• 3G CS and PS core,

• service platforms,

• 3G CS and 3G/4G PS gateways,

• 4G core,

• provision of services using IMS Core and AS,

• customer care system that allows managing PPDR enti-

ties’ customers.

In TETRA/TETRAPOL sub-network there are:

• Base Stations (BS),

• Switching Center,

• interoperability GateWay (GW),

• OMC.

Distinction of network elements and processes handled by

operators is given in Fig. 2. PPDR Pure MVNO is engaged

in:

• O&M of core network,

• operation of Point of Interconnect (PoI),

• operation of LI,

• operation of different types of register (HLR/VLR, EIR,

SPR),

• authentication, authorization and ciphering,

• operation of VAS platform including SMS-C, MMS-C,

Internet access, IMS Core and ASs as well as Application

Programming Interfaces (API) to service and content

providers.

The remaining tasks are done by MNO. It includes operation

of:

• RAN, backhaul and backbone,
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Figure 2. Value-added chain for Pure MVNO

• its core network.

Such a system architecture needs reliable interconnection

and high QoS. The challenge in such an infrastructure is the

provision of QoS based on Service Level Agreement (SLA).

For the PPDR organization the quality requirements may be

more stringent than those required for a public network. The

cost implications to upgrade the mobile network may not be

economically viable for a MVNO agreement with the PPDR

organization.

However, in this approach there is the potential for PPDR

agencies to obtain a level of independence from CMNO. A

pure MVNO can ensure higher level of security and can deploy

their own services quicker.

Potential sub-options to the presented architecture are hy-

brid models where the PPDR operator is:

• MVNO with shared RAN network and MNO with dedi-

cated RAN network; as MNO the PPDR operator has own

frequency carriers within relevant spectrum resources

available nationwide; the own RAN infrastructure is built

by PPDR agencies in some parts of a country to cover:

– the most important/risky areas,

– areas where there is no coverage from CMNOs used

as hosts for virtualization;

• MVNO with shared RAN network but this sharing

concerns all RAN components except frequency band;

PPDR organisations have own frequency carriers within

relevant spectrum resources available nationwide. These

frequency channels are allocated to host’s eNBs.

In all cases the MVNO agreement can be reached with one

or more MNO host operators to increase coverage, availability

and capacity. Advantages and disadvantages of this approach

are summarized in Table III. In the above two cases a PPDR

operator is partly MVNO so such a model affects both CAPEX

and OPEX.

Regarding spectrum issues, this approach assumes that the

3G/LTE network operate in the bands licensed to the CMNO

so the bands depend on the operator and the country. The

solution also remains feasible for future spectrum bands dedi-
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Table III
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SHARING RAN BY PURE MVNO

TO PROVIDE BROADBAND SERVICES TO PPDR AGENCIES

Advantages Disadvantages

Moderate CAPEX Some boundaries on the transfer
volume can be established by
CMNO

Quicker deployment than building Moderate OPEX
the network by own

Mission-critical voice services are Low network availability during
secured using PMR network crisis events due to congestion in

CMNO’s infrastructure

In non critical cases RAN can be Coverage depends on CMNO
used for voice and data to
increase overall capacity

Security can be hardened using No priority of services for PPDR
own core network agencies

Easier to deploy new services Lack of resilience in RAN leading
to low availability

cated for PPDR (e.g. proposed 700 MHz bands for harmonized

Public Safety use). Moreover commercial operators may be

interested in getting access to new PPDR spectrum that would

be designated for PPDR use as the highest priority use but it

could be available for commercial operation when not used

by PPDR users. Such an approach needs, however, further

investigation and strict control including immediate preemp-

tion of commercial users when PPDR spectrum is needed for

designated users.

In the planning phase of this solution one has to take

into consideration the potential for outages of the broadband

network due to congestion during crisis events. It affects voice,

message and data which are vital.

IV. UPGRADE OF PPDR NETWORKS TOWARDS

BROADBAND SERVICES

Due to many factors the migration path to broadband

PPDR networks will consist of a few steps. Nationwide

TETRA/TETRAPOL networks were expensive but expendi-

tures for broadband ones will be even greater because more

base stations are required to cover the same area if higher fre-

quency bands are used. On the other hand, some infrastructure

elements (e.g. masts, server rooms, etc.) are available and can

be re-used. Many other infrastructure elements will need to be

upgraded (e.g. backhaul network) or even replaced (e.g. base

stations). Moreover, this evolution has to be harmonized with

other considerations such as LTE standardization to ensure

equipment / networks support the requirements for Mission

Critical Communications and with the release of frequency

bands to be re-allocated for PPDR communication.

It seems that this evolution of PPDR networks will be

based on several intermediate business approaches. The other

assumption is that TETRA networks remain in use due to

their maturity and great resiliency. However, the other option

is to turn off the TETRA networks as soon as the broadband

networks are operational to reduce overall costs (e.g., energy

consumption and updates) borne by PPDR organizations. As

shown in Fig. 3, 3G/4G broadband services provided by

commercial MNOs can be used by PPDR agencies now.

The evolution path can begin when 3GPP Release 13 is

standardized and equipment is available to support Group

Communication service and Mission Critical Push-To-Talk

(PTT) one. Equipment might become commercially available

after 2018It could happen after 2018.

The first step is for the PPDR organization to set up as a

MVNO on a number of 4G networks to improve availability

and reliability of services. This can be time consuming because

many contracts have to be negotiated and signed as in the case

of roaming.

The second step can begin when the 700 MHz band is

released for PPDR mobile purposes. How this band will be

arranged is still under international discussion by EU [12]-

[13], International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Eu-

ropean Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Admin-

istrations (CEPT) [14]-[16], as well as by national regulation

authorities [17]. In [12] a proposal was made to defer co-

primary allocation of spectrum below the 700 MHz band to

the mobile service until 2030 in order to give political and

business reassurance for terrestrial television broadcasting and

Program Making and Special Events (PMSE) applications.

After 2025 a discussion can be reopened how this band can be

allocated to inform stakeholders in advance before the deadline

for safeguards of 2030. Now it seems more clear that further

protection of the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band for the

production and ubiquitous delivery of audiovisual content is

not needed after that deadline and mobile broadband services

will be able to use it. At the national level the release of

radio channel allocations is another issue. The expiry dates of

existing broadcasting licenses in the UHF band are 2023 and

2026 for 48.5% and 72.8% of countries, respectively. That is

why the second step of the migration has to be delayed. In

this step the PPDR organization becomes an MNO with its

base stations and frequencies deployed in hot-spots in limited

geographic areas but it still maintains the status quo as a

MVNO because the coverage of its own RAN is limited.

Finally, the PPDR MNO can operate dedicated radio chan-

nels in both commercial and own RAN networks. In this third

step a close collaboration with at least one CMNO is still

needed because it supports the access to its RAN.

In all steps the PPDR body can additionally reach national

roaming contract(s) with CMNO(s) in order to ameliorate QoS,

network coverage, and service availability. Such a CMNO is

not the host for the MVNO but collaboration rules remain very

similar.

In Fig. 3 mobility vs. capacity is shown for different

technologies including TETRA, Universal Mobile Telephony

System (UMTS), High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and

LTE/LTE-Advanced. The demand for higher speed services

will limit the number of users that can be supported. The

instant throughput also depends on the distance of the mobile

from the base station and is controlled with adaptation of

transmission parameters to fit to propagation conditions, e.g.,

Adaptive Modulation and Coding (ACM) mechanisms.
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V. EVALUATION OF EXPENDITURES

The expenditures of such a migration process presented in

Sec. IV were evaluated using a software tool [8] developed

to compare different business models. The tool supports top-

down and bottom-up analysis and takes into account a number

of considerations including technical, financial-economic and

organizational aspects.

In this example use case we have estimated the migration

costs of a nationwide network for the energy sector in Poland.

Needs defined by the energy sector that are related to the

bearer services in the communication scenarios (cf. Sec. II) are

presented in Table IV. In the case of major incidents the voice

service is the key requirement as it provides instantaneous

and the fastest way for personnel to exchange information.

In the energy sector’s network there are 111 000 terminals

in operation and 50% of them will be replaced with LTE

terminals during the migration phase up to 2025. Within step 2

Table IV
COMMUNICATION NEEDS MATRIX FOR ENERGY SECTOR IN MAJOR

INCIDENTS

Communi- NB BB

cation Voice data data Video Repeater
scenario

A  H# # # ⊙
B  ⊙ # # ⊙
C  # # # ⊙
D H# # # # #
E ⊙ ⊙ # # #
F # # # # ⊙
G ⊙ ⊙ # # ⊙
H # ⊙ # # ⊙

Notation of needs:  High, H#Medium, ⊙Low, #Not required

and step 3 the energy sector will build 1600 eNBs. CAPEX and

OPEX of each step along the migration path is shown in Fig. 4.

The greatest CAPEX is in step 3 because the greatest number

of base stations is built in this period. The energy sector has to

pay license costs for reservation of radio channels in the 700

MHz band as well. The greatest OPEX is observed in step 1

due to expenditures related to operation and maintenance of

the whole infrastructure delivered by the CMNO host.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
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OPEX

Expenditures [million euro]
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Step 2

Step 3

Figure 4. CAPEX and OPEX breakdown for all steps in the migration path

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented several issues related

to future migration of PPDR communication networks to

broadband. PPDR organizations would like to benefit from

the current evolution in mobile technologies to use broadband
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services. One can envisage that future PPDR networks will

be based on LTE (LTE-Advanced) technology but existing

narrowband networks (e.g. TETRA) will still be required

due to their maturity and proven provision of mission crit-

ical voice communications. For example, German BOSNet

network based on TETRA standard is planned to be fully

deployed this year. TETRA networks will be also built by the

energy sector’s companies in Poland. Nevertheless, LTE tech-

nology has to be significantly developed in order to meet the

requirements of Public safety organizations and work is cur-

rently ongoing within the 3rd Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) as well as by TETRA and Critical Communications

Association (TCCA). The main benefit from the deployment of

LTE broadband networks is the provision of video. In the UK a

dialogue with manufacturers began last year in Great Britain to

inform the replacement process of the current TETRA-based

Airwave network. The plan is for a commercially operated

new 4G LTE-based mission-critical network for public-safety

and other governmental organizations.

One of the crucial aspects of the migration path is selecting

a business model that meets the requirements of a broadband

network defined by the PPDR organizations. The provision

of a new own network can involve considerable expenditure

and hybrid approaches can significantly reduce costs. However

models based on being a MVNO require detailed planning, ne-

gotiations and acceptable SLAs to both parties. Other options

where the PPDR organizations are a MVNO and also roll-out

a limited own network to ensure coverage and/or capacity in

specific geograhic areas may be attractive if suitable spectrum

can be made available.

There may be the potential to use the 700 MHz band but its

use depends on existing reservations in each country. Also the

re-allocation of the spectrum may take several years and will

vary by country. Therefore, the process of evolution towards

broadband networks will certainly take a few years.
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Abstract—In this article we propose a concept for an experi-
mental class of control devices that use both a microcontroller
unit (MCU) and a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) circuit.
These devices can provide the functionality of full-featured Web
services that are compliant with the Service-Oriented Architec-
ture (SOA) paradigm. Despite the fact that FPGA circuits are
more expensive than consumer-grade MCUs, they potentially
offer much more computational power. In scenarios in which
FPGA computational power is required on demand and for short
periods only, a large part of such resources might, however,
remain unused or disabled. Thus we propose a system archi-
tecture and software infrastructure that simplify the utilization
of temporarily unused resources for performing various tasks
that can be offered as Web services on a commercial basis.

I. INTRODUCTION

FPGA-based hardware Web services have already been
implemented and described (refer to [1] and [2]). Their

embedded nature allows developers to easily adapt those ser-
vices to actively interact with their environment, e.g. to acquire
real-world measurement data or control various actuators.
Such entities can be called environment-aware Web services in
contrast to classical Web services that work on remote physical
or virtual machines. Despite the fact that environment-aware
Web services may be implemented using much less expensive
MCUs and sequential code, programmable hardware may
perform better where very intensive computational tasks are
involved.

In our solution we propose that environment-aware Web
services can be reconfigured in order to exploit the poten-
tial of their temporarily unused logic resources. At times
of lower utilization they can be reconfigured to offer their
spare resources as additional data-processing Web services.
Whenever a more intensive processing task is to be performed,
their resources can be employed back to provide the device’s
original functionality. This idea can also be applied to regular
devices that offer no Web service compliance. In the latter
case, however, we would lose some useful features such
as interoperability or the ability to utilize the management
software tools already available, etc.

There are common scenarios where considerable computa-
tional power is required only on demand for a short period. For

example, in an industrial process temperature measurement
results are collected for many hours to finally update a local
numeric prediction module. During the time of collection, the
acquisition device may be idle or in sleep mode or, if it uses
FPGA, a large part of its logic may be disabled. By using the
dynamic reconfiguration technique for FPGA, we can change
the device’s configuration depending on momentary needs, e.g.
to adapt to changing environment conditions or the current
context.

FPGA-based environmental-aware Web services may also
be employed to perform control tasks in smart home automa-
tion systems. The less demanding the control task, the more
resources can be assigned to perform “idle” computations. For
example, an intelligent water heater may periodically compute
predicted hot water usage and perform computations for a
commercial Web service during its “spare” time.

In this paper we describe the concept for a system that uses
FPGA-based Web services to perform such dual operation. In
Section II we present the current state of the art in related
fields. Then in Section III we describe the architecture of
sample FPGA-based Web services and discuss the architecture
of the entire system. In Section IV we introduce the service
management and integration mechanism, which is responsible
for providing the essential functionality of the system and
ensuring its security. Finally, in Section V we conclude our
work and discuss the planned evolution of our solution.

II. RELATED WORK

Web service implementations using FPGAs can be found,
however such publications are relatively rare. In [3], the au-
thors propose a Web server architecture that is implemented in
FPGA. The evaluation of the system confirms that hardware-
favored architecture brings higher throughput, lower power
consumption and the full functionality of a stand-alone Web
service. Such good results are achieved thanks to the execution
of Web services directly on the FPGA without using an
additional operating system. The authors conclude that by
utilizing reconfigurable hardware (FPGA) in the area of cloud
computing it is possible to improve performance and optimize
operating costs.
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Important research in this field is described in [4]. The
authors present a reconfigurable architecture for Web service
implementation. The important features of the system pre-
sented are:

• high overall performance because of the very low re-
sponse time and potentially high processing power;

• a reconfiguration ability which allows the system to be
updated to meet new requirements.

Both advantages mentioned result from the use of the FPGA
technology. The platform supports the SOAP protocol and is
able to auto-register into a UDDI server. Even more interest-
ingly, the platform presented works without any embedded mi-
crocontroller (such as NIOS-II) yet it is partially implemented
using the Handel-C language. The overall performance results
are good because the platform has a lower response time (a
minimum of 0.5 ms) than a PC running the same service (a
minimum of 2 ms). A disadvantage of the solution described is
its very simple functionality—in the configuration presented,
it only provides a Wake on LAN service for computers within
a local area network.

Another FPGA-based Web service implementation is de-
scribed by C.E. Chang in [5]. It is a RESTful Web service
designed to perform simple control tasks for home appliances.
The service functionality is rather minimalistic and its im-
plementation has less features than the system described in
[4], e.g. it supports static IP assignment only (no DHCP), the
TCP/IP buffer size is limited to just a single packet or 576
bytes, and only one TCP connection can be accepted at a
time.

The possibility of using reconfigurable hardware and Web
Service technology within the framework of the concept of
the Internet of Things (IoT) is described in [6]. The authors
of that paper discuss the prospects of reconfigurable hardware
solutions in the area of enterprise applications. They present
requirements for reconfigurable computing solutions and argue
that this type of platform can assist the performance of
business processes. They also estimate that reconfigurable
computing platforms will play a key role in connecting two
worlds: the “Internet of Services” and the “Internet of Things”.

In [7], the authors note the need for connecting the concept
of IoT with service-oriented methodology. They suggest the
use of RESTful Web services due to their popularity and
lightweight nature. In order to utilize the RESTful concept in
the IoT domain, the article proposes an architecture composed
of six levels. The authors also demonstrate how to invoke
RESTful Web services from the IoT and publish a Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) process as a RESTful
Web service.

Important areas that utilize the IoT and Web service con-
cepts are the Smart Home and Smart Building. In order to
provide IoT services in Smart Home/Smart Building environ-
ments, in [8] the authors propose a Web-of-Objects platform in
the IoT service environment. This platform has been designed
in order to create user-centered IoT services. In addition,
complex services can be developed by combining elements
of existing Web services.

Fig. 1. General concept of networked reconfigurable FPGA-based Web
services.

III. HARDWARE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

As stated in Section I, SOA-compliant Web services may
be implemented not only on classical server farms, but also
on embedded devices, obviously including FPGA-based ones.
During the course of our research we developed several FPGA-
based Web services on various hardware platforms. One of the
most versatile hardware platforms we developed was described
in detail in our previous publications: [1] and [2]. Each
platform was equipped with a high-end Stratix-II FPGA chip
and multiple blocks of synchronous dynamic random access
memory (SDRAM) and was able to support built-in as well
as external sensors and actuators. In this article we describe
how we experimented with the deployment of those platforms
within dynamically managed and reconfigurable distributed
systems.

A. System architecture

The architecture of the distributed control computing system
is shown in Fig. 1. In that scenario, FPGA-based Web services
perform several tasks. First, they provide part of the Web
service interface and perform their default control and sensing
tasks that require only a fractional amount of their logic
resources while their spare resources are assigned to perform
a Computing Task. We assume that the computing task is
required for the process being supervised only during certain
periods, for example after a sufficient amount of data has
been collected – this is quite a common scenario in computer
systems. During the service’s lower activity periods, its re-
sources can be assigned to perform a completely independent
task thanks to the massive parallel capabilities of the FPGA
technology.

FPGA-based Web services can be conveniently intercon-
nected within a local area network or may operate in a virtual
private network (a VPN, which is logically equivalent to local
area network operation). At this basic level, data transmission
security can be ensured either using the Wi-Fi Protected
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Access (WPA) technology for wireless entities or by using
wired connections (it is fair to assume that an attack on a
building’s backbone network is equally invasive as tampering
with physical devices). Depending on security requirements,
we may or may not allow trusted clients to have unrestricted
access to FPGA-based Web services in the local area network.
Access restrictions can be introduced using various techniques,
even very simple ones: e.g. by means of Media Access Control
(MAC) address filtering.

More sophisticated features are available when using the
Service Management subsystem shown in Fig. 1. The man-
agement subsystem runs on a stand-alone computer or on
server infrastructure and it provides Proxy Services for each
physical or logical Web service on the network. Proxy Services
facilitate access to local embedded services by increasing the
number of simultaneous client connections and introducing
the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). ESB significantly increases
the solution’s scalability and accessibility from mobile de-
vices. Separate services are connected to the ESB to provide
control logic and access to the local service repository. The
Control Logic service on ESB is the core of our concept.
It decides whether an FPGA-based Web service should be
reconfigured and which of these services can be offered as
spare computational resources to the outside world. The logic
may also advertise available resources to service brokers. As
computational services may not be always available on the
programmable hardware (during idle periods only), the control
logic should be able to move the execution of tasks from
FPGA-based services to its internal software and back to the
FPGA after hardware resources have been released again. At
lower level, this functionality can be easily implemented on
various existing FPGA platforms with additional reconfigura-
tion hardware. Another challenge concerns the algorithms that
support decision whether the functionality should be moved
to or from FPGA to the control logic. Those algorithms may
vary from a single busy-idle state detection to more advanced
solutions which also consider potential time and energy costs
of the task moving operation. That functionality, however,
is still under development and is to be introduced in future
versions of the system.

B. FPGA-based Web service architecture

In order to cooperate within the system presented, each
FPGA-based embedded Web service should follow some par-
ticular architectural recommendations. The most trivial issue
with the FPGAs’ remote reconfiguration is that most common
FPGAs completely lose their previous functionality during
the process of reprogramming their internal memory. This
is the reason why all FPGA-based Web services should be
implemented as hybrid devices. A simple way to ensure
uninterrupted operation in this case is to implement part of the
communication interface and reconfiguration logic on a differ-
ent chip. In the most trivial case, the reconfiguration logic can
be implemented on a popular inexpensive microcontroller unit
(MCU) with network communication capabilities as shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The idea of multiplexing network hardware between the FPGA-based
Web service and the reconfiguration subsystem.

In practice, a relatively simple and effective solution was to
introduce multiplexing at the network socket level by imple-
menting communication functionality up to the transport layer
of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model. Depending
on the available resources of the reconfiguration subsystem,
performance constraints may occur. In practical implemen-
tations it was not the case, for two reasons. First, FPGA-
based Web services tend to process data locally whenever
possible and transmit processing results only. For example, a
smart camera, which we have previously implemented (refer
to [2]), runs a motion detection or object classification service.
Instead of transmitting an entire video frame, the camera
sends mainly coordinates for which it detected motion or the
identification number of the object recognized. Secondly, each
hardware service is represented by its “mirror” proxy service
in the Management subsystem. This allows the hardware
service to be exposed by a machine that has better networking
capabilities than a typical embedded system. Reconfiguration
data also do not have to be transmitted for each functionality,
but can be cached locally on each node instead as described
further in this section.

The reconfiguration logic of FPGA-based Web services can
be exposed either as a constant method available for each
service or else can use an application-specific protocol. Both
these options have their advantages. Exposing reconfiguration
capability as a service makes for a very clean system design
and ease of integration as a proxy in the Management block.
However, using a simple custom protocol may offer better
performance because it does not involve the high-level pro-
tocol overhead that is unavoidable when using e.g. SOAP.
A simple but efficient enhancement of the reconfiguration
subsystem is the introduction of mass storage capability, e.g.
in a form of a popular secure digital (SD) card or another
form of non-volatile memory. This allows the system designer
to cache the most common configuration data locally for each
hardware Web service. In our solutions we used SD and SD
High Capacity (SDHC) cards as well as DataFlash memory
manufactured by Atmel.

Network communication can be implemented in several
ways. The obvious choice for wired nodes is to use an Ethernet
connection for the easiest possible interoperability with the
network infrastructure already available. In our solutions, we
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Fig. 3. View of the hardware part of sample implementations: the newly
developed inexpensive remote reconfiguration and communication subsystem
(RCS) based on the ENC28J60 and a mid-end STM32 MCU (A), the
previously developed RCS based on the EM1206 network module, an STM32
MCU and CPLD, the embedded image sensor (C), and the Stratix-II FPGA
module which provides Web service functionality (D).

initially tested in practice the operation of EM1206 network
modules by Tibbo. These offer very simple programming
capabilities thanks to their high autonomy and can be con-
nected to any device (either an FPGA or a microcontroller)
that supports asynchronous serial communication. Another
simple solution is to use the ENC28J60 chip, which provides
physical layer (PHY) capabilities and is equipped with a
synchronous serial interface. Upper layers should then be
implemented in microcontroller software. More demanding
applications would require the utilization of a PHY chip with
a fast Media Independent Interface (MII). Wireless network
access can be provided using a Wi-Fi chip or module, e.g.
ESP8266. It is a very inexpensive and easy-to-use module
which became very popular recently. The ESP8266 makes it
possible to connect virtually any embedded device to a Wi-
Fi network and, importantly, has basic connection security
measures already implemented. In our research we developed
multiple FPGA-based Web services using EM1206 (wired)
and ESP8266 (wireless) modules. Now we continue to further
develop our solutions using other alternatives, mainly revolv-
ing round medium-power microcontroller (such as Cortex-M3)
with external PHY chip. Fig. 3 shows a sample inexpensive
hardware with ENC28J60 PHY and STM32F100 board that
we have used in our development.

IV. SERVICE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM DETAILS

The considerable computing capabilities of FPGA-based
Web services make it worthwhile to enable them to interact and
integrate with other systems. This type of solution, integrating
independent but compatible services, lies at the foundation of
the SOA concept and the Web service technology is one of
the components of this concept. SOA may take advantage of
service orchestration, which defines the model of cooperation
between services. Within the framework of orchestration, there

TABLE I
RESTFUL AND WS* SERVICE COMPARISON.

RESTful WS-* (SOAP)
Lightweight architectural style “Heavy-weight” XML standard
Description of the service in
WSDL 2.0

Description of the service in
WSDL

Format agnostic (XML, JSON,
HTML, etc.)

Requests and responses are well
structured (SOAP)

Problems with reliable messaging
and security

Security mechanism possible
(WS-Security)

is a single parent process that manages the interoperability
between services. The implementation of such a process,
which allows for the provision of management and super-
vision services, is achieved via the Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB), which specifies an intermediate layer that enables the
integration of services. In order to enhance the processes
of composing and configuring FPGA-based Web services,
Proxy Service is created depending on current needs. This
mechanism allows for the provision of FPGA-based Web
service functionality using the ESB. The main advantages
of this solution are standardization, scalability, reliability and
manageability. The Proxy Service, which is implemented in
Java, exposes the functionality of an FPGA-based Web service
in an ESB container and allows it to better integrate with other
services. Most Java implementations of ESB use the OSGi
platform that allows, inter alia, the re-use of components, easy
deployment and the ability to dynamically update components.

In order to implement FPGA-based Web services and ensure
their cooperation with the Proxy Service mechanism we could
use two approaches: WS-* using SOAP and Representational
State Transfer (RESTful) Web services built on the basis
of HTTP. These are briefly compared in Table I. The first
method describes the functionality of the service using the
Web Service Description Language (WSDL), and communi-
cation with the service is implemented using the SOAP and
HTTP protocols. The WS-* concept was originally developed
for interoperability between enterprise applications. A lighter
version of the WS-* was developed, named Devices Profile
for Web Services (DPWS), in which services are directly
associated with the equipment. The main DWPS area of
application is home and industrial automation systems ([9]).
In the second approach, RESTful services are identified by
a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and the HTTP protocol
is used to access the resources thus defined. The RESTful
approach can be used to install services on smart devices.
Some studies such as [10] suggest that for smart devices used
in the development of IoT applications, a more suitable method
for the provision of services is RESTful. On the other hand, the
WS-* concept is more appropriate for applications requiring
an adequate level of security and QoS. Therefore the authors
of this article decided to choose the WS-* approach due to
the potential application of the solution developed in systems
that require reliable and secure data delivery.

After further analysis, we decided to use WS * and OSGi
containers as our ESB implementations. Integration and ser-
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vice management have been achieved through the exposi-
tion of FPGA-based hardware Web services using the Proxy
Service—a service engine that is implemented in Java. The
Proxy Service has been deployed within the ESB (OSGi
container). The functionality of the service can also be exposed
directly in a local area network as a Web service reachable
using SOAP communication standards. In both cases, the
interface can be specified in WSDL.

In our solution, each of the FPGA-based hardware Web ser-
vices is described by an appropriate WSDL file. For each such
service, it is possible to generate one corresponding Proxy
Service with methods identical to those of the original service.
All operations on a Proxy Service are delegated through
standard WS requests (SOAP) to the server appropriate for the
target device. Recently we have also developed experimental
REST-based implementations of the embedded Web services
because of the REST’s simplicity and smaller communication
overhead.

The automated generation process of a Proxy Service re-
quires several steps:

1) generating a Proxy Service as an ESB adapter;
2) looking up a matching service reference in repositories;
3) downloading a WSDL file that describes the service’s

interface;
4) creating a hardware service interface in the Proxy.
Afterwards, the FPGA-based hardware Web service is avail-

able and ready to be used in enterprise class information
systems.

The functionality of the FPGA-based hardware Web service
is accessible through the Proxy Service mechanism thanks
to mediation between the SOAP binding component and the
OSGi Remote service binding component such as the R-
OSGi (see [11]) or ECF Remote Services. The use of such
ESB implementations as Fuse ESB 4.3, Apache ServiceMix
4.3.0 or Apache Felix (installed on mobile devices supporting
the Android system) enables direct access to these services
through the OSGi environment.

In addition to providing the functionality of the FPGA-
based hardware Web service, each Proxy Service provides an
interface that also allows for the remote reconfiguration of the
FPGA device and provides completely new functionality. De-
tails of the reconfiguration process are presented in Section III.

A very important issue in the integration and management of
FPGA-based hardware Web services is the discovery process.
All FPGA-based hardware Web services use network com-
munication modules that provide a multi-socket TCP/IP stack.
Some sockets have fixed roles and the rest are used for clients’
connections. One socket is reserved for discovery purposes,
enabling the FPGA-based hardware Web service currently
running to be found within the local area network. There
is a local (service) repository responsible for maintaining a
directory of FPGA-based hardware Web services, detecting
new services connected to the system and managing service
configuration. The prototype service repository used in our
solution utilizes the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol) for FPGA-based hardware Web service inventory

management purposes. Each device in the system is obliged to
send beacon signals periodically. These beacon signals are sent
as UDP datagrams to a multicast destination IP address and
received by the service repository. Contents of each beacon
message are generated in the internal logic of each individual
FPGA-based hardware Web service and sent through the
network communication module, which then transmits them
using UDP.

An internal user who intends to interact with an FPGA-
based hardware Web service browses the service repository in
search of the service’s details such as the invocation point and
the signature of the operations supported. Upon finding them,
the client application can connect to the hardware service
directly. An external user can interact with an FPGA-based
hardware Web service (find and run it) through the Internet
and ESB.

A significant aspect of using FPGA-based Web services
concerns the construction of a proactive system. Both proto-
cols investigated (RESTful and WS*) have request/response
characteristics that do not support the generation of asyn-
chronous notifications to clients. The fact that the classic
approach to Web Service technology has been selected implies
that we cannot implement such a notification mechanism in
our solutions. Notwithstanding this, in the concept developed
we have the ability to send notifications on service status
via the local (service) repository that is found under a well-
known address, which acts as a proxy that performs notifica-
tion operations. In the solution proposed, FPGA-based Web
services automatically send registration information to the
repository. The same method can be used to send information
about service status to the repository. In this case, a separate
notification mechanism can be implemented in the repository.
Such a solution can be perceived as a step towards event-driven
services.

During the design and implementation of our chosen so-
lution, we also considered issues related to security. It was
assumed that the local area network, which is not connected
directly to the Internet, is safe. If secure communications in
the local area network are required, SOAP and REST can be
used over HTTPS. If wireless technology is used, security is
provided by standard mechanisms such as Wi-Fi Protected Ac-
cess (WPA / WPA2) as implmented in the ESP8266 modules
that we use, Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems (WIPS)
or Wireless Intrusion Detection Systems (WIDS). User access
from the Internet to FPGA-based hardware Web services is
possible only through the ESB, where various user autho-
rization and authentication mechanisms can be implemented
through secure communication channels such as the HTTPS
protocol.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we present a concept for a better utilization
of spare FPGA resources by employing them to perform
independent computational tasks. We apply this approach to
FPGA-based embedded and environment-aware Web services
compliant with the SOA paradigm. Additional functional
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modules have to be provided for each service and particular
architectural guidelines have to be followed, which we present
in this paper as a reference. We attempt to keep additional
hardware costs as low as possible. Initially, we applied the con-
cept presented to the previously developed FPGA hardware-
software platform designed to run various Web services. Future
development goals include 1) automatic service advertising
(which is related to the issue of service repository [12]); and
2) developing or adapting available algorithms which would
allow us to automatically move computations between FPGA-
based Web services and the service management subsystem to
ensure uninterrupted Web service operation.
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 FEW years ago, the applications of WSN were rather
an  interesting  example  than  a  powerful  technology.

Nowadays, this technology attracts still more and more sci-
entific  audience.  Theoretical  works  from  the  past,  where
WSN principles were investigated, grew into attention-grab-
bing applications practically integrated by this time in a real
life. It could be said, that countless application fields, from
military  to  healthcare,  are  already  covered  by  WSN.  To-
gether  with  this  technology expansion,  still  new and  new
tasks and interesting problems are  arising.  Simultaneously,
such application actions stimulate the progress of WSN the-
ory that at the same time unlocks new application possibili-
ties. The typical examples are developments within the “In-
ternet-of-Things” field as well as advancements in eHealth
domain with WBAN IEEE 802.15.6 standard progress.

A

Wireless sensor networks, as the spatially distributed net-
works consisted of a number of relatively simple, low-cost,
low-power  components  interconnected  mutually,  provide
quite  wide  application  portfolio  for  different  branches  of
economy. As the main examples could be mentioned military,
industry, transport,  agriculture and healthcare.  However, in
the near future, even stronger expansion of WSN application
assortment is expected. In order to make this expansion pos-
sible, it is necessary to continually work on the solving of
typical questions/problems related to the WSN development,
e.g. standardization of communication protocols; the lack of
energy-efficient power sources; the development of new ul-
tra-low-power microelectronic components; etc.

An integration of WSN within the public data networks as
well as within the domains where confidential  and private
data are processed (e.g. E-Health) brings along problems re-
lated to the ethical  and legal  questions too. Therefore,  the
terms as  social  safety or  ethical  safety should  not  be  ne-
glected.

The problematic of WSN is one of actual activities getting
to the fore in the European Research Area since the issue of
sensor networks was covered through “IoT” in FP7 program
and strong continual extension is planned to be included also
in Horizon 2020 program, especially in sections such Smart
Transport;  Health;  Climate  Action  covered  under  Societal
Challenges Pillar.

It  is  therefore  essential  to  create  an  experience-sharing
platform for scientific researchers and experts from research
institutes, SMEs and companies who work in WSN domain
where they can exchange some relevant skills  and experi-
ences as well as discuss upcoming trends and new ideas from
this field. Moreover, the conference should also serve a func-
tion of a kind of networking platform facilitating intercon-
nectivity between participants in case of a future collabora-
tion.

TOPICS

Original contributions, not currently under review to an-
other journal or conference, are solicited in relevant areas in-
cluding, but not limited to, the following:

Development of sensor nodes and networks

• Sensor Circuits and Sensor devices – HW
• Applications  and  Programming  of  Sensor  Net-

work – SW
• Architectures,  Protocols and Algorithms of Sensor

Network
• Modeling and Simulation of WSN behavior
• Operating systems

Problems dealt in the process of WSN development

• Distributed data processing
• Communication/Standardization  of  communication

protocols
• Time  synchronization  of  sensor  network  compo-

nents
• Distribution and auto-localization of sensor network

components
• WSN life-time/energy requirements/energy harvest-

ing
• Reliability,  Services,  QoS  and  Fault  Tolerance  in

Sensor Networks
• Security and Monitoring of Sensor Networks
• Legal and ethical aspects related to the integration

of sensor networks

Applications of WSN

• Military
• Health-care
• Environment monitoring
• Transportation & Infrastructure
• Precision agriculture
• Industry application
• Security systems and Surveillance
• Home automation
• Entertainment – integration of WSN into the social

networks
• Other interesting applications
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Abstract—Smart decision layer, as Fog Computing layer in
WSN  is  presented  and  discussed.  Working  WSN  sleep  state
mode analysis is presented in multi-hop temperature monitoring
system using wireless sensor network in environmental monitor-
ing scenario.

The  monitoring  system  consists  of  wireless  sensor  nodes,
called  motes.  In  laboratory  experiment  are  used  SunSPOT
motes,  invented by Sun Microsystems,  now manufactured by
Oracle.  Temperature  analyzing  application  is  presented,  for-
warding measured data in a multi-hop way to the network host.
Desktop computer plays here a role  of  temperature measure-
ments database. Link-Quality Routing Protocol (LQRP) is used,
which is based on Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV),
which is reactive routing protocol.

All gathered measurements, all data are sent to the base-sta-
tion node, which is a special WSN node, directly connected via
USB to the computer. Experiments were conducted taking into
consideration  especially  SunSPOTs’ processor board parame-
ters -  sleep state modes. Their processor board is turned into
different sleep modes for different periods of time. A compari-
son of sleep mode time periods in total time of running an appli-
cation is discussed. Periods of sleep states are different depend-
ing on how long is turned on the utility thread sleep.

The experiment’s results show, that there is a need to build
smart decision layer as fog computing layer for WSN. It should
be done in order to manage in a better way environmental mon-
itoring with usage of different kind of sensors, especially to bet-
ter manage transferring big portions of data from sensors to the
Cloud data storage. Sensors, which build WSN, should be dis-
tributed over specific areas,  as well  as fog computing devices
should be able to communicate with sensors in order to transfer
only relevant data to the Cloud.  

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, Internet of Things,
Fog Computing, Intelligent layer

I. INTRODUCTION

xperimental  version  of  environmental  monitoring sys-

tem is discussed and presented as working in real-lifeE

temperature  monitoring-oriented  scenario  using  Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSNs). The idea is to present application,

measuring and sending gathered data in a multi-hop manner

to the base-station node, connected to the computer. As a re-

sult of this paper is presented Fog Computing layer, enabling

in more energy-efficient way to manage of data from WSN to

the Cloud data storage. In chapter II  Wireless Sensor Net-

works are introduced. In chapter III laboratory equipment is

described. In chapter IV SunSPOT processor board energy

states,  experiment  and  results  are  presented.  Chapter  V

presents, as a solution to solve experiment’s problems, Fog

Computing in Wireless Sensor Networks. Chapter VI sum-

marizes the article. 

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Wireless Sensor Network is a distributed system [1] with

hundreds  of  small-size  embedded  devices,  which  are  de-

ployed densely over a specific area. Each sensor node partic-

ipates in transferring data to other sensor nodes or base-sta-

tions, which are within its range. WSNs have been identified

[2] as one of the most important technologies of this century.

They have CPU power, radio transceiver and sensing capa-

bilities,  i.e.  plenty of sensor devices can be deployed in a

sensing area [5]. Such instruments can be deployed in a sens-

ing area, where traditional networks are not able to be used.

The problem is, that wireless sensor nodes are often small

battery-fed  devices,  which  underlines  the  fact,  that  their

power source is very limited [2, 3]. An important issue is that

the  quality of  wireless  transmission depends  on numerous

external factors [6, 7, 8], like weather conditions or landform

features.

In fig. 1 we see an example of wireless sensor network,

with free-range motes/intermediate motes (without the black

cover) and base-station on the right-hand side.
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Fig. 1 Wireless sensor network structure 

 

III. LABORATORY EQUIPMENT – HARWARDE & SOFTWARE 

 

The laboratory equipment consists of 18 wireless sensor 
nodes: 12 free-range motes and 6 base-stations. Wireless 
sensor nodes are called SunSPOTs, they are originally invented 
by Sun Microsystems, now are manufactured by Oracle. The 
main difference between free-range mote and base-station is 
the fact, that free-range mote has sensor board and battery. 
Base-station can receive radio transmission only, when is 
plugged by USB to computer, no sensing capability is 
provided. 

 

Figure 2 presents technical specification, of used in 
experiment, wireless sensor node - SunSPOT 

 

Fig. 2 SunSPOT technical data 

 

In fig. 3 we can see overview of SunSPOT’s hardware, 
described in fig. 2 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                                     

Fig. 3 Sunspot’s hardware 

 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

In this part are presented following topics: A – Routing 
table for used multi-hop routing protocol, B – SunSPOT’s 
processor board energy states,   C – The results of experiment.  

 

A. Table of routing 

In the experiment LQRP routing protocol is used. This kind 
of protocol, offered by SunSPOT API, is based on AODV 
multi-hop and reactive routing protocol.                           

Fig. 4 presents an example of routing table, where is shown 
destination address, next hop address and number of hops to 
achieve the destination.  
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Fig. 4 Example of SunSPOT’s routing table 

 

B. SunSPOT’s processor board energy states 

 
Table 1 presents SunSPOT’s processor board energy states 

[4]. This helps to understand how WSN nodes may behave, 
which kind of energy state may choose, depending on the 
situation, whether radio and sensor board are used or not. In the 
table 1 we can see different energy states and their 
corresponding radio and sensor board status, and finally current 
draw in particular energy states. 

 

ENERGY 

STATE 

RADIO 

status 

SENSOR 

BOARD 

status 

CURRENT 

DRAW 

Deep sleep 0 0 33 µA 

Shallow sleep 0 0 24 mA 

Shallow sleep 1 0 40 mA 

Awake, active 

calculating 

0 0 80 mA 

Awake, active 

calculating 

1 0 98 mA 

Shallow sleep 0 1 31 mA 

Shallow sleep 1 1 46 mA 

Awake, active 

calculating 

0 1 86 mA 

Awake, active 

calculating 

1 1 104 mA 

 

Table 1   SunSPOT’s Processor board energy states [4]      

(0 = OFF, 1 = ON)     
 

C. Results of experiments 

In this section we can see experiment’s results.  

There is defined term MBST – Main Board Sleep Time 
calculated in milliseconds. When sleeping thread is run, it stops 
execution the application. The aim of the application is to 
forward temperature readings from one mote to another (based 
on routing table) in a multi-hop way. There are defined 2 types 
of WSN nodes: intermediate (forwarding temperature 
measurements to the next hop node, based on routing table) 
and base-station node – which collects all data from the WSN. 
Points of execution of the program are following: 

 Inside the intermediate node, step 1 – looking for a 
multihop route to the base-station and opening the 
socket connection 

 Inside the intermediate node, step 2 – sending the 
temperature measurement to base-station node based on 
routing table next-hop parameter 

 Base-station node is not analyzed from the processor 
board energy states point of view, because is assumed it 
is all the time connected to the computer via USB cable 

Energy state analysis covers intermediate WSN 
nodes.  

 

Table 2 presents results of experiment.  

 

Table 2   Experiment’s results 

 

Application, deployed on each intermediate node, is 

monitoring and sending by multi-hop temperature readings. 

Main sleeping thread turns into sleep state for time 
between 1 and 1000 milliseconds. This has influence for 

introducing shallow sleep time energy state, which has 

percentage part in total time of execution of an application. 

 

Shallow sleep state mode of SunSPOT’s processor board, is 
turned on, when main sleeping thread lasts less than 3000 

milliseconds. After such period of idle time, deep sleep is 

turned on automatically, which has influence in waking up 

procedure all processor board elements. From point of view 

of procedure of fast waking-up time, flexible change 

between sleep and wake-up supports shallow sleep, which 

seems to be the most accurate, comparing to deep sleep 
mode [4]. 

 

Table 2 presents results of experiment in 3 different 

scenarios, when total time of experiment lasts 10, 30 or 60 

seconds. In each scenario, there is run main sleeping thread, 

called MBST – Main Board Sleep Time, which duration is 

1,2,3,10, 100 or 1000 milliseconds. For each use case is 

presented percentage contribution of shallow sleep time (with 

radio and sensor board turned on or turned off, but with no 

active calculations provided) in total time of running 

temperature analyzing application. In shallow sleep time, 

current draw, varies between 24mA to 46mA, depending on 

the fact, whether radio/sensor board is turned on or off.  

 

 Total time of experiment ( seconds ) 

 10  30  60  

MBST  
( milliseconds ) 

(Shallow sleep time / total time) % 

1  42,84% 46,64% 48,2% 

2 43,61% 48,22% 50,07% 

3 45,25% 48,51% 50,29% 

10 45,83% 49,35% 56,57% 

100 59,19% 64,55% 68,92% 

1000 74,75% 86,67% 90,69% 
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D. Conclusions from the experiment 

 

Experiment’s results, shown in table 2, underline the fact, that 

it is hard to combine very frequent data readings (short main 

sleeping threads, i.e. short duration of MBST) with long 

lasting shallow sleep time of the whole working system.  

If shallow sleep time is often, we can say, that such system is 

energy-efficient, i.e. is often in a sleep state mode and is able 

to wake up quickly. For vineyard monitoring scenario it may 

be crucial, for different weather conditions, to be ready for 

very changeable, in frequency of gathering, data readings. 

This happens also for data readings taken very rarely, if no 

major changes appear in weather conditions. 

In order to work in that way, i.e. flexible changing frequency 

of gathering data from sensors, dependable on weather 

conditions, as well as better managing big data taken from 

WSN, Fog Computing layer is introduced to use in WSN. 

 

 

V.  FOG COMPUTING IN WSN  

A. Fog Computing in WSN 

In this chapter is proposed Fog Computing layer for WSNs 

in order to manipulate in more efficient way [9, 10] with 

different energy states in SunSPOTs (shallow sleep, deep 

sleep, awake). 

Fog Computing layer should be understood as a bridge 

between the Cloud data center (where WSN data readings may 

be stored) and the Internet of Things, here WSNs. 

Fog is a distributed computing architecture, a paradigm 

extending Cloud Computing to the edge of the network. Fog, 

like Cloud, provides data, computation, storage and 

application services to end-users. The main characteristics for 

the Fog is its proximity to end-users, used especially to reduce 

service latency, enabling real time big data analytics. 

Fog devices are heterogeneous devices like access points, edge 

routers and switches, end-user devices. The Fog platform 

supports real-time analytics processes, filters the data and 

pushes to the Cloud. There is waste of network resources to 

transmit plenty of gigabytes of data to the cloud and also in 

doing analytics in that manner. Better way is to analyze data 

locally and then decide what should be passed to the Cloud 

and what requires immediate reaction. 

There is presented architecture for Fog Computing layer, with 

gathering data from WSN, analyzing and forwarding only the 

necessary data for the end user. Fog Computing devices, in 

their analytical work, should cover such parameters like: 

packet size, signal strength, volume traffic controller, radio 

controller, sensor board controller & master clock controller of 

each sensor from the WSN. 

The aim of Fog Computing smart decision layer in WSN is to 

control shallow and deep sleep mode in more flexible way [19, 

20], as well as to better manage Big Data, i.e. doing the whole 

analytical work.  

Nowadays, whole analytical work is done in WSN by each 

sensor separately. In this architecture, whole analytical work 

will be done by Fog Computing devices, which collect sensor 

readings and give them feedback with information to change 

e.g. their frequency of the readings.  

Fog Computing devices may also act, as control devices of 

Wireless Sensor Networks, i.e. they may store in their 

databases the battery level of each sensor, calculate the battery 

level of each sensor based on transmission analysis, without 

asking each sensor about its battery level, i.e. without asking 

about additional data from sensors, which may be calculated 

by Fog Computing layer. The next step for further 

experiments is to start to build Fog Computing layer for 

WSN in order to enhance the energy-efficient work [13, 14, 

15] of wireless sensor network nodes not only based on 

turning on/off the main sleep scheduler, like done in the 

experiment, but also with manipulating the work [12] of 

master clock controller, changing the signal strength, 

introducing volume traffic controller in Fog Computing 

layer.  
 

B. Future work 

Next experiment will introduce decreasing the computational 

power, controlling the traffic volume and radio signal strength. 

It is assumed [11], that these new parameters will extend the 

length of shallow sleep duration, so will introduce new 

energy-efficient way [16, 17, 18] for resource scheduling in 

Wireless Sensor Networks. Table 3 presents concept for new 

parameters in Fog Computing layer in WSN. 

 

 

 

Table 3   Concept for new parameters in WSN Fog Computing 

layer  

 

 

Fig. 5 presents new concept of Fog Computing layer in WSN, 

which will be introduced in experiments analyzing duration of 

shallow-sleep time in total time of working application in 

WSN. 

WSN Fog Computing layer 

(Resource scheduling of each sensor from WSN) 

                  

PARAMETERS 

 

 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

1) Packet size Shortest data frame with deep 

sleep indication flag 

2) Master Clock 

Controller 

Decreasing the computational 

power after load level analyzing 

3) Signal strength 

(transmission power 

control) 

Decreasing the radio power, if 

received signal strength indicator 

(RSSI) give assumption it is safe 

and possible 

4) Radio Controller Radio on/off, radio channel 

5) Sensor Board 

Controller 

Sensors on/off connected 

6) Volume traffic 

controller 

Radio Controller + Sensor Board 

Controller  
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Fig. 6   Concept of Fog Computing layer in WSN 

 

 

Below are proposed main parts of Fog Computing layer in 

WSN: 

 

 Master Clock Controller 

Analysis and changing master clock frequency 

 Sleep Mode Controller 

Analysis and changing sleep mode (deep, shallow, 
active) 

 Volume Traffic Controller 

Analysis how much data where transferred in amount of 
time in the past – analysis for the future, expected 
traffic 

 Radio Controller 

Analysis and turning on/off  the radio. Changing radio 
power (RSSI) 

 Sensor Board Controller 

Analysis and turning on/off selected sensor 
(temperature, light, accelerometer) 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Fog Computing layer in WSN is presented as a solution for 

problems presented in the experiment. Such architecture layer 

should be implemented in order to better manage vineyard 

monitoring transmissions for different kind of sensors and 

especially to better manage transfer of Big Data from sensors 

to the Cloud data storage. Fog Computing devices should be 

able to communicate with sensors in order to transfer only 

relevant data to the Cloud.  Concept of Fog Computing layer 

in WSN is presented and as a future work is going to be 

implemented in the next experiment. Presented concept 

supports energy-efficiency in Wireless Sensor Networks. 
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Abstract—“If knowledge can create problems, it is not through
ignorance that we can solve them.” (Isaac Asimov). Nevertheless,
at any point of human activity, knowledge (besides practice) is
a key factor in understanding and solving any given problem.
Nowadays, computer systems have the ability to support their
users in an efficient and reliable way. In this paper we present
and describe the functionality of the Cognitum Ontorion system.
Firstly, we identify emerging issues focused on knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning. Secondly, we briefly discuss models
and methodology of agent-oriented analysis and design. Next,
the semantic knowledge management framework of the system
is reviewed. Finally, the usability of Ontorion is argued based on
a case study, in which a software process simulation modeling
environment is developed. At the end we provide future work
directions and final conclusions.

I. INTRODUCTION

DAVID GARVIN notes that “to move ahead, one must of-
ten first look behind” [1]. Let us ask this cinch question:

how do you want to understand the past, sense the present and
predict the future, if you are unable to preserve your knowl-
edge? Indeed, a lot of human effort and material resources
have been exploited in preserving knowledge. Indubitably,
humans have been using many different forms to express
and share knowledge (e.g. drawings, symbols, words and
numbers, which nowadays are commonly encoded in computer
memory). Now, let us focus on some formal representation
methods of knowledge which are the prominent subfield of
artificial intelligence (AI).

In the AI canon, knowledge seems to be always defined in a
strictly functional way. However, from all incoming questions
to the mind of an attentive reader, which one would be the first
to reveal the question: What is knowledge? – This might be the
question for the majority of us. Bearing in mind a computer
“brain” – central processing unit (CPU) is principally able to
process sequences of bits where a single bit is represented by
two exclusive numbers: 0 (zero) or 1 (one), as a consequence,
at the moment we are able to represent “only” facts and
rules in computer memory. A distinct fact (or a set of facts),
represented by a sentence (or a set of sentences), is used in
deductive reasoning. A single rule (or a set of rules), expressed
in a form: if → then, may be a logic or be inductive in
its genesis. Elements of particular knowledge (intra- or inter-

connected facts or rules) are often named as “knowledge
chunks” [2]. A single chunk is commonly attached to an
exclusive agent (an independent and separate application unit).

In the beginning, AI research investigated how a single
agent can exhibit singular and internal intelligence. However,
in recent years, we have observed an interest in concurrency
and distribution in AI which have been named as distribution
artificial intelligence (DAI). This recent discipline can be
divided into two primary areas: distributed problem solving
(DPS) and Multi-Agent (MA) systems. It is not a straightfor-
ward task to coordinate knowledge, goals and actions among
a collection of autonomous agents.

Some successful application of agent-oriented architecture
can be pointed in decision support systems (DSS) in the area of
the discovery of stock market gamblers patterns [3], [4], web
usage mining [5] and the evaluation of information technology
[6].

II. REASONING IN AGENT-ORIENTED DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS. A HYBRID APPROACH

There is a long history of symbolic reasoning usage in order
to provide intelligent behavior in Multi-Agent & Simulation
systems (MASS). Deductive Reasoning Agents, which use
logic to encode a theory defining the best action to perform
in a given situation, are the “purest” in terms of their formal
specification. Unfortunately, they suffer from all the practical
limitations of formal representation: firstly, the complexity
of theorem proofs (it may even lead to undecidable state-
ments) and secondly, the boundaries of expressivity formed by
core knowledge representation attributes (e.g. monotonicity of
knowledge, open world assumption).

Making deductive reasoning requires the selection of un-
derlying logics that support the nature of agents. It is worth
mentioning that the most prominent implementations of de-
ductive reasoning agents are based on intentional logics like
formal models of intention logics [7] (e.g. Belief – Desire –
Intention, BDI), which take into account some subset of the
Saul Kripke modal logic [8].

Problems with symbolic reasoning led to the establishment
of the “reactive agent movement” in 1985, revealing an era
of reactive agent architecture. The reactive agent movement
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manifested in the form of requirements for so-called behavior
languages [9]:

1. Intelligent behavior can be generated without explicit
representations of the kind that symbolic AI proposes.

2. Intelligent behavior can be generated without explicit
abstract reasoning of the kind that symbolic AI proposes.

3. Intelligence is an emergent property of certain complex
systems.

Reactive agents are nowadays well recognized but still
they lack formal foundations and therefore these kind of
MASS are very hard to analyze with formal methods and
tools. Nevertheless, the reactive agent movement resulted in
Agent Oriented Programming (AOP), e.g. JADE [10], which
is currently considered as a step beyond Object Oriented
Programming (OOP) in Software Engineering.

A novel approach to designing MA systems – Hybrid Agent
Architecture, attempts to combine the best of symbolic and
reactive architectures. The system itself is built up of at least
two subsystems: (1) a symbolic world model that allows
plans to be developed and decisions made and (2) a reactive
engine which is capable of reacting to events without involving
complex reasoning.

As an example let us consider Ferguson’s “TouringMa-
chine” [11], which fits into the definition given above.
Ferguson defines: “The TouringMachine agent architecture
comprises three separate control layers: a reactive layer, a
planning layer, and a modelling layer. The three layers are
concurrently-operating, independently-motivated, and activity-
producing: not only is each one independently connected
to the agent’s sensory apparatus and has its own internal
computational mechanisms for processing appropriate aspects
of the received perceptual information, but they are also
individually connected to the agent’s effectory apparatus to
which they send, when required, appropriate motor-control
and communicative action commands”.

We present a novel approach to hybrid agent architecture,
which is implemented on top of a scalable Knowledge Rep-
resentation & Reasoning (KRR) system. KRR allows each
environment to be described formally as well as giving the
possibility to build a reactive agent system based on a knowl-
edge base (KB) triggering subsystem. Moreover, it provides
agents with synthesis tools.

Here, we consider a reactive agent that is able to maintain its
state [12]. This agent has an internal stand-alone data structure,
which is typically used to record information about the state
and history of the environment and to store a set of all the
internal states of an agent (Fig. 1).

The perception of an agent is realized in its see function if
the function is time-independent. The agent’s action selection
is defined as a mapping from its internal states to actions. The
next function maps an internal state and percept to an internal
state. The abstract agent control loop is then:

1. Start with the initial internal state s← s0.
2. Observe the environment state e, and generate a percept

p← see(e).

Agent

see

next

action

Environment

state

Fig. 1. An agent with its internal state

3. Update the internal state via the next function s ←
next(s, p).

4. Select an action via the action function a← action(s).
5. GOTO 2.
The environment state e is (in hybrid architecture) given

by the symbolic system – here we use ontology to encode it.
The function next is one that needs to be implemented either
by the programmer or by an automated process. In the first
case, however, it is hard to distinguish such an agent from
a (considerably complex) object oriented program (formerly,
active-object design pattern implementation [13]). On the other
hand, automated agent synthesis is an automatic programming
task: given an environment, let’s try to automatically generate
an agent that succeeds there. The synthesis algorithm should
be both sound and complete. Sound means here that the agent
will succeed in the given environment once it is correctly
constructed, and completeness guarantees the possibility to
create the agent for the given environment.

The hybrid approach allows us to build a semi-formal
foundation for MASS that allows for a sound and complete
synthesis of agents as long as their definition fits into the
expressivity frame of underlying logic and if the underlying
logic has the reasoning task to be sound and complete itself.
This is true for Description Logic (DL) [14] – the foundation
for OWL [15], therefore we selected OWL compliant KRR.

III. ONTORION ARCHITECTURE

Modern Scalable Knowledge Management Systems give the
possibility to use KRR in a similar way as we tend to use
RDBMS. We have focused on a KRR system the functionality
of which allows a user-interface in natural language to be
implemented and used.

Ontorion [16] is a Distributed Knowledge Management Sys-
tem that allows semi-natural language to be used to specify and
query the knowledge base. It also has a built-in engine trigger
which fires the rules each time if the corresponding knowledge
is modified. Ontorion supports the major W3C Semantic Web
standards: OWL2, SWRL, RDF, SPARQL. Ontologies can
easily be imported from various formats, exported to various
formats, and accessed with SPARQL [17]. Solutions built on
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top of Ontorion can be hosted both in the Cloud and On-
Premise environments.

By design, Ontorion allows one to build large, scalable
solutions for Semantic Web. The scalability is realized by
both – the noSQL, symmetric database Cassandra [18] and
the internal ontology modularization algorithm [19]. Ontorion
is a cluster of symmetric Nodes, able to perform reasoning on
large ontologies. Every single system node is able to do the
same operations simultaneously on data sets – it tries to get
the minimal suitable ontology module (part) and perform any
requested task on it.

The symmetry of the architecture of the cluster provides
system scalability and flexibility – Ontorion can be deployed
and executed in a computing cloud environment, where the
total number of nodes can be changed on request, depending
on user requirements.

The fundamental algorithm in a KRR system such as
Ontorion ought to reason over description logic selected as a
foundation for OWL called SROIQ(D) [20], and should be
able to process complete or selected segments of ontologies.

If performance is more important than expressivity power,
then it is possible to switch Ontorion into OWL-RL+ mode.
OWL-RL+ mode is constructed in a similar way to how it was
first implemented in DLEJena [21]. The reasoning process in
OWL-RL+ mode remains in SROIQ(D) for the T-Box, while
for the A-Box the reasoning is based on the OWL-RL ruleset.

Furthermore, the modular separation of complex ontologies
also allows the reasoning process to be partitioned, which
can be performed on knowledge modules (independent pieces
of knowledge) – in parallel, at the same time on separate
machines. In other words, the modularization algorithm is
scalable and traceable.

In Ontorion, conclusions that are the results of new incom-
ing knowledge can fire triggers at extension/reactive points
(Fig. 2). On the other hand, if some chunk of knowledge
meets a set of predefined conditions, a knowledge modification
trigger executes the procedures responsible for interaction with
external systems (e.g. sending a notification using an SMTP
server). We observed that knowledge modification triggers
allow the Hybrid Agent MASS to be built on top of the
Ontorion KRR.

The underlying storage for Ontorion is the BigTable [22]
implementation (namely Cassandra), which is able to main-
tain a petabyte of data. Together with an analytic cluster
e.g. Hadoop [23] it forms a BigData solution. In these terms,
we can consider Ontorion as a BigKnowledge solution and our
Agent application as a BigAgent, which together constitutes a
highly scalable hybrid agent infrastructure.

Distributed systems lack the one common model of time. In
a distributed environment, time is relative and the serialization
of events requires an internode negotiation algorithm. In
modern distributed noSQL databases like Cassandra 2.0, the
serial time model can be preserved with the use of the Paxos
algorithm [24], which allows a distributed atomic “Compare
and Set” (CAS) functionally to be efficiently implemented.

CAS in Ontorion is used to maintain the Agent state in
a coherent way, therefore the existence of CAS is critical
for proper system functioning. CAS also provides a way to
make the Agent System fault-tolerant by transactional-queue
implementation, which is crucial for long-running simulations.

Ontorion
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Fig. 2. The Ontorion KRR

IV. PROGRAMMING AGENTS WITH NATURAL LANGUAGE

An important, novel feature of Ontorion, among other KRR
systems, is the ability to describe knowledge and interact with
the user in semi-natural language. The language represents
the family of controlled natural languages that is expressive
enough to describe OWL. Controlled natural language (CNL)
is a subset of natural language with a reduced grammar and
vocabulary, which – in this case – translates directly to logic
with formal semantics capabilities.

In general, controlled natural language should be unambigu-
ous and intuitive, ultimately forming an easy way for human-
machine interaction (understandable by humans, executable by
machines). Due to its limitations, it needs to be supported
by a predictive (structural) editor which is Ontorion FluentE-
ditor tool [25]. The other, well-known implementation of a
controlled natural language is “Attempto Controlled English
(ACE)” [26], developed by the University of Zurich. However,
the origins of CNL can be found in the famous novel by
George Orwell: “1984”, where he discusses the NEWSPEAK
– a controlled language. The most used industrial implementa-
tions nowadays are Domain Specific Language (DSL) (imple-
mented as a part of the Drools project) [27] and Semantics of
Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) [28], whereas CNL
allows the representation of BPML diagrams.

In Ontorion Fluent Editor controlled language is equipped
with formal semantics expressed in logic. General groups of
sentences are allowed which include:

1. Concept subsumption, represents all cases where there is
a need to specify (or constrain) the fact about a specific
concept or instance (or expressions that evaluate the
concept or instance) in the form of subsumption (e.g.:
Every cat is a mammal, Pawel has two legs or One cat
that is a brown-one has red eyes).
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2. Role (possibly complex) inclusion specifies the proper-
ties and relationships between roles in terms of the ex-
pressiveness of SROIQ(D) (e.g.: If X loves something
that covers Y then X loves-cover-of Y).

3. Complex rules; If [body] then [head] expressions
that are restricted to the DL-Safe SWRL subset
[29] of rules (e.g.: If a scrum-master is-mapped-to
a provider and the scrum-master has-streamlining-
assessment-processes-sprints-level equal-to 2 then the
provider has-service-delivery-level equal-to 1 and the
provider has-support-services-level equal-to 2).

4. Complex OWL expressions; the grammar allows the use
of parentheses that can be nested if needed in the form
of (that ) e.g.: Every human is something (that is a man
or a woman or a hermaphrodite).

5. Aforementioned knowledge modification triggers that
have the form of: If P then for-each P execute Q, where
P is a premise and Q a consequence. Premise P is an
expression that evaluates a set of connected instances
that fulfill some conditions, while the consequence Q is
a procedure written in C# programming language (e.g.:
fig. 5).

V. THE DEFINITION OF THE MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM IN
TERMS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TRIGGERS

Here, we present a modern scalable KRR as a foundation for
MASS. The discussed KRR (Ontorion) enables the specifica-
tion of knowledge-modification triggers in the form of reactive
rules: if → action. Ontorion knowledge modification triggers
allow the knowledge itself to be modified and therefore it
is possible to build a set of triggers here that are fired
continuously. A reactive trigger like this breaks the decidability
of the underlying knowledge base and, as a consequence, KRR
tasks based on Ontorion are decidable only if all deductive
rules are DL-Safe (e.g. they are SWRL equivalent) – otherwise
these tasks are non-decidable.

The above property of system modification triggers is very
useful for the development of the hybrid MASS. The hybrid
agent paradigm can be adapted, by using triggers, even if the
environment is modelled in Ontorion as an OWL Ontology,
with all its limitations (e.g.: lack of modality or time repre-
sentation). We can define agents here as OWL individuals.
The behaviour of the agents is implemented in reactive rules
called moves. These rules combine the see, next and action
functions discussed earlier (the reactive, state based and ab-
stract model of an agent). Moreover, agent-individuals and
“ordinary” OWL individuals are different as agent-individuals
are equipped with a transactional, CAS protected internal state,
represented by related data-values.

A single move function as a parameter takes a percept
which is a result of a reasoning process (here, we consider
reasoning as an implementation of the abstract see function)
over the current state of the environment. In the implemen-
tation of this function a CAS operation is used to preserve
transactional semantics. The move function is only activated
if the perceived-message is equal to the expected-message.

If ... then ... execute <?

    Move(agent, "current-state", message, 

        "expected-message", ()=>

    {

/* the agent action */

        return "new-state";

    });

?>.

Fig. 3. General form of the move function

There is not one single agent that activates on perceived-
message - it can be any agent that fulfills the rule premise,
therefore a rule conclusion can be reused by many agents and
the overall execution result of the system is non-deterministic.
Messages are transferred between agents using a distributed
message queuing system, managed by the KRR.

A single agent is determined by its state and all the move
functions that can be ever executed in the context of its state,
therefore here, the agent synthesis process, is a process of
the assignment of the move functions to the single agent-
individual.

The reactive-rule bodies of the move function determine
the specific environment state that allows the system to assign
the function to the agent; however, the overall behaviour of
MASS is non-deterministic. This is due to the fact that the
concrete run (the MASS run) needs the selection of agent
instances made in runtime – and runtime (in opposition to
reasoning time) is a part of the reactive model that is non-
deterministic by nature. The non-deterministic selection of
choices, often by use of pseudo-random number generators,
and the parallel execution of different threads, are required by
underlying technologies to provide an efficient computational
model.

Therefore, we need to keep in mind, that simulations based
on the reactive/hybrid approach are non-deterministic. In this
case, we have to perform a large set of experiments with the
same initial state and then use analytical tools and methods to
verify the statistical hypothesis.

VI. THE SCALABILITY OF KRR ORIENTED MASS

In practical scenarios, when it comes to simulating large
societies, it is important to simulate a large amount of agents at
the same time. From the technological perspective, currently,
we can model large societies of people. Nowadays, the exis-
tence of 7 × 109 beings can be encoded in less than 1 GB
of memory. If we encode a single human being as a 1 kB
vector of bits then we can store an entire population in a single
modern hard drive at a relatively low cost. Working with cloud-
based environments, we can hire thousands of computers for a
few hours with a similar amount of money. Therefore MASS
scalability – the ability of the system to scale together with the
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size of the problem - is regarded as a mandatory and critical
property.

Ontorion is a scalable KRR system, approximately asso-
ciated with the size of maintained knowledge due to mod-
ularization algorithms embedded, whereas Cassandra, as the
underlying storage solution, is scalable by its design.

In distributed systems, task synchronization is a burden
and sometimes even an obstacle. Task distribution over a
set of physical machines demands synchronization protocols.
Satisfyingly, the Cassandra database has the Paxos protocol
implemented, which allows a global CAS functionality to
be implemented. The ability of agents to modify particular
chunks of knowledge indicates influence on the surrounding
environment as well. What can be seen as a common task
in terms of RDBMS (e.g. some database modification), might
have large and complex implications in terms of a distributed
knowledge base. Given the subset of First Order Logic (FOL),
we deal with the monotonic knowledge model. The mono-
tonicity implies that there is no impact on the overall meaning
when the order of adding knowledge is one way or another.

When we modify knowledge the problem is somehow more
complicated – besides agents tend to modify knowledge very
often. The cost of knowledge modification depends on its level,
scale and size. The relation between knowledge generality and
its modification cost is positive as a result of the replacement
of all revalued conclusions. Moreover, knowledge modification
triggers, used to implement the next functions, break the open
world assumption (OWA) [14]. This effect is caused by their
ability to modify knowledge depending on the “known” parts
of the knowledge. An agent may learn knowledge even when
it stays in contradiction to what it already knows. In addition,
knowledge modification triggers break the monotonicity of the
knowledge base. Therefore, the order of agent Next firing is
significant in terms of the final knowledge base shape. As
previously mentioned, simulations based on the reactive/hybrid
approach are non-deterministic due to both the distributed
system properties and the internal non-determinism of the
reactive agent system.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP - SOFTWARE PROCESS
SIMULATION MODELLING (SPSM) ENVIRONMENT

Software Process Simulation Modelling (SPSM) [30] is
widely used nowadays to support planning and control during
software development [31], [32]. MA systems play a very
important role here as they naturally can be used to simulate
social behaviors in the software testing phase. In our approach,
the SPSM is divided into two components: ontology and
knowledge modification triggers. In the example given below
(see Fig. 4), the ontology defines (with CNL) the core concepts
such as: competency, task, developer, manager:

We also defined agent-rules by making use of knowledge
modification triggers (see Fig. 5,6). Those triggers implement
the following scenario: a developer with certain competencies
starts to realize a task. After the task is finished, new knowl-
edge about the task realization process is added, and a “Busy”

Cpp-Programming is a competency.

Java-Programming is a competency.

...

Task-0 is a task.

Task-1 is a task.

Task-1 is-dependent-on Task-0.

Task-1 requires-competency Cpp-Programming.

Task-1 has-estimated-realization-md equal-to 500.

Task-2 is a task.

Task-2 is-dependent-on Task-1.

Task-2 requires-competency Java-Programming.

Task-2 has-estimated-realization-md equal-to 500.

...

Anna is a developer .

Anna has-competency Cpp-Programming .

Anna has-competency Java-Programming .

John is a developer .

John has-competency Java-Programming .

John has-competency Web-Programming .

...

Fig. 4. Configuration of the SPSM environment

state is set on the developer. The second trigger is fired when
the task is finished and a “Ready” state is set back.

Every time the environment contains a situation where one
task is dependent on the other, finished task, we execute the
trigger that forces previous triggers to start a simulation.

Here, we use the once function, which ensures that the
execution of the trigger happens exactly once (note that this is
not a trivial task, not executed in a stand-alone system but in
a distributed system which requires dispersed CAS operation).
The last step is to define the simulation entry point (see fig.
7).

The start event (see fig. 8) sets up the agents and defines
the initial task for the “Done” state to activate the overall
simulation.

In the above simulation, to make a long story short, in the
beginning, we defined three distinct sets: task, competence
and individual. Each agent represented a particular individual
(developer). Each task required a precise competency and was
time specified. This simplified description of the modelled
micro-world was given as an input to the system. Next, on
a user request the simulation was executed and a set of rules
started to be processed due to accomplish a given set of tasks
(Fig. 10).

Ontorion usability has been evidenced in one of many
possible applications. In highly complex systems or projects,
it seems that it is a considerable issue to design, estimate
and finally test all possible dependency relationships between
processes and their execution sequence. We showed how
to optimize the selection of a developer’s competency to a
particular tasks. In this instance, we were able to identify
“hidden” bottlenecks and constraints.

The experiments performed on the Ontorion cluster show
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If a task-realization-query requires-competency a 

competency and a developer has-competency the 

competency and the task-realization-query has-origin 

a task then for the task-realization-query and the 

developer and the task execute <?

    Move(developer, "Ready", 

      task_realization_query, "Programming", ()=>

    {

// read the realization time

var realizationTime = 

  (from v in Values where   

      v.source==InstanceDL(task) &&

      v.datarole=="have-estimated-realization-md" 

   select v.value).

   FirstOrDefault().

   SetConsistencyLevel(ConsistencyLevel.Quorum).

   Execute();

// create the wake-up message

        var msgid = CreateMessage(developer, 

"WakeUp",task);       

 

// delayed (by the realization time) modification // 

of KB 

  KnowledgeInsertWithDelay(

      msgid + " is a wake-up-message."+

      msgid + " has-origin " + developer + "."+ 

      msgid + " has-task-realization-query " 

            + task_realization_query + "."+ 

      msgid + " has-target "+ developer + ".",  

   int.Parse(realizationTime)); 

// mark the agent state as busy

        return  "Busy";

    });

?>.

Fig. 5. The move function written in C# is fired when the developer is ready
and fit for the given task

If a wake-up-message has-target a developer and the 

wake-up-message has-origin the developer and the wake-

up-message has-task-realization-query a task-

realization-query and the task-realization-query has-

origin a task then for the wake-up-message and the 

developer and the task-realization-query and the task 

execute <?

    Move(developer, "Busy", 

         wake_up_message, "WakeUp", ()=>

    {

// modify the status of task

       KnowledgeInsert(task+" has-status Done.");

// mark the agent state as ready

       return "Ready";

    });

?>.

Fig. 6. The move function written in C# is fired when the developer is done
with the task

If a start-event exists then for the start-event execute 

<?

    Once("Lets the simulation start.", ()=>

    {

      CreateAgent("Mark","Ready");

      CreateAgent("John","Ready");

      CreateAgent("Tom","Ready");

      CreateAgent("Gabi","Ready");

      CreateAgent("Anna","Ready");

      KnowledgeInsert("Task-0 has-status Done.");

    });

?>.

Fig. 7. The simulation entry point

Start-Event is a start-event.

Fig. 8. The simulation start event

flexible system scalability, persistent intra-communication du-
ration between nodes and overall system stability. As an illus-
tration, let us present this factual operation. A new node added
to the server farm was properly initialized and broadcasted
to other nodes and a scheduled job was again distributed.
Still, a systematic empirical measurement needs to be made to
monitor system behavior, especially when some changes have
taken place. A cloud-based environment is our choice due to
the obvious benefits of machine virtualization.

For Ontorion cluster setup, we used cluster of 3 standard
VM nodes. On top of this cluster we executed MASS made
of 5 agents.

Fig. 9. The result of a particular SPSM simulation (assignment of program-
mers to tasks)
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Fig. 10. The system’s console with detailed information of task status,
performer and dependencies

VIII. EXAMPLES OF ONTORION APPLICATIONS

Due to the limitations of this paper, we only briefly mark
a few Ontorion applications which we think give an objective
perspective on its functionality.

First of all, our system has been successfully deployed as
an intelligent semantic tool in a company from the energy
sector located in the USA. There are several benefits worth
mentioning of customizing Ontorion to this client. Primarily,
we were able to semantically describe data sources due to
automating the process of infrastructure management.

Another interesting application, which has taken place re-
cently in a company in the Aeronautics and Space industry, is
a case-based reasoning solution. Here, we combine text mining
with a dedicated ontology to mine and structure information
residing inside messages, incoming from users, which expose
some third-party system errors and defects. Next, to those
extracted chunks of information, the inference engine adds
relevant tags based on a semantic analysis and together, such
enhanced information (someone may even define such rich
data as knowledge [33]) is exported to a database (knowledge
base). Later, we execute triggers to combine this knowledge
with rules and reason a possible set of actions. Nevertheless,
an expert is responsible for selecting the final action to be
taken due to the solution of the reported problem.

In medicine, for the Maria Skłodowska-Curie Institute of
Oncology we built a highly complex ontology which repre-
sents a set of rules describing cancer procedure treatment. First
and foremost, we are able to centrally manage all the rules,
where, on a user’s rule change request, with little effort, we just
need to modify the semantic description preserving other rules
from unnecessary modifications. The most beneficial is the

usage of (semi) natural language that is readable for medical
oncology experts. Thus in this way they are able to verify the
knowledge input.

In the production sector, we have developed a common
dictionary for different actors to communicate and collaborate
world-wide. Actors include employees (located in different
countries and continents) and heterogeneous information sys-
tems (from different software vendors). The deployment of
semi-natural language, integrated inside the Fluent Editor
(Ontorion ontology editor), proved to be a tool, on the one
hand, easy to understand and use by its users, and on the
other hand, easy to configure and maintain for administrators
during systems (applications) integration.

Finally, we can use Ontorion to manage authorization and
authentication, versioning, auditing and what distinguishes us
from the competition is collaborative ontology engineering.
Moreover, we are able to deploy a solution for semantic
enhance searching which, based on taxonomy, efficiently im-
proves sharing and searching for information in response to a
user query, and interpreting strings of words not only using
statistical techniques, but in the sense of logical connections
existing between them. On the other hand, such a taxonomy
can be seen as an asset of organization knowledge, which can
be used to acquire knowledge from individuals and next to
preserve it in a formal way.

IX. FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS

First, we plan to explore the scalability of MASS created
in the way described in this paper. Even if Ontorion itself is
a scalable solution, it is not obvious that the knowledge and
inter-agent communication via a distributed queue will have
the property of scalability too. Secondly, we want to explore
an automated agent synthesis, based on theorem proofers. The
synthesis should select rules in an adaptive way from the set
of available rules by activating them with some threshold.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we showed that the Ontorion server is able
to execute, maintain and control massive simulations based
on a hybrid MASS approach. The resulting MASS fits well
into the definition of a Hybrid MASS. The perception of
an agent is realized by description logic theorem proofers
(reasoners). Agents are modelled as instances equipped with
a relevant time model, which allows them to interact with the
environment and with each other. Inter-agent communication
is realized by messages that together with the environment are
represented by an ontology managed by the server. Finally,
actions performed by agents are encoded in a particular
programming language, which brings our approach close to
AOP.

An agent synthesis benefits from a formal reasoning engine
(being a central component of KRR) and is based on an action-
selection procedure. An expressive and distinct Ontorion func-
tionality is the ability to encode agent logics in semi-natural
language in the interest of a less professional user. We also
observed that this allows end users to understand actions taken
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by an agent, even if a user is not well trained in formal
representation systems.

Obviously, we are aware of some obstacles which can
be pointed out in the presented simulation. The key issue
is to verify the usability and then estimate the degree of
functionality adoption on the client side. We have also not used
any technique of knowledge verification and validation [34].
On the other hand, we presented some Ontorion applications
in the medicine, aerospace and production industries which
were positively evaluated and are still in use. Based upon
preliminary feedback from our clients, we think that the
presented system, as a multi-agent simulation platform, is a
promising prospect not limited to any particular industry or
purpose.

Ontorion is free of charge for academic institutions and
independent researches. For more information, please visit our
website available at http://www.conitum.eu/semantics/.
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Abstract—The  paper  presents  issues  related  to  knowledge
representation in controlling sub-system in integrated manage-
ment support system. In the first part of article, a controlling
sub-system  is  characterized.  Next,  the  formal  definition  of
knowledge structure is presented. This structure can be used,
for example,  to integration of knowledge.   The final part de-
scribes an example of use of the elaborated structure in prac-
tice.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONTEMPORARY economy  forces  companies  to

operate in a very turbulent environment.  In  order  for

the companies to become competitive, the decision makers

are forced to make quick yet effective decisions. Without a

doubt,  the  effectiveness  of  those  decisions  influences

performance and results obtained by companies. To run the

decision-making  process  correctly,  companies  increasingly

employ the process of controlling, defined as performance-

oriented operation, executed through planning, control and

reporting [9]. Professional literature considers controlling in

two  aspects:  strategic  controlling  which  is  aimed  at

coordinating  all  sub-systems of  strategic  management,  i.e.

strategic planning,  control  as well  as strategic information

feed [5]; and operational controlling which should put the

company  in  control  over  its  income,  expenses,  thus

achieving the assumed profit, and financial liquidity [2]. In

order to ensure full integration of business processes within

a  company,  supporting  the  tasks  of  both  strategic  and

operational  controlling  should  be  executed  within  a  sub-

system  of  an  integrated  management  information  system

(IMIS)  [1].  It  should  be  noted  that  the  function  of

controlling  sub-system  for  analysis,  planning  or  control

generates  new  knowledge  which  should  be  used  by  the

decision makers on an ongoing basis.

C

However,  so  far  professional  literature  has  not  defined

formal  representation  structure  of  the  knowledge  in  a

controlling  sub-system,  considering  all  elements  of  the

controlling system. Such structure might prove useful,  e.g.

to  compare  items  of  knowledge  generated  with  different

methods of analysis. 

Therefore,  the purpose of this article is to devise a formal

definition of knowledge structure in IMIS controlling sub-

system. 

The  research  has  been  realized  through  the  following

stages:

1. Analyzing  of  the  existing  solutions  in  knowledge

representation  and  integration  and  controlling  area  using

such  research  methods  like  the  literature  studies,  the

observation  of  phenomena  in  the  enterprises,  the  case

studies of different practical application of IMIS.

2. Developing the definition of the knowledge structure.

The  quantitative  methods  and  the  case  studies  have  been

used in this stage.

II.KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND INTEGRATION

TECHNIQUES

A knowledge representation structure must be capable of

representing  the  broad  spectrum  of  knowledge  types

categorized by Feigenbaum including [11]:

• objects  -  information  on  physical  objects  and

concepts,

• events  -  time-dependent  actions  and  events  that

may indicate cause and effect relationships,

• performance - procedure or process of performing

tasks,

• meta-knowledge  -  knowledge  about  knowledge

including  its  reliability,  importance,  performance

evaluation of cognitive processors.

The literature of subject presents many different methods

for  knowledge  representation.  The  main  of  them  include

internal-symbolic representation, first-order predicate logic,

multi-valued  logic,  fuzzy  logic,  tuples,  relational  tuples,

partitions and coverings, trees, rule-based systems, artificial

neural  networks,  frame  representation,  ontologies  such  as

semantic web and semantic networks,  multi-attributes  and

multi-values structures,  multi valued logic includes a three

valued logic and a fuzzy logic. 

Internal-symbolic  representation  requires  a  common

symbol language, in which knowledge can be express.

The first-order predicate logic (and its extensions), multi-

valued  logic  and  fuzzy  logic  approach  is  a  symbolic-
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cognitive approach and results from general assumptions 

[14]: 

 the knowledge representation is independent of 

physical media, 

 system’s internal states are related to the objects of 

external environment, 

 the knowledge representation consist of symbols 

forming the structure, 

 reasoning is based on the manipulation of these 

structures to derive other structures. 

Often the tuples, relational tuples, partitions and coverings 

are used for knowledge representation [15]. Trees, instead, 

are the graphs which represent hierarchical knowledge [12], 

[26].  

A rule based system uses rules as the knowledge 

representation for knowledge coded into the system. A rule-

based system consists of a set of IF-THEN rules, a set of 

facts and some interpreter controlling the application of the 

rules, given the facts [13]. 

Artificial neural networks are generally defined as systems 

of interconnected "neurons" which can compute values from 

inputs, and are capable of machine learning as well as pattern 

recognition thanks to their adaptive nature [18].  

Frame representation provides a concise structural 

representation of useful relations, and support a concise 

definition-by-specialization technique that is easy for most 

domain experts to use. In addition, special purpose deduction 

algorithms have been developed that exploit the structural 

characteristics of frames to rapidly perform a set of 

inferences commonly needed in knowledge-system 

applications. the taxonomic relationships among frames 

enable descriptive information to be shared among multiple 

frames (via inheritance) and because the internal structure of 

frames enables semantic integrity constraints to be 

automatically maintained. [19]. 

The Semantic Web allows searching not only information 

but also knowledge. Its main purpose is introducing structure 

and semantic content in the huge amount of unstructured or 

semi-structured distributed knowledge available on the Web, 

being the central notion behind the Semantic Web that of 

ontologies, which describe concepts and their relations in a 

particular field of knowledge [16]. 

The paper [17] instead, presents the semantic net with 

node and links activation level (the “slipnet”) to represent 
knowledge. This type of representation allows the processing 

both knowledge represented in a symbolic way and 

knowledge represented in a numerical way. Thus it is 

possible to determine a certainty level of semantic relations 

between nodes (topics). 

Often knowledge is represented as multi-attribute and 

multi-value structure consist of different number of different 

types attributes. It allow for representing the real word 

environment in wide scope of objects features. Such 

structures are used, for example in case of weather 

forecasting multiagent system [15] or supply chain 

management multiagent system [10], [25].  

Integration of knowledge is considered in different ways 

and on different levels. Previous attempts tended to predict 

group performance based on some statistic involving 

members' performances. For example [20] reported that 

group performance is an average of individual performance. 

Wolley [21] measured the collective knowledge. They 

experimentally proved that collective knowledge and 

intelligence is not strongly correlated with the average or 

maximum individual intelligences of group members but is 

correlated with the average social sensitivity of group 

members, the equality in distribution of conversational turn-

taking, and the proportion of females in the group. In works 

[22], [23], [24] a formal mathematical model for knowledge 

integration is presented, in which the consensus-based 

knowledge functions for generating integration of knowledge 

have been defined. 

III. CHARACTERISTIC OF A CONTROLLING SUB-SYSTEM  

Operational management of a company requires 

employing a reliable and effective controlling system, which 

depends on proper organization of an integrated management 

system. Controlling sub-system is a component of IMIS, 

collecting big amounts of data from other sub-systems, thus 

generating information for the management. The information 

is then the basis for making a decision. Therefore, the 

reliability of the sub-system is dependent upon the reliability 

of the entire IMIS. It is also imperative to provide support 

for the controlling system through maximally automated 

circulation of documents, which allows for an ongoing data 

feed for management purposes; through a register of events 

taking place in a company, that enables to control, and 

through issuing up-to-date and solid analyses and reports for 

the management. Such solutions are made possible through 

the use of domain bases of each of the employed IMIS sub-

systems, and the use of data warehouses along with other 

Business Intelligence tools. Summary of sample information 

used by the controlling sub-system in order to the planning 

function, control and inspection presented table 1. 

Considering the controlling sub-system and its efficient 

operation, it is vital to decentralize the management system 

in a company and one of the ways to do that is to designate 

certain responsibility centers in the company [8]. The 

starting point for such division is an assumption that the 

entire activity conducted by the company can be divided into 

many integrated sub-categories, each of them having its own 

individual characteristic and requiring an individual 

approach [6]. Dividing a company into smaller units and 

assigning specific targets to them is a crucial condition for 

introducing a reliable controlling system and making unit 

managers account for the accomplishment of assigned tasks 

and targets [8]. 

Fig 1 presents the functional architecture of controlling 

subsystem. From the knowledge processing point of view, 
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the reports module and internal consultant module are very 

important. The first of them facilitate monitoring of the 

business organization processes. It is very important tool for 

management supporting. After determining the limit values 

for a given process the module reports values of each event 

and informs about tasks, which have to be perform. The 

second module, instead, suggests the optimal solutions for a 

given decision-making problem. For example, the tasks 

performed by module are as follows: 

 performing the effectivity analyses, 

 supporting in the costs calculation rules, 

 supporting in the costs settlement. 

When implementing the controlling sub-system in a 

company, it is vital to remember the specific needs of each 

organization and their uniqueness. Therefore, it is necessary 

to precisely define targets and expectations put forth to the 

controlling process by management staff from each company 

at pre-implementation stage. This will allow obtaining an 

efficient tool, adapted perfectly to the information needs of a 

company. One can honestly state that there are no identical 

controlling systems, as there are no identical companies. 

Distinct characteristics of production processes, distinct 

organization methods and different management methods 

make each company one of a kind [3, 4]. 

 

Fig 1. The functional architecture of a controlling sub-system. 

Source: self-elaboration. 

 

Consequently, each company has its own uniquely 

organized controlling system, although the system contains 

commonly used solutions and tools, based on two basic 

assumptions: 

Controlling 

sub-system 

Strategic controlling module 

Operational controlling module 

Reports module 

Internal consultant module 

TABLE I. 

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF EVENT RECORDS IN OTHER SUB-SYSTEM IN ORDER TO THE CONTROLLING FUNCTIONING IN ENTERPRISE  

The name of the sub-

system 
Automatic records of events supporting the work of the controlling 

ACCOUNTING 

SUB-SYSTEM 

 

 automatic generation posting and transfer automatically after payment, 

 automatic posting costs and financial income resulting in exchange rate 

differences, 

 automatic decreeing and posting payroll generated in human resources 

management sub-system, 

 automatic aggregation and post inventory documents. 

HUMAN 

RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT 

SUB-SYSTEM 

    information about the amount of the salaries paid in individual organizational 

units, 

    information about the differences in salaries on individual positions, 

    information about the differences in wages on individual positions, 

    information about skilled workers needed to perform specific jobs by company, 

    automatic creation of the collator salary costs on projects/organizations units on 

the basis of the records of working time. 

LOGISTIC  

SUB-SYSTEM 
    information on current inventory values, broken down by types of materials or 

their economic usefulness, 

    receiving/issuing of goods from the warehouse on the basis of the barcode 

(automatic records), 

   carry out inventory using barcodes or technology (Optical Character 

Recognition/ Intelligent Character Recognition/ Optical Mark Recognition), 

   automatic generation of an inventory documents. 

CRM 

SUB-SYSTEM 
 generate information about the current state of the debt, thanks to the automatic 

generation of invoices, 

 the ability to create reports based on customer segmentation or Pareto principle, 

 information on complaints made by customers. 

MANUFACTURING 

MANAGEMENT 

SUB-SYSTEM 

 identify needs of material of a specific production order, 

 determine necessary for the order  execution the  man-hours, 

 analysis of the use of the working time of machines and equipment on the basis 

of the automatic reading of their work time. 
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 all action taken in the company is aimed at the main 

target – to optimize profit made in a given 

environment,  

 to increase the efficiency of all centers of 

responsibility, so that they contribute to achieving the 

main target of the company to the highest degree 

possible. 

As a result of the analysis and conclusion process, the 

controlling sub-system generates new knowledge concerning 

business processes. The knowledge is subject to structuration 

process, therefore it should be represented as unitary 

structure which will be defined later in the article. The 

computer system should provide the controlling unit with all 

necessary information from sub-systems operating in the 

company, including the financial-accounting or production 

management sub-systems and allow analyzing received data 

in various lay-outs and cross-sections. 

IV. DEFINITION OF THE KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE 

In order to allow for the representation of knowledge in 

controlling sub-system as a single structure, it is necessary to 

define it formally. On the basis of the characteristics of the 

sub-system control made in the previous paragraph, the 

knowledge structure can be defined as follows: 

The structure of knowledge in controlling sub-system is 

called following sequence:  

    DTSPRKJANWPDWC ,,,,},{,},{},{},{},{O 
 Where: 

1)  i21 ,,, dddD   - denotes set of data, for example, 

record of production orders, a list of the materials ordered 

from vendors, list of cost items and revenue which 

undertaking  the subject to the budgeting by each of the 

organizational units,  or bill of the customers or vendors, 

2)  i21 ,,, pppP    - denotes set of plans prepared 

for a specific period, in scope of data of D set, 

3)  i21 ,,, wwwW   – denotes set of values related to 

the implementation of the established size plans by 

individual organizational units operating in the enterprise, 

4)  iaaaAN ,,, 21   - denotes set of analysis made 

on the basis of plans and implementation, and calculated on 

the basis of  the analysis the values of deviations are 

presented in reports, 

5)  ikkkK ,,, 21   - denotes set of controls, 

where 1k .. ik  mean procedures of controls, allow to detect 

irregularities in the use of production factors by, for 

example, comparison of standards with real values; an 

example would be control of fuel consumption in transport 

vehicles in relation to established standards of consumption, 

or  quality control of finished products on each stage of 

production; 

6)  hjjjJ ,,, 21   – denotes set of organizational 

units to evaluate using the tools of controlling, with its 

manager about specific responsibilities and competence 

necessary to drive organizational unit, 

7)  hrrrR ,,, 21    - denotes set of reports generated 

by system,  both of the checks carried out and in terms of 

presentation of information resulting from the analysis 

carried out,  

8) SP   -  denote s the degree of certainty of the reports, 

in particular, in relation to reports on the nature of the „ex 

ante”.  Degree of certainty can be, for example, calculated 

on the basis of the probability of a change in interest rates by 

the central bank, changes in inflation rates and different sizes 

for the purchasing power of money,  

9)  CWCTDT ,   - where CT  denotes transaction 

time, instead CW the right time of the reports performing, 

e.g. report performed 2013-01-23 showing an enterprise state 

of the day 2012-12-31. 

In addition to the defined attributes of the knowledge 

structure includes the following features: 

10) RKWPD :   - is at least partially a 

function of control, that mirrors elements of the Cartesian 

product KWPD   in elements of R set. Function 

 will be partially, when only selected elements of the 

Cartesian product KWPD    will be as its arguments. 

This function, on the basis of the data, plans, implementation 

and control, creates a report with the controls.  

Function   satisfies the following conditions: 

1)  )()()()( KWPD  

- if any of function’s arguments is an empty set, then 
the function result is also an empty set. 

2)  )()()()( KWPD . 

- if each of function’s arguments isn’t an empty set, then 
the function result also isn’t an empty set. 

11) RANWPD :   - is at least partially a 

function of knowledge, that mirrors elements of the Cartesian 

product ANWPD   in elements of R set. Function 

  will be partially, when only selected elements of the 

Cartesian product ANWPD  will be as its arguments. 

This function, on the basis of the data, plans, 

implementations and analysis, creates a report. 

Function   satisfies the following conditions: 

1)  )()()()( ANWPD

 - if any of function’s arguments is an empty set, then 
the function result is also an empty set. 

2)  )()()()( ANWPD

- if each of function’s arguments isn’t an empty set, 
then the function result also isn’t an empty set. 

The knowledge structure of controlling sub-system 

defined in this article is a multi-attributes and multi-values 

structure (it consist of different types of attributes). This 

structure can be using to representation of knowledge 

generated as a result of analysis of implementation 

established in the plans of the values.  
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Next part of the paper presents using a defined structure in 

practice implementation. 

V. THE EXAMPLE OF USING THE FORMAL DEFINITION OF 

KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE 

The use of the knowledge structure is illustrated in the 

example companies of financial industry that take care of the 

free of debts the hospitals. The knowledge structure, 

automatically generated by controlling sub-system, can, in 

this case, present itself as follows:  

1) D={list of hospitals operating on an interesting 

enterprise area, list of hospitals with which the enterprise has 

established cooperation, list of costs and revenues necessary 

for the proper preparation of the company's budget}. 

2)   P={prepared plans for the period of the financial year, 

broken down by 4 calendar months. The plans consist of:  

 sales budget prepared on the basis of both the 

hospitals with which you are already working, as well 

as new units, the enterprise should acquire in the 

indicated period, 

 cost budget broken down by individual business units, 

i.e. the marketing department, dales department, 

accounting department, controlling department and 

the others, 

 expected results associated with the free of debts the 

specific hospital}. 

3) W= { the value corresponding to a plan, resulting from 

the actual implementation of the previously established 

plans}. 

4) AN={analyses consist of comparison plans and 

implementation the individual scheduled values included in 

set W}. 

5) K={the control concerning of liquidity loss prevention 

in connection with the activities of large outflows of funds in 

the form of a credit for hospitals and the cyclical (for 

example, monthly or quarterly) a relatively small influence 

on behalf of the bank account}.  

6) J={marketing department, dales department, accounting 

department, controlling department, Hospital 1, Hospital 

2….Hospital n}. 

Therefore, a set J, in this example, is a set of 

organizational units of the enterprise, but also the hospitals, z 

with which the enterprise cooperates to the clearance of the 

efficiency of the investments carried out, 

7) R={reports on the implementation of budget plans and 

the results of the analysis of deviations and  evaluation report 

on funding opportunities further hospitals based on the 

company's own or with the possibility to organize a bank 

loans intended for this purpose }. 

8) SP =0.7.    

9) DT   ={01.09.2012, 31.12.2012}; 

 The enterprise is considering financing the business 

development based on hospitals 1, 2, 3 and 4 with 5-year 

bank loan. The 700 thousand loans will ensure the financial 

liquidity in the investment period. The detailed calculations 

are presented in the table 2. 

The parameters of automatic function of control and its 

results may present as follows: 

 (planned receipts and cash outflows) = {planned cash 

receipts, collected at the moment funds along with the loan 

had entered for the purpose of carrying out the activities and 

the planned financial resources allocated to free of debts the 

hospitals; result of a control: planned receipts and expenses 

are possible provided under condition to ensure the 

operational functioning of the company and to cover the cost 

of raising capital}; 

Instead, parameters and results (in the form of reports, 

which can contain both the information and the conclusions 

drawn in automatically
1
) of the function of knowledge 

generated by the sub-system may present as follows (the 

number of the tables was given for the order by the authors – 

it is not generated by the sub-system): 

( D, P,W,AN)= {results are presented by Table 2 and 

Table 3}. 

TABLE 2. PLANNED CASH FLOWS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LENDING AND 

REPAYMENT INSTALLMENTS BY HOSPITALS  

Loan 700 700

Hospital 1 2012 9 2012-09-03 -150 550

Hospital 2 2012 9 2012-09-08 -380 170

Revenues 2012 9 2012-09-15 45 215

Operating costs 2012 9 2012-09-30 -20 195

Financial costs 2012 9 2012-09-30 -10 185

Revenues 2012 10 2012-10-30 55 240

Hospital 3 2012 10 2012-10-03 -120 120

Operating costs 2012 10 2012-10-31 -17 103

Financial costs 2012 10 2012-10-31 -14 89

Revenues 2012 11 2012-11-15 66 155

Operating costs 2012 11 2012-11-30 -20 135

Financial costs 2012 11 2012-11-30 -20 115

Revenues 2012 12 2012-12-15 66 181

Hospital 4 2012 12 2012-12-25 -140 41

Operating costs 2012 12 2012-12-31 -20 21

Financial costs 2012 12 2012-12-31 -21 0

Balance 

[thousands]

Payment 

term
Year Month

The name of 

project

Cash flows 

[thousands]

 
 

Conclusions: Following the presented juxtaposition, one 

might initially state that a company is able to fund the 

planned projects through the planned amount of bank loan. 

Significant financial expenses of the bank loan make the 

company management worried about the profitability of such 

investment. The revenues, expenses and profits in the 

described period are presented in the table 3. 

 

                                                           
1 The data mining techniques and expert systems are used in this 

purpose 
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TABLE 3. PLANNED REVENUES, COSTS, PROFITS OF ENTERPRISE 

FUNCTIONING 

 

2012/09 2012/10 2012/11 2012/12

Revenues [thousands] 45 55 66 66

Costs [thousands] 30 31 40 41

Profit [thousands] 15 24 26 25

Cumulative Profit [thousands] 15 39 65 90  
  

Conclusions: As one may notice the profit margin of the 

investment amounts to 38% and allows sustainable growth of 

the enterprise and repayment of the bank loan within agreed 

period. 

Generating data from the chart by the controlling sub-

system is possible due to its cooperation with the sales sub-

system, because it contains all information regarding 

concluded agreements, their amount and payment schedule. 

The juxtaposition may function as final or be the basis for 

creating an overall plan of money flow through the 

controlling sub-system that considers all revenues, costs and 

profits of company’s operation (table 3). 

The similarly  structures of knowledge can be 

automatically generated by the controlling sub-system with 

regard to, for example, other periods, or new hospitals 

acquired by the company.  Thanks to the formal 

representation of knowledge it can be easily compared, 

verified and integrated.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The operation of the controlling sub-system in IMIS is 

connected with generating knowledge which is extremely 

useful e.g. from the perspective of company competitiveness. 

Operational efficiency is not only influenced by flexibility 

and the ability to satisfy customers’ needs, but also by 
keeping proper financial liquidity in the company. Note that 

economic decisions are usually made with risk and 

uncertainty, therefore knowledge generated by the 

controlling sub-system is often heterogeneous by nature. 

That is why it is crucial to store the knowledge with the use 

of unitary structure whose formal definition has been devised 

in this article. Representing knowledge with the use of such 

structure enables its comparison as well as detection of 

conflicts resulting from the knowledge – for instance, one 

can obtain a report from the controlling sub-system, which 

states that within a given period of time it will be more 

profitable for the company to produce product A for 

customer K1, however, production of product B for 

customer K2 within the same period of time will ensure 

higher financial liquidity. Such a situation is defined as 

conflict of knowledge which hinders the process of making a 

final decision, and should be resolved by man or by an 

automated system [25].  

The representation of knowledge in the controlling sub-

system as unitary structure may thus lead to higher 

effectiveness of all decisions made by decision makers, 

based on reports generated in the controlling sub-system. 

The further research works may relate to elaborate a 

structure of knowledge with functional dependencies 

between attributes, formal definition of knowledge conflict 

appearing in controlling sub-system and the methods of these 

conflicts resolving. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a method for agents’ 
knowledge representation by using semantic network with node 

and links activation level defined on the instance, concept, 

relation and axiom level. The first part shortly presents the 

state-of-the-art in the considered field; next, the CIMIS 

prototype is shortly characterized; the formal definition of a 

method for agents’ knowledge representation is presented in the 

last part of paper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ONTEMPORARY the entire economy is based on 

information and knowledge, therefore companies must 

employ systems which support the knowledge management 

process taking into consideration the risk and uncertainty of 

economic decisions. Often the integrated management 

information systems (IMIS) are used in this purpose. They 

are characterized by full integration both at the 

system/application level and the business process level. 

Note, however, that the properties of contemporary IMIS are 

becoming more and more inadequate. Apart from collecting 

and analyzing data and generating knowledge, the system 

should also be able to understand the meaning of phenomena 

occurring around the organization. It is becoming more and 

more necessary to make decisions based not only on 

knowledge but also on experience, thus far regarded as 

purely human domain [4]. In order to accomplish tasks set by 

IMIS, a multi-agent system can be used consist of several 

cognitive agents. Not only do they enable quick access to 

information and quick search for the required information, its 

analysis and conclusions, but also, besides being responsive 

to environment stimuli, they have cognitive abilities that 

allow them to learn from empiric experience gained through 

immediate interaction with their environments [15], which 

consequently allows a number of decision versions to be 

automatically generated and to make and execute decisions.  

As a result of its running, the agent obtains knowledge of 

the environment in which it operates. If we desire to use this 

knowledge then it must be represented in the form of a 

                                                           
 This work was financially supported by the National Science Center 

(decision No. DEC-2013/11/D/HS4/04096) 

specific structure. The ability of cognitive agents to 

understand the meaning of phenomena occurring around the 

organization causes that the semantic structures have to be 

used. The ontologies which are mainly applied for this 

purpose include semantic networks. They are formally 

defined in numerous papers (e.g. [9], [19], [27], [29]), 

however to a small extent they include the method for 

representation of the uncertainty of economic decisions. 

Therefore, the semantic net with nodes and links activation 

level is a better solution to represent the companies’ 
knowledge. This type of representation enables processing 

both, knowledge represented in a symbolic way, and 

knowledge represented in a numerical way. It also enables 

processing structured and unstructured knowledge. Thus, it is 

possible to determine the certainty level of nodes (concepts) 

and semantic relations between these nodes. The first 

suggestion to use such a structure, called “slipnet”, is 
presented in the “Copycat” project [14]. However, the 

existing papers lack the formal definition of this structure 

and do not consider issues related to instances and relations 

between nodes and instances. This definition is however 

necessary mainly in order developed methods for the agents’ 
knowledge processing and integration.  

 The aim of this paper is to develop a formal definition of a 

method for agents’ knowledge representation using semantic 

network with node and links activation level taking into 

consideration the instance, concept, relation and axiom 

(relations between nodes and instances) level. This structure 

has been implemented in the architecture of the cognitive 

agents running in the Cognitive Integrated Management 

Information System (CIMIS) prototype.  

This paper is organized as follows: the first part shortly 

presents the state-of-the-art in the considered field; next, the 

CIMIS prototype is shortly characterized; the formal 

definition of a method for agents’ knowledge representation 

is presented in the last part of paper. 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

In this section the methods related mainly to cognitive 

agents’ knowledge representation will be analyzed.  In the 

study [6] considering the taxonomy of cognitive agent 
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architectures with respect to their knowledge representation 

and learning methods, three main groups of the architectures 

were distinguished:    

1. Symbolic architectures which use declarative 

knowledge included in relations recorded at the symbolic 

level, focusing on the use of this knowledge to solve 

problems.  

2. Emergent architectures using signal flows through the 

network of numerous, mutually interacting elements, in 

which emergent conditions occur, possible to be interpreted 

in a symbolic way.  

3. Hybrid architectures which are the combinations of the 

symbolic and emergent approach, combined in various ways.  

The literature of subject presents many different methods 

for agents’ knowledge representation used in the mentioned 
groups. The main of them include first-order predicate logic, 

production systems, artificial neural networks, frame 

representation, ontologies such as semantic web, semantic 

networks and topic maps, multi-attributes and multi-values 

structures, multi valued logic includes a three valued logic 

and a fuzzy logic. Some of these methods are closely related 

to the semantic agents’ knowledge representation.  
Production systems are based on the production rules 

consisting of two elements:  consequence or  the  head of  the  

rule and the other is  the  antecedence or  the  body of  the  

rule which should  be true to satisfy the consequence part 

[16], [23]. 

Artificial neural networks are generally defined as systems 

of interconnected "neurons" which can compute values from 

inputs, and are capable of machine learning as well as pattern 

recognition thanks to their adaptive nature [1], [18]. Actions 

taken by the agent are directly connected with perception 

without the mediation of symbolic reasoning. However, an 

area of application is limited to agents conceptually simple 

recognizing actions or underlying actions directly related to 

the recognition (for example, grasping objects). 

It often happens that agents’ knowledge is represented as 
multi-attribute and multi-value structure consisting of 

different number of different types of attributes. It allow for 

representing the real word environment in a wide scope of 

objects’ features. Such structures are used, for example in 
case of the weather forecasting multiagent system [21] or 

supply chain management multiagent system [13], [25].  

Frame representation captures the way agents typically think 

about Special Section of their knowledge, provide a concise 

structural representation of useful relations, and support a 

concise definition-by-specialization technique that is easy for 

most domain experts to use. In addition, special purpose 

deduction algorithms have been developed that exploit the 

structural characteristics of frames to rapidly perform a set of 

inferences commonly needed in knowledge-system 

applications. The taxonomic relationships among frames 

enable descriptive information to be shared among multiple 

frames (via inheritance) and because the internal structure of 

frames enables semantic integrity constraints to be 

automatically maintained. [8], [28]. 

Ontology, in turn, most often is defined by the 

following elements [9], [10] 

ZRICO ,,,                                   (1) 

where: 

• C – Set of concepts (classes) 

• I – Set of instances of concepts 

• R – Set of binary relations defined on C 

• Z – Set of axioms which are formulae of first-order 

logic and can be interpreted as integrity constraints 

or relationships between instances and concepts, 

and which cannot be expressed by the relations in 

set R, nor as relationships between relations 

included in R
1
. 

The Semantic Web allows searching not only information 

but also knowledge. Its main purpose is introducing structure 

and semantic content in the huge amount of unstructured or 

semi-structured distributed knowledge available on the Web, 

being the central notion behind the Semantic Web that of 

ontologies, which describe concepts and their relations in a 

particular field of knowledge [27].    

Semantic networks [26] are knowledge representation 

schemes involving nodes and links (arcs or arrows) between 

nodes. The nodes represent objects or concepts and the links 

represent relations between nodes. The links are directed and 

labeled; thus, a semantic network is a directed graph. In 

print, the nodes are usually represented by circles or boxes 

and the links are drawn as arrows between the circles. 

As an ontological knowledge representation, the topic map 

standard, introduced by International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO/IEC 13250:2000), is also used. The 

topic maps are a kind of a semantic network, and they allow 

writing information of the data ontology and data taxonomy 

in a semantically ordered manner [17]. The topic map, most 

often, consists of „parent-child” relations. 
Presented methods for knowledge representation can be 

used only in respect of the one group of cognitive agent 

representation. For example, the topic maps can be used in 

symbolic architectures and neural networks can be used in 

emergent architectures.   In the hybrid architectures often a 

combination of different methods is used depending on a 

task, which is to be executed. For example, if agents’ 
purpose is visual quality analysis of grains, the neural 

network is used for recognizing the features of grains (e.g. 

shape, color) and semantic network is used to determine the 

grain species. However, the disadvantages of this approach 

are the need to implement two (or more) different types of 

modules for knowledge storing and the complexity of the 

procedures for conversion of knowledge represented using 

neural network with the knowledge represented by a 

                                                           
1 This definition differs from that of "axioms" in generative grammar 

and formal logic. In ontology disciplines, axioms include only statements 

asserted as a priori knowledge.  
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semantic network. Therefore, a better approach is to use 

methods that allow representation of both symbolic and 

numerical knowledge in an integrated, uniform manner.  The 

first suggestion to use such a method, called “slipnet”, is 
presented in the “Copycat” project. This method is 
developed in the LIDA cognitive agent [7]. This hybrid 

architecture allows for symbolic and emergent knowledge 

processing and it uses the semantic net with node and links 

activation level (the “slipnet”) to represent knowledge. This 
type of representation enables processing knowledge 

represented in a symbolic way, as well as knowledge 

represented in a numerical way. Thus, it is possible to 

determine a certainty level of semantic relations between 

nodes (topics).  

Because the formal, mathematical definition of “slipnet” 
has not yet been defined and existing papers do not consider 

issues related to instances and relations between nodes and 

instances, it is very difficult to develop methods for 

advanced processing and integration of knowledge 

representing by this structure in CIMIS prototype, presented 

in the next part of this paper. 

III. THE COGNITIVE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT 

INFORMATION SYSTEM  

In order to develop a prototype of CIMIS the following 

subsystems have been created (Fig 1.): fixed assets, logistics, 

manufacturing management, human resources management, 

financial and accounting, controlling, business intelligence 

[2]. 

The fixed assets sub-system includes support for the 

realization of processes related to fixed asset and involved 

their depreciation.  

The logistics sub-system has all the main features 

supporting the employees of logistics department in their 

effective work [10]. The logistics sub-system enables 

maintaining optimal stock to meet the needs of production 

department. 

The manufacturing management sub-system support a 

processes related to a manufacturing execution. It include 

functions from the scope of the technical preparation of 

production capacity, production planning, material 

consumption planning, planning and execution of a 

manufacturing tasks, manufacturing control, visualization, 

monitoring and archiving.  

The human resources management sub-system supports 

realization of such processes, as the employees of the 

company data and contract registering, recording of working 

time, wage calculation, creating the tax and social security 

declaration. 

The financial-accounting sub-system supports registering, 

to the full extent, economic events, also provides important, 

from the point of view of business management, information, 

concerning, inter alia, payment capacity, revenues, costs, 

financial result.  

Controlling sub-system is automatically processing data 

related to profit and loss account in cooperation with 

accounting sub-system. The controlling sub-system consists 

of both a strategic and operational controlling.  

The CRM sub-system is engaged in matters connected 

with ensuring the best company-customer relations and 

collecting information in the customers' preferences in terms 

of product purchase in order to increase sales. The 

enterprise’s environment monitoring is also realized by this 

sub-system.  

The purpose of business intelligence sub-system is to 

enable easy and safe access to information in a company, 

operation of its analysis and distribution of reports within the 

company and among its business partners, which in turn 

enables quick and flexible decision making. In the context 

of, most of all, the business intelligence sub-system, but 

other sub-systems as well, the CIMIS makes cognitive 

visualization [36] features available, meaning it enables a 

visualization of multi-dimensional data in one picture that 

allows finding the source of a problem in a short time and 

contributes to creating new knowledge about an object or 

problem [25]. 

 

Fig 1. The CIMIS architecture. 

 Source: own work. 
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The system assumes that all agents are at 'not-taught' status 

in the initial phase. They can be initially grouped according 

company's needs for sub-systems. For in-stance, one group 

of agents is assigned to the logistics sub-system, another one 

is assigned to the manufacturing management sub-system 

and yet another one to financial and accounting sub-system. 

Within the groups, the agents can be initially 'taught' by the 

company that implements the system. Next stages of learning 

for both grouped and ungrouped agents are done by the 

company staff. Agents can also learn without teacher through 

analyzing the results of their decisions. 

The agents of all sub-systems cooperate themselves in 

order to better business processes realization. For example, 

the enterprise’s environment monitoring results performed 

by CRM sub-system agent are using by the other agents. 

The main operating purpose of the Supervisor agent is to 

monitor the proper operation of other agents, mainly in the 

field of detection and solving conflicts of knowledge and 

experience. The agent analyzes, in close-to-real time, the 

structures of knowledge and experience of all agents. 

Whenever a conflict occurs, it employs a solution algorithm 

based on a method that uses consensus theory [9, 21], and 

the result of the agent's actions is accepted by the system as 

current state of knowledge and experience. 

Note that all CIMIS sub-systems are connected by a 

single, coherent stream of in-formation and knowledge 

available online to the management, because nowadays 

attention is paid to functional complexity, managing all 

fields of operation in a company, proper flow of information 

and knowledge among sub-systems as well as the ability to 

perform a variety of analyses and to create reports for 

management. The implementation of this solution is realized 

as follow: 

1. Communication between modules of agents 

architecture was ensured by using LIDA framework’s 
codelets, 

2. Communication between agents is based on Java 

Message Service (JMS) technology. The 

representation of information and knowledge 

(generated in result of agents’ operating) in form of 

XML format document, was adopted (the JMS 

messaging is at the text type). The communication is 

realized in publish/subscribe messaging domains – it 

guarantees that information or knowledge generated 

by one of agents is immediately available for the 

other agents. The asynchronous message consumption 

is used. 

All of the sub-systems functions are available as a local 

services or e-services (e.g. e-business, e-procurement, e-

payment) by using Web Services technology. 

At the physical level, the IMIS is built on the basis of the 

main  two technologies – the LIDA framework (due to 

framework is developed at Java language and it is open the 

implementation of the other Java technologies – mentioned 

JMS, Java Database Connectivity or Java API for XML Web 

Services - is possible) and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

database management system. 

The realization of the CIMIS is based on the LIDA 

cognitive agent architecture [7, 24], which is of emergent-

symbolic nature, owing to which the processing of both 

structured and unstructured knowledge is possible. 

In the LIDA architecture it was adopted that the majority 

of basic operations are performed by the so-called codelets, 

namely specialized, mobile programs processing in-

formation in the model of global workspace. The functioning 

of the cognitive agent is performed within the framework of 

the cognitive cycle and it is divided into three phases: the 

understanding phase, the consciousness phase and the 

selection of actions and learning phase. At the beginning of 

the understanding phase the stimuli received from the 

environment activate the codelets of the low level features in 

the sensory memory [4]. The outlets of these codelets 

activate the perceptual memory, where high level feature 

codelets supply more abstract things such as objects, 

categories, actions or events. The perception results are 

transferred to workspace and on the basis of episodic and 

declarative memory local links are created and then, with the 

use of the occurrences of perceptual memory, a current 

situational model is generated; it other words the agent 

understands what phenomena are occurring in the 

environment of the organization. The consciousness phase 

starts with forming of the coalition of the most significant 

elements of the situational model, which then compete for 

attention so the place in the workspace, by using attentional 

codelets. The contents of the workspace module are then 

transferred to the global workspace (the so-called 

“broadcasting” takes place), simultaneously initializing the 

phase of action selection. At this phase possible action 

schemes are taken from procedural memory and sent to the 

action selection module, where there compete for the 

selection in a given cycle. The selected actions activate 

sensory-motor memory for the purpose of creating an 

appropriate algorithm of their performance, which is the final 

stage of the cognitive cycle [3]. The cognitive cycle is 

repeated with the frequency of 5–10 times per second. 

Parallelly with the previous actions the agent’s learning is 
performed, which is divided into perceptual learning 

concerning the recognition of new objects, categories, 

relations; episodic learning which means remembering 

specific events: what, where, when, occurring in the working 

memory and thus available in the awareness; procedural 

learning, namely learning new actions and action sequences 

needed for solving the problems set; conscious learning 

relates to learning new, conscious behaviors or strengthening 

the existing conscious behaviors, which occurs when a given 

element of the situational model is often in the workspace. 

The agent’s learning may be performed as learning with or 
without a teacher. 

It is worth emphasizing that each cognitive agent 

supporting decision-making must have the ability of 
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grounding the symbols, namely assign relevant real world 

objects to specific symbols of the natural language. This is 

necessary to correctly process unstructured knowledge saved 

mainly by means of the natural language and thus, for 

instance, the clients’ opinions on products. The knowledge 
of this type is currently becoming more and more significant 

for a company because it may have impact on its 

competitiveness level. For instance analyzing the clients’ 
opinions on a given product, the sales volume of a given 

product in the future may be estimated (of course with a 

certain level of probability).  

The Cognitive Computing Research Group established by 

S. Franklin, developed in 2011 the framework (in Java 

language) significantly facilitating the implementation of the 

cognitive agent in CIMIS. It should also be emphasized that 

the whole framework code is open, i.e. the developer has 

access to the definitions of all methods. The learning 

mechanisms are not implemented in current version of the 

framework (they are under implementation by CCRG). This 

framework, however, does not contain the mechanism for 

automatically storing the agent’s knowledgebase in a 
physical database. After the power is turned off, the agents’ 
knowledgebase is lost. Initially the storing of an agents’ 
knowledgebase in database has been launched after realizing 

by given codelet its task. However, this method proved to be 

insufficient in case more complex tasks. Therefore the need 

appears for developing a method for permanent, 

automatically storing the agent’s knowledgebase in a 
physical database. 

The next part of article presents a formal, mathematical 

definition of a semantic method for agents’ knowledge 
representation based on semantic net with node and links 

activation level which includes instances and relations 

between nodes and instances. 

IV. THE METHOD FOR AGENTS’ KNOWLEDGE 

REPRESENTATION  

The main ideas of using semantic network as agents’ 
knowledge representation are as follows [5]: 

 the meaning of a symbol or concept stems from 

relationships with other symbols and concepts; the 

human memory is a network of associations, 

 information is contained in the nodes and arcs (links) 

connecting the nodes (node = concept; in the brain it 

is a pattern of beats activity of many neurons), 

 every concept is a network node, 

 the links between nodes are clearly presented, 

 the links can be of different types, 

 the semantic network is a model of episodic memory, 

but also semantic memory, 

 the nodes represent, among other things: objects, 

types, or classes, events, activities, episodes, places, 

times, 

 links represent, among other things: to give an 

example, subclass, the is-a relationship, it is part of 

something, logical conjunctions and, or, actions, 

instruments. 

The need for agents’ knowledge representation by semantic 

net with node and links activation level results mainly from 

the following presumptions: 

 in a human brain from phonology and graphemes of 

the word to its meaning and model of the situation, 

we have different patterns of distribution (levels) of 

stimulation (activation), and associations between 

them [5],  

 Pulvermuller [22] states, that because semantic 

activation followed by 90 ms the phonological 

activation then  a brain stimulation is a natural base of 

semantic representation;  

 very important issue is probability distribution 

(activation level); concepts related to the same topic 

better fit together and create a coherent concept graph 

of an active part of semantic memory including the 

inhibition of the activation and propagation. 

 together with nodes and links and their activation 

level the instances and axioms have to be included in 

the semantic network; it facilitate an automatic 

storing an agents’ knowledgebase in the physical 

database. 

Taking into consideration: presented presumptions, the 

definition of ontology presented in section 2, and a “slipnet” 

features, the method for agents’ knowledge representation, 

called “slipnetplus” is defined as follows: 

 

Definition 1 

The “slipnetplus” is called a quadruple: 

ZLINSN ,,,                                  (2) 

where: 

N – set of nodes, 

I – set of instances of nodes, 

L – set of links i.e. set of fuzzy relations defined on N, 

Z – set of axioms. 

This definition extends the “slipnet” presented by [14, 24] 

about the set of instances and the set of axioms. 

Let us to define the particular elements of “slipnetplus”. 
We assume a real world <O, V> where O is a finite set of 

objects and V is the domain of O; that is, V is a set of object 

values, and 

oOo
VV                                     (3) 

where Vo is the domain of object o. 

We consider the “slipnetplus” referring to the real world 

(O, V) - such “slipnetplus” is called <O, V>-based. The 

“slipnetplus” detailed definitions must be considered on the 

four levels: 

 the node level.  

 the instance level.  

 the link level. 

 the axiom level. 

These definitions are developed in the next subsections of 

this paper. 
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A.  The node level 

Definition 2. 

A node of an <O, V>-based “slipnetplus” is defined as a 

triple: 
nn

VOnNode ,,                          (4) 

where n is the unique name of the node, ]1,0[OO
c is a 

fuzzy set of objects represented by node with a certain level 

of probability, and ]1,0[VV
c is the objects’ domain:  

]1,0[
,


 on

Ovo

c
VV                        (5)  

Nested pair nn
VO , is called the structure of node n. It is 

obvious that all nodes belonging to the same “slipnetplus” 

are different from each other. However, notice that within a 

“slipnetplus” there may be two or more nodes with the same 

structure. Such a situation may take place, for example, for 

nodes “person” and “body”. For expressing the relationship 

between them the links from set L will be very useful. 

Set N in the “slipnetplus” definition is a set of nodes 

names and their activation levels. 

B.  The instance level 

Definition 3 

An instance of a node n is described by the objects from 

set n
O  with values from set n

V  and is defined as a pair: 

viinstance ,                               (6) 

where i is the unique identifier of the instance in world 

<O, V> and v is the value of the instance a tuple of type n
O , 

and can be presented as a function: 

 ]1,0[]1,0[:  nn
VOv                         (7) 

such that 
o

Vpov ),(  for all n
Opo ,  .  

Value v is also called a description of the instance within 

an object. A node may be interpreted as a set of all instances 

described by its structure. 

We can then write i ∈ n for presenting the fact that i is an 

instance of node n. 

All instances of the same nodes within a “slipnetplus” 

should be different from each other. The same instance may 

belong to different nodes and may have different values. 

C.  The link level 

In a “slipnetplus” within a pair of nodes there may be 

defined one or more links. Links between nodes describe the 

relationships between them. For example, between two 

nodes may be defined such relations as Synonym relation or 

Antonym relation. Links between nodes are included in set L 

of the “slipnetplus” definition. 
Definition 4. 

Let set N of nodes is given. The link is called the following 

relation: 

 ]1,0[: NNL                               (8) 

in a space NN  . 

D. The axiom level 

The set Z of axioms are formulae of fuzzy logic and can be 

interpreted as integrity constraints or relationships between 

instances and nodes, and which cannot be expressed by the 

relations in set L. 

 

Definition 5. 

Let set N of nodes and set I of instances are given. The 

axiom is called the following relation: 

]1,0[:  INZ                                  (9) 

in a space IN  . 

E. A graphical representation and an implementation of the 

“slipnetplus” 

The developed definition of “slipnetplus” can be visualized 
in a graphical form. The Fig 2 presents an example of a 

graphical representation of the “slipnetplus”.  
 

 
 

Fig 2. The example of a graphical representation of the “slipnetplus”. 
 Source: own work. 

The arrows drawn with a continuous line represent links, 

while the arrows drawn dotted lines denote the axioms. The 

presented “slipnetplus” consist of three nodes with their 
activation levels. The interpretation of the Node1 is as 

follows: The Node1 exists in the real world with a 

probability level 0.75. Interpretation of other nodes is 

similar. The Node1 is connected with Node2 and Node3 by 

links with the level of probability respectively 0.43 and 0.48. 

The interpretation of the Instance1 is as follows: The 

Istance1 exists in the real world with a probability level 

0.55. Interpretation of other instances is similar. The Node1 

is connected with Instance1 by axiom with the level of 

probability 0.55. The Node1 is connected with Instance3 by 

axiom with the level of probability 0.75 and Node3 is also 

connected with the Instance3 but with the level of probability 

1.0. 

The “slipnetplus” presented on Fig 2. can represent, for 

example, following practical economic situation: 

Let:  

• Node1 denotes an “Investment”, 
• Node2 denotes a “Securities”, 
• Node2 denotes a “Currencies” 

• Instance1 denotes a “Gold”, 
• Instance2 denotes a “Estate”, 
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• Instance3 denotes “EUR”, 
• Instance4 denotes “Company1”, 
• Instance5 denotes “Company2”. 

In considered situation it is necessary to invest on the 0.75 

probability level
2
. The accessibility of “Securities” equals 

0.34
3
 and accessibility of “Currencies” equals 0.25. It is 

better to invest in “Currencies” (probability level 0.68) than 

in “Securities” (probability level 0.43). The accessibility of: 

“Gold” equals 0.55, Estate equals 0.75, “EUR” equals 0.25, 

“Company1” security equals 0.15 and “Company2” security 

equals 0.75. The axioms denote that the probability to 

achieve a positive (satisfactory) rate of return in case 

investment in the “Gold” equals 0.56 and in case securities 

of “Company2” equals 0.2. The interpretation of remaining 

axioms is similar. 

Taking into consideration the implementation issues, the 

“slipnetplus” has been implemented in CIMIS. The code of 

LIDA framework classes related to “slipnet” implementation 
has been extended to the “slipnetplus” implementation. The 
LIDA agents’ knowledgebase is automatically stored in a 
database by using instances. The object-oriented noSQL 

database model is suitable for storing nodes, links, instances, 

axioms together with their activation levels.  

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The formal, mathematical method for agents’ knowledge 
representation uses semantic net with node and links 

activation level taking into consideration instances and 

relations between nodes and instances, has been developed 

in this paper. This method has been implemented in CIMIS 

and can be directly implemented in other multiagent systems. 

It should be noted, that this type of representation allows 

processing both knowledge represented in a symbolic way, 

and knowledge represented in a numerical way. 

Simultaneously a structured and unstructured knowledge can 

be processed. Thus, it is possible to determine a certainty 

level of semantic relations between nodes (topics). In case of 

the economic knowledge, it is a very important issue because 

the decisions-making process based on the type of 

knowledge usually takes place in conditions of risk and 

uncertainty.  

The implementation of the developed semantic method for 

agents’ knowledge representation greatly facilitated the 

agents’ knowledge base mapping in the physical database. 

The developed method enables the realization of further 

research works related to developing methods for processing 

and integration knowledge represented by the “slipnetplus”. 

                                                           
2 A probability level is calculated, for example, on the basis of historical 

rates of returns and risk level (e.g. by using Value at Risk and Sharpe ratio 

measures). 
3 For example, we want to invest 1000 EUR, but at the price we can pay 

up only securities in the amount of 340 EUR are available other securities 

are too expensive in order to achieve the positive rate of return. 

Also action selection and action performing procedures are 

under implementation. 
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Abstract— The main goal of the study is development of the 

classification framework of smart service attributes as a first 

step in developing methodology of smart services 

implementation for Enterprise Information Portal (EIP) 

maintenance. First, we analyze available definitions of the 

“smart services” concept and concepts related to it: smart 
services are based on the idea of co-creation of value and rely on 

machine intelligence in connected systems. Second, we describe 

attributes of EIP services. Finally, we propose a new extended 

approach of the smart service attributes classification based on 

the list of characteristics of the EIP services. Our results 

contribute to the field of smart service research as well as to EIP-

related studies both for academics and practitioners, as the 

proposed classification framework could serve as a basis for 

creation of smart services typology for the purpose of EIP 

maintenance. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE concept of smart services has been evolving for 

decades, however, the field of smart services is still 

appears to be under development [1]. Publications devoted to 

smart services usually analyze this phenomenon from the 

practical perspective. Still, there is a need of further theorizing 

and conceptualizing of smart service concept.  

One of the promising directions of smart services 

implementation is creation of the smart service system for the 

Enterprise Information Portal support. Enterprise Information 

Portal (EIP) serves as a unique point of contact for users 

providing information and supporting business decisions. EIP 

maintenance includes such processes as knowledge 

elimination, new knowledge regulation, and support. Proper 

EIP maintenance requires highly skilled professionals, and 

not all organizations potentially interested in EIP 

implementation would therefore agree to this endeavor.  

As a part of our project “Ontologybased INtelligent 
Services for the knowledge PORTals support (InSPORT)” 
we develop a methodology of creation of smart service system 

which would help to maintain EIP. The purposes of this smart 

service system are to support knowledge base formation, to 

eliminate outdate or improper information, to support the 

process of new knowledge regulation. However, this task 

requires deep understanding of smart service capabilities and 

structure. To the authors` knowledge, there are no developed 

smart service classifications. As a first step in dealing with 

this problem, we developed a smart service attributes` 

classification which is present in this short paper. 

Our study is important for the smart service research stream 

due to several reasons. First, classification of the emerging 

phenomena enhances a uniform and standardised 

terminology. Besides, the classification helps to understand 

the definition of the object of classification.  

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, 

theoretical background of the smart service phenomena is 

presented, the various definitions are discussed, and the 

purpose of classification is justified. In the subsequent 

section, the research methodology is described and 

classification scheme procedural model is given. Next section 

of the article introduces the research on Enterprise 

Information Portal. As the result of the study, the developed 

smart service attributes classification framework is described 

in the subsequent section. The paper ends with conclusion 

remarks, limitations and future research. 

 

II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

First, we analyze available definitions of the “smart services” 
concept and concepts related to it. Currently, there are very 

few peer-reviewed publications on this topic, and most of 

them do not provide any formal definitions. The majority of 

definitions are very general or ambiguous. For example, one 

of the top experts in the field, Paul P. Maglio introduces smart 

services as:  

“… capable of self-detection, self-diagnostic, self-

corrective, or self-controlled functions through the 

incorporation of technologies for sensing, actuation, 

coordination, communication, control, and more” [2].  

Some authors define smart services through description of 

their distinctive characteristics:  

“Smart services are a wholly different animal from the 
service offerings of the past. To begin with, they are 

fundamentally preemptive rather than reactive or even 

proactive. Preemptive means your actions are based upon 

hard field intelligence; you launch a preemptive strike to head 

off an undesirable event when you have real-world evidence 

that the event is in the offing” [3].  

Some authors claim that the use of term is often 
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speculative, and that smart services are simply “…a 
marketing term to bring together various meanings of the term 

Service (economic, technical, political, business- and end 

user- oriented) with an adjective to make it sound clever” [4].  

The term “service” is used here as “…a function of an 
enterprise that is exposed through various technology-

supported channels, and is amenable to re-use and 

composition into larger services which add value” [4]. It is 

important to mention that recently a new research stream 

appeared, labelled as “service science”. Service science takes 
most of its inspiration in recent IT services growth and has 

been actively supported by IBM. Scholars in this field are still 

providing rather general definitions of term “services” such 
as “…as clients and providers working together to transform 
some state, such as material goods, information goods, 

organizations, which bears some ownership relation to the 

client” [5]. The two main issues that are recognized as basic 

tenets of the service science are: (1) co-creation of value by 

producer and client and (2) broad implementation of 

information technology [2]. 

Furthermore, the term “smart” implies two main properties. 

First, it highlights anthropomorphic features of the smart 

service. For example, technology research company Gartner, 

Inc. claims that smart technologies are “… technologies that 
do what we thought only people could do. Do what we 

thought machines couldn't do” [6]. Second, term “smart” is 
usually related to artificial intelligence (i.e. intelligence of 

machine) “[…] because it is impractical to deploy humans to 
gather and analyze the real-time field data required, smart 

services depend on “machine intelligence” [3]. 

In summary, this short literature review demonstrates that 

there is no agreement on what “smart services” are. However, 

based on several streams of thought, we can identify some key 

elements which are common in most definitions and which 

can help to come up with the working definition. Those key 

elements are 1) machine intelligence, 2) connectedness and 3) 

value co-creation by client and provider of a service. Thus, 

smart services are based on the idea of co-creation of value 

and rely on machine intelligence in connected systems [1]. 

Speaking of the attempts of smart services classification, there 

are no visible papers on this subject.  

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

According to [7], ‘a classification scheme consists of a set 
of characteristics which are suitable to classify objects of a 

specific application domain’. We have chosen a 
characteristic-based classification principle to develop a 

classification framework for smart service attributes since we 

suppose that the classification criteria might not necessarily 

be mutually disjunctive. 

In our research, we follow the classification methodology 

proposed by [7]. This methodology suggests six general 

guidelines: completeness (the domain should be entirely 

covered by the classification scheme), precision (measure of 

detailing), consistency (lack of contradictions), extensibility 

(possibility to add or remove classes), user-friendliness 

(measure of how clear and understandable is the classification 

system), economic efficiency (related to costs associated with 

classification system implementation). 

The procedural model to develop a classification scheme, 

described in [7], contains five phases: inception, elaborate 

characteristics, specify classification scheme, test, and use 

and maintenance. The first two stages include defining goals, 

conducting literature search in order to acquire a 

comprehensive set of potential characteristics. In our case, the 

literature concerning the EIP suggested the list of potential 

smart service classification characteristics. On the third stage 

the specification of the classification scheme was made, 

including defining principle of classification, selection and 

explanation of relevant characteristics, and defining relations 

between characteristics of the classification scheme. The last 

two phases (‘test’ and ‘use and maintenance’) are necessary 
for justification of the proposed classification framework, 

however, they are out of the scope of this paper and require 

further research. 

IV. THE ENTERPRISE INFORMATION PORTAL  

As the main goal of our research is to create methodology for 

smart services implementation for the purpose of EIP 

maintenance, a review of theory behind both concepts is 

required. Therefore, we analyze the research stream devoted 

to EIP, smart services, and their communalities, in particular 

how smart services correlate with EIP services.  

Smart services as a subject of studies lies on the 

intersection of the scientific and technological paradigms of 

the information systems, knowledge management systems 

(KMS), enterprise information portals, service systems and 

smart services. 

At the roots of the artificial intelligence studies there was a 

concept of “knowledge-based system” (KBS) [8], while the 

notion of knowledge management system (KMS) appeared 

much later in the management literature, and it is much wider 

than KBS. KMS include methods and techniques for the 

search, analyses, structuring, systematization, update and 

distribution of the information [9].   

The term “enterprise information portal” was introduced in 
1998. EIP is comprised of  applications allowing companies 

to disclose information stored internally and externally, and 

to give the users the unique point of access and personalized 

information necessary for the decision making process in 

business [10]. The body of literature of this subject 

distinguishes two types of enterprise information portals: 

enterprise information portals and enterprise knowledge 

portals. The former type includes portals with services of 

search, exchange and sharing of the information. The latter 

type includes services developed with artificial intelligence 

methods. For our purposes, we define knowledge portals as 

the systems of knowledge management with the system of 

access embedded through enterprise portal. 

While considering only technological component of the 

service systems (which is a composition of the interconnected 

information systems) a property of intelligence is identified. 

The property of intelligence is achieved by knowledge base 

inclusion and/or context awareness obtained by sensors, 

dynamic scalability, etc. [11; 12]. This type of intelligence is 

closely related to big data analytics. Recently scholars have 

argued that as more software and embedded intelligence is 

integrated in industrial products and systems, predictive 
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technologies based on big data will be used to predict product 

performance degradation, and autonomously manage and 

optimize product service needs [13]. 

Smart service systems could be considered as a sub-

category of the intelligent systems. Smart service systems 

often have the following characteristics of the intelligent 

system: 

 Self-configuration (or at least easy-triggered 

reconfiguration) [14; 15], 

 Proactive behaviour (capability for prognosis or 

preventive actions, as opposed to the reactive 

behaviour) [3], 

 Interconnectedness and continuous interactivity with 

internal and external system elements [16]. 

However, there are no commonly accepted definitions of 

intelligent and smart services – these terms are still 

developing [3]. 

EIP structures are based on the service-oriented 

architecture where services are located in the separate 

module. Basic portals` services include information search 

and exchange, communication among users, collaborative 

usage of the information. The technical services, which 

support EIP, are presented in the table I. 

 
TABLE I. 

ENTERPRISE INFORMATION PORTAL SERVICES 

 Services Functions 

B
a

si
c 

Communicational Information exchange, collaboration between users and portal`s 

technical support group, realization of the modern voting and survey 

tools 

Informational Notification of users about changes of events in their spheres of 

interests 

Navigational Information search, search efficiency optimization 

Analysis and visualization of the spatial 

data 

Thematic search services, services of the analysis and visualization of 

the spatial data (GIS portals)  

Personalized/identification Identification, authorization and authentication of the portal`s users, 

portal visualization adaptation based on the user`s preferences (e.g., 

personal “cabinet” on the portal which stores the user`s profile and 
preferred system settings)  

Educational Education of the employees  

T
ec

h
n

ic
a

l 

Statistical Collection and analysis of the statistical information accumulated in 

the portal  

Audit Logging of all actions included in the security system list 

Monitoring Monitoring service 

 

 

V. SMART SERVICES ATTRIBUTES CLASSIFICATION  

Based on the review of smart services capable to enhance EIP 

maintenance, the following main attributes are found: 

 Types of the elements comprising the service [3], 

 Structure of the interactions among different types of 

the elements comprising the service [2; 3; 16; 17], 

 The level of “intellectuality” or “intelligence” of the 
service [11; 12; 14], 

 Dynamic aspects of the service working process [3; 

16], 

 Types of the information available to the service [8; 

18], etc. 

 Physical realization of the service (Software-as-a-

Service, Hybrid cloud, own servers of the 

organization). 

Following the classification methodology proposed in [7], we 

divided these attributes into two sub-groups: basic or IT 

implemented, and abstract (not dependent on IT 

implementation). 

Basic attributes reflect physical implementation of the smart 

services including organization of the elements and IT 

platform. 

Abstract attributes point our actual functionality of the service 

important for the business goals achievement. Those include 

dynamic properties, degree of knowledge awareness, and type 

of intelligence. The description of the service types is 

provided in the table II. The final classification of the smart 

services is presented in Fig. 1. 
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TABLE II. 

SMART SERVICE ATTRIBUTES 

Smart service attributes Comment 

A
b

st
ra

ct
, 
o
r 

m
o

d
el

li
n

g
 r

el
a

te
d

 

Dynamic properties Without modelling of the changing 

environment; Past-based modelling; Stochastic 

modelling. 

Modelling of the changing environment could be 

based on the analysis of the past or the probabilistic 

estimation of events. 

Intelligence Knowledge-based; Data-based; Content-based. Intelligence engine embedded in the smart service 

could be based on content (letters, audio-, video-, 

etc.), data (facts and features gathered from 

observation, measurement, sensors, etc.), and 

knowledge (rules and principles obtained from 

experience or theory). 

Knowledge awareness Context-oriented; Explicit knowledge; 

Business intelligence. 

Smart services could be based on knowledge derived 

from context (related to the user, environment, 

situation [19]), explicit knowledge (archived 

documents, charts), and business intelligence (OLAP 

and decision support systems). 

B
a

si
c,

 o
r 

IT
 

im
p

le
m

en
te

d
 

IT platform Mobile; SaaS; Hybrid cloud; Corporate 

servers. 

The choice of IT platform depends on the goals of 

the smart service: for internal purposes requiring 

confidentiality corporate servers may be used, 

however, SaaS and mobile platforms are gaining 

popularity with growing reliability and security. 

Elements IT; People; Hybrid. As smart service usually is a socio-technical system, 

the elements comprising it could be both IT (user- or 

network- oriented) and people (users, analysts, 

developers, support team). 

 

 

In order to create a visualized from of smart service 

attributes classification, we illustrate our results with the 

mind map presented in fig. 1.  

 

 
 

Fig.  1. Smart Services Attributes Classification 
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The proposed classification framework serves as a starting

point  in developing methodology of  smart  services  imple-

mentation for the purpose of EIP maintenance. However, this

classification could be generalized to other  cases of smart

services implementation. Therefore, our results contribute to

the theory behind smart service systems. Moreover, our clas-

sification will be helpful to practitioners interested in smart

services implementation. 

VI. CONCLUSION

The main results of this study can be summarized as fol-

lowing. First, smart services are a relatively new concept that

emerged because of progress in machine intelligence, global

connectivity and big data. Second, the smart service system

could be analyzed through the lenses of established knowl-

edge management methods. The main contribution from this

perspective  is  the  development  of  new  smart  service  at-

tributes  classification  based  on  the  characteristics  derived

from Enterprise Information Portal services analysis.

As of limitations of this research, the classification scheme

creation procedure requires to test and revise the proposed

scheme,  therefore,  more  work  is  needed  in  order  to  test

whether different smart services could be placed into it, to

measure  quality  criteria  (relevance,  completeness),  and  to

generate statistics of attributes` use.

Further research is required for the development of smart

service typology and decision tree related to smart services

implementation  for  the  purpose  of  EIP  maintenance  and

other contexts. 
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HIS event constitutes a forum for the exchange of ideas
for practitioners and theorists working in the broad area

of information systems  management in organizations. The
conference invites papers coming from two complimentary
directions: management of information systems in an organi-
zation,  and uses of information systems to empower man-
agers. The conference is interested in all aspects of planning,
organizing, resourcing, coordinating, controlling and leading
the management function to ensure a smooth operation of in-
formation systems in an organization. Moreover, the papers
that discuss the uses of information systems and information
technology to automate or otherwise facilitate the manage-
ment function are specifically welcome.
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• Management of Information Systems in an 
Organization: 

• Modern IT project management methods 
• User-oriented project management methods 
• Business Process Management in project 

management 
• Managing global systems 
• Influence of Enterprise Architecture on 

management 
• Effectiveness of information systems 
• Efficiency of information systems 
• Security of information systems 
• Privacy consideration of information systems 
• Mobile digital platforms for information 

systems management 
• Cloud computing for information systems 

management 
• Uses of Information Systems to Empower Managers

• Achieving alignment of business and 
information technology 

• Assessing business value of information 
systems 

• Risk factors in information systems projects 
• IT governance 
• Sourcing, selecting and delivering information 

systems 
• Planning and organizing information systems 
• Staffing information systems 
• Coordinating information systems 
• Controlling and monitoring information 

systems 
• Formation of business policies for information 

systems 
• Portfolio management, 
• CIO and information systems management 
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ITGovA: Proposition of an IT governance Approach 

  Abstract—I To cope with issues related to optimization, 

rationalization, risk management, economic value of 

technology and information assets, the implementation of 

appropriate IT governance seems an important need in 

public and private organizations. It’s one of these concepts 

that suddenly emerged and became an important issue in the 

information technology area. Many organizations started 

with the implementation of IT governance to achieve a 

better alignment between business and IT, however, there is 

no method to apply the IT governance principles in 

companies. This paper proposes a new approach to 

implement IT governance based on five iterative phases. 

This approach is a critical business process that ensures that 

the business meets its strategic objectives and depending on 

IT resources for execution. 

Keywords—Information technology, IT governance, lifecycle, 

strategic alignment, value 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To get more competitive and to face an increasingly fierce 

competition, businesses restructure to streamline 

operations and jointly benefit from advances of 

information technology to improve their competitiveness 

and align with other companies. Focusing 

competitiveness and cost value push companies to trust 

information technology witch become an essential pillar 

of the most company’s strategy... However, to realize that 

IT projects can return value to the organization and 

increase its performance unless they may include various 

ethical risks can explain the relatively attraction for the IT 

governance.     

IT governance is a mechanism to meet new challenges 

of IT resources management policy. It determines the 

rules, procedures, structures and behaviours, to a better 

relationship between the involved actors in the operation 

and information system administration within an 

organization. For many, the prospects that propose this 

approach are synonymous higher operating efficient 

systems designed to free up additional optimum 

performance capacity [2]. 

  This paper proposes an approach to improve IT 

governance. This approach is based on phases allowing an 

initial assessment of company’s IT governance maturity, 

followed by a definition of a realistic target to reach. The 

selected target will be translated into best practices 

actions plan composed of a hierarchical prior priority to 

improve IT governance processes. Like any project, 

performance evaluation indicators will be established and 

accompany the project life cycle. 

II. IT GOVERNANCE 

Governance is a key concept for the information system 

and information technology. Today, IT can answer many 

crucial questions in this area [3]: 

• How to manage the relationship between top 

management and IT department? 

• What are roles and responsibility limits between 

the directions witch use and manage the 

information of the company. 

• How to improve information system efficiency? 

• What are the key processes of IT department? 

• How to manage and organize IT department? 

• How to ensure a sustainable information system? 

The emergence of IT governance issue is associated with 

the development of the following phenomenon [4]: 

• The appearance of an enterprise IT department 

side of IT department branches. 

• The questioning about IT value after a long 

period of IT investment. 

• The rise of values such as transparency, 

accountability and precaution principle. 

The ITGI [5] defines IT governance as « an integral part 

of enterprise governance and consists of the leadership 

and organizational structures and processes that ensure 

that the organization's IT sustains and extends the 

organization's strategies and objectives ». This means 

that the IT governance is very important to the enterprise 

and needs to be treated by top management. 

Robert Roussey [6] describes IT governance as « a term 

which is used to describe the way how those in charge of 

governance in an entity will consider it in the supervision, 

monitoring, control and management. The way how this 

governance is applied in an entity will have an immense 

impact on the achievement of its objectives, vision and 

strategic goals ». This means that the IT governance is an 
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important way to improve business and to achieve 

enterprise objectives. 

IT governance must be an integral part of the overall 

corporate governance. Its objective is to ensure that[7]: 

• IT function is provided with the organization that 

supports it. 

• IT function allows company to exploit the 

opportunities and maximize the value. 

• IT resources are used in a reasonable and 

responsible way. 

• IT risks are managed in an appropriate way. 

According to the ITGI [4], the IT governance is a 

management process based on best practices allowing the 

company directing the IT functions in the goal to: 

• Support its objectives of creating value 

• Improve the performance of IT processes  

• Master the financial aspects of IT 

• Develop IT solutions and skills that the company 

will need in the future. 

• Ensure that the IT risks are managed 

• While developing transparency. 

After this brief presentation of IT governance and its 

concepts, the paper will detail the different phases of the 

approach lifecycle. 

III. PRESENTATION OF THE PROPOSED IT 

GOVERNANCE APPROACH 

This section will provide an overview of the proposed 

methodological approach of IT governance.  

This method is based on IT governance concepts defined 

by the ITGI, best practice frameworks and feedbacks of 

companies that have already implemented an IT 

governance plan. 

The methodological approach is in the form of phases 

declined in activities. Each phase is described by a sheet 

that has the following items: 

• Phase ranking in the process 

• Phase description 

• Phase objectives 

• Input elements and deliverables 

• Satisfaction condition 

• Needed roles to achieve the objectives 

• Major risks to consider 

• Human and technical required skills 

• Tools 

• Presentation of the activities constituting the 

phase 

• Remarks 

Each activity is described by a sheet that includes the 

following items: 

• Activity objectives 

• Activity description 

• Actions to do 

• Input elements and deliverables 

• Responsibilities 

• Remarks 

The proposed approach is not rigid. This is a set of 

methodological components built to be selected and 

integrated in order to form the best solution to a specific 

need in a specific situation. The strength of this approach 

is given in the way how its components are designed 

corresponding to the most common project management 

sequence. Figure 1 presents the phases of the proposed 

approach and its activities, roles and deliverables. 
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FIGURE I.  

THE PROPOSED IT GOVERNANCE APPROACH 

IV. THE PROPOSED IT GOVERNANCE 

APPROACH LIFECYCLE 

A. Inception 

The inception phase aims to understand the project scope 

and objectives and getting enough information to confirm 

that the project should proceed. In this phase, significant 

business and requirements risks must be addressed.  

The objectives of the inception phase include: 

• Establish the project scope and boundary 

conditions 

• Obtain the agreement of stakeholders about the 

scope of the project 

• Define the initial program business case 

• Obtain the acceptance of the stakeholders about 

the initial cost and schedule estimates. 

• Indentifying, assessing, and accepting risk level 

• Communicate about the IT governance project. 

Define resources from the sponsor to all the stakeholders. 

Envisage any intern or extern training. 

If the stakeholders agree that the project meets the above 

criteria, the project move to the Envision phase. If the 

project fails in any area above, the project may be re-

directed or cancelled outright. 

Table 1 describes the activities of the Inception phase. 

TABLE 1. THE INCEPTION PHASE ACTIVITIES 

Activities Description 

Introduce the IT 

governance 

project 

This activity of introducing the IT 

governance project aims to obtain an 

understanding of the IT governance 

program, background and objectives. 

Define the initial program concept business 

cases and to obtain the buy-in and the 

commitment of all the stakeholders. 

Define It goals The activity of defining goals aims to 

define IT goals based on business goals for 

IT while considering current and required 

future service and the enterprise 

architecture for IT 

Define the IT 

accepted risk 

level 

This activity of defining the IT accepted 

risk level aims to obtain an understanding 

of the enterprise present and future attitude 

toward risk and how it will impact the 

project  

Communicate This activity aims to ensure that all parties 

are involved. Committed and 

knowledgeable about the objectives of the 

project 
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B. Envision 

Before implementing the IT governance program, a good 

assessment of IT governance maturity is needed. This 

gives all stakeholders a clear view of the current state. 

After evaluating this current state, a definition of a target 

maturity of each IT governance process is needed 

followed by a gap analysis between the current and the 

target state allowing a translation of the differences into 

improvement opportunities.  

Table 2 describes the activities of the Envision phase. 

TABLE 2. THE ENVISION PHASE ACTIVITIES 

Activities Description 

Assess the current 

IT governance 

maturity 

The activity of assessing the current IT 

governance maturity should determine the 

current capability maturity of all 

processes. This assessment should be 

based on questionnaires, interviews and 

studies of existing documents. 

Identify the IT 

governance 

maturity target 

This activity aims to define a capability 

maturity level to achieve. This 

identification can consider market best 

practices already done by other companies 

in the same sector. 

Analyze the gap This activity aim to analyze the difference 

between the two states (current and future) 

of maturity. It’s essential to transform 

differences in good opportunities. 

C. Planning 

The Planning phase is the third phase in the approach 

lifecycle.  It involves creating a set of plans to guide the 

project team through the execution and closure phases of 

the project. Plans help to manage time, cost, quality, 

change, risks and issues. They will also help manage staff 

and external suppliers, to ensure that you deliver the 

project on time and within budget. 

The objectives of the Planning phase are: 

• Translate improvement opportunities into 

justifiable projects 

• Prioritize and focus in the high impact projects 

• Integrate the improvement projects into the 

overall program plan 

 

Table 3 describes the activities of the Planning phase. 

TABLE 3. THE PLANNING PHASE ACTIVITIES 

Activities Description 

Prioritize improvements This activities aims to translate 

improvement opportunities into 

justifiable projects. Prioritize and 

focus on high impact projects. 

Define an improvement 

plan 

This activities aims to integrate the 

improvement opportunities into the 

overall grogram plan 

D. Implementing 

The Implementing phase concerns the design and the 

deployment of the IT governance solution. The 

Implement phase is decomposed into two parts: deploying 

and monitoring. 

The implementing phase has the following objectives: 

• Establish a set of requirements for the design of 

the governed process 

• Design and document the governed process 

including: 

o Role responsibilities for the execution 

of specific governed processes 

o Detailed descriptions of the activities 

required in support of the governed 

process. 

• Deploy the governed process 

• Ensure the successful deployment of the 

operationlized governance solution 

• Transfer skills to practionners to manifest 

organizational change 

• Audit skills to practionners to manifest 

organizational change 

• Manage exceptions to processing based upon the 

needs of the business. 

 

Table 4 describes the activities of the Implementing 

phase. 

TABLE 4. THE IMPLEMENTING PHASE ACTIVITIES 

Activities Description 

Deploy governance 

infrastructure 

This activity of deploying 

governance infrastucture 

Implement the detailed 

improvement project, leveraging 

enterprise  program and project 

management capabilities, standards 

ad practices 

Monitor implementation 

performance 

This activity aims to Integrate the 

metrics for project performance 

and benefits realization of the 

governance improvement project 

into the performance measurement 

system for regular and ongoing 

monitoring 

Review program 

effectiveness 

The activity of reviewing 

programm effectiveness Assesses 

the result and experience gained 

from the program. Record and 

share any lessons learned 

E. Improving 

The Improving phase provides formal feedback to the 

board of directors, lines of business, and projects, based 
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upon the predefined goals that are substantiated in the 

business case of governance. The results are evaluated 

based upon the key performance (KPIs) and key goal 

indicators (KGIs) that are defined during the inception 

phase. 

The objectives of the improvement phase are: 

• Evaluate the performance criteria of your IT 

governance solution against its fulfillment of the 

goals and objectives set during the Plan and 

Implement phases. 

• Evaluate product quality goals and objectives 

that are established during the Plan and 

Implement phases. 

• Identify any required changes to the following 

items: 

o The governance process itself 

o The management process 

o The measures or metrics that are used 

for control of the governance process 

o The measures or metrics that are used 

for the control of the management 

process 

• Prioritize the current organization needs as a 

function of updating the current measures or 

process of either the management or governance 

functions. 

• Identify and provide the business justification, 

outlining the potential improvements that can be 

realized by altering the existing processes 

 

Table 5 describes the activities of the Improving phase. 

TABLE 5. THE IMPROVING PHASE ACTIVITIES 

Activities Description 

Evaluate results This activity engages the Governance board 

in the examination of the baggregated metrics 

from source measures that were based upon 

the KPIs and KGIs that were defined during 

the Implementing phase. Evaluation of 

results is performed by comparing current 

results to a predefined baseline metric. 

Prioritize 

organizational 

needs 

The activity of prioritizing organization 

needs takes place when analysis of the 

operational and quality metrics is completed. 

This assessment activity critically evaluates 

the baseline metric to the gathered results for 

the identification of operational and quality 

improvements. It does this along with critical 

examination of the measures and metrics 

themselves to assess their applicability to the 

problem space that is being measured. 

Outline 

improvements 

This activity treates the critical task of 

documenting the objective data, and analysis 

results to specify suggested changes to the 

target systems. These changes are either 

within the governance process or to the 

management process that produces the 

product output. These suggested changes 

close the feedback loop on the governance 

process and the management process.  

 

F. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Implementing ITGovA approach requires discipline, 

committement and support of all stakeholders. IT 

governance should be adapted to any organizational 

structures, culture and overall business strategy. 

Several success factors are emphasized for the success of 

the project: 

• Committement of the top management: The 

support and commitment of project stakeholders 

is a cornerstone to its success. If no instructions 

are issued by the top management, the project 

will experience failure at any moment; 

• Develop the organizational structure: The human 

capital is very important for the implementation 

of the process of IT governance, hence the 

importance of developing organizational 

governance structure first and also provide the 

required skills and seek external expertise to 

build teams; 

• Develop processes: The prioritization process to 

implement must be well justified. This 

justification must take into consideration several 

factors such as the budget, the availability of 

resources; etc. Two options: Implement per-

process or develop in lots of simultaneous 

processes. Use a method of iterative incremental 

development work; 

• Don’t start from crash: Use existing reference 

market. These standards are the result of a large 

expert and so they include a variety of good 

useful for the implementation of the approach 

practical reflection; 

• Communication: The process of governance of 

information systems is new to the company. It 

must be well explained and continuously 

reinforced to win the commitment of all 

stakeholders. The approach should always be 

measured by performance indicators and targets 

are met. These measures should always be 
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updated to determine the impact of the process 

on the company. 

G. CONCLUSION 

This new approach is flexible and has an adaptable 

architecture that is designed to maximize the effectiveness 

of the developed IT governance solution. It describes 

what needs to be done in order to implement effective IT 

governance solutions.  

This method highlights the importance of aligning the 

business, IT organizations and enterprise architecture to 

establish a basis from which strategic business value may 

be realized. The approach highlights also the relation 

between top management, stuff and auditors in planning, 

designing, implementing and evaluating the IT 

governance project.  
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Abstract— The paper sets out from a proposition that the 

concept of Case Based Reasoning could improve business 

decisions and optimize case processing in modern Adaptive 

Case Management (ACM) systems. While depicting the state of 

the art in the continued efforts to blend Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) with Business Process Management (BPM), Knowledge 

Management (KM) and Adaptive Case Management, the 

authors take notice of how the classical ACM platform has 

recently been evolving. The dynamic and adaptive nature of 

some business processes poses challenges that the classical BPM 

approach cannot adequately address. Adaptive Case 

Management has been developed to better cope with such 

challenges. ACM not only makes it easier to align a business to 

rapidly changing requirements and conditions, but it also 

enables organizations to more effectively exploit the potential 

inherent in the organizational knowledge and information 

resources. The paper discusses the evolution of ACM systems 

and proposes to apply Case Based Reasoning (naturally coupled 

with AI) in optimizing ACM outcomes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

completely new approach employing the existing ACM 

tools and the Case Based Reasoning model has been 

developed to address the problem of decision support within 

business case processing. The idea involves integrating the 

Case Based Reasoning method into Adaptive Business Case 

Management.  

This paper describes an approach that is founded on the 

application of Case Based Reasoning to deploy decision 

support and was preceded by a literature based discussion on 

Artificial Intelligence (i.e. the CBR method) and its 

application to support Adaptive Business Case Management. 

Attention is focused on ACM and CBR, with an aim to 

provide a complete theoretical framework for reflection on 

their proposed integration and for applying the integrated 

methods to exploring a set of business problem solutions.  

The paper advances and investigates the following theses:  

a) The Case Based Reasoning method may be used to 

support ACM by providing faster access to the 

information needed to make business decisions. 

b) Supporting ACM with Case Based Reasoning makes 

the process of exploring a set of business problem 

solutions faster and more effective. 

The paper deals with the application of the Case Based 

Reasoning method in supporting the ACM method. Case 

Based Reasoning (CBR) is an artificial intelligence method 

based on reusing the outcomes of previously solved 

problems: when a new problem arises, the problem solving 

process begins with an effort to find the closest matching 

solution to the problem within a set of historical solutions. 

Once a matching solution is found, it is adapted to the 

specific problem and an attempt is made to apply it. The new 

solution is too stored in a dedicated repository. With each 

subsequent problem solved, the repository becomes larger. 

Adaptive case management processes are of dynamic 

character, since they are not defined until at runtime. To 

master the unpredictability of processes and hence facilitate 

process management in contexts where processes are mostly 

complex and where relevant decisions are affected by a large 

number of factors, more and more organizations choose to 

switch to Adaptive Process Management systems. ACM 

allows perfect visibility and full control of each specific 

case, whether it is handled by a predefined or an ad hoc 

process, or by a combination of the two. 

An important part of a problem solving process is to 

define the case and represent it in a machine readable format, 

i.e. one that can be handled by a computer. If the case has 

been defined and represented accurately, and if the case 

repository is adequately structured, the process of recording 

a particular problem can be carried out parallel to problem 

solving.  

The paper presents the authors’ original solution that 

extends the capabilities of ACM through the addition of 

functionalities typical of CBR.  

An enterprise that is run in line with the ACM concept 

will be intrinsically capable of combining its core business 

activities with a day-to-day ability to create and review 

innovative solutions. Since process operators can modify 

processes dynamically, the entire business management 

system is open to creative initiatives from staff at large, 

while at the same time avoiding chaos that might arise as 

a result of spontaneous changes to operating properties. In 

addition, since it possible to examine the outcomes of 

changes as they emerge, information on which practices and 
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solutions deliver the best results and which produce the 

worst can be appended to organizational collective 

knowledge. This stands for day-to-day improvements and 

adaptations to business processes relying on the best 

knowledge of a large portion of personnel and becoming 

validated through feedback from customers. 

A fundamental principle of ACM is associated with the 

belief that any organization should continually collect, 

process and utilize knowledge on the mechanisms governing 

its business environment, and that such an approach is not 

only most effective, but simply essential if you want to be 

able to respond to customers’ expectations and keep pace 
with the rapid changes in today’s marketplace. ACM is often 

said to be focused on building a learning organization. 

Improvements to an organization’s internal processes take 

place across several dimensions and engage executives and 

staff alike. The paper describes a methodology for 

integrating the AI-based CBR method into the ACM domain, 

thereby improving the standard ACM mechanisms. 

It needs to be stressed that a dynamic Business Process 

Management model can be implemented within an 

organization irrespective of the products and/or services its 

offers, and that the effects of its implementation largely 

depend on the professional skill of personnel, their 

effectiveness in managing organizational knowledge, and 

their ability to make optimal business decisions – which 

entails the requirement for all staff to be involved in 

developing and formulating new solutions. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

The CBR field has been growing rapidly over the last 20 

years, The increased interest in CBR is evident in the number 

of research papers presented at major conferences, and in the 

availability of commercial tools and successful applications 

in daily use.  

What is Case Based Reasoning about? What it basically 

does is try to solve new problems by recalling previous 

instances of similar cases and reusing information and 

knowledge on those cases. CBR can be therefore described 

as a problem solving paradigm. It is able to utilize specific 

knowledge on previously experienced, concrete problem 

cases; it attempts to find a similar past case and reuse the 

related information in addressing a new problem. CBR is at 

the same time an approach allowing incremental, sustained 

learning, since new experiences are retained each time 

a problem has been solved, making them immediately 

available in addressing new problems that will arise in the 

future.  

Under CBR terminology, a “case” usually denotes 

a problem situation. A previously experienced situation that 

which was captured and learned in a way that makes it 

possible to reuse the experience in solving future problems, 

is referred to as a “past case”, “previous case”, “stored case”, 

or “retained case”. Accordingly, terms such as “new case” or 

“unsolved case” refer to a description of a new problem to be 

solved. Case Based Reasoning is – in effect – a cyclical, 

integrative all-round process of problem solving, learning 

from this experience, and solving new problems. 

The affinity between ACM and CBR goes beyond cycles 

alone. At the research level, ACM literature recommends 

that effective case management solutions target people, 

processes, information and technology [1]. From a CBR 

perspective, Aamodt and Nygård argued – decades ago – 

that CBR research should address practical applications and 

focus on optimizing the linkages between the CBR system 

and its user rather than on the CBR system alone [2]. This 

encourages a perception whereby CBR appears as an 

approach that contributes to ACM and Knowledge 

Management. 

In the paper, it will be demonstrated that Case Based 

Reasoning (CBR) is intrinsically applicable to Case 

Management. 

III. LEARNING FROM THE CBR AND ACM PERSPECTIVE 

A very important feature of Case Based Reasoning is that 

it is intrinsically coupled with learning. The driving force 

behind Case Based methods stems, to a large extent, from 

machine learning (a subfield of machine learning [3]). Thus, 

no matter how cases are acquired, the notion of Case Based 

Reasoning designates a reasoning method as well as a 

machine learning paradigm that enables sustained learning 

by updating a case base on solving each problem. Under 

CBR, learning occurs naturally as a by-product of problem 

solving: when a problem is successfully tackled, relevant 

experience is retained with a view to solving similar 

problems in the future; if an attempt to solve a problem fails, 

the reason for the failure is diagnosed and memorized in 

order to avoid making the same mistake in the future. 

Case Based Reasoning favors learning from experience, 

since it is usually easier to learn by retaining a concrete 

problem solving experience than to generalize from it. Still, 

effective learning in CBR requires sophisticated methods to 

extract relevant knowledge from experience, incorporate 

cases into an existing knowledge structure, and index them 

for subsequent matching with similar cases. 

The term “memory” is often used to designate a storage 

structure that holds existing cases, i.e. a case base. Memory 

thus refers to what has been memorized from past 

experiences. Accordingly, “reminders” or “pointers” are 

structures referencing, or pointing to, some part of the 

memory. 

ACM standardizes information, processes, and people, 

allowing for each case to be presented fully and in many 

aspects. Case management stands for coordinating the 

service activities undertaken in an effort to achieve a specific 

objective. Typically, it involves creating a case file and 

performing certain tasks (e.g. including the right documents 

in the file). These tasks may be standardized (or pre-defined) 

actions related to the type of process at hand, or actions that 

are designed and added ad hoc when dealing with 
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a particular case. Each case file contains a description of the 

customer, product, project, patient, etc. The description can 

be defined freely, either internally or externally.  

What ACM essentially does is shift the process of 

knowledge gathering from the template analysis, modeling or 

simulation phase into the process execution phase. An ACM 

system collects actionable knowledge – without an 

intermediate analysis phase – from business users. All 

information that might be required in processing a case is 

stored in the ACM system (a repository, case history, case-

related communications, etc.).  

Moreover, ACM helps manage the unpredictable by 

enabling knowledge workers to effectively cooperate and 

share their knowledge, thus improving the functionality of 

any decision support system [4]. 

Users engaged in solving tactical and strategic problems 

will rather expect the system to become a “partner in 
problem solving.” Interestingly enough, we have found that 

the lowest skill levels are associated with the highest 

expectations from the system, including a proactive attitude 

in assisting the user. Conversely, the expectations of most 

advanced and creative problem solvers are limited to being 

offered an efficient technology and a rich collection of 

presentation tools. 

Knowledge workers will convert restricted-access 

knowledge into open-access knowledge, thus building up 

organizational resources of information/knowledge on 

business cases. The learning process results in expanding the 

organizational knowledge base and improving the staff’s 
creativity, which allows business cases to be handled more 

effectively. Users can retain proven operating procedures 

within embedded structures and templates consisting of 

business case process components, such as data models, 

process models, user interface ingredients, rule sets, and case 

configurations. Users are allowed to add their own templates 

and create complete case processing applications that will 

satisfy their industry-specific needs and/or their specific 

expectations [5]. 

An effective Adaptive Case Management solution should 

be able to support organizational learning from previous 

cases. The learning may lead to defining new processes, 

designing new procedures, enhancing the efficiency of online 

help services, etc., whereby lessons learned by knowledge 

workers are immediately applied in the process improvement 

cycle. The phrase “formalized experience” is often used to 

describe established practices that have been transformed 

into automated steps and/or procedures aimed at assisting the 

processing of future cases.  

The classical process improvement cycle (e.g. in BPM 

systems), administered by process leaders and involving such 

consecutive steps as process modeling, performance 

monitoring, formulating conclusions and, eventually, 

utilizing the findings to improve the process, is far too slow 

and therefore inadequate. What is more, in the event that 

some customers have conflicting expectations, it might be 

impossible to design a “universal” process that would be 

acceptable to all stakeholders.  

The learning approach of Case Based Reasoning is 

sometimes referred to as Case Based learning. Central tasks 

that all Case Based Reasoning methods have to deal with are 

to identify the current problem situation, find a past case 

similar to the new one, use that case to suggest a solution to 

the current problem, evaluate the proposed solution, and 

update the system by learning from this experience. 

IV. HOW CBR IS RELATED TO ACM 

At the highest level of generality, the following four 

processes may describe a general CBR cycle:  

– RETRIEVE the most similar case or cases,  

– REUSE the information and knowledge on a case to 

solve a current problem,  

– REVISE the proposed solution,  

– RETAIN those parts of the experience that are likely 

to be useful in future problem solving.  

A new problem is solved by retrieving one or more 

previously experienced cases, reusing the case in one way or 

another, revising the solution based on reusing a previous 

case, and retaining the new experience by incorporating it 

into the existing knowledge base (case base). Each of the 

four processes involves a number of more specific steps that 

will be described in the task model.  

The CBR paradigm comprises a range of methods for 

organizing, retrieving, utilizing and indexing knowledge 

retained from past cases. Cases may be kept as individual 

experiences or as generalized cases made up of sets of 

similar cases; stored as separate knowledge units, or split up 

into subunits and distributed within a knowledge structure; 

indexed by prefixed or open vocabulary, within a flat or 

a hierarchical index structure. Solutions from previous cases 

may be directly applied to current problems or modified to 

allow for differences. Matching the cases, adapting the 

solutions, and learning from experience may be guided and 

supported by either a deep model of general domain 

knowledge or by shallow and compiled domain knowledge; 

or else it may be based on apparent syntactic similarity 

alone. CBR methods may be wholly self-contained and 

automatic, or they may interact heavily with the user for 

support and guidance of their choices. Some CBR methods 

assume a rather large amount of widely distributed cases in 

their case bases, while others are based on a limited set of 

typical ones. Past cases may be retrieved and evaluated 

sequentially or in parallel [6]. 

CBR can be easily and effectively used in ACM 

environments. It can be seen as a natural extension to the 

existing ACM system functions and a way to improve 

organizational performance in solving business cases, 

managing organizational knowledge, and supporting 

decisions made by knowledge workers. With an ACM 

system in place, all the data and information related to each 

case, gathered while processing it, is stored in a case 
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repository. Descriptions contained in case files can be 

defined freely and may include e.g. customer and/or supplier 

information, applications or requests, customer information 

obtained from external sources, product specifications, 

financial reports, legal documents and opinions, statements, 

correspondence, test results, X-ray scans, photographs, 

technical drawings, and many other similar resources. 

Case management typically involves creating a case file 

and performing certain tasks. These tasks may be 

standardized (pre-defined) or added dynamically when 

dealing with a case. All information pertinent to the case, 

accumulated in the case file, can be used by all personnel 

engaged in handling the case and working together in 

processing and closing it. Corporate executives can then use 

such information in monitoring the process of dealing with 

a particular case. This is an idea that is perfectly consistent 

with CBR. 

All the steps and decisions taken by a knowledge worker, 

as well as all other information related to the processing of 

a particular case, are stored within ACM structures. The 

organization’s internal, restricted-access expertise, guidance 

and resources needed to solve a specific case are all 

contained within ACM structures. Most frequently, the 

information on a case is structured as shown in the following 

diagram. 

 

Fig. 1 A typical case structure within an ACM system 

 

Once a case is closed, the information on the case is stored 

for audit purposes (in compliance with certain regulations) or 

for use in other long-term business processes. The idea 

described in this paper proposes to extend the application of 

such information to the processing of new cases via CBR. 

ACM allows the employee to create rules by reference to 

a repository of previous cases representing best practices. 

The availability of information on similar problems, and on 

optimum solutions to these, leads to minimizing repetitive 

work.  

V. INCORPORATING CBR INTO ACM  

Under CBR methodology, an initial problem description 

defines a new case, which is then used to RETRIEVE a case 

from the collection of previous cases. The retrieved case is 

combined with the new case – through REUSE – into 

a solved case, i.e. a proposed solution to the initial problem. 

Through the REVISE process this solution is tested for 

success, e.g. applied to the real world environment or 

evaluated by a teacher, and further refined if the test fails. 

During the RETAIN phase, useful experience is retained for 

future reuse, and the case base is updated by including the 

newly learned case or modifying some of the existing cases. 

The CBR process could be therefore depicted as follows: 

 

Fig. 2 A CBR model 

 

The application of CBR to support the operation of an 

ACM system may, for example, proceed as follows: 

An event is triggered by e.g. scanning a new document 

found in incoming mail, initiating a new business case that 

immediately enters the system. The document is analyzed via 

an automated OCR process to roughly determine its content, 

and a new case is opened. Now, the relevant CBR functions 

may be mapped for processing the case within the ACM 

system. 

 

RETRIEVE 

1. As a first step in the process, the available case data 

(metadata, content, case type, solution template proposed, 

etc.) is read. All these data are offered in a legible format by 

the basic ACM system functions. 

2. The next step is to search the case repository in an 

attempt to find historical cases whose characteristics match 

the case under examination as closely as possible (metadata, 

content, document classes, etc.). 

3. An initial match: the system selects the 

cases/information whose characteristics most closely 

resemble those of the case being examined: similar metadata, 

business cases, case domains, etc. Unstructured data analysis 

tools (e.g. asset correlation testing with the use of IBM 

Watson Content Analytics) can be used to refine the search. 

The resulting algorithm reproduces the first functional 

area (phase) of CBR. 

 

REUSE 

1. After selecting a set of similar business cases (based 

e.g. on such criteria as the sequence of tasks or user activities 

from the model case retrieved from the case base), it is 

possible to pick a case processing template created by the 
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knowledge worker dealing with the previous case and apply 

the template in handling the new case.  

2. In addition, if any documents have already been created 

in dealing with the case (e.g. replies, clarifications, or 

notifications conveyed to a customer), these can be included 

in the file for the case being handled.  

These CBR functions can quite naturally become an add-

in to, or an extension to, the basic functions of an ACM 

system. They not only accelerate the decision making 

process (case processing) but also account for better, more 

relevant decisions. 

 

REVISE 

The case manager software provides analytical tools that 

can be used to draw specific conclusions from information 

artifacts related to the case, which may include unstructured 

and/or structured information.  

The third phase of the CBR model involves an evaluation 

of the extent to which the choice of stored case files (data, 

information, results) really matches the new case. Within an 

ACM system, this process can be supported with the use of 

business analysis tools [7]: 

1. Detailed analysis and decision making improvement 

tools that can be used to optimize case processing in both 

general and specific terms. An ACM environment supplies 

analytical tools that help form very specific and detailed 

conclusions based on case-related information, whether 

structured or unstructured:  

– At the level of individual users, such analyses make it 

possible to prioritize, assign tasks, and make 

decisions regarding individual cases.  

– At the general level, such tools can help identify 

certain patterns and trends across a group of cases or 

evaluate the impact that each of the cases might have 

on specific organizational units or departments.  

– With such information available, managers are able to 

proactively optimize performance, for example by 

changing work allocation, hiring additional experts, 

providing additional information on particular cases, 

or improving the quality of training. 

Although the outcomes of the REVISE phase can bear 

very positively on the performance of the knowledge 

workers processing particular business cases in an ACM 

system, market research data, including ACM usage 

statistics, show that this phase will not be actually applied in 

each business case, because it places high demand on the 

system.  

 

RETAIN 

The purpose of this phase of CBR is to update the 

business case base/repository with information on the history 

of processing and solving a particular case [3]. Here, ACM 

will automatically transfer a case into the archive, and store 

all related documents and metadata in the repository. Once 

CBR comes into play, the algorithm or workflow path for 

a particular type of cases is likely to be changed permanently 

based on previous business cases. When the success statistics 

are high (accurate decisions, short problem solving times), 

the ACM system may, with the use of Case Based 

Reasoning, modify the business rules related to the 

processing of a particular type of cases. The outcome of the 

final phase of CBR is that it permits the ACM system to 

record a history of operations involved in case processing 

(e.g. task execution, decisions, communication with experts), 

thus converting restricted-access knowledge into open-access 

knowledge and expanding the organization’s intellectual 

capital. 

A company’s body of knowledge is partitioned and 
distributed among staff and across worker groups; before it 

can be brought to productive use, it has to be properly 

organized. Any modern enterprise needs to have 

a Knowledge Management system, which can be described 

as a complex blend of understanding and experience, explicit 

and tacit knowledge, material and social technology [8].  

The following are the principal goals of Knowledge 

Management in organizations:  

– to make the most of the knowledge that is already 

available within the organization, and 

– to create new knowledge. 

It has taken some time for companies and researchers to 

realize that, besides data as such and besides information that 

can be interpreted by humans, there exists another vital 

resource that becomes increasingly crucial to a company’s 
performance but cannot be captured and managed via 

standard information management methods – and that is 

knowledge. It can be either explicit knowledge, readily 

accessible e.g. from an Internet portal, or tacit knowledge 

that resides in the staff’s minds and originates in their 

individual experience, training and talent. 

VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

The Knowledge Worker perspective: 

Under modern ACM systems, knowledge workers (KWs) 

will start work without any templates or ready-to-use 

solutions –with a blank ACM system alone. If they wish so, 

they can continue to work in that way forever, adding case 

by case. In the beginning, each case seems different from all 

other cases. However, as work becomes repetitive, individual 

knowledge workers will learn to identify snippets of cases 

that they could convert to personal templates, and reuse. 

KWs can thus benefit from CBR methodology that has been 

tailored to the duties they execute within an ACM 

environment. 

For example, on having handled several similar cases, 

KWs in the back office will recognize that some software 

checks appear regularly, so it would be best to include them 

in a template. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that 

their reasoning on future cases is augmented through 

learning from previous cases.  
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KWs understand that if they can make a template available 

to their colleagues, they will be able to ask their co-workers 

once in a while to perform the checks for them – and save 

some time in this way. Therefore, they will search for a case 

that contains such checks, copy the part into a new template, 

and edit the template to provide instructions that other KWs 

can follow. KWs share their knowledge by publishing that 

template across the library section for their group, so that 

other KWs can access it. If a similar case comes up, KWs 

can copy the template into their case. This example 

highlights all of the CBR phases at once. In effect, KWs can 

save some of their time while at the same time sharing their 

expert knowledge and giving guidance to the other team 

members through case patterns/templates. 

Users of templates can rate them, tag them, and make 

suggestions for improvements. A template can be promoted 

to a policy status in order to gain more visibility to KM. The 

CBR process ensures that templates are not promoted to 

policies until they have been reviewed and approved by the 

participants and parties involved. The same is true of 

discarding templates/policies that are no longer in use. 

Hence, none but practically proven cases can become 

templates, and the set of templates is constantly improved: 

new templates are created on an as-needed basis while 

obsolete templates are disposed of. This implies that CBR is 

adapted in iterative cycles. As a consequence, the template 

library can be adjusted to new processes and new business 

situations as necessary. This can be accomplished by 

combining ACM features with the CBR idea to automate 

a case processing solution. 

 

The Manager perspective: 

A manager or team leader needs a workspace that contains 

team goals and team sprints/milestones, while the team 

members’ personal goals and milestones remain in their 

individual workspaces. Most of the manager’s work is done 
in the CBR area of REUSE and REVISE. 

Since the knowledge work environment is characterized 

by frequent changes, managers need to have an analytical 

method of evaluating case data. Where changes occur very 

often, it is very important to be aware of how many goals 

have already been achieved, what percentage of goals have 

been altered, and where the bottlenecks or areas of high goal 

volatility are. Managers have to be able to instantly establish 

the reasons why a given case is not progressing, and find out 

who is responsible for the holdup. Hence, the ability to mine 

the goals and cases is of great relevance to managers. The 

key contribution of analytics is brought by making relevant 

case data available. CBR, on the other hand, having mapped 

a previous solution to the target problem, takes care of 

testing the solution in real world settings (a simulation may 

be performed) and, if necessary, revising it. 

An ACM system has an unquestionable merit in coping 

with staff turnover. Past shared cases, such as e.g. customer 

service cases, are readily available for retrieval; at the same 

time, best practices are available in the form of templates 

and policies. Understandably, most knowledge workers are 

not inclined to share their experience and expertise unless it 

directly benefits and speeds up their own work; a degree of 

mutual trust is an obvious prerequisite for sharing these. 

Software technology that does not account for the 

unpredictability of cases is not fit for the purpose. 

Workspaces offer the right means to protect data, while at 

the same time allowing the sharing of all that is needed.  

VII. THE POSSIBILITY OF EXTENDING THE APPLICATION  

OF CBR TO ACM 

Parts of Case Based Reasoning methodology have been used 

to fuel techniques for retrieving literal information, 

delivering performance superior to traditional databases. In 

this way, two new technologies supporting team work have 

emerged, i.e. Structured Contextual Search (SCS) and 

Dynamically Contextualized Knowledge Representation 

(DCKR). 

These days, a number of software vendors promote 

contextual search and natural language search that is 

informed by the context of information comprised in 

knowledge bases. Transcending the search paradigm that 

relies on keywords and connectors, these techniques create 

room for users to sophisticate their searches toward a more 

elaborate and more effective approach. A search is 

considered “contextual” and “structured” when it meets the 

following criteria:  

1. the context of documents stored in the system is taken 

into account; 

2. it is the context that guides the entry, as well as 

comparison and selection, of documents [9]. 

It seems that this approach is widely accepted. IBM 

incorporates natural language processing and unstructured 

data analysis components into the core of ACM (IBM Case 

Manager). IBM Watson is a tool that can read and 

understand natural language, which is key to analyzing 

unstructured data and hence an invaluable asset in a world 

where 80 percent of case data are unstructured. Watson 

enables users to perform unstructured analysis based on 

a structural pattern detection process.  

ACM software packages contain suites of personalizable 

tools providing whatever organizational and technical means 

it takes to raise organizational competence, improve the 

staff’s education and learning capability, and boost collective 
intelligence. It supports the development and use of state-of-

the-art mechanisms for semantic content analysis and 

industry-specific glossaries aiding communication among 

knowledge workers within an organization [8]. Owing to 

enhanced text analysis techniques, it makes it possible to 

discover trends, patterns and relationships within 

unstructured data as well as within related structured data. 

The resulting observations become part of organizational 

knowledge and can be used in decision making, forecasting, 

and setting business targets. In ACM environments such as 
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the IBM Case Manager, the user interface and the system vo-

cabulary are  customizable  and  can be  adapted  to  the lan-

guage  specific  to  a  given  professional/business  area  (e.g.

medical or other discipline-specific terminology).

The findings of a survey conducted by the authors indicate

that the most frequently used creative problem solving tools

include:

– context-sensitive help along with access to historical

data and similar cases,

– group work support tools, such as discussion forums

or (widely popular) instant messengers.

The  integration  of  IBM  Content  Analytics  Watson  with

IBM Case Manager enables the crawler to link to the most

relevant data. Through repeated use, tracking feedback from

its users and learning from both successes and failures, Wat-

son gets increasingly smart over time – which also overlaps

with the CBR concept.

VIII. SUMMARY

The paper presents the idea of applying the CBR method

in the daily activities of a knowledge worker, thus enhancing

the performance of an ACM system. It outlines a theoretical

underpinning for the use of Case Based Reasoning to support

business decision making in case processing. The concept is

illustrated with practical examples and a discussion of design

implications.

Hopefully, the paper has demonstrated that the application

of Case Based Reasoning within ACM can accelerate access

to information that is critical to making reasonable business

decisions.  The  integration  of  Case  Based  Reasoning  into

ACM  facilitates  the  exploration  of  solutions  to  business

cases, which translates into streamlining the problem solving

process  and,  consequently,  into  making  better  and  more

timely business decisions. This indicates that the concept can

be beneficial both from the knowledge worker and the mid-

dle management perspective.

The proposed  incorporation of  CBR into ACM systems

can provide substantial additional support to managers and

knowledge workers, improving the rationality of the decision

making process, reducing the risk of decisions made under

uncertainty, hence increasing the chances of success. Based

on their preliminary research findings, the authors anticipate

that the CBR approach might be useful in supporting strate-

gic decision making, especially under Adaptive Case Man-

agement systems.

In  addition,  by  delineating  a  trajectory  for  optimizing

ACM through the incorporation of  AI methods,  the paper

seeks to initiate discussion of the roadmap for the future evo-

lution of ACM systems.
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Abstract—The  paper  aims  to  contribute  to  the  discussion
about the implementation of virtual art galleries on the websites
of art museums and individual artists. This paper focuses on the
analysis of the impact of online context on the Internet user’s
experience and the user’s recommendation of the website. The
research problem was discussed with reference to the results of
an empirical study. The present empirical study led to the fol-
lowing conclusions: 1. the confirmation of the hypothesis about
the positive impact of enhanced context on the respondent’s per-
ception of the art presentation; 2. the rejection of the hypothesis
about the positive impact of enhanced context on the viewer’s
recommendation of the virtual gallery;  3.  the rejection of the
hypothesis  about the mediating  role  of  interest  in  art  on the
viewer’s preferred context of virtual art gallery. 

INTRODUCTION

OWADAYS many museums integrate  the online pre-
sentation of digitalized art images within their website,

offering Internet  users  the  opportunity to  visit  and  search
through online virtual art galleries. The online art galleries
are also an essential feature of the websites of many individ-
ual artists who ‘exist’ and present their work mostly, or ex-
clusively, online. So far, there are few research studies which
compare the art  experience in the traditional museum with
the  online  art  experience.  However,  some studies  suggest
that virtual art galleries may be perceived as unsatisfactory:
the artworks in the museum environment were found to be
more arousing, positive, interesting and liked, and also better
remembered, by viewers compared to the computer presenta-
tion (Brieber, Nadal  and Leder  2015)  and the online visit
was perceived as less pleasurable and more passive than the
actual visit to a traditional museum (Jarrier & Bourgeon-Re-
nault 2012). Therefore, on one hand there is an obvious need
for developing online art galleries for promotional, informa-
tional and educational purposes, on the other hand – it seems
that  the  existing  online  artworks  exhibitions  do  not  fully
meet the needs of potential viewers.

N

This paper focuses on the analysis of the impact of online
context which influences the Internet user’s experience with
the online exhibition and user’s intention to recommend the
website of art gallery. The paper points to the results of an

empirical  study based  on  the  implementation  of  microfic-
tions as a context for the online art exhibition.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, the
research problem was discussed with reference to a literature
review. This part of the article explicitly illustrates that the
research problem should be approached from different an-
gles, and the research needs to be based on the integrated
framework built within (at least) the psychology of art, the
neuroaesthetics and managerial studies. The following sec-
tion  presents  the  procedure  of  the  empirical  study, which
aimed to ‘capture’ the connection between the enhanced con-
text of the virtual art gallery and the attitude and behaviour
of the respondent. For the purposes of empirical  study the
virtual art gallery with two options of art presentation (art-
works with standard information and the artworks with mi-
crofictions) was developed. The article ends with a discus-
sion summarizing the  empirical  results,  and  indicating the
managerial implications and future research.

THE PROBLEM

The art museum/gallery website creates the online context
of artworks presentation and therefore frames the artwork in
a way which influences the perception of the viewer. For on-
line art  galleries the content of art presentation usually in-
cludes  metadata  about  the  artwork  such  as:  name  of  the
artist, the medium, creation date and the size of the artwork.
What if the virtual art gallery embeds more than ‘standard’
information  e.g.  music which accompanies  the  viewing of
particular fine art work, a poem or other form of artistic ex-
pression? Does it lead to positively enhancing the Internet
user’s experience?  Does this ‘mixture’ of art  objects  from
different artists - musicians, painters, graphic artists, poets or
writers - create positive synergy in the process of customer
experience? It is not unusual to enhance the customers’ expe-
rience  by employing multimedia (e.g.  sound,  music,  addi-
tional art-works such as photographs or even theatrical per-
formance) in order to enrich the customer’s experience dur-
ing  the  visit  to  the  physical  art  museum  or  gallery.
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However, the websites of traditional galleries do not usually 

incorporate such extraneous elements to enhance virtual 

tours.  

The present study focuses on analysing the impact of the 

context, which includes microfictions as the ‘enhanced frame’ 
for online art galleries. Microfictions (or flash fiction, sudden 

fiction, minute stories, short-shots) are a contemporary 

miniature narrative genre of literature, which are (usually) 

shorter than 700 words (Nelles 2012). Therefore, the main 

research problem is stated: to what extent does the enhanced 

context of art galleries impact on the online viewer’s 
experience and behaviour? To investigate this connection, at 

least three different constructs should be taken into account:   

1. The design of the website with the online art 

exhibition, including graphical and multimedia 

elements.  

2. The outcomes of the viewer’s experience: 
a. Outcomes connected with art appreciation; 

b. Outcomes connected with the viewer’s 
perception of gallery/museum brand; 

3. Viewer characteristics e.g. interest in art, gender, 

age, motivation to visit a virtual art gallery/museum  

A.  Outcomes of experiencing the online art  

In the literature, the models aiming to explain the viewer’s 
art experience varied as the researchers implemented different 

frameworks in their analyses.  For example, the model first 

proposed by Leder, Belke, Oeberst & Augustin in 2004, and 

then further discussed in the paper of Leder & Nadal (2014) 

provides the integrated framework of the process of 

understanding the aesthetic appreciation of art, and points to 

aesthetic judgment and aesthetic emotion as the different 

outcomes of art experience (Leder & Nadal 2014). The model 

proposed by Pelowski & Akiba (2011) emphasizes the 

transformative impact of art, the initial disruption, the 

subsequent meta-cognitive reflection and conceptual change. 

A relatively new stream of literature, based on the 

implementation of neuroimaging techniques (e.g. functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography 

(EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG)), seeks for the 

explanation of art experience at the neurological level: 

showing the way in which particular art stimuli activates the 

human brain (see the interesting research presented by Cela-

Conde, Agnati, Huston, Mora, & Nadal 2011).  

A review of studies from literature indicates that the 

researchers include and measure different constructs within 

the ‘general dimension’ of viewer’s art experience, as for 
example: 

 the construct of aesthetic appreciation, the construct 

of appraised ability to understand the paintings 

(Swami 2013); 

 the dimensions of liking, the interest and emotional 

valence (Gartus and Leder 2014); 

 the dimension of liking, interest, understanding and 

ambiguity (Brieber, Nadal, Leder, Rosenberg 2014) 

 The stream of literature of the psychology of art or 

neuroaesthetic does not focus on the relation between the 

viewer’s art experience (on traditional or online market) and 
the impact of this experience on the perception of the art 

gallery brand which displays the artwork (although the 

problem – how the image of the gallery influences the 

viewer’s perception of artwork was investigated e.g. Kirk, 

Skov, Hulme, Christensen, & Zeki (2009)). Within the scope 

of under-researched topics there are (at least) the following 

connections: 

 the online art experience and the patron’s attitude to 

the brand (e.g. perception that the brand of a 

particular artist is trustworthy); 

 the connection between the online art experience of 

the viewer and the viewer’s behaviour connected 
with the possible purchase e.g. intention to buy the 

ticket or artwork;  

 the online viewer’s intention to recommend the art 
gallery brand as a result of visiting the art online 

gallery; 

The above mentioned business outcomes as the result of the 

patron’s visit to a virtual gallery are linked with broader 
constructs such as the art gallery brand equity and the 

customer equity. So far, there are few research papers in this 

field of study, and many issues need further investigation, 

including fundamental questions about the elements which 

constitute the brand equity of a virtual art exhibition, and 

about the drivers of customer equity for the website with a 

virtual art exhibition. 

With regards to the traditional market, Camarero, Garrido, 

& Vicente (2010) indicate the loyalty, perceived quality, 

brand image and brand values as the factors influencing the 

brand equity for art exhibitions. However, it seems possible 

that the patrons may perceive the website and the traditional 

brand of art museum/gallery differently. For example, on the 

basis of direct visits and seeing a particular exhibition, the 

patron perceives the brand of the art museum negatively 

(offering too few exhibition items, low quality of organizing 

the service etc.), however the website with a virtual art gallery 

of the same art museum is perceived as very well-organized 

and well-developed. This example illustrates that the viewer’s 
perception of virtual gallery brand and the ‘traditional’ art 
gallery brand may be partly independent constructs, and the 

relation between these constructs may be mediated by other 

factors, for example the viewer’s previous experience.   
In the present empirical study the viewer assessed the 

virtual gallery – with or without the microfictions– in the 

following dimensions: 

 the dimensions connected with art experience such 

as of ‘liking the presentation’ and ‘the richer 
experience’  

 the dimension connected with the business outcome 

– ‘the intention to recommend the virtual gallery’.  
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B. The context of online art presentation  

Contrary to the formalist views of art, nowadays the 

context in which the artwork is viewed has been recognized 

as a significant factor influencing the viewer’s experience 
with art. Its impact on art perception are well-illustrated by, 

for example the Duchamp’s ‘readymade’ artworks ( ‘Bottle 
Rack’, ‘Fountain’, ‘Bicycle Wheel’) or the Pop Art movement 
(see e.g. discussion in Leder & Nadal 2014, Gartus & Leder 

2014).  

The context in which artwork is presented has been 

investigated and discussed in the literature, indicating the 

impact of different contextual aspects on the viewer’s 
experience. The study of Leder, Carbon, Ripsas (2006) 

pointed to the role of elaborative and descriptive titles of 

abstract and representative paintings. Swami (2013) 

examined the effects of different types of information 

(elaborate, content specific information, broad genre 

information, titular information, no contextualizing 

information) and different art styles (abstract artworks, 

representational paintings) on understanding and aesthetic 

appreciation. Kirk, Skov, Hulme, Christensen, & Zeki (2009), 

using the neuroimaging technique, investigated the 

perception of the image labelled either as an artwork 

belonging to the art gallery or an image generated by a 

computer.  In another study with usage of fMRI, Cupchik, 

Vartanian, Crawley, & Mikulis (2009) investigated the 

differences in perception of art images under the pragmatic 

and aesthetic conditions.  

Despite the difference between the presentation of an art 

object in a physical museum and the laboratory environment, 

most of the studies with reference to art experience were 

conducted within laboratory settings. Therefore, it seems 

plausible, that the results obtained in the laboratory settings 

may be relevant to the discussion about the creation of online 

art exhibitions.  

In the online environment, the context of presentation is 

created not only by information about the art, but also by the 

scope of the elements constituting ‘the design’ of the website. 
The following elements of a museum website may influence 

the perception of the Internet user: 1. Content, 2. Presentation-

Media-Format-Appearance, 3. Usability, 4. Interactivity & 

Feedback, 5. E-Services, 6. Technical (see the framework for 

evaluating the museums’ websites developed by Pallas and 
Economides 2008). Among these elements, the option of 

creating personal digital collections is particularly important 

as it serves: for example, to facilitate the visit in the museum 

in person or to facilitate learning (Marty 2011). 

The important distinction between the museum websites 

lies in the format presentation based on 2D websites versus 

the 3D virtual environment. Nowadays the object of art may 

be 3D digitalized by the implementation of different 

techniques (for example laser scanning techniques; shape 

from structured light, from silhouette, from video, from 

shading, and shape from texture – Pavlidis, Koutsoudis, 

Arnaoutoglou, Tsioukas, & Chamzas 2007), and the 

Augmented Representation of Cultural Objects (ARCO) 

system allows the creation of virtual 3D museum exhibitions 

(Sylaiou, Mania, Karoulis & White 2010). Some individual 

artists use the 3D virtual world’s environment, such as Second 
Life, to create a virtual gallery which allows the viewer to be 

immersed in the space. In the case of fine art most digitalized 

exhibitions are based on the traditional 2D presentation on the 

website. The present empirical study also focuses on the 2D 

presentation format, and the context created by the 

implementation of additional element – microfiction. 
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C.  The viewer characteristics 

The one of the crucial factors connected with viewer 

characteristics is the viewer’s motivation. The museum 
websites aim to fulfil the different Internet user’s 
informational needs: obtaining information relevant to the 

process of planning the visit to the physical museum, self-

motivated research for specific content information, looking 

for the information connected with assigned research or being 

engaged in casual browsing (Skov & Ingwesen 2014). In the 

case of the individual artist (painter, graphic artist, 

photographer) while the website often serves as the sales 

channel, the motivation of potential customers may also be 

connected with a purchase. 

The viewer’s characteristics which may have an impact of 
the viewer’s art experience are, for example aesthetic fluency 
(Swami 2013), current affective state and specific art interest 

(Gartus, Leder 2014), and expertise in art (Leder, Nadal 

2014). In the case of online galleries the spectrum of factors 

should be widened to incorporate aspects related with Internet 

and computer usage. For example, Corredor’s (2006) study 
with reference to museum websites points out that the general 

previous knowledge (in the field corresponding with 

museum) influences the goal setting process and the usage of 

the content of the website. For the virtual gallery the viewer’s 
‘general’ level of computer literacy may be an important 
factor, especially in the situation where the lack of computer 

skills may hamper the viewer’s experience.  

THE EMPIRICAL STUDY: HYPOTHESES, THE PROCEDURE AND 

THE RESULTS  

A. Hypotheses 

The present study aims to investigate the connections 

between the context of presentation – the artworks with or 

without the microfictions - and the following outcomes (Fig. 

1):  

• the viewer’s perception of the virtual gallery with 
particular context as an interesting way of presentation;  

• the viewer’s feeling of ‘rich’ experience connected with 

viewing artwork in the particular context; 

• the viewer’s intention to recommend the virtual art 
gallery to a friend;  

The other factors included in the present study are: the 

interest in art, and the level of liking the artworks and 

microfictions.  

In the present study, the following hypotheses were tested: 

H1: The online enhanced context with microfiction leads 

to a more positive attitude of the respondent towards the 

website in the dimensions of liking the website and offering a 

‘richer’ experience. 

H2: The online enhanced context with microfiction leads 

to the behavioural intention of the viewer: the intention to 

recommend the website to a friend 

H3:  The viewer’s interest in art is a factor which influences 

the preference of the virtual gallery by the viewer.  

B. Participants 

The study was conducted in Poland, in January 2015, 

among 50 young respondents (32 women and 18 men), age 

20-35 (the group of respondents was homogenous as to the 

age factor). The respondents were management students, 

without formal background knowledge of art. 

C. The procedure 

The website of a virtual galley was developed for the 

purpose of the present study. In the introduction to the study 

the respondent was informed that the website was a part of a 

future virtual tour being developed by a new online art 

gallery. On the introductory page the respondent was asked to 

visit the next two pages, titled ‘Virtual Gallery’ and ‘Virtual 
Gallery with Microfictions’, and then to fill in the online 

questionnaire. Five artworks of a local artist were selected and 

the images were presented on the website. On the page 

‘Virtual Gallery’ the images of artworks had a ‘standard’ 
description: the artistic pseudonym of the author of the 

artwork, the title of artwork, the medium of which the artwork 

was created and the size of the original work (length and 

height in centimetres). The technique of the artworks varied: 

acrylic on canvas (one artwork), pastels (two artworks) and 

graphics (two artworks). On the page titled ‘Virtual Gallery 
with Microfiction’ each image of artwork was accompanied 
by a short microfiction. The topic of each microfiction aligned 

with the main concept of the artwork. The length of the 

microfictions was between 22 and 84 words, the name of the 

TABLE I. 
THE RESPONDENTS’ PREFERENCES FOR THE CONTEXT OF ARTWORKS PRESENTATION; STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE MARKED *  

 All respondents N=50 

 

The group of respondents – similar liking of 

artworks and microfiction  n = 44 

standard 

presentation 

artworks with 

microfictions 

I don’t 
know 

standard 

presentation 

artworks with 

microfictions 

I don’t 
know 

The more interesting presentation of 

artworks is on the website with… 

20%* 70%* 20% 16% 73% 11% 

My experience connected with visiting 

virtual art gallery was richer while I visit  

the website with … 

24%* 64%* 24% 18% 68% 14% 

I would be more likely to recommend the 

visit to the museum website to my friends 

if the museum website included the 

artwork presentations as at the page of the 

website with … 

24% 54% 24% 20% 55% 25% 
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author of each microfiction was clearly indicated on the 

website.  

The procedure of the study was followed as: 

a) First step: the respondents were introduced to the 

concept of the study.  

b) Second step: The respondent saw the page ‘Virtual 
Gallery’ 

c) Third step: The respondent saw the page ‘Virtual 

Gallery with Microfiction’  
d) Fourth step: Respondent filled in the questionnaire. 

The online questionnaire was divided into three groups 

of questions.  

 First group of questions were directly related to 

the virtual gallery.  

 In the second group of questions, respondents 

were asked to visit the digital exhibitions of the 

National Museum in Warsaw. After visiting the 

website, the respondents filled in the part of the 

questionnaire which refers to the respondents’ 
attitude to the process of creating virtual galleries 

by museums.  

 The third group of questions refers to the profile 

of respondents. Apart from gathering data about 

their gender and age, the questions refer to their 

interest in ‘general’ art and their interest in visual 
art. 

D.  Results  

As the respondent’s attitude to the art presentation may be 

influenced by liking the artworks or microfictions themselves, 

the respondent was asked to rank the level on which she or he 

generally likes the artworks or microfiction: as the general 

feeling about ‘liking the microfiction’ or ‘liking the artworks’. 
There was no significant difference in respondents’ feeling of 
liking of artwork and the microfictions: about half of the 

respondents (46%) liked the presented artworks and a similar 

percentage of respondents (50%) liked the microfictions.  The 

averages of ‘liking’  were 3.34 and 3.42 for the artworks and 
for the microfictions respectively.  

The majority of respondents – 88% - ranked their liking for 

the artworks and microfictions similarly – the difference 

between ‘liking’ wasn’t greater than one point in the scale of 

1 to 5 points. The group of 6 respondents (12% of the sample) 

preferred one of the presented forms: the difference between 

the ‘liking’ was greater than 1 point. 
The interest in art and in visual art varied among the 

respondents:  

 The 38% of respondents declared that they are not 

interested in art, with reference to the visual art – 

also it was the group of 38% respondents 

 The 26% of respondents declared their interest in art, 

with reference to visual art – 30% 

 The group of respondents rated their interest as 

‘neutral’ (3 points on the 1-5 points scale) in art was 

– 36%, in visual art – 32% 

The study led to the following results (see Table I, Table II, 

and Table III): 

1. The respondents perceived the artwork presentation 

with microfictions as much more interesting than the 

‘standard’ presentation. The webpage with 
microfiction was selected as favourable in this 

dimension by 70% of respondents compared to the 

20% of the respondents preferring the ‘standard 
presentation’ (the statistically significant difference 

p<0.05).  

2. 64% of respondents stated that the virtual gallery 

with microfiction ‘offers a richer experience’ 
compared to the 24% of respondents who preferred 

the ‘standard’ presentation (the difference is 
statistically significant p<0.05) 

3. If the museum website included artworks and 

microfiction, the 54% of respondents would 

recommend their friends to visit this museum 

website, compared to the group of 24% who would 

recommend the website with the standard 

presentation (no statistically significant difference) 

4. Relations between the variables ‘more interesting 
presentation’, ‘offering richer experiences’  and ‘the 

intention to recommend’ were analysed within two 
options: the respondent who chose the website of 

microfiction or the respondent who chose the other 

answers: gallery without microfiction or ‘I don’t 
know’: 

a.  The variable of ‘more interesting 
presentation’ and the variable ‘offering 
richer experiences’ are strongly positively 

TABLE II. 

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE VARIABLES [OPTIONS: ‘THE WEBSITE WITH MICROFICTION’ OR THE OTHER ANSWERS: {THE WEBSITE 

WITHOUT MICROFICTION OR ‘I DON’T KNOW’}] 

‘the most interesting presentation’ – ‘richer 
experience’   

Positive, statistically significant, test chi-square p<0.05, Fi=0.60, Tetrachoric 

correlations=0.82 

‘the most interesting presentation’ – 

‘recommendation to friend’ 

Positive, statistically significant - the chi-squared test p.<0.05, and  Fi=0.62, 

Tetrachoric correlations=0.88 

‘the richer experience’ – ‘recommendation 
to friend’ 

Positive, statistically significant - the chi-squared test p.<0.05, Fi = 0.39, Tetrachoric 

correlations=0.59 

The group which is not interested in art (1, 

2, or 3) and the group which is interested in 

art (4-5) 

There is no difference between the groups in the dimensions: ‘liking virtual galleries’, 
‘richer experience’ or ‘recommendation to friend’ 
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correlated (the chi-squared test p.<0.05, 

Fi=0.60, Tetrachoric correlations=0.82).  

b. The variable ‘more interesting 
presentation’ strongly positively correlates 
with the variable ‘intention to recommend’ 
(the chi-squared test p.<0.05, and  Fi=0.62, 

Tetrachoric correlations=0.88) 

c. The variable ‘much richer experiences’ and 
the variable ‘recommendation’ are weakly 
positively correlated (the chi-squared test 

p<0.05, Fi=0.39, Tetrachoric 

correlations=0.59) 

d. There is no difference between the 

assessment of the online exhibition with 

microfiction or without between the group 

of respondents who liked the artworks (first 

group: 4 or 5) and those who disliked the 

artworks  (another group – 1,2 or 3 points) 

(chi-square test, p>0.05) 

e. There is no difference between the 

assessment of online exhibitions between 

the group of respondents who are interested 

(4-5) and those who are not interested in 

art/visual art (1, 2 or 3).  

5. The results with reference to the questions about the 

website of the National Museum of Warsaw point 

out that: 

a. The majority of respondents (62%) agreed 

with the statement: “the online museum 

presentation and digitalization of museum 

objects allow me to look at the museum 

exhibition in a way which suits me”; 

b. The majority of respondents (68%) 

supported the engagement of museums in 

creating online galleries; 

c. The online museum did not necessary 

encourage the respondents to visit the 

traditional museum;  

To sum up: 

 The hypothesis H1: The online enhanced context 

with microfiction leads to a more positive attitude of 

the respondent towards the website in the 

dimensions of liking the website and offering a 

‘richer’ experience – was confirmed.  

 The hypothesis H2: The online enhanced context 

with microfiction leads to the behavioural intention 

of viewer: the intention to recommend the website to 

a friend – was rejected 

 The hypothesis H3:  The viewer’s interest in art is a 
factor which influences the preference of the virtual 

gallery by viewer – was rejected 

E. Limitations  

The following points underline the limitations of the 

present study: 

1- Although the procedure of the study allows respondents 

to express their opinion about the preferred format of 

presentation, the present study is not based on the experiment 

aiming to make comparisons between the group of 

respondents who viewed the ‘virtual gallery’ with standard 
data and a different group of respondents who viewed the 

‘virtual gallery with microfiction’.  
2- The stimuli: the choice of artworks and the microfictions 

was arbitrary, and the style and content of presented artworks 

varied (graphics, pastels, and acrylic). The procedure did not 

include the respondents’ evaluation on what level the 
artworks and microfictions corresponded within an artistic 

theme.  

3- The results refer to the ‘general’ website presentation, 
not to particular artworks. The respondents did not evaluate 

each artwork and microfiction.  

4- Apart from the demographic data, the viewer’s 
characteristics included few other variables.  

5- The sample: non-random sample, the sample of 

respondents was relatively small, and homogenous in age. 

DISCUSSION  

The results of this present study should be framed within 

much broader topics: How to enhance the Internet user’s 
experience during the visit to the website with virtual art 

exhibition? Does this enhancement of the user’s art 
experience correlate with strengthening the relationship 

between the Internet user (possible customer) and the 

museum/gallery brand? Does the virtual gallery influence the 

brand equity and customer equity for art exhibitions? This 

scope of research questions should also be formulated and 

addressed with reference to the groups of sponsors and 

donors, as these groups play a crucial role in the existence and 

development of cultural art organizations. 

TABLE III. 
THE RESPONDENTS’ ATTITUDE TO THE DIGITAL MUSEUMS; STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE MARKED *  

 All respondents N=50  

Negative  

(1-2) 

Neutral   

(3) 

Positive  

(4-5) 

In my opinion, the online museum presentation and digitalization of museum 

objects allows me to look at the museum exhibition in a way which suits me  

12%* 26% 62%* 

The online museum encourages me to visit the traditional museum  16% 36% 48% 

Museums and galleries should aim to create online exhibitions  10%* 22% 68%* 
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The present study indicates that respondents assessed the 

virtual gallery with microfictions as the more interesting form 

of presentation and offering a ‘richer’ experience compared 
to the standard presentation. However, the ‘enhanced 
presentation’ does not necessarily lead to recommendations 

of the online gallery to friends. The present study also points 

out that the respondents had a positive attitude to the process 

of digitalization of exhibitions by museums, but this positive 

attitude was not necessarily connected with the intention to 

visit museum in person. There was no difference between the 

choices of the preferred online art gallery between the group 

of respondents who are and who are not interested in art. 

As regards to management implications, the present study 

indicates that the strategy of enhancing the Internet user’s art 
experience may be based on linking together two different 

artworks: visual art and literature. Considering the amount of 

digitalized objects in museums’ virtual galleries, it would not 
be possible to create ‘the literature’ story for each artwork. 

However, the museum may select a few of the artistic objects, 

and create the ‘enhanced literature presentation’ as 
promotional materials. For individual artists the present study 

also suggests ‘telling the story’ about artworks as a tool for 
enhancing the Internet user’s experience. Although, this 

strategy raises the question - to what extent can the museum 

modify the context without the artist’s agreement, if the 
context may change the meaning of artwork?  

In the broader context of brand equity and customer equity, 

the results of the present study indicate the link between the 

enhanced context and both constructs. The ‘virtual gallery 
with microfiction’ led to the more positive attitude of the 
respondents, subsequently creating ‘better associations’ with 
artistic brand, therefore enhancing the brand equity (see 

model of brand equity proposed by Aaker (1996)). Moreover, 

the brand equity, together with value equity and relationship 

equity, influences the customer equity on business markets 

(Rust, Lemon, & Zeithaml 2001), and this connection may be 

similar on the online art galleries market. It is worth noting 

that another aspect tested in the empirical study – the positive 

referrals – also may be linked to brand equity (due to loyalty) 

and to the customer equity as: 

 the positive referrals create the indirect value of 

the customer (see – Ryals 2008)  

 the positive referrals may indicate customer’s 
loyalty which influences the customer equity (see 

– Kossecki 2009) 

As it was mentioned above, there are still few research 

papers investigating the fundamental questions about the 

elements which constitute the brand equity of a virtual art 

exhibition, and about the drivers of customer equity for the 

website with a virtual art exhibition. Therefore future research 

lies in:  

• the field of the more extensive study about the 

connection between the customer equity and brand equity 

with reference to the websites of art museum/individual 

artists; 

• how other strategies of modifying the context – e.g. 

implementing music, sound, poems – influence the Internet 

users’ perception of virtual galleries; 
• the relation between the purpose of Internet user’s visit 

and the perception of virtual art galleries. In the present study, 

the respondents focused on evaluating the online presentation 

due to the ‘artistic’ merits. The Internet user’s experience may 
be different if they had, for example educational motivations.  

• the dynamic changes and interrelations between the art 

experience and the patron’s visit to the virtual gallery. The 
process of the art experience can change over the time: the 

first visit may differ from subsequent visits, therefore the 

scope of the research questions indicated above should take 

into account the factor of ‘time’ as an important variable.  
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HE FIELD of agent technology is rapidly maturing. One
of key factors that influence this process is the gathered

body of  knowledge  that  allows in-depth  reflection  on  the
very nature of designing and implementing agent systems. As
a result, there is now significant knowledge on how to design
and implement them. There is also a deeper understanding of
the  most important  issues  to  be  addressed  in  the  process.
Therefore, on the top-most level a progress in development
of methodologies for design of agent-based systems can be
seen.  Furthermore,  these  methodologies  are  usually  sup-
ported by tools that allow not only top level conceptualiza-
tion but guide the process towards implementation (e.g. by
generating at least some code).  Next, it can seen that new
languages for agent based systems are created, e.g. AML or
API Calculus. Separately, tools/platforms/environments that
can be used for design and implementation of agent systems
have been through a number of releases, eliminating prob-
lems and adding new, important features. Resulting products
are  becoming truly robust  and flexible.  Furthermore,  open
source products (e.g. JADE) are surrounded by user commu-
nities,  which often  generate  powerful  add-on  components,
further increasing value of existing solutions.
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Abstract— A novel and unified design approach for reliable

distributed and parallel data processing in wide-area and large-

scale networks  consisting of high- and of  low-resource nodes

(ranging from generic computers to microchips) using mobile

agents is introduced. The development of sensor clouds of the

future integrated in daily use computing environments and the

Internet is enabled. Agents can migrate between different hard-

ware and software platforms by migrating the program code of

the agent, embedding the state and the data of an agent, too.

Agent mobility crossing different execution platforms, agent in-

teraction by using tuple-space databases, and agent code recon-

figuration enable the design of reliable distributed sensor and

information processing networks.  The Agent Processing Plat-

form exists in hardware (microchip level), software (embedded

system),  and  simulation.  This  works  adds  a  JavaScript  im-

plementation including client-side browser applications. All im-

plementations  are  compatibility  on  operational  and  commu-

nication level. A graph-linked multi-broker service and a distri-

buted co-ordination layer are established for this platform class

to provide service ports and the access of the agent platform

from the  outside  in  browser  applications,  which  can usually

only act as clients and are usually hidden by a private network

and firewalls.

I. INTRODUCTION

RENDS recently emerging in engineering and micro-

system  applications  such  as  the  development  of

sensorial  materials  [3][11] show  a  growing  demand  for

distributed  autonomous  sensor  networks  of  miniaturized

low-power smart sensors embedded in technical structures.

Multi-agent systems (MAS) can be used for a decentralized

and  self-organizing  approach  of  data  processing  in  a

distributed  system  like  a  resource-constrained  sensor

network  (discussed  in  [11] and  [12]),  enabling  smart  and

adaptive  distributed  information  extraction,  e.g.,  based  on

pattern  recognition  (e.g.,  referring  [13] and  [14]),   by

decomposing complex tasks in simpler cooperative agents. It

can be shown that MAS-based data processing approaches

are scalable from generic computer to single microchip level

platforms which can aid the material-integration of Structure

and System Monitoring applications. On one hand there are

currently only few proposed agent processing platforms that

can be scaled to microchip level, and on the other hand there

are  no  unified  solutions  to  integrate  these  low-resource

nodes in large-scale networks and the Internet.

T

In  [11] the agent-based architecture considers sensors as

devices used by an upper layer of controller agents. Agents

are  organized  according  to  roles  related  to  the  different

aspects  to  integrate,  mainly  sensor  management,

communication  and  data  processing.  This  organization

isolates  largely  and  decouples  the  data  management  from

changing networks, while encouraging reuse of solutions. 

The deployment of agents can overcome interface barriers

and closes the gap arising between platforms and environ-

ments  differing  considerably  in  computational  and

communication capabilities, enabling, e.g., the integration of

sensor  networks  in  large-scale  WWW  applications  and

providing  Internet  connectivity,  shown  in  Fig.  1.  This  is

addressed  in  this  work  by  using a  unified  reactive  agent-

based programming and interaction model, independent  of

the  underlying  processing  platform.  For  the  proposed

advanced agent processing platform architecture there exist

suitable  hardware  (microchip),  software  (C,  OCaML,

JavaScript),  and simulation model implementations, which

can be functionally interconnected in networks creating one

big machine.  They are  compatible  on the  operational  and

execution  level,  thus,  agents  can  migrate  between  these

different implementation platforms. 

Agent  mobility  crossing  different  execution  platforms,

agent interaction by using tuple-space databases, and global

signal propagation aid solving data distribution and synchro-

nization  issues  in  the  design  of  distributed  wide-area

networks.

Usually sensor processing and information computation

require known world models including mechanical models,

e.g.,  in  load  monitoring  use  cases  of  technical  structures.

Self-organizing  MAS  [2][14] are  useful  in  unreliable  and

partially unknown environments, which can overcome world

environment and model limitations successfully. Adaptation

of the agent behaviour, i.e., based on learning, offers a relia-

ble  reaction  mechanism in  the  presence  of  environmental

changes, e.g., changes in network connectivity or node fail-

ures, ensuring the QoS. This adaptivity is addressed in this

work  by a behavioural  reconfiguration  at  run-time,  which

bases  on  Dynamic  Activity-Transitions  Graphs  (DATG).

Mobility - the ability to migrate an agent processing unit to a

different  execution  platform  or  node  -  and  autonomy

together  with  a  high  degree  of  independency  from  the

processing platform ensure robust data processing in large-

scale networks.

It can be shown that agent-based computing can be used

to  partition  complex  computations  in  off-line  and  on-line

parts  resulting  in  an  increased  overall  system  efficiency

(performance  and  energy  demands),  e.g.,  for  Load  and

Structural  Health Monitoring (LM/SHM) systems, outlined

in [2]. 
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Fig.  1 (Left) Deployment of Agents in Sensor Clouds and Internet Applications (Right) Bigraph, composed of Link and Structure place graphs used for

a unified modelling of network environments and networks of networks (Bottom) AAPL agents in the Bigraph Model with a bottom port for the APP

link and top port for tuple space and signal link ports. Shown are two connected nodes. [A: Agent, APP: Agent Processing Platform, TS: Tuple Space].

One major goal of the deployment of MAS is overcoming

heterogeneous platform and network barriers arising in large

scale  hierarchical  and  nested  network  structures  (i.e.,  net-

works  of  networks),  consisting  and  connecting,  e.g.,  the

Internet,  sensor  networks,  body networks,  production  and

manufacturing  Cyber-Physical  System  (CPS)  networks,

shown in Fig. 1 on the left. The large diversity of execution

platforms, network topologies, services provided by network

nodes, and the programming environments require a unified

and abstract behavioural and structural representation model.

The Bigraphical  model proposed by Robin Milner  models

the  entire  "computing"  environment  with  place  and  link

graphs, composing finally bigraphs [15], shown on the right

of  Fig.  1.  They  include  agents,  and  they  are  offering  a

unified model and platform for ubiquitous systems and the

foundation  for  an  Ubiquitous  Abstract  Machine,  and

supporting  reconfigurable  spaces  (dynamic  topologies).

Bigraphs virtualize communicating  processes  (agents) and

information  objects (tuple-spaces),  and they  originate  in

process  calculi  for  concurrent  systems, especially the pi-

calculus  [16] and the calculus of mobile ambients  [17] for

modelling  spatial  configurations  of  networks   with   a

dynamic  topology.

The environment  consists  of  places  where  computation

occurs, e.g.,  computers (processing agents),  agents, rooms,

buildings, machines, and so on. The links are abstract, pro-

viding the possibility of interaction between different places,

i.e., transferring of agents and their mobile processes. Agents

are treated  as active computational units.  Places  introduce

spatial and logical  bindings. Bigraphs allow the nesting of

nodes  and  places,  natural  for  many real-world  computing

environments, and they can be applied for wide reactive sys-

tems. All nodes have a fixed number of ports, providing an

endpoint for links. Agents have two ports: a processing port

link  and  an  interaction  (communication)  link.  Bigraphs,

which represents the system state,  can be modified by the

application of reaction rules, which changes the linking and

place relations. Bigraphs can be composed of other bigraphs

matching inner and outer interfaces.

A link  is  a  hyperedge  connection  that  connects  nodes,

outer, and inner names, where names are open linkings that

support  additional  connectivity,  i.e.,  used for  the  dynamic

composition of bigraphs at "run-time". Connectivity not only

provides the platform for agent migration between different

places, it provides information exchange, which is provided

here by place-bounded tuple-spaces and signals. Migration

of mobile processes is just another form of interaction with

and the modification of the environment.

To adapt this Bigraphical Reactive System (BRS) model

to  a  MAS it  is  necessary  to  distinguish  subjects  (entities

which  can  perform  actions,  the  agents)  and  objects  (here

data, tuples, tuple-spaces, signals, and processing platforms

themselves).

The novelty of this work can be summarized as follows:
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• A unified Agent design and processing framework basing

on a reactive activity-transition agent behaviour and pro-

gramming model. Agent interaction is provided by tuple

spaces and signal propagation between agents.

• Stack based Virtual Machines (SVM) are used to execute

optimized program code embedding the agent behaviour,

data and control state in code frames

• The SVM is  operating system independent  and can  be

implemented directly in hardware and software including

JavaScript

• The JavaScript implementation of the SVM enables the

integration  of  sensor  networks  and  agent-based  sensor

and information processing in  the Internet  and Intranet

domains.

• The SVM can be embedded in HTML content and turns a

browser in an agent processing platform.

• A object-capability-based Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

communication interface  and a distributed graph-linked

broker  service  enables  the  deployment  of  client-side

applications like browser as agent processing platforms.

II. THE STATE-BASED REACTIVE AGENT BEHAVIOUR

MODEL AND AAPL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

The agent model summarized in this section (for details

see  [1][3][4])  bases  on the mobile processes  model  intro-

duced by Milner [16] several decades ago. An agent can be

considered as a computational unit  situated in an environ-

ment  and  world,  which  performs  computation,  basically

hidden for the environment, and interacts with the environ-

ment  to  exchange  basically  data.  A common computer  is

specialised to the task of calculation,  and interaction with

other machines is encapsulated by calculation and performed

traditionally by using messages. An agent behaviour can be

reactive or proactive, and it has a social ability to communi-

cate,  cooperate,  and  negotiate  with  other  agents.

Proactiveness  is  closely related  to  goal-directed  behaviour

including estimation and intentional capabilities.

II-A. Activity-Transition Graphs

The behaviour of an activity-based agent is characterized

by an agent state, which is changed by activities. Activities

perform perception, plan actions, and execute actions modi-

fying the control and data state of the agent. Activities and

transitions between activities are represented by an activity-

transition graph (ATG). The transitions start activities com-

monly  depending  on  the  evaluation  of  agent  data  (body

variables), representing the data state of the agent. The ATG

behaviour  model  is  fundamental  for  Activity-based  Agent

Programming Language (AAPL).

An activity-transition graph, related to the agent classes,

discussed later, consists of a set of activities  A={A1,A2,..},

and a set of transitions  T={T1 (C1),T2 (C2),..}, which repre-

sent the edges  of  the directed graph.  The execution of an

activity,  composed  itself  of  a  sequence  of  actions  and

computations,  is  related  with  achieving  a  sub-goal  or  a

satisfying  a  prerequisite  to  achieve  a particular  goal,  e.g.,

sensor data processing and distributions. 

Usually agents are used to decompose complex tasks in

simpler ones. Agents can change their behaviour based on

learning and environmental changes, or by executing a par-

ticular  sub-task  with  only  a  sub-set  of  the  original  agent

behaviour.

An  ATG  describes  the  complete  agent  behaviour.  Any

sub-graph and part of the ATG can be assigned to a subclass

behaviour of an agent. Therefore modifying the set of activi-

ties  A and  transitions  T of  the  original  ATG  introduces

several sub-behaviour for implementing algorithms to satisfy

a diversity of different goals. The reconfiguration of activi-

ties A = { A1 ⊆ A,  A2 ⊆ A, ..} from the original set  A and

the modification or reconfiguration of transitions  T = { T1,

T2, ..} create dynamic supersets of ATGs and enable agent

sub-classing at run-time.

II-B. The Activity-based Agent Programming Language 

(AAPL)

The AAPL programming model should optimally match

the requirements of MAS deployed in unreliable sensor and

wide-area distributed networks, keeping low-resource nodes

with low computational power in mind. On one hand, AAPL

should reflect the core concepts of agents, on the other hand

AAPL should provide core concepts of traditional program-

ming  language  to  ease  the  programming  of  widely  used

algorithms.

The  agent  behaviour,  perception,  reasoning,  and  the

action on the environment are encapsulated in agent classes,

with  activities  representing  the  control  state  of  the  agent

reasoning engine, and conditional transitions connecting and

enabling  activities.  Activities  provide  a  procedural  agent

processing  by  a  sequential  execution  of  imperative  data

processing  and  control  statements.  Agents  can  be

instantiated by other agents from a specific class at run-time.

A multi-agent  system composed  of  different  agent  classes

enables  the factorization of  an overall  global  task in  sub-

tasks, with the objective of decomposing the resolution of a

large problem into agents in which they communicate and

cooperate with one other.

AAPL supports the following statements and constructors:

• Agent  Class  Definition  consisting  of  body  variables,

activities, transitions, handlers, and common functions;

• Computational and control flow statements: assignment,

branches, loops, exception handling;

• Cooperation and Communication with tuple spaces  and

signal messages (carrying simple data);

• Agent instantiation from agent classes, forking, destroy-

ing;

• Agent mobility by migration;

• Agent  behaviour  modification  (e.g.,  ATG  reconfigura-

tion).
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II-C. Multi-Agent Interaction

In  parallel  and  distributed  systems  the  communication,

synchronization, and data exchange of a collection of data

processing  units  (processes  or  agents)  gains  significant

importance.  A common approach  for  parallel  systems is a

shared memory based communication paradigm, but which

generates  a  high  computational  dependency  of  the

processing  units  among  themselves  and  regarding  the

platform.  Loosely  coupled  distributed  systems  like  MAS

require a different communication strategy. 

Tuple-Spaces. One  well  known  and  common  distributed

interaction model is the tuple-space. Agents can communi-

cate  with  each  other  by accessing  a  tuple  space  database

service available on each network node and that is provided

by  the  agent  processing  platform  (a  node  in  the  Bigraph

model,  see  bottom of  Fig  1),  used  for  synchronized  data

exchange  among  a  collection  of  individual  agents,  which

was proposed in [18] and [19] as a suitable MAS interaction

and  coordination  paradigm..  A tuple  space  is  a  logically

shared memory and is used for synchronized data exchange

between  producer  and consumer,  a  common approach  for

solving  communication  problems  of  loosely  coupled

autonomous  or  semi-autonomous  processing  units.  Tuple

spaces are generative, which means a tuple can survive the

creator  beyond  its  lifetime.  The  scope  and  visibility  of  a

tuple  space  database  can  be  unlimited  and  visible  and

distributed in the whole network, or limited to a local scope,

e.g., network node level. A tuple space provides abstraction

from the underlying platform architecture, and offers a high

degree of  platform independency, vital  in a heterogeneous

network environment.

For the sake of simplicity the scope of a tuple space can

be limited to the node boundary, such that there are multiple

tuple spaces distributed in the network. Information can be

carried by mobile agents between nodes. A tuple space com-

munication  model  has  the  advantage  of  shielding  the

underlying node and agent  processing platform. Access  of

tuple spaces  require only a small  set  of simple operations

{out,  in,  rd,  in?,  rd?,  rm,  eval}, which transfer  tuples

between a producer or consumer and the database.   Since

tuples consist  of type-tagged values and patterns the tuple

space communication is type-safe and strong computational

bindings can be avoided.

AAPL Agents. In the Bigraph model AAPL agents have dif-

ferent ports. One static port is the platform link, required to

execute an agent process. Another port is used for the linking

of an agent with a tuple-space (#=1).  An  AAPL agent can

have only one tuple-space access and link at any time maxi-

mal. The propagation of signals introduce further ports and

dynamic  links  to  other  agents  (#=0..n),  see  Fig.  1.  The

communication  links  introduce  virtual  domains,  in  Fig.  1

these are the agent groups {A2, A3, A4} and {A5, A6}. These

virtual domains are dynamic, regarding the spatial location

and extension, and the agents which are part of the virtual

domain.  Often  agent  parent-child  trees  spawn  the  virtual

domains  using  signal  interaction,  but  agents  of  initially

different  virtual  domains  can  interact  by  using  the  tuple-

spaces,  extending  and  merging  different  virtual  domains.

The spatial extension of virtual MAS domains is constrained

by the connectivity graph of the processing nodes. 

Signal propagation from a source to a destination agent

requires the connectivity of nodes if the agents are executed

on spatially different nodes. Tuples stored in tuple-spaces are

persistent. That means a tuple t, which was produced by an

agent Ag1 and stored in a tuple-space TS1, and agent Ag1  is

finally migrating to another node location, can be consumed

by a different agent Ag2, now having a historical relation and

link to the other agent Ag1.

Signals. In contrast, signals, which can carry additional sca-

lar data values, can be used for local (in terms of the node

scope) and global (in terms of the network scope) domain

agent interaction. In contrast to the anonymous tuple-space

interaction, signals are directly addressed to a specific agent

or a group of agents. The delivery of signals is not reliable in

the case the agents raising and receiving the signal are not

processed on the same node. An agent being ready to receive

signals  has  to  provide  a  signal  handler  for  this  signal,  a

function that is executed asynchronously to the agent ATG

execution. 

III. THE AGENT CODE PROCESSING PLATFORM

 In  this  work,  the  agents  are  implemented  with  Agent

Forth  program  code  that  is  executed  on  virtual  stack

machines, which can be implemented alternatively on hard-

ware  (System-on-Chip),  simulation,  and  software  level,

which can be embedded in microcontroller, desktop applica-

tions,  web  applications,  or  server  programs.  The  agent

program  code  (see  [1])  is  a  self-containing  and  self-

initializing unit embedding the (private) agent data and the

current control state of the agent, which simplifies migration

significantly. This machine program is encapsulated in code

frames with a specific layout. The program is able to modify

itself  by  using  code  morphing,  leading  to  a  low

computational  dependency  from  the  current  execution

environment,  which  is  vital  to  strong  heterogeneous

environments. There is only a small set of knowledge about

the program which is  required  by the VM to execute the

agent program, and vice versa. Migration of agents requires

only the  transfer  of  the  code frame from one platform to

another. The data and control state of an agent program is

stored in the code frame, too. There are two different Agent

FORTH levels,  one  supporting  high-level  constructs  like

loops and branches (AFL), and one low-level machine sub-

set  (AML)  that  can  be  directly  executed  by  the  AFVM

platform. AFL has similar operational semantics than AAPL.

Thus  the  AAPL agent  class  behaviour  definition  can  be

directly compiled to the AFL level, finally compiled to AML

with a specific code frame layout. 

In [2] and [3] there is an example for the AAPL behaviour

model of a simple explorer agent that is sent out from an

agent on a specific network node. The explorer agent has the

goal to find another node having a specific feature that  is

stored  in  the  (local)  tuple  space  database.  If  the  explorer

agent found the feature (activity  check), it will return the

original root node and stores the feature in the tuple space

with the relative delta position of the node where the feature
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tuple  was  found  (activity  deliver).  The  explorer  agent

moves through the  network  in  a  random direction  until  a

maximal number of hop counts is reached (parameter radius,

activity  migrate).  The respective  AFL program (see  [1])

reflects  roughly the operational semantics and structure of

the  AAPL program  source.  The  compiled  AML machine

program that can be executed by the AVM consists of a boot

section at the beginning of the code frame, followed by a

data  section  storing  the  private  agent  variables  and

parameters.  Finally  all  activities  and  the  transition  table

conclude. The entire machine program requires less than 400

words  (800  bytes  for  a  16  Bit  machine),  which  can  be

efficiently transferred between different processing hosts.

III-A. AFVM Platform Architecture

The virtual  machine (AFVM,  discussed in depth in  [1])

executing  tasks  bases  on  a  traditional  FORTH stack

processor architecture and an extended zero-operand word

instruction set (αFORTH). Most instructions operate directly

on the data stack DS and the control return stack RS. A code

segment  CS stores the program code with embedded data.

The program is mainly organized by a composition of words

(functions). A word is executed by transferring the program

control  to  the  entry  point  in  the  CS;  arguments  and

computation results are passed only by the stack(s).  There

are  multiple  virtual  machines,  each  attached  to  (private)

stack and code segments. There is one global code segment

CCS storing global available functions and code templates

which can be accessed by all programs. A dictionary is used

to  resolve  CCS code  addresses  of  global  functions  and

templates.

The program code frame of an agent is a standalone and

auto-initializing unit that encapsulates basically four parts: 1.

A look-up table and embedded agent body variable defini-

tions, 2. Word definitions defining agent activities and signal

handlers (procedures without arguments and return values)

and generic functions, 3. Bootstrap instructions for the setup

of agents in a new environment (i.e., after migration or on

first run), and 4. The transition table calling activity words

and  branching  to  succeeding  activity  transition  rows

depending  on  the  evaluation  of  conditional  computations

with private data (variables). The transition table section can

be modified by the agent by using special instructions. Code

morphing  can  be  applied  to  the  currently  executed  code

frame or to any other code frame of the VM.

Each VM processor is connected with an agent process

manager (AM). The VM and the agent manager share the

same VM code  segment  and  the  process  table  (PT).  The

process  table  contains  only  basic  information  about

processes required for the process execution.

Commonly the number of agent tasks  NA executed on a

node is  much larger  than  the  number  of  available  virtual

machines  NV.  Thus,  efficient  and  well-balanced  multi-task

scheduling is required to get proper response times of indi-

vidual  agents.  To provide  fine  grained  granularity  of  task

scheduling, a token based pipelined task processing architec-

ture was chosen. A task of an agent program is assigned to a

token holding the task identifier of the agent program to be

executed. The token is stored in a queue and consumed by

the virtual machine from the queue. After a (top-level) word

was executed, leaving an empty data and return stack, the

token is  either  passed back to  the processing queue or  to

another queue (e.g.,  of the agent manager).  Therefore,  the

return from an agent activity word execution (leaving empty

stacks) is an appropriate task scheduling point for a different

task waiting in the VM processing token queue. This task

scheduling  policy  allows  fair  and  low-latency  multi-agent

processing with fine grained  scheduling.  Furthermore,  this

kind  of  task  scheduling  enables  the  JavaScript

implementation, discussed in Sec. IV-E.

IV. THE JAVASCRIPT WEB PLATFORM JAVM

The mobility of agents is handled basically by the agents

themselves, and there is no advanced routing provides by the

platform. They make decisions about the migration direction

and  the  selection  of  neighbour  nodes,  usually  basing  on

some geometrical structures given by the network topology.

For  example,  a  material-integrated  sensor  network

embedded in a wind energy wing used for Load Monitoring

has a mesh-like network topology consisting of nodes that

are connected with their nearest  neighbours.  Delivering of

sensor data to dedicated computing nodes can be performed

simply by travelling to the outside of the network and by

searching. In the Internet context this geometrical structure

and the neighbourhood connectivity do not exist, or at least

they are not visible, increasing the decision and reducing the

knowledge  space  of  agents  significantly.  First  of  all,  the

migration decision of agents must base on different features

and knowledge.  Furthermore,  the  Internet  consists  of  two

different  kinds  of  network  nodes:  Nodes  capable  of

providing a public visible service, called servers, and nodes

that cannot publish server ports. But in distributed systems

each  node  must  be  capable  of  offering  services.  Two

computers  can  only  connect  if  at  least  one  computer  has

public server ports, otherwise an external brokerage service

is  required.  Web browsers  are  usually processed  on client

computer  nodes  and  are  not  visible  in  the  network.

Therefore, agents can’t select a client-interface-only node or

process for migration directly and autonomously due to the

missing visibility in the communication network, as this is

the case in traditional sensor or embedded networks.

Two  main  issues  arising  in  Internet  applications  using

mobile agents must be addressed: 1. The definition and the

knowledge representation of virtual/artificial neighbourhood

connectivity in loosely coupled and hierarchical graph-based

networks based on semantic rather on physical connectivity.

2. The visibility and deployment of pure client-side applica-

tions like Web browsers and computers hidden in private or

restricted networks as agent processing platforms capable of

receiving, processing, and sending of agents.
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Def.  2 RPC-based client-server communication types, operations, and protocol schema (phases of  a transaction)

To enable the distributed agent  processing in browser and

applications running on generic computers connected by the

Internet,  the  previously  introduced  Agent  Forth  Virtual

Machine (AFVM) platform was implemented in JavaScript

that can be executed either by a node.js interpreter or by any

browser capable to execute JavaScript code. The AFVM was

integrated  in  a  distributed  operating  system  layer,  also

implemented  entirely  in  JavaScript,  discussed  in  the

following subsections, composing the  JAVM platform. The

transition  from  peer-to-peer  networks  to  routed  and

hierarchical  networks  like  the  Internet  requires  some

methodological  and  architectural  changes,  introducing  the

aforementioned broker service, discussed below.

IV-A. Inter-Node Communication and RPC

Nodes offering agent processing capabilities connected in

the Internet domain usually not communicating peer-to-peer

like  in  sensor  networks  with  mesh  topologies.  Instead

routing is used to establish communication between different

application processes executed on nodes probably located far

away.  One  well  known  inter-process  communication

approach is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), e.g., exten-

sively used in the distributed operating system Amoeba [21],

or on the top of existing operating system, e.g., offered by

the distributed Common Object Request Broker Architecture

(CORBA) framework. The capability-based RPC communi-

cation  from  the  Amoeba  OS  was  already  successfully

implemented in VM environments executed on top of exist-

ing operating systems (VAMNET, [5]).

The RPC communication interface is used in this work

for the inter-platform communication, e.g.,  for transferring

agent  program  code  to  another  platform  or  to  access

distributed  file  and  naming  services.  The  RPC  ontology

consists of servers and clients communicating by using a set

of operations.  A server  performs a  GETREQ operation to

publish  a  listening  on  a  public  server  port,  and  a  client

performs a transaction TRANS operation to access a server

identified by the public server port. Each server handles a set

of objects, identified by capabilities that are tuples 〈port, obj,

rights, rand〉, consisting of the server port, an object number,

a rights field, and a private protection field authorizing the

rights  field.  A  transaction  operation  transfers  object

capabilities to the server that handles the request and finally

replies by using the PUTREP operation. Therefore, a client

transaction is synchronous and blocks the client process until

the  reply  arrives  or  an  error  occurred  (time-out).  The

localization of the server and the routing of the messages is

hidden  by  the  RPC  layer,  or  more  precisely  by  the

underlying protocol layer, shown in Def. 1. The localization

is basically performed by broad- or multicasting  LOCATE

messages  to nodes in the current  domain and finally to a

limited number of boundary domains. Each node monitors

the locally registered servers, and replies with a IAMHERE

message. Nodes are identified with ports, too.

The RPC communication is encapsulated in  HTTP mes-

sages with  XML content and transferred  using the generic

HTTP protocol, discussed in section IV-C. The RPC header

and data is stored inside XML tags with compacted hexadeci-

mal  coded  text,  on  one  hand  complaining  with  the  XML

standard, on the other hand reducing and optimizing the pay-

load. The binary byte data is coded with two hexadecimal

digits for each data byte. Each RPC server (process) can act

as a client, too, and vice versa.

IV-B. Domains as Organization Structures and the 

Directory Name Service

Domains are groups of agent  processing nodes that are

coupled in a network. Agents can migrate between nodes of

a group. A node can be assigned to more than one domain,

enabling  the  migration  of  agents  between  domains.  Node

domain composition bases on

1. Geometrical  localization  and  proximity,  basically

expressing and simulating neighbourhood connectivity

2. Information and data context

3. Tasks to be performed, cooperative goals to be satisfied

4. Logical network domains
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Fig.  2  (Left, Centre) Broker Network with HTTP server ports and client applications (browser, node.js client-side) connecting to the public visible bro-

ker server ports. Client-to-Client communications takes place over the broker servers. (Left, Bottom) The JavaScript agent platform JAVM and the mod-

ules and services available on each host (Right) Different nodes can be bound to (overlapping) domains published in the DNS.

Domains can be expressed by paths similar to directory trees

that  are  handled  usually by a  file  system.  In  this  work  a

distributed  and  unified  Directory  Name Service  (DNS)  us

used that  provides a database to publish (capability-name)

pairs  organized  in  trees.  Each  object  in  the  distributed

system  is  related  to  a  capability,  which  is  serviced  by  a

specific  server.  For  example,  a  file  containing  the  agent

program  code  is  serviced  by  a  file  server.  A  directory

containing domains is an object, too, handled by the  DNS

server. An agent platform that processes agents programs is

another kind of object, handled by a run server that exists on

each node. Agents are objects in this sense, but they don’t

belong to  a  specific  server,  therefore  they are  handled  as

mobile and autonomous severs. In Fig.  2, an example for a

composition of domains consisting of network nodes that are

not directly connected is shown.

IV-C. Broker Service

The integration  and  network  connectivity  of  client-side

application programs like Web browsers as an active agent

processing platform requires client-to-client communication

capabilities, which is offered in this work by a broker server

that is visible in the Internet  or Intranet  domains.  Though

there  are  already  some  approaches  for  interconnecting

browser  applications  directly  (client-to-client

communication  using  WebSockets or  WebRTC [20] and

HTML5 standards), they are not supported by all browsers

and  require  some  external  server  for  the  connection

brokerage,  too.  Furthermore,  WebSockets are  still  under

development and there are many browser incompatibilities.

To  provide  compatibility  with  and  among  all  existing

browser applications none of these technologies were used.

Instead,  an  object-capability-based  RPC  inter-process

communication with a broker  server  operating as  a  router

was  invented.  Client  applications  communicate  with  the

broker by using the generic  HTTP client  protocol and the

GET and  PUT operations. RPC messages are encapsulated

in HTTP requests. If there is a RPC server request passed to

the broker, the broker will cache the request  until another

client-side  host  performs  a  matching  transaction  to  this

server port. The transaction is passed  to the original RPC

server host in the reply of a HTTP GET operation. 

But  the deployment  of  one central  broker  server  intro-

duces  a  single-point-of-failure  and  is  limiting  the

communication bandwidth and the scaling capability signifi-

cantly. To overcome these limitations, a hierarchical broker

server network is used. Each broker in this broker graph can

be the root of a sub-graph and can be a service end-point
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(i.e.,  providing  directory  and  name  services),  a  router

between clients and other  broker servers,  and an interface

bridge to a non-IP based network, e.g., a sensor network. A

broker is just an application program capable of running on

any computer visible globally in the Internet or more locally

in some Intranet domains.

An agent processing node (e.g.,  a host application) that

cannot publish IP server  ports must connect to one of the

broker servers visible in the network. Usually this should be

a server located nearby. Each node is associated with a host

port that is communicated to the broker server now handling

and forwarding service requests for this specific host, shown

on the lower left side of Fig. 2. Each client-side host collects

periodically pending and queued service  request  messages

(or replies of services requests) from the broker server and

passes  services  replies  back  to  the  broker  server  that

forwards  the  reply  to  the  appropriate  host  performing

originally a transaction. If the two hosts involved in a RPC

transaction are not handled by the same broker server, the

source  broker  server  must  forward  request  and  reply

messages to the appropriate destination broker server, shown

in Fig. 2 by the green dotted path line. Furthermore, a broker

server  must handle local  RPC transactions  and local  RPC

servers and, too.

IV-D. The Node Service Platform

In addition to the services provides by the agent process-

ing  platform (i.e.,  the  agent  manager  and  the  tuple-space

database),  each  network  broker  node  and  optionally  each

browser or client-side application provide a file system serv-

ice (Atomic File System Service  AFS), the aforementioned

Directory and Naming Service (DNS), and a run server con-

nected to the agent  processing platform (required  on each

host). The run server provides the public port for agent exe-

cution, migration, and signal message propagation between

agents.

IV-E. The JavaScript Implementation

There are basically two different execution environments

for the execution of  JavaScript (JS) programs: The server-

side  standalone  node.js interpreter  and  the  client-side  JS

interpreter  embedded in browser  applications.  The  node.js

interpreter can execute a  JS program directly (with source-

to-machine  code  compilation  on  demand),  whereas  the

browser executes JS embedded in HTML content only. There

are  node.js modules  enabling  the  setup  of  HTTP servers,

modules  for  accessing  files  on  the  local  file  system,  and

many more OS related programming interfaces not available

in the client-side browser JS.

The implementation of the entire network node services,

the RPC communication, and the agent processing platform

with JavaScript is a challenge, but offers significant advan-

tages  with  respect  to  portability,  compatibility,  and  the

design  unification  for  server-side  and  client-side-only

platforms (e.g., browsers). The basic modules implemented

on each host (and browser application) are shown on the left

bottom side of Fig. 2, consisting at least of the RPC module,

the  HTML wrapper,  and  the  agent  processing  platform

AFVM.

JavaScript  is  executed  strictly  single  threaded,  though

functions can be executed in parallel and concurrently, there

is no concept of process blocking or any other synchroniza-

tion.  In  JavaScript  programs  input-output  operations  are

mainly performed with asynchronous callback functions. But

all RPC services, the agent processing platform, and servers

operate inherently multi-threaded and synchronously.

To overcome this execution limitation, a  Task Scheduler

(TSCH)  was  invented  that  simulates  parallel  multiprocess

execution and enables virtual process blocking for the syn-

chronization of processes. Each process consists of a set of

activities (functions) that are enabled by a conditional transi-

tion  expression  (that  can  be  a  constant  true  value).  The

scheduler  executes  all  activity  functions  sequentially  that

have a satisfied transition condition. Blocking of a process

sets a process specific blocking variable (the guard GD) that

is part of the transition condition from the blocking activity

to the next one to be executed after the process was woken

up again. Furthermore, there are block, conditional, and loop

scheduling  constructors  easing  the  programming  of  proc-

esses.  All  RPC operations  are  prepared  for  the  scheduler

management. Though callback functions are still used, a sin-

gle  program  flow  of  processes  can  be  constructed  on

programming level.

The client-side Browser  JS implementation is created by

compacting and relocating server-side dependencies  (using

browserify, envify, and uglifyjs for minimizing), and requires

typically about 500kB text size.

V. USE-CASE: CLOUD BASED ADAPTIVE MANUFACTURING

AND ROBOTS AS PRODUCTS

This section outlines  a big application use-case  for  the

introduced  agent  processing  platform with  an  architecture

for additive and adaptive manufacturing based on a closed-

loop sensor processing approach, extended with data mining

concepts  combined  with  Internet-of-thing  architectures.

Additive  and  adaptive  cloud-based  design  and

manufacturing are attractive in the field of robotics, not only

limited  to  industrial  production  robotics,  mainly  targeting

service robots and semi-autonomous carrier robots. In cloud-

based  manufacturing,  the  consumer  of  the  products  is

integrated  in  the  cloud-based  manufacturing  process  [6],

directly  involved  in  the  manufacturing  process  using

distributed  cloud  computing  and  distributed  storage

solutions.

Robots can be considered as active, mobile, and autono-

mous  data  processing  units  that  are  commonly  already

connected to computer networks and infrastructures. Robots

use inherent  sensing capabilities for their control  and task

satisfaction,  commonly  using  integrated  sensing  networks

with sensor preprocessing, deriving some inner state of the

robot,  e.g.,  mechanical  loads  applied  to  structures  of  the

robot  or  operational  parameters  like  motor  power  and

temperature.  The  availability  of  the  inner  perception

information of robots enable the estimation of working and

health  conditions  initially  not  fully  considered  at  design

time. The next layer in cloud-based adaptive manufacturing

process  can  be  the  inclusion  of  the  products  themselves
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delivering  operational  feedback  to  the  current  design  and

manufacturing  process,  leading  to  a  closed-loop  evolving

design  and  manufacturing  process  with  an  evolutionary

touch, shown in Fig. 3. This evolutionary process adapts the

product design, e.g. the mechanical construction, for future

product  manufacturing  processes  based  on  a  back

propagation  of  the  perception  information  (i.e.,  recorded

load histories, working and health conditions of the product)

collected  by  living  systems  at  run-time.  The  currently

deployed and running series of the product enhances future

series, but not in the traditional coarse-grained discrete series

iteration. This process can be considered as a continuously

evolving improvement of the robot by refining and adapting

design  parameters  and  constraints  that  are  immediately

migrated to the manufacturing process. A robot consists of a

broad range of parts,  most of them are critical  for system

failures.  The  most  prominent  failures  are  related  to

mechanical  and electro-mechanical  components,  which are

caused  by  overload  conditions  at  run-time  under  real

conditions not to be considered or unknown at initial design

time.

The integration of robots as product and their condition

monitoring in a closed-loop design and manufacturing proc-

ess is a challenge and introduces distributed computing and

data distribution in strong heterogeneous processing and net-

work environments. One major question to be answered is

the  sensing  of  meaningful  condensed  product  condition

information and the delivery to the designer and factory. The

proposed  mobile  agent  model  offers  a  self-contained  and

autonomous virtual  processing  unit  that  is  well  suited  for

such large-scale applications.  The mobile agents  represent

mobile  computational  processes  that  can  migrate  in  the

Internet domain and as well in sensor networks. 

Agents are already deployed successfully for scheduling

tasks  in  production  and  manufacturing  processes  [7],  and

newer trends poses the suitability of distributed agent-based

systems for the control of manufacturing processes [8], fac-

ing  not  only  manufacturing,  but  maintenance,  evolvable

assembly systems, quality control, and energy management

aspects, finally introducing the paradigm of industrial agents

meeting the requirements of modern industrial applications.

The  MAS paradigm  offers  a  unified  data  processing  and

communication model suitable to be employed in the design,

the manufacturing, logistics, and the products themselves.

The scalability of complex industrial  applications using

such large-scale cloud-based and wide area distributed net-

works deals with systems deploying thousands up to million

agents. But the majority of current laboratory prototypes of

MAS deal with less than 1000 agents [8].  Currently,  many

traditional processing platforms cannot yet handle big num-

bers with the robustness and efficiency required by industry

[9][10]. In the past decade the capabilities and the scalability

of  agent-based systems have increased  substantially, espe-

cially addressing efficient processing of mobile agents.

There   programmable  agent  processing  platform  intro-

duced in this work can be deployed in strong heterogeneous

network environments, ranging form single microchip up to

WEB JavaScript implementations, all being fully compatible

on  operational  and  interface  level,  and  hence  agents  can

migrate between these different platforms. Multi-agent sys-

tems can be successfully deployed in sensing applications,

e.g., structural load and health monitoring, with a partition in

off-  and  online  computations  [2].  Distributed  data  mining

and  Map-Reduce  algorithms  are  well  suited  for  self-

organizing  MAS.  Cloud-based  computing,  as  a  base  for

cloud-based  manufacturing,  means  the  virtualization  of

resources, i.e., storage, processing platforms, sensing data or

generic information.

Fig.  3  Additive and adaptive Manufacturing with back propagation of 

sensing data using mobile AAPL agents and the JAVM/PAVM platform.

Traditional  closed-loop  processes  request  data  from

sources (products, robots) by using continuos request-reply

message streams. This approach leads to a significant large

amount  of  data  and  communication  activity  in  large-scale

networks. Event-based sensor data and information distribu-

tion from the sources of sensing events, triggered by the data

sources (the robots) themselves, can improve and reduce the

allocation  of  computational,  storage,  and  communication

resources significantly.

A cloud in terms of data processing and computation is

characterized by and composed of: 1. A parallel and distrib-

uted system architecture;  2. A collection of interconnected

virtualized  computing  entities  that  are  dynamically  provi-

sioned;  3.  A unified  computing  environment  and  unified

computing resources based on a service-level architecture; 4.

A  dynamic  reconfiguration  capability  of  the  virtualized

resources (computing, storage, connectivity and networks).

Cloud-based  design  and  manufacturing  is  composed  of

knowledge  management,  collaborative  design,  and  distrib-

uted  manufacturing.  Adaptive  design  and  manufacturing

enhanced with perception delivered by the products incorpo-
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rates  finally  the  products  in  the  cloud-based  design  and

manufacturing process.

Agent Classes. Different agent classes are defined that sat-

isfy  different  sub-goals:  event-based  sensor  acquisition

including sensor fusion (Sensing), aggregation and distribu-

tion of data, preprocessing of data and information mapping,

search  of  information  sources  and  sinks,  information

delivery  to  databases,  delivery  of  sensing,  design,  and

manufacturing information, propagation of new design data

to and notification of manufacturing processes, notification

of  designer,  end  users,  update  of  models  and  design

parameters.  Most  of  the  agents  can  be  transferred  in

messages with a size lower than 4kB.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, a novel Agent Processing Platform archi-

tecture  for  code-based  mobile  agents  in  large-scale  and

wide-area  heterogeneous  networks  including  low-resource

microchip  nodes  embedded  in  sensor  networks  was

introduced.  The  standalone  agent  processing  platform,  a

multi-core stack processor, can be implemented entirely on

microchip  level,  and requires  no operating system and no

boot  code.  Alternatively,  the  processing  platform  can  be

implemented  efficiently  in  software  with  code  and

operational  compatibility,  enabling  the  deployment  in

heterogeneous  network  environments,  inter-connecting

hardware  and  software  platforms  executed  on  generic

microprocessors.  The  JavaScript implementation  of  the

processing  platform  together  with  a  minimal  distributed

operating layer  consisting of a broker, RPC, run, file,  and

naming  services  enables  the  integration  of  body  area,

ambient,  and  sensor  networks  in  the  Internet  domain,  a

prerequisite for the future of Internet-of-Things and Sensor

Clouds  in  daily  use  computing  environments.  Agents  can

migrate between different hardware and software platforms

(they are compatible on the execution level) by migrating the

program code of the agent, embedding the state and the data

of an agent, too. A broker service enables the integration of

hosts  (generic  computers,  mobile devices,  ...)  that  are  not

visible  in  the  Inter-  or  Intranet  domains  and  that  cannot

publish server communication ports.  

Using this broker service, which is composed of a graph-

based  network  of  single  broker  server  applications,  each

computing device capable of executing JavaScript code can

act as an agent processing platform.  This agent processing

platform is capable of receiving mobile agents form other

platforms  and  hosts.  The  broker  service  creates  virtual

connectivity based on domains.
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ULTI-AGENT systems  (MASs)  provide  powerful
models for representing both real-world systems and

applications with an appropriate  degree of complexity and
dynamics. Several research and industrial experiences have
already shown that the use of MASs offers advantages in a
wide range of application domains (e.g. financial, economic,
social, logistic, chemical, engineering). When MASs repre-
sent software applications to be effectively delivered,  they
need to be validated and evaluated before their deployment
and  execution,  thus  methodologies  that  support  validation
and evaluation through simulation of the MAS under devel-
opment  are  highly required.  In  other  emerging areas  (e.g.
ACE, ACF), MASs are designed for representing systems at
different  levels  of  complexity through  the  use  of  autono-
mous, goal-driven and interacting entities organized into so-
cieties  which exhibit  emergent  properties  The  agent-based
model of a system can then be executed to simulate the be-
havior of the complete system so that knowledge of the be-
haviors of the entities (micro-level) produce an understand-
ing of the overall outcome at the system-level (macro-level).
In both cases (MASs as software applications and MASs as
models  for  the  analysis  of  complex  systems),  simulation
plays a crucial role that needs to be further investigated.

M
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• Agent-based simulation techniques and 
methodologies 
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• MAS simulation toolkits and frameworks 
• Testing vs. simulation of MAS 
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Abstract—George R. R. Martin’s novel entitled Sandkings
introduces tribes of ant-like creatures which, when locked in
a terrarium deprived of food, fight for survival. The tribes differ
in the color of their armor. However, in the novel, despite the
extreme conditions, they’ve never attempted to kill the queens
of different fractions for cannibalistic purposes. Approaching the
situation from the perspective of profit-driven logic, lack of such
behaviour is highly questionable. In multiple cases, attacking
another Maw to eat her could improve the odds of survival in a
hostile environment.

To provide an initial attempt to answer the question of whether
or not the queens should order an attack and try to “eat each
other”, we have developed a multi-agent simulation based on
the novel. Through analysis of its results we hoped to prove
hypothesis that with the increased hostility of environment the
Sandkings would develop cannibalistic behaviours and fight until
eventually only one tribe is left.

I. INTRODUCTION

SAND KINGS is a science-fiction novel written by George
R.R. Martin in 1979 [1]. There, Simon Kress, the main

protagonist of the story, is as a collector of lethally dangerous,
exotic, and mostly extraterrestrial, animals. Due to his pro-
longed business trips, said animals often die in the span of his
absences. Eventually, when the need for another replacement
occurred, Kress stumbled upon a terrarium filled with, what
the shopkeeper described as, four colonies of Sandkings.

Each colony consisted of an immobile female, queen Maw,
and a number of ant-like Mobiles, which are controlled by
their Maw through telepathy. In order to survive, the tribe
mothers need to be fed regularly, thus one of the Mobile’s
main purposes is to hunt down and collect food for her to
digest. Luckily, the Maws are able to eat “anything” (other
than sand), so everything that can be found in the terrarium
can be brought to her. On the other hand, the Mobiles are not
able to feed on their own, they can be only fed by the Maw,
hence the second priority for mobiles is Maw defense, as when
their mother dies, they will also perish. Throughout this paper
we will use terms Sandkings and Mobiles interchangeably.

The shopkeeper informed Kress that, over time, the four
colonies would start to wage wars between each other. Excited
with this vision, Simon bought all four Sandking colonies and
decided to have them installed in the living room of his flat.
With time, the new owner hosted parties to show off his new
pupils, and he couldn’t wait for the conflicts to emerge. As
Sandkings lived peacefully for the days to come, he started to
starve them so they would become desperate.

From graceful and highly intelligent entities, the Sandkings
turned into wild and murderous creatures that sought only to
find more food to grow. Eventually, due to an unlucky event,
they have broken out of the terrarium they were imprisoned
in, and proved to be a threat not only to animals thrown into
the terrarium, but also to their owner and to other people.

In our opinion, a story like the one which has been depicted
above is not plausible, especially in the phase just before
the Sandkings got free. However, being strangely attracted to
the novel, we have decided to model the stage of the story,
that took place slightly after Sandkings were in an extreme
starvation period. This means that the only goal, which was
driving the Sandkings, was to collect as much food as possible.
In order to do so, the Mobiles not only would try to kill any
living animals that were thrown into the terrarium, but would
also fight with each other and potentially kill and eat other
Maws – if that would prove profitable.

The needed model (and simulation) could most naturally be
done using software agents. The application simulating the, de-
fined above, situation could easily be used to predict plausible
Sandkings behaviour(s). The main goal of our investigation
was to resolve any doubts regarding lack of cannibalistic
actions taken by the Maws towards “other tribes”.

We proceed as follows. First, we shortly describe related
work and tools used in our simulation. We follow by a
description of the structure of the program and entities used
in our simulation. Next, in Section IV, we list technological
solutions used to develop the model. Following Section V,
describes two scenarios and datasets used in them, (i) the
friendly environment data set, and (ii) the deadly environment
dataset. We conclude this section with overview of experi-
mental results. Finally, we summarise our results present the
resolution of our hypothesis.

A. State of the art

In nature, ants are social insects that, as individuals, are not
capable of performing complex task(s), as they are “bounded”
by their limited memory and behaviour that seems to have a
noticeable random component. However, when the collective
behaviour of ants is considered, maintaining pheromone-based
communication, they prove capable of performing complicated
tasks, like colony protection, or transporting food too heavy
for an individual. This shows that even with very limited
amount of computational resources per “agent” (ant), a swarm
of ants can efficiently solve advanced tasks. Because of this,
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researchers often make use of ant-like agent modelling, most
often for optimisation purposes.

For instance, ant-like agents, used for load balancing in
telecommunications networks, have been proposed by Ruud
Schoonderwoerd, Owen Holland and Janet Bruten. If there is
too much traffic through some network’s node it might lead
to loss of calls. Agents, whose behaviour has been modelled
based on ants communicating by means of pheromones, tra-
verse the network picking their path accordingly to pheromone
distribution at each node, leaving an appropriate trail with each
move. Such ant based model proved to be more efficient than
shortest-path algorithms, or algorithm-based mobile agents [6].

Other use of ant-like agents is proposed by Stephen C. Pratt,
David J. T. Sumpter, Eamonn B. Mallon and Nigel R. Franks
in "An agent-based model of collective nest choice by the ant
Temnothorax albipennis". The ants mentioned there are known
for their ability to collectively choose the best nest site, out
of several available, even if most of the ants have not visited
more than one location. After finding a new site, the finding
it ant tries to assess quality of the nest and convince the other
active ants to move the colony. When new ants visit a location,
adding to its temporary population, they reassess it by again
trying to convince new ants. This might prove to be a kind
of collective decision, where the best potential sites have the
biggest temporary population. With proper empirical data, the
algorithmic form of a collective decision-making mechanism
can be captured and easily modelled [7].

Finally, the Biomass tool [8] allows to design ecosystem
experiments. This agent based model simulation focuses on
exploring the relationships between population in a given
ecosystem. The individual decisions are based on environmen-
tal conditions. Finally the tool provides a way to configure
the population by parametrization without having to program
it manually. This work is the closest to our approach.

II. TOOLS

The Repast Simphony [3] is an open source agent-based
modeling toolkit that simplifies model creation and exper-
imentation. Out of a variety of accessible tools, we have
chosen Repast for the development of the simulation. This
was mainly due to its simplicity of use and the possibility
of run-time dynamic interactions with the simulation. A big
additional bonus for the choice of this modeling toolkit was
the continued development and support of this package, which
when compared to other agent-based modeling and simulation
toolkits is a rare commodity.

Even though the Repast Toolkit supports many programming
languages, including, among others, C#, VB.NET, Python,
C++, Prolog, we decided to implement the application in
the Java Runtime Environment. The most relevant arguments
behind this decision include multi-operating system support,
which Java provides and the fact that other programming lan-
guages were discouraged [5]. Apart from this, the developers
of the Repast Toolkit suggest the usage of the Eclipse IDE,
and thus we have followed their advice.

The creation process of 2D Euclidan environments and
agents, with specific graphical properties, is particularly easy
in the Repast Simphony. Specifically, an entity extending the
class Agent is already ready for further development. Hence,
the developer does not have to worry about implementation
of the agent itself, there is only need to focus on general
architecture of the agent based simulation.

In addition to this, another useful feature is a fully concur-
rent, discrete event scheduler, which provides a straightforward
method of determining each agent type’s behaviour on every
simulation step.

Tutorial materials [2] provided by the Repast Team, espe-
cially the implementation of a zombie epidemic simulation,
were the initial foothold in the topic of multi-agent based
simulation. The extent and quality of document commentary
significantly sped-up the process of simulation development.

III. PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Agent-based computer systems are inherently object ori-
ented, which allows for modularity and ease of development.
In order for the simulation setup to closely resemble the
universe created by George Martin, the modeling application
has been divided into the following entities: Maw, Mobile,
Formation, Food and Enemy.

A. Agents

Let us start with the description of the agent-based model,
often referred to as ABM. Formally, it is a computational
method that enables to create, analyse, and experiment with
models composed of agents that interact within an environ-
ment. Most typically, they are used in social sciences, where
researchers try to depict simplified versions of phenomena
that are looked into. Based on a specific set of inputs, the
model calculates resulting output data, which often are used
to confirm or decline some theory [6], [8]. The implemented
ABM is a system composed of multiple agents, which sustain
interaction and communication. Such construct is called Multi-
Agent system, otherwise referred to as a MAS. The agents
relevant to our work are as follows.

1) Maw: The Maw (referred to as Mother or Queen) is an
immobile agent, which spawns the Mobiles, described in the
next section. Maw’s life depends on the Mobiles ability to feed
it, as once a Maw dies, so do all her Mobiles.

Four Mothers exist in our simulation (as shown in Figure 1:
denoted as 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d). Every one of them, as it is
supposed to exhibit a Hive-Mind behaviour, is responsible for
coordinating the actions of her Mobiles. The children of each
Maw inform her about every object found in the environment,
possible threats and available food, allowing her to collect an
extensive knowledge database. The types of threats and food
are described in the Section III-B.

Based on the available information, each Maw organises
the work of her children. This is done by means of a list of
tasks (or assignments), which is sorted by the most profitable
and least dangerous assignments being placed first. Such tasks
have the purpose of keeping her fed, safe and alive. Possible
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tasks are not limited to picking up heavy food, which single
Mobiles are not able to move, or killing off monsters that can
be later eaten, but also attacking other Maws in hopes for the
acquisition of their food.

As picking up food is not related to any specific danger,
except any possible threats met on the way, it is always
considered the least dangerous and thus has the best profit
potential. Attacking and killing an enemy is usually considered
mediocre dangerous, where the profit is equal to amount of
food that can be collected from the enemy and the danger
is relative to the strength of the enemy. Finally, the profit of
killing a Maw is considered. This involves the amount of food
that can be gained by killing each of her children and the food
that she actually has, while the danger is related to the overall
strength of all her mobiles.

Depending on the strength, which is required to finish the
task, the Maw might try to create a temporary alliance with
another tribe. The lifespan of this alliance usually does not
exceed the task greatly, as the profitability of another alliance
may be calculated at any later stage of the simulation.

When one of the Maw’s population grows bigger than the
rest combined, it becomes a threat to other Maws. This can
lead to an alliance constructed between the weaker Maws
in order to start a war against the stronger fraction. Such
behaviour is supposed to keep the strength of all Maws in
balance.

2) Mobiles: The second most important element of the
simulation are the Mobiles, as they act as a set of actuators
for their Maw.

With simple autonomy, they prioritize the completion of
the task they were assigned over their own survival, Mobiles
wander around the terrarium looking for “points of interest”.
Every piece of food which is light enough to be picked up by
a single Mobile is picked up and carried back to the fraction’s
Maw. Food, which is too heavy, and Enemies which are too
strong to fight, are added to the Knowledge Base and are
scheduled to be told to the Maw on the next occasion (i.e.
when the Mobile goes home next time).

If an Enemy (in our simulation this is, most likely, a
dangerous animal – see III-A3) is spotted, Mobiles will charge
towards it, provided it is weak enough, and try to kill it in order
to bring its leftovers to their Maw as food (see III-B2), or flee
if fight would prove to be too dangerous.

As Mobiles are unable to digest on their own, they have to
bring the food firstly to the Maw and only then she can feed
them. Because of this fact, unless they have task to complete
on the other side of terrarium, they tend to stay nearby their
mother, keeping her safe and themselves fed.

3) Enemy : The opponents of Maws and Mobiles are the
Enemies, also referred to as Monsters or Creatures. They are
agents of much higher strength and health than a Mobile. They
move on the Map in random directions, but do not eat anything
they find, because their only purpose in the simulation is to
fight with the Mobiles.

As shown in Figure 1, the following three types of Enemies
exist in the simulation: Spiders [3c], Scorpions [3b], and the

strongest ones – Snakes [3a]. As the simulation proceeds, the
“damage level” of Enemies increases, depending on the current
tick count of the simulation. The visual size of the enemies
reflects their damage level (the more damaged they are, the
smaller they get). This also indicates the number of Mobiles
needed to kill them.

4) God: This is an “invisible agent” which has no graphical
representation in the simulation. In each step, God may drop
either Food, or an Enemy, in the terrarium, at a random
point on the grid. The God “appears” every 100th tick of a
simulation. Specific types of Food and Enemies to be spawned
are chosen at random, where the probability of dropping them
depends directly on their properties – the more powerful they
are / the more food-value they have, the smaller the chance
of their appearance. For example, Pizza, which is the most
beneficial Food, for the Mobiles, and Snake, which is the
strongest creature in the simulation have the least likelihood of
them being spawned. Detailed properties of each entity, used
in actual simulations, can be found in Section V.

The God module is also responsible for increasing the
damage level of the enemies, as described in more detail in the
Section III-A3. Additionally, a constraint was introduced such
that the Monsters may never be created nearby the Maws, to
prevent mobiles from dying immediately.

As opposed to the Mobiles and the Maws, neither God nor
an Enemy have an ability to learn about the environment.

B. Environment

Fig. 1. Simulation with all elements.

The Environment of our simulation has been developed to
represent the terrarium, from the Sandkings novel, as much as
possible. As the simulation starts a Map representing sand and
rocks is created, as well as Maws, which spawn their Mobiles
during the runtime.

3
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1) Map: The scenery of our simulation is a grid consisting
of cells painted with different shades of yellow and grey, to
graphically represent a simplified version of the terrarium,
which was filled with sand and rocks. To make observation
easier there exist icons representing an event shown for a given
timeout (usually a few ticks – 50, 100, ... to grab attention but
not to disrupt the visual flow of the simulation).

As seen in the Figure 1, the following icons – Shield[1d],
Shaking hands[1a, 1c] and Warning sign[1b] concern Maws,
hence they will appear right next to them. These icons indicate,
respectively, that the Mother needs to be defended, has made
an Alliance with another race, or that she is starving. The
shield shows up when a Maw is in danger, which means that
an opponent, either an Enemy or another fraction is about to
attack her. In the case of the fourth sign, the Sword(Figure 1,
[4]) will pop up next to every Mobile that is in a fight. The
last informative picture is a Grave stone which appears on the
Map in place of a dead Maw. Differently from the other icons,
it does not have a timeout. At the end of a simulation, when
only one Maw is left – as the others have died by hunger
or during a war, an ending screen appears in the middle of a
Map. It also contains information about which Maw was the
last to stay alive.

2) Food : Food is an object (on the Map), which does not
move. In our simulation, six types of Food with different,
yet proportional, weight and “calorie count” properties are
introduced. Weight property of each Food category affect how
many Mobiles are needed to carry that piece of Food, while
calories represent how much the “Maw’s food repository”
is increased by eating it. Using eaten food the Maw may
either give birth to a new mobile or increase the overall tribe
strength, making each Mobile stronger. However, note that the
overall Food needed to feed the Mobiles may be larger thus
introducing risk of starvation.

The first four types of Food are dropped by the God agent.
As shown in Figure 1 they are represented with icons of
Grape[2a], Doughnut[2c], Pizza [2d] and Cabbage [2e] .

The last two types of Food are placed in the grid only (and
every time) when either a Maw, Mobile or Enemy dies. When
a Mobile dies, it turns into one piece of Food, shown as Meat
(Figure 1, [2b]). For balancing purposes, a piece of Meat has
less calorie value than any other kind of Food, and amounts to
roughly half of the upkeep needed to feed one Mobile. Both
Maws and Enemies become Steaks (Figure 1, [2f]) after their
death. This means that the strength of an agent is directly
proportional to the Food this agent drops when dying.

Additionally, dead Maws also drop extra Steaks proportion-
ally to the amount food she has eaten throughout the entire
simulation. The detailed values of each Food’s properties, used
in actual simulations, has been specified in Section V.

C. Formations

In order to model agent cooperation, a simple Mobile for-
mation logic has been implemented. Specifically, a temporary
agent called Formation is spawned for the duration of a
specific Task. Every Mobile, which is in a Formation, is not

allowed to carry out any of the movement, item carrying or
fighting logic associated with a single Mobile. Instead, the
Formation object is responsible for the simulation algorithms
of all Mobiles in its ranks.

A new instance of a Formation gets instantiated when one of
the Maws has a Task, in her Scheduler, which is too “difficult”
for a single Mobile, i.e. object too heavy to carry or enemy
too dangerous to attack. This allows for easy planning, basic
tactics and task assignment. Formations are assembled by the
respective Maws and are provided with all relevant information
(during assembly of the Formation): the Task type (fetch food,
attack an enemy), the size needed for the Formation to be
formed and the Task location (the last known position of the
food or enemy). To find the number of Mobiles necessary for
the creation of a Formation, the Maw looks for any of her
children, which are currently not assigned to any other Task,
and are in her vicinity.

If the Task needs more Mobiles than available to the Maw
(at a given moment), the Alliance system comes into play –
Mothers of different fractions are asked whether they want to
join the Task. If the asked Maw deems this profitable, she
creates a Formation of her own. When the critical number of
Mobiles for the given Task is reached, the Formation assembly
process is finished and the Formation is sent out to carry
out its Task. All Formation in a multi fraction Alliance have
their movement synchronised so that they will arrive at their
destination at the same time.

A Formation is created “on the position of the Maw”, which
it belongs to. This is due to the fact that she has to have
the possibility to oversee the Formation assembly process by
assigning free Mobiles from its vicinity to the Task. The
Formation waits until the Maw finds enough Mobiles from
either her own ranks or through Alliances and all assigned
Mobiles arrive at the location of the Formation.

A Formation, which has not yet arrived at its goal location,
moves all its assigned Mobiles towards the goal location (in
this case, the food or enemy, which was supposed to be picked
up or attacked). If the Formation’s goal is attacking something,
all profitable Enemies in the vicinity are attacked in addition
to moving to the set goal position. Similarly to the logic of
the Mobiles, a Formation can have specific functions called
on arrival at a specific location. For example, this could check
the Food in the vicinity, pick it up and start heading back for
home. In another example, all Mobiles could attack an Enemy,
provided one is nearby.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In order for an agent to act with a logic driven approach,
a concrete set of “tools/methods” has to be introduced. Here,
tools/methods, used in our simulation, are described.

A. Fighting

Relations between each tribe in terrarium can be described
as Hostile, Neutral or Friendly, with tribes dividing into each
Maws faction and Enemy tribe. Initially, the relation between
each of mentioned tribes is set to Neutral.
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When a mobile stumbles upon other Mobile, Maw or
Enemy, if the relation between them is not friendly, a fight
between them will start. If an agent is fighting, instead of
moving, during the tick it inflicts damage equal to its attack
parameter to one nearby non-friendly agents, i.e. reduces its
amount of health by the value of attack, prioritizing hostile
agents. When there are no non-friendly agents left in the
vicinity, fight ends with a victory. If agents nearby are too
dangerous to fight, it flees. In case of victory, the Mobile
restarts its previous task, in case of fleeing it will move in
the other direction than the danger is in, as to avoid it.

When mobiles are grouped into a Formation, as described
in Section III-C, they are not executing their individual tick
steps. Instead, the Formation is managing their actions, acting
accordingly to its own tick step(s). Similarly to mobile fight-
ing, the fight starts if Formation encounters non-friendly agents
nearby and might end either in victory if there are no non-
friendly agents left, or a retreat decision. Formation decides
to retreat from fight if there are less mobiles left than the half
of initial Formation size. During the fight instead of moving
during its tick step the Formation orders each subordinate
mobile to attack, as it was itself in a fight.

B. Message Exchange

We have constructed a simple mechanism to allow for an
inter-agent communication. This system does not use the com-
munication functionality provided by the Repast Simphony, as
we had to create a “non-standard communication mechanisms”
(to match the need of our simulation).

Agents can send messages to each other. This is done by
adding an abstract message object (i.e. packets – which have
sender and recipient) to a global message queue. This queue,
on notification, will process its contents, and fire specific
handlers for each message type. Based on the sender’s needs
and the recipient’s current state, a response is sent (or not).

In our simulation, Mobiles and Maws communicate between
each other on regular basis – as often as the need for
communication arises (for example, when a Mobile has found
knowledge or is hungry). Since each Maw is an immobile
agent, all knowledge about the environment comes from its
children. In order for a Mobile to send any message, it has
to be in a small distance from its potential recipient. Thus, if
a Mobile wants to message its Maw, it has to “return back
home”. Upon return, a Mobile can send a specific message to
its Maw. Sending an Inform message will simply cause the
Maw to add a given piece of information to its Knowledge
Base. Mobile can also send an Ask For Food message and
wait for a response. In this case Maw can respond with either
Acceptance or Rejection based on its food supplies.

Being true to the book, Maws have the ability to send
messages without any distance restrictions (through telepathy).
A given Maw can also start communicating with other Maws,
if it is faced with a problem it can not solve alone, e.g. dealing
with a strong Enemy creature. In such case, a series of Ask For
Alliance messages is exchanged between all Maws in order to

begin an Alliance and to send out Formations, which could
potentially defeat this Enemy.

C. Knowledge Base

Both Mobiles and Maws gather information about their
environment. A single piece of information encapsulates the
following properties: the object of interest, its location and
the time when it was discovered. This information is saved in,
unique for every Agent, Knowledge Base.

Agents do not duplicate information in their knowledge
bases. Upon encountering an object of interest, the Mobile
checks whether it already knows about it. Each piece of
information in the knowledge base can be marked as useless.
Useless information is the one that has already been processed
and no further action should ever occur based on it. This is
explained in detail in section IV-D.

Mobiles explore the Map and learn about their surroundings.
Each time a Mobile encounters something interesting, an
information about this object is added to its knowledge base.
Each Mobile can learn about other hostile Mobiles, Enemy
creatures or Food scattered around the Map. Once they find
something, they run back to their Maw to inform her about
their findings. Both Maw and her Mobiles have their own
Knowledge Bases.

As mentioned previously, Maws can not explore on their
own. Thus all information comes from the Mobiles exploring
the Map. The Knowledge Base is used to control the actions
of the Maw’s children; see, Section IV-D.

D. Scheduler

The Agents’ behaviour is scheduled dynamically during the
simulation runtime. To achieve this, each Agent is given its
own Scheduler, responsible for assigning Tasks, based on its
Knowledge Base. It runs in parallel with their Knowledge Base
by going through non-useless information and determining the
next course of action.

A Task is a sequence of steps, which an agent should
follow in order to complete a task. Tasks are split into
stages. A stage is built of an execution part, which determines
the necessary steps of the agent, and the condition, which
indicates the end of this stage, thus indicating the beginning
of another one. When the task reaches its final stage, it finishes
successfully, which in turn marks the information that initiated
this task as useless. A Task can also be finished successfully in
abnormal cases, when a given stage was impossible to execute.
Abnormality occurs, for instance, when an Agent reaches the
destination and the object of interest is no longer there. It
could mean that similar Task has been completed by different
Agent. However, the current task can be replaced with another
one having higher priority. In this case, the current Task is
stopped, but the information is kept in the Knowledge Base
without modification. This allows to restart the Task when the
Scheduler, in synchronisation with the Knowledge Base, has
determined that the Task should, nevertheless, be completed.

For example, a Mobile can be assigned a Task to pick up
Food from a location, which is stored in its Knowledge Base.
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This task is split into the following stages: move to Food’s
location, pick up the Food, and return home. When the Mobile
returns home safely, the task is finished successfully. Since
Mobiles do not share any global knowledge, other Mobiles
of the same fraction could already haven returned this Food.
Of course, the same applies to Mobiles between different
fractions. Hence it can happen, that the indicated location
contains no Food at all. In this case the pickupfood stage
fails and this task is marked as finished successfully. Even
though the Mobile did not deliver the food we do not want
the Mobile to repeat the process of delivery when there is no
food to be picked up.

A Mobile can also be assigned a Task to inform its Maw
about given object. This can occur when the found Food is
too heavy for it to pick it up alone, or when it sees an Enemy
Creature or Formation. During execution of this Task, a Mobile
will try to avoid combat, if only possible. Of course, it may
happen that the returning Mobile encounters an Enemy and
gets killed by it. In such case the information it “carried” is
forgotten and has to be rediscovered by other Mobiles.

After being informed about the environment, Maw can
generate a Task, which will control Mobile units. Execution
of tasks for picking up heavy Food and fighting Enemy
creature(s) has similar structure. In the first stage, Maw has to
determine if given objective can be completed. In other words,
if it has enough Mobiles to pick up food or to defeat certain
Enemy. Then a Formation is constructed, which starts moving
towards its objective. In case of Food, the formation is ordered
to pick it up and return home. When the objective is to defeat
an Enemy, the formation has to destroy it. In both cases, at the
end of task the Formation is disbanded, and Mobiles return to
normal work that is to explore the map.

A Maw can also start a War Task. As defined previously,
War can occur when one of the fractions becomes stronger
than all other fractions combined. When this is true, a single
Maw can start communicating with other Maws using the Ask
For Alliance message in order to create a force that could
weaken the common Enemy Maw.

When a Maw is informed about an Enemy Formation, a
Defend Task is initiated. This will cause all Mobiles to return
home immediately to form a Formation of their own in order
to destroy their (incoming) enemy.

V. SIMULATION

Now, let us describe the tested input values and the results
of the preliminary simulations. The data set of our application
was divided by harshness of the environment into two scenar-
ios: friendly and deadly. Based on this division, two simulation
sets were conducted, each returning different results. The
comparison of said results leads to interesting observations
regarding our main thesis.

In our opinion (hypothesis we started with, and tested in
our simulations), cannibalism is a natural outcome of profit-
driven logic, in which the only relevant factor in the decision
making process is the amount of food that can be gathered

as a profit, as it vastly increases the survival chances of an
individual Maw.

This, however is not presented in the Sandkings story, where
the survival of the race often had a higher priority than the
survival of the individual. This leads to our hypothesis that
with progressively decreasing friendliness of the environment,
the aggression level towards Mobiles of other fractions, and
other Maws, in particular, vastly increases.

In a friendly environment, Maws usually do not need to rely
on Alliances, as they are strong enough, on their own, to cope
with most threats in the terrarium. When the environment is
much stronger than their respective power levels, cooperation
– even if temporary – is the Maw’s only chance of survival.

When the terrarium is filled with enough food and relatively
weak Enemies, an endless simulation, i.e. prolonged lifespan
of each race without clear victory of one of them – should
be possible, as shifts in power balance between the fractions
should be much smaller than within a deadly environment.
This means that, most probably, with harsh configuration, a
victorious Maw will quickly emerge.

A. Shared Data set

In the simulation we have used four Maws with their
respective Mobiles, six different Food types, three Enemy
types, and a simplified automatic spawning algorithm called
the Autogod. The grid size was set to 50x50. This structure
allowed us a simplified, yet visually engaging, representation
of the environment described in the original novel.

Enemies’ graphical size changed with time, accordingly to
their health and attack level increased with time. The first was
increased by the 4th square root of the tick count and the latter
– by the 5th. There was 10% chance that an Enemy will be
dropped on each God’s step. In Tables I, II, III we present the
input data sets that are constant in both Friendly (Section V-B)
and Deadly (Section V-C) environments.

TABLE I
MAW PROPERTIES

Property Value Comments

strength 0 Strength at the beginning of the simulation.
food unit 0 How much food calories a Maw has at the start.

attack 0 Initial number. Changes depending on Maw’s
strength.

health 1000 Initial number. Changes depending on Maw’s
strength.

meat count 50 How much steak is dropped when it dies.

TABLE II
MOBILE PROPERTIES

Property Value Comments

steps per food 150 How much steps it can take until it starves.
stomach size 2 How much calorie at a time it can eat.

attack 5 How much damage it makes per one attack.
health 100 How much damage it can take before it dies.

meat count 1 How much meat is dropped when it dies.
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TABLE III
FOOD PROPERTIES

Property Weight Calorie

Cabbage 1 10
Grape 3 30

Doughnut 5 50
Pizza 7 100
Meat 1 3
Stake 1 20

As discussed above, the Weight determines how many mo-
biles are needed to carry each food. Both properties – weight
and calorie – are constant during the span of a simulation.

B. Friendly Environment Data Set

In the first simulation we have defined what we believed
to be a friendly environment; one in which it is easy for the
Mobiles to survive. Here, in the Autogod module, a 33% of
chance is given that a food will be dropped on each of God’s
step. While the probability of spawning Enemies is equal
in both environment types, in the friendly environment their
strength and health is optimized so that the Mobiles should
not have difficulty in eliminating them (see, Table IV).

TABLE IV
FRIENDLY DATA SET: ENEMY PROPERTIES

Enemy Type Spider Scorpion Snake

Attack 10 20 40
Health 150 300 600

Meat value 1 4 20

C. Deadly Environment Data Set

This environment was set so that it would be hard for the
Mobiles to survive. The purpose of this experiment was to
observe how long they can live under harsh circumstances.
In addition to this, the occurrence of wars and alliances
in comparison to the Friendly Environment, was expected
to change. The probability of Food being spawned by the
Autogod has been dropped to 10%, which makes surviving
much harder for the Sandkings. The Enemies’ properties were
also adjusted according to our vision of the harsh environment
(see, Table V).

TABLE V
DEADLY DATA SET: ENEMY PROPERTIES

Enemy Type Spider Scorpion Snake

Attack 15 30 60
Health 200 450 800

Meat number 1 4 20

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following tables describe the results of 20 sample
simulations (10 in friendly, 10 in harsh environment settings).
Average values of each of the simulation types are presented.

Note that we have not observed large variation in results.
Henceforth, average values presented below are “representa-
tive” to both sets of experiments.

A. Simulation with the Friendly Data Set

As shown in Table VI, the application of the Friendly dataset
(see Section V-B) resulted in simulations ending, on average,
after 7971 ticks, spawning almost 40 Enemies and dropping
134.6 Food pieces on the map. The Maws have formed, on
average, 3.2 alliances per simulation.

TABLE VI
FRIENDLY SIMULATION - GENERAL STATISTICS

GENERAL Tick Enemies spawned Food dropped Alliances

Average 7971.6 39.9 134.6 3.2
Per Tick −− 0.005 0.017 0.00040

In addition to this, the statistics about the average, winner
(last survivor) and losers are presented in Table VII. The
columns describe the time when the death of one of the
Fractions occurred, the number of lost Mobiles and the peak
value of the Mobile count, and the amounts of Food consumed.

Finally, a third statistic concerning the number of Tasks (and
by this, Formations) is shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VII
FRIENDLY SIMULATION - MAW STATISTICS

MAW Death Tick Lost Max Meat Non-meat

Total AVG 2639.20 76.53 42.33 116.55 23.30
Per Tick 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

Winner AVG 89.13 51.25 136.88 30.63
Losers AVG 3650.56 73.52 38.11 103.11 19.59

TABLE VIII
FRIENDLY SIMULATION - TASK STATISTICS

TASK Food Creature Defend War

Total AVG 23.00 16.93 0.10 0.25
Per Tick 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Winner AVG 41.75 27.88 0.13 0.50
Losers AVG 16.63 13.74 0.11 0.15

B. Simulations with the Deadly Data Set

In the Deadly Data Set – as shown in Table IX – the
simulation ended, on average, after 3599 ticks, almost equally
spawning 18 and 18.6 Enemies and Food pieces on the map.
The Maws have formed 4.5 alliances per simulation.

This simulation run shorter than the friendly one, which
means that the Mobiles faced a bigger difficulty level. The
comparison of the alliance count also shows that, under these
circumstances, the Maws are more likely to form an alliance
to be able to combat a common enemy. Taking into account
the difference between length of simulations and number of
alliances made in Friendly and Deadly environments, in the
first case alliances were made approximately every 2491 tick
count and in the latter - every 800. This also means that when
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facing harsh simulation, the Maws formed over 3 times more
alliances.

TABLE IX
DEADLY SIMULATION - GENERAL STATISTICS

GENERAL Tick Enemies spawned Food dropped Alliances

Average 3599 18 18.6 4.5
Per Tick −− 0.005 0.005 0.0013

The Maw statistics (see Table X) again show the time of
death, lost and peak amount of Mobiles and the eating habits of
the overall, winner (last standing) and losers. The lifespan per
Fraction does not differ significantly from the Friendly Data
Set, but the amounts of Mobiles and Food consumption are
proportional to the harshness of the environment and resulting
duration of simulation.

TABLE X
DEADLY SIMULATION - MAW STATISTICS

MAW Death Tick Lost Max Meat Non-meat

Total AVG 2074.25 34.20 17.73 40.95 3.75
Per Tick 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

Winner AVG 26.50 26.00 53.50 5.20
Losers AVG 2765.67 36.77 14.97 36.77 3.27

In direct comparison, the Task statistics (as presented in
Table XI) differ significantly. The Maws, when placed in a
Friendly Environment, sent more of their offspring to fetch
Food or to attack nearby Enemies, though this is most probably
due to the scarcity of the Food and the strength of the Enemies.

TABLE XI
DEADLY SIMULATION - TASK STATISTICS

TASK Food Creature Defend War

Total AVG 3.10 5.13 0.13 0.25
Per Tick 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Winner AVG 4.20 7.10 0.00 0.30
Losers AVG 2.73 4.47 0.17 0.23

The Deadly Data Set made the Maws focus their attacks
not on the Creatures dropped into the Terrarium, but rather
on the Mobiles of other Fractions as they were weaker and
easier to eat. In addition, the winning Maw is more likely to
have started a war – though this is only visible in the Friendly
Simulation.

In the case of the Friendly Data Set, Maws died mainly
due to starvation, where the winning Fraction would collect
more than the other three. The Deadly Data Set showed some
examples of Enemies (or, enemy Formations) attacking one
of the Maws directly, leaving the defenders not enough time
to prepare – leading to substantial losses or even death of the
Sandkings tribes.

Most of the time, the first Maw, with the weakest start, died
rather quickly in the simulation (as described in the book).
The second Fraction to fall usually lasted until approximately
3/4 of the simulation, leaving the surviving two living mostly

peacefully. In rare cases, observed in multiple simulations run
during program development, all four died in a few hundred
steps.

Alliances of three Maws against the fourth occurred very
rarely, proportionally to the same strength growth for all
Fractions. The Alliance system was most often used to attack
Creatures in the Terrarium. A stronger Maw attacking one of
the weaker ones, in order to gain Food, only happened rarely
– when a Formation, which was sent out to attack a Creature,
finished its task and started chasing another Fraction’s Mobiles
running into their Maw and killing her.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of results from both Friendly and Deadly Data
Sets led to surprising results. Our initial hypothesis was that,
with the increased hostility of the environment, the Sandkings
would develop cannibalistic behaviours and fight until even-
tually only one tribe is left.

Contrary to it, with harsher environment the Sandkings
showed tendencies to cooperate in order to increase their own
chances of survival, and refrained from attacking each other, as
the sustained losses most probably would prove incomparable
to the potential food gain. On the other hand in friendlier
environment, where Sandkings amassed sizable amounts of
food and grew in size and numbers, raiding other Maws proved
profitable enough that acts of cannibalism have been observed.

Concluding, our hypothesis was faulty, as our Sandkings
model proved that their aggressiveness increases not with
harshness of environment they are located in, but with its
friendliness. With the results presented, it is safe to state
that the vision presented in work of George R. R. Martin
was plausible, as Sandkings when facing extremely unfriendly
conditions had to cooperate in order to survive.
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HE  EMERGING smart  infrastructure  in  energy  net-
works represents a major paradigm shift in resource al-

location management with the aim to extend the centralised
supply management model, towards a decentralised supply-
and-demand management that is expected to enable more ef-
ficient,  reliable and environment-friendly utilisation of pri-
mary energy resources.

T

Together with this vision, there are new and complex tasks
to manage, in order to ensure safe, cost-reducing and reliable
energy network operations. This includes the integration of
various renewable energy systems, like the photovoltaic or
the wind energy, which are able to reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions but that are working under greater uncertainty; as
well as the interaction of transport and storage systems for
energy that are envisioned through techniques like ‘Power to
Gas’ and fuel cells, which are using the electrical and the gas
transportation network.

Further tasks can be found in the fact that the market par-
ticipants (e.g. simply households) are becoming more auton-
omous and intelligent through technologies like smart meter-
ing, which requires a coordinated demand side management
for millions of producers, consumers or, if this applies, pro-
sumers by means negotiations and agreements.

Information and communication technologies are key en-
ablers of the envisioned efficiencies, both on the demand and
the  supply sides  of  the  smart  energy networks,  where  the
agent-paradigm  provides  an  excellent  first  modelling  ap-
proach for the distributed characteristic in energy supply sys-
tems. On the demand side they aim at supporting end-users
in  optimising  their  individual  energy  consumption,  e.g.
through the deployment of smart meters providing real-time
usage and cost of the energy and the use of demand-response
appliances that can be controlled according to the user pref-
erences, energy cost and carbon footprint. On the supply side
they aim at optimising the network load and reliability of the
energy provision, e.g. through active monitoring and predic-
tion of the energy usage patterns, and proactive control and
management  of  the  reliable  energy delivery  over  the  net-
works. It is also envisaged that they will be able to influence
the demand through the dynamic adjustments of the energy
price in order to influence the end user behaviour and energy
usage patterns throughout and across the energy networks for
electricity, gas and heat.

Although a significant effort and investment have been al-
ready allocated into the development of smart grids, there are
still  significant research challenges to be addressed before
the promised efficiencies can be realised. This includes dis-
tributed, collaborative, autonomous and intelligent software
solutions for simulation, monitoring, control  and optimiza-
tion  of  smart  energy  networks  and  interactions  between
them.
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Abstract—Redefining our energy landscape by means of 
regenerative, volatile and decentralized organized systems 
represents a major challenge for the creation of distributed 
control solutions. Standards are required that permit 
describing the variety of energy conversion systems and that 
enable an interoperable exchange of energy amounts in an 
open, flexible manner by concurrently taking into account 
technical and market requirements. This paper introduces the 
concept of unifying Energy Agents. They have the potential to 
reduce the ever growing complexity that comes along with the 
various solutions presented or that are already available at the 
market. In contrast to that, the notion of Energy Agents stands 
in our view as a representative for a required methodology that 
enables a consistent development of de-centralized control 
solutions. In order to demonstrate this approach, the 
application of Energy Agents in a smart house scenario is 
discussed. It is shown how arbitrary agents with different levels 
of sophistication and abilities can cooperate with each other in 
a smooth way. It is our strong believe that a stepwise and 
standardized development of Energy Agents representing the 
needed decentralized control solutions is needed for a 
sustainable design of an open Future Energy Grid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
eflecting the tendencies for more decentralized 
controlled energy conversion systems and the further 
increasing number of IT-enriched smart systems in 

general, a picture can be drawn, that describes the future 
energy landscape as a complex, globally connected and 
mainly software driven system. Smart Markets need to build 
on top of an underlying technical systems with inherent 
flexibility that guarantees a stable volatile energy production 
[1], in order to reach climate targets [2] or just to maximize 
organizational profit [3]. However, global goals, such as the 
stabilization of a distribution networks, require a minimum 
of adaptive interoperability that has to be expressed in one 
standard. We believe that the developments in Smart Grids 
and related areas are now at a point, were it has to be asked, 
if we want to build control systems that are creating new 
monopolies, caused by proprietary software solutions, or if 
we want to create an unbundled and open energy supply 
that, on the one hand, offers the needed intelligent flexibility 
and, on the other hand, strongly supports further 
developments over the next decades? Assuming that the 

latter is the case, it is obvious that software standards are 
required that prevent our with respect to technical basics and 
market regulations already highly complex energy supply 
from becoming even more complex and possibly 
uncontrollable.  
With the concept of unified Energy Agents and its 
associated frameworks and tools that are a unifying Energy 
Option Model (EOM) [4] and the agent execution 
environment Agent.GUI [5], we provide a development and 
validation environment that allows a systematic and 
stepwise progression for decentralized control solutions. We 
believe that a stepwise definition of concrete use case 
scenarios and a clear definition of the actual tasks and 
capabilities of the on-site software - that are in our view 
Energy Agents - are strongly required. Corresponding to 
these different scenarios, Energy Agents have to be defined 
with specific levels of sophistication that have to be 
validated through simulations and in test-bed applications 
before they can be applied in real on-site systems. 
Furthermore, energy carrier like natural gas, heat and other 
have to be considered in order to define a comprehensive 
problem description that reflects the complex and 
interconnected nature of the real energy supply.  
This paper presents an application example of our Energy 
Agent approach. For this, the next section provides the 
theoretical background. This will be followed by the 
presentation of the concept of Energy Agents. Section 4 
presents their application in a smart house scenario. A 
discussion and an outlook will conclude the paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 
Agents and Multi-Agent systems (MAS) are already used 

by a large scientific as well as industrial community due to 
their inherent ability to naturally describe the distributed 
problems and scenarios that comes along with the energy 
domain. A significant number of papers already described 
successful applications of agents in specific Smart Grid 
scenarios, as for example in virtual power plants [6], in 
Demand-Side-Management systems [7] or within price-
based, indirect controlled approaches that are known as 
Demand Response [8]. Despite these promising first 
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applications connecting IT-concepts and standards are still 
missing that enable a large-scale rollout of Smart Grid 
solutions by concurrently providing a meaningful function 
and an investment security for end users and producers. The 
problem to be tackled here is a missing open architecture. 
Right now there is the danger of new monopolies, caused by 
investment decisions towards proprietary Smart Grid 
solutions that may preclude customers from switching to a 
new energy provider. Another threat of an uncontrolled 
growth of arbitrary (software) solutions is the resulting 
complexity and a possible in-deterministic behavior of the 
overall system, especially if every software component in a 
Future Energy Grid can behave as it likes.  

Such types of problems have already been discussed in 
the scientific community that generally has been studying 
the building of agent organizations and the related topics of 
reputation and trust [9]. Following [10], MAS-organizations 
can roughly be categorized by two dimensions. The first 
dimension permits to differentiate between MAS that rely on 
existing parent organizational structures or do not. This 
classifies designs of MAS into so called “agent-centered” or 
“organization-centered” designs. The second dimension 
focusses on the abilities of agents. It distinguishes by 
whether they have organizational knowledge or not. 
Especially the latter dimension is to be equated with the 
question if an agent organization represents a concept that 
only serves the static design of a multi-agent system or if the 
organizational affiliation is relevant at the runtime of the 
individual agents. Table 1 below shows the resulting types 
of agent organizations derived from these two 
differentiations.  

 

TABLE 1: CLASSIFICATION OF AGENT ORGANIZATIONS [11] 

 Agents without  
organizational 

knowledge 

Agents with  
organizational 

knowledge 

Agent-centered Design 
 (no given formal  

organizational structure) 
I. II. 

Organization-centered 
design (given formal  

organizational structure) 
III. IV. 

 
Without discussing every type of agent organization in 

detail here, we would like to point out that in quadrant IV. 
open agent organizations are located, where agents are able 
to dynamically decide if they want to join or leave an agent 
organization. To support functionalities like this, further 
efforts has to be spent in order to enable such dynamic and 
thus adaptive behavior. We believe that this is - to some 
extent - indispensable for the further systematic 
development of an open, IT-controlled Future Energy Grid. 
Consequently, this requires commitments and standards that 
focus on the local software components on-site that we 
propose to call Energy Agents. 

III. ENERGY AGENTS  
 The concept of Energy Agents was first introduced by 

[12]. There an Energy Agent was defined as a representative 
of a technical system - or better an energy conversion 
process - that acts on an operational level and that will not 
replace but extend on-site controllers. Thus, Energy Agents 
can be seen as additional software artefacts, capable to 
autonomously manage the capacitive abilities of associated 
technical systems in terms of energy production and usage 
and on behalf of the owner or other stakeholders. According 
to the tasks assigned to it, the inherent complexity and thus 
the sophistication or so called Integration Level (IL) of an 
Energy Agent may differ; different tasks, like monitoring, 
learning or constraint satisfying planning and optimizations 
are conceivable in this context.  

Furthermore, an approach to validate decentralized 
control systems was proposed by means of a systematic 
development process that includes simulations and test bed-
applications before an on-site hard- and software usage 
should be considered. By implementing exchangeable 
behaviors for simulated or real world interactions between 
agents and local system controllers, the main software 
components of the Energy Agent are to be preserved in 
regard to the development process. Finally, a concept for a 
generalized option, cost and action model was introduced 
that is capable of describing possible and current operation 
phases of technical systems and that serves the Energy 
Agents as a unified base model for reasoning processes. In 
these considerations also hybrid energy systems and 
infrastructures were taken into account, as for example 
natural gas or heating systems. 

Figure 1 below gives an impression and compares two 
types of Energy Agents, equipped with different capabilities. 
It is shown that the shell that represents the Energy Agent is 
coupled in two ways to the outside world. First, by means a 
connection to a technical system and second by it 
capabilities for inter-agent communication. Here the 
coupling to the technical system can be realized in various 
ways; e.g. by means of well-known protocols like 
IEC61850, the Common Interface Modell (CIM), OPC UA 
and other.  

Following our proposed gradation of integration levels 
(see reference above), both Energy Agents have a domain 
specific model - the Energy Option Model (EOM) - that 
describes the operating capabilities and the scope for 
possible actions of the underlying technical system. Both 
agents can be located in IL3, as both have the ability to (re-) 
act on external signals or information in general. Beside that 
they have the ability to monitor the underlying technical 
system and provide information that help to predict the 
systems behavior in regard to its energy production or 
usage, which is recommended by the introduced lower 
integration level IL0 - IL2. 
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Fig.1: Structure and functionalities of Energy Agents with different 

Integration Level  
 

Furthermore, the picture underlines that in regard to the 
requirements for an open Future Energy Grid the definition 
of the actual application scenario is absolutely 
indispensable, since the functionalities that are to be 
implemented within an Energy Agent strongly depends on 
these scenarios. Even both Energy Agents are located in 
IL3, the upper agent just receives and accepts schedule from 
a superordinate control unit, while the bottom Energy Agent 
uses the EOM in order to determine an optimized schedule 
by itself.  

With the Energy Agents above, two different Smart Grid 
approaches are described that have often be used and 
discussed in scientific publications. While the first Energy 
Agent could be applied in a Demand Side Management 
scenario, where a central process decides for operational 
states and set-point configurations, the second can be used 
within a more decentralized Demand Response approach, 
e.g. reacting on external price signals.  

It is crucial to realize that in both cases the Energy Option 
Model, purposed with the Energy Agent approach, forms the 
base for both application cases. With its approach that 
allows to uniformly describe energy conversion systems, the 
EOM allows to transfer and relocate decision making 

processes and thus to realize different types of control 
solutions; either centralized or decentralized solutions. We 
believe that such unified descriptions is the first step 
towards the realization of an open Future Energy Grid, since 
it allows an adaptive management of net-coupled technical 
systems or energy conversion processes. As a second step, 
the application scenario with its corresponding rules, 
policies and behaviors have to be standardized, so that 
developer of Smart Grid solutions have not only 
requirements but also degrees of freedom for their 
developments. Therefore, the integration levels proposed 
have to be fully specified, while the levels needs to be 
developed and extend over the next years.  

IV. APPLICATION OF ENERGY AGENTS 
With the application scenarios presented here, we 

demonstrate different level of sophistication for Energy 
Agents by means of comparing Demand Side Management 
with a price-based Demand Response approach. As use case 
we selected a smart house, equipped with different technical 
systems that are each “interfaced” by an Energy Agent. 

 

DSO / Supplier

External Weather‐Service

Energy‐Agent

User‐Interface

Electricity

SmartHouse‐Agent

Gas

Heat

Energy‐Agent

Energy‐Agent

Energy‐Agent

Energy‐Agent

Price‐Signal

Energy‐Agent

µ ‐KWK

 
Fig.2: Smart-House Scenario as use case for Energy Agents 

 

As the figure shows, all considered devices are equipped 
with Energy Agents that include a corresponding EOM for 
the specific technical system. A concrete example of a single 
EOM will be shown further below with an Electrical 
Vehicle. 

In detail the dryer and the washing machine were 
modelled as “smart” batch processes. Such process allows to 
shift the actual start of the selected program by staying in a 
waiting operating state. Knowing the energy consumption of 
the device that is given by measurements of previous runs, 
the energy usage can be shifted into a designated time range.  

The fridge was modelled as repetitive system whose main 
task is to hold the inner temperature within a range of 4 - 
6°C. By varying these temperatures, using them as set-points 
for the internal controller of the fridge, the Energy Agent is 
able to increase or decrease these temperatures by ±1°C, in 
order to flexibilize the energy consumption.  
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Since the energy production of the photovoltaic plant 
basically depends on the solar radiation that occurs at the 
specific day, the power production was just statically 
considered for the experimental setup. Needed information 
were taken from historically data for the specific day. In a 
more elaborated setup the EOM could also be used in order 
to calculate energy production based on weather information 
that could be determined by forecasts.  

For the µCHP, the manufacturer information of a Vaillant 

µCHP ecoPower1.0 was modelled with EOM. Here four 
operating states were defined that are a standby, an 
acceleration phase, a normal operation and a shutdown that 
is followed by the standby of the system again. 

In the case of the Demand Side Management scenario the 
Smart House Agent plays the central role in all optimization 
issues. It collects and processes all relevant information 
from every subordinated Energy Agent, like all individual 
EOMs as well as the actual states of the systems. Thus, the 
Smart House Agent acts as an aggregator for the whole 
house. With the aim to optimize energy costs, especially also 
by first using as much energy as possible from the local 
energy sources, the optimization approach is carried out for 
a whole day. In the Demand Response scenario the role of 
the Smart House Agent was restricted and simplified. Here it 
basically forwarded external price signals or needed external 
information, like the outside temperature, needed as forecast 
from an external weather service. The actual optimization 
approaches were implemented in each of the Energy Agents. 

To demonstrate the efforts in defining a system specific 
EOM, Figure 3 below shows one exemplary Energy Option 
Model for the electrical vehicle (EV) used. 

 

 
Fig.3: Base Model of an Electrical Vehicle as example 

 

In general, a single technical system is described by the 
connections to an energy carrier-dependent network that are 
described by Interface Configurations and Technical 
Interfaces to the corresponding network (e.g. an EV can 
differently be connected to an electrical network). If a 
storage is available, as this is the case for an EV, a system 
can be defined with one storage per energy carrier. The 
Image above shows as an example that the used EV has a 
storage capacity of 24 kWh and a current load of 5 kWh. 

Beyond that, the image shows the graph of the possible 
operating states for the EV and possible subsequent states. 
Here, the operating states Idle, Charge and Discharge are 
defined. Additionally, for each of this state the actual energy 
flow are defined, as for example the 3.5 kW electrical output 
when discharging the EV battery. Figure 4 below shows the 
settings for the evaluation of a single technical system. 

 

 
Fig.4: Evaluation settings and result for a single technical system  

 

On the left hand side, the current and the wished technical 
system states can be defined for the evaluation period. Here 
the EV was connected to the network at 8 p.m., while the 
charging process should be finished at the next morning at 6 
a.m.; the wished storage load was set to the maximum 
storage capacity of 24 kWh. On the right side above, the 
specific cost functions for each energy carrier and for a 
specific direction (input or output) can defined. It can be 
seen that the consumption is defined with positive cost 
values, while the production or feed-in is defined with 
negative cost values. Developing an individual evaluation 
strategy a tailored algorithm can be developed and used in 
order to produce an optimised schedule for the actual 
technical system. Results can look like the charts shown in 
Figure 5, where the storage load and the costs over time are 
presented. In fact, the evaluation strategy used has the aim to 
cost optimally charge the EV. For this a quite simple 
algorithm was developed that uses the cost information 
(shown in Figure 4) and the demand of electrical energy that 
is given by the goal state within the specified time range. By 
a simple search of the most inexpensive time ranges for the 
charging operating state and a Greedy based decision 
process, the cost optimal schedule for the EV could easily be 
determined.  
 

  
Fig.5: Cost optimized charging of an Electrical Vehicle 

 

As general approach for an evaluation or the optimization 
of a single technical system, the framework of the EOM 
provides a graph-based decision system. Based on the time 
discretization of operational states, the decision system 
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allows to fully describe technical systems states in regard to 
(possibly predicted) input and output information, as well as 
to energy flows at network interfaces. Further, storage loads, 
transferred energy amounts, energy losses and price signals 
can be considered for the preparation of a schedule, while 
the actual optimization problem can individually differ. 
Figure 6 below shows the so called differences graph of this 
approach. 

 

Fig.6: Differences graph for evaluation strategies 
 

The graph will first be created by the current system state 
S0 that is defined with the start state for the evaluation 
process. Since an operating state that is defined by the base 
model of the EOM describes also the time range for this 
state, the subsequent state S1 can be determined with the end 
of this operating state. With this, energy flows per interface 
and energy losses that were transferred or produced within 
this period, as well as the new storage load and thereto 
corresponding costs will be calculated. After that, and 
derived from the graph of possible operating states that is 
defined with the base model of the EOM, the possible 
subsequent operating states can be determined over time. In 
order to decide which system states is to be used for a 
schedule, a decision must be taken at each of the nodes 
defined by the differences graph. To support informed 
decisions, the framework of the EOM provides the 
information mentioned above (energy flows etc.) as pre-
calculated set to the decision making process that is located 
within an individual strategy for an evaluation. Since each 
technical system might require different background 
information for such decision processes, the framework of 
the EOM provides an adaptive programming interface that is 
named as (Abstract) Evaluation Strategy and that allows to 
create individual solutions.   

The aggregation method for several technical systems that 
is provided by the EOM and that was used within the Smart 
House Agent is realized in the sense of a system of systems. 
Analogously to a single technical system, the aggregator will 
first be considered as a technical system, summarizing the 
sub systems in regard to interfaces by energy carrier and by 
add up storage capacities. In more complex scenarios, were 
wider areas than a house are to be considered, an 
aggregation may additionally require a network calculation. 

Similar to the Evaluation Strategy for single technical 
systems, a strategy for aggregated technical systems can 
individually be designed. In contrast to single systems, 
decisions must be made for each subordinate system, so that 
several decision graphs will concurrently be used during an 
evaluation of aggregated technical systems.  

What was shown in the illustrations above as user dialog 
can also be used “head-less” within an Energy Agent. In this 
case it is the task of an Energy Agent to get and provide the 
needed base information for a single technical system or an 
aggregation of technical systems (e.g. cost information) and 
start an appropriate evaluation process, if required.   

For the centrally controlled Smart House example, a first 
heuristic approach was chosen for the decision making 
process that discretized again the assessment parameter that 
in turn corresponded to the optimization goal: the price for 
energy. More concrete: a high price was rated with lowest 
priority, while a low price was rated with a high priority. 
Since we assumed a perfect prediction provided by the 
EOM’s of the technical systems, no spontaneous re-planning 
was intended in this scenario. However, we are aware that a 
re-planning would be necessary if any of the subordinated 
systems deviates from its prediction. Nevertheless, the state 
and solution space for the Smart House scenario was already 
huge and could easily exceed the available computing 
capacities. The application of the heuristic approach, 
however, reduced the search and solutions space 
substantially and with it the time to calculate a result.  

Figure 7 below shows the cost functions that were used 
for the assessment of the energy usage, while Figure 8 
presents - as an example - the resulting electrical power flow 
for the aggregated Smart House scenario. 

 

 
Fig.7: Costs and Revenue Functions by Energy Carrier 

 

 
Fig.8: Electrical Power Usage for the aggregated Smart House 

System State: global time, duration, set-points, 
measurements, energy flows and storage load  
Change of State: energy flows, amounts and losses, as well 
as resulting costs (connection-specific and in total) 
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Due to the mobility phase, the electrical vehicle was not 
connected during daytime. Hence, it was charged by night 
using the cheapest prices from 10 p.m. until approx. 4 a.m. 
in the morning. The electrical power usage for the washing 
machine and the tumble dryer was shifted into the power 
production phase of the photovoltaic plant. Since the µCHP 
and the fridge are repetitive working systems, these system 
are providing just small flexibility ranges. It is a task for the 
future work to improve our approach in order to optimize 
our first approach. 

Overall, it was found that the overall energy costs could 
be reduced by using the aggregation case and comparing it 
to the Demand Response is possible. Since in an aggregation 
the interdependencies of several technical systems can be 
considered, this result was not surprising us. However, the 
complexity which we had already to face was.  

Much more important for us was, however, to find a way 
to adaptively describe and connect hybrid technical systems 
by using the approach of the unifying Energy Option Model. 
Based on that, more sophisticated optimization approaches 
will be developed and tested in the future, as well as the 
number of technical systems considered can hopefully be 
diversified and increased. Since the developed Evaluation 
Strategies are based on a graph, several meta-heuristic 
approaches are conceivable here, as for example ant-based 
approaches and other. 

V. DISCUSSION, OUTLOOK & CONCLUSION  
This paper has presented the concept and the application 

of Energy Agents that are equipped with a unifying Energy 
Option Model. Since this model has the capability to 
describe all relevant types of energy conversion processes, it 
provides the foundation for the design of new adaptive 
methods that permit a dynamic aggregation and optimization 
of groups of technical systems. As a proof of concept an 
application scenario for a Smart House was presented that 
compares a demand response case with a case where a 
Demand Side Management for the house was realized. 
Based on the Energy Option Model and Agent.GUI, that is 
already freely available as open source, it is our intention to 
provide several predefined scenarios as the here presented 
Smart House scenario in the future. 

Moreover, the concept of the Energy Agent will be 
improved and developed under the project Agent.HyGrid in 
the next years [13]. Here it is planned to close the gap 
between agent-based simulations and real-world 
applications in order to produce comparable results for both 
cases. Thus, a realistic laboratory and test-bed environment 
will be created for decentralized control solution of Future 
Energy Grids. 

Overall, we believe that urgently standards are required 
that enable such homogeneous and in particular open 
developments; for science and for systems used in real 
applications on-site. We further believe that therefore the 
concept of a generally accepted Energy Agent with a unified 

description of the underlying technical system that we call 
Energy Option Model is the necessary foundation. Together 
with a refined and commonly accepted concept of an Energy 
Agent an open Future Energy Grid could be designed that 
provides the perfect environment for further elaborations 
and improvements over the next decades. We further believe 
that such standardization is absolutely indispensable in order 
to reach the overall objectives, associated with the energy 
transition or with the planned European Energy Union. 
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Abstract— Renewable energy resources like wind and solar
have become an effective factor in the energy production on the
planet as they are inexhaustible renewable resources. However,
they are very intermittent and their output cannot be predicted
certainly. In this paper an algorithm of unit commitment within
a power grid integrating wind and photovoltaic production units
is proposed in a centralized approach that takes into account
provisional data about the renewable energy production. Here
the unit commitment problem is stated as a power demand
coverage problem with some prespecified merit order list. A
multi-agent architecture is proposed to facilitate the message
exchange and easy addition and deletion of agents in the grid.
This architecture is flexible and easy reconfigurable as it can
provide solutions under assumptions of a decentralized ap-
proach. An implementation using JADE platform is presented
in this work. The system is tested using real-data sets from an
existent energy transport network in France (RTE). The results
based on different operating conditions show the economic sense
of the proposed strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The unit commitment (UC) problem aims at finding the
least-cost dispatch of available generation resources to cover
the load demand in an electrical grid. Production units’ avail-
ability and setpoints are key decision issues in UC problem.
Short Run Marginal Cost (SRMC), which is defined as the
pure cost of electrical power production, is supposed to be
the market-based price of electricity. However, costs of power
generation evidently exceed this price, thus, power generators
offer generation prices of their choice [1]. Obviously the
power load depends strongly at each spacial zone on the
period of the day and the season of the year. For example,
in France a reasonably reliable demand forecast, as well as
the list of available power units with their updated technical
constraints and economic characteristics, are available each
day by 4 p.m. Appropriate production schedules must then
be computed, to be sent to the local units by 5 p.m.
[2]. In the last years, renewable energy resources such as
photovoltaic and wind turbine plants have been considered
as a nonnegligible part of the energy offer since these
resources are inexhaustible and their production cost is low
compared to the conventional energy resources. However,
uncertainty surrounds the availability of these renewable
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antoneta.bratcu@gipsa-lab.fr
ahmad.hably@gipsa-lab.fr

energy resources. The grid behavior becomes uncertain and
the unit commitment problem must ensure the power demand
covering without the need of a precise knowledge about the
renewable energy units output.
A solid mathematical foundation has been built to help
better understand the stochastic energy constraint and the
inherent correlation between quality of energy and the un-
certain energy supply [3]. Recently the domain of multi-
agent systems has achieved a real progress, it has been
used to solve spatially-distributed and open problems. Power
grids have a spatially distributed architecture and can be
considered as systems made up of agents, some of which
are energy producers, some other consumers acting on the
energy market. For this, multi-agent architectures may be
built to tackle different problems in power grids, such as the
unit commitment problem.
In this paper, a centralized decision making algorithm is
proposed to solve the UC problem at the level of an
arbitrarily defined spacial geographical entity, region, or
country, by using the advantage of a multi-agent architecture.
The unit commitment problem is here focused on power
demand coverage; to this end, it is based on a prespecified
merit order list that can result from taking into account
particularities of the considered geographical entity. The
multi-agent architecture provides data exchange and avoids
the problem of incompatibility between different types of
software communicating agents. Assuming that agents are
collaborative, the centralized decision provides a certain level
of uniformity and coherence in controlling the grid.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II synthesizes
some of related works. Section III shows the multi-agent
architecture considered for the UC algorithm implementa-
tion. Section IV illustrates the proposed unit commitment
algorithm. Section V discusses the results of applying the
algorithm on real data scenarios. Finally, Section VII con-
cludes the presented work and provides some perspectives.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

Decision making within power systems has been largely
treated in the literature with different points of view. In [4],
a distributed price-based control method is proposed. The
controller takes its decision information from its neighbors.
A day-ahead UC algorithm has been proposed in [5], where
a decision making is achieved by a two-level decentralized
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framework. A low level treats each production unit individ-
ually to optimize its benefits. At the high level, coordinators
communicate with their neighbors to update the prices by
using a distributed method. In [6] energy storage systems
(ESS) are studied as an alternative to provide flexibility
in power system operation. The integration of a grid-scale
ESS in short-term operational planning in a centralized cost-
based electricity market has suggested easier integration
of renewable power resources as dispatchable units into
a power generation grid. The rolling horizon strategy has
been proposed in [7] as base of an energy management
system for a renewable-energy-based micro-grid. In such
strategy the control decision results iteratively from solving
at each step a mixed-integer optimization problem. In order
to provide on-line setpoints for each generation unit and
signals for consumers based on a demand-side management
mechanisms, forecasting models are used. This work treats
globally the different agents for the benefit of the entire grid
instead of concentrating on the individual benefit of each
single producer.
An intelligent energy network system based on multi-agent
systems has been proposed in [8]. It illustrates the advantage
of using multi-agent structure over the centralized approach.
Three types of agents – producers, loads and market –
contribute at solving the UC problem and providing the
best setpoints planning according to information exchanged
between the agents regarding the day-ahead consumption and
production prevision. The work has been implemented on
JADE multi-agent framework. This paper relies on the same
idea, proposed in [8], of reducing the amount of information
exchanged between agents. The two approaches differ at the
level of computing the setpoints and treating the spot market.

III. MULTI-AGENT ARCHITECTURE

Data exchange between agents may be simplified; thus,
agents communicate between each other only the necessary
information for the decision making. A multi-agent system
is extendable open and open-ended system, i.e, agents can
leave and new agents can join the system randomly, so that
a theoretically infinite number of structures can be obtained.
Dynamical behavior of agents makes that network manage-
ment to be quite delicate process. Thus, some assumptions on
the system can be adopted in order to facilitate the network’s
management. In this work two kinds of assumptions are
made, which are categorized and listed as follows:

• Assumptions on the agents’ behavior:
– Each agent must provide its status. If it is active,

then its status is ON, otherwise it is OFF.
– An agent must maintain its status and the informa-

tion exchanged with the other agents until the next
cycle of data exchange.

– Agents are supposed to provide reliable information
on their production, consumption, prices and costs.

• Assumptions on the grid architecture:
– The grid allows the integration of agents where the

category is already recognizable by the grid. Agents

of unknown or with undefined types will not be
taken into account in the decision taking algorithm.

– The grid allows and does not limit the communica-
tion between its local agents. Agents can communi-
cate with other agents out of the grid if assumptions
on their behavior are respected.

The considered multi-agent grid is built up of five categories
of agents representing the main actor types in a real power
grid: (1) producer, (2) consumer, (3) storage unit, (4) external
market and (5) controller or dispatcher. Since the focus
is here on the decision-making process performed by the
controller, the internal behavior of producers, consumers,
storage units and external market is not detailed in the multi-
agent grid model considered in this work. Thus, agents are
described mainly by their role on the market, as explained
in the following set of assumptions about the energy market:

• Producer: This agent is an energy producer that offers
its production on the market. Five types of producers
are considered here: (1) Nuclear plant, (2) Hydraulic
turbine, (3) Gas turbine, (4) Wind turbine plant and
(5) Photovoltaic plant (PV). Any producer agent has a
five-element profile: producer type,energy produced,
price, starting cost,state.

• Consumer: This agent represents any energy consumer
which can be an industrial one, a residential one, etc.
A consumer agent has a profile composed of only one
element, consumption which represents energy to be
consumed;

• Storage unit: This agent is an aggregated energy storage
unit for the entire grid. This unit can store energy
and/or provide energy to grid depending on the storage
capacity and availability. This agent has a three-element
profile: a limited storage capacity, store energy and a
storage cost. The store is considered unavailable if it
is empty, i.e, the store energy equals 0 MWh;

• External market: This agent represents an image of the
market outside the considered grid. The grid can buy
energy from the external market if the local producers
cannot cover the consumers’ needs. In this case, market
can be seen as a source of energy. Extra energy pro-
duced locally can be sold to the external market instead
of storing it, in case of financial benefit to the grid. It
is supposed that external market can always absorb the
extra energy. The decision to store the energy or sell it
is taken by the UC algorithm. The market’s profile con-
sists of four elements: offered energy, selling price,
purchasing price, purchased energy.

• Controller: This agent is responsible of providing a day-
ahead setpoint, planning of agents needed to cover the
demand, prevision of potential extra energy production,
decision whether to store or to sell the extra energy and
the benefit of selling to external market. The controller
profile has no elements since its aim is only to provide
decisions upon running the UC algorithm based on data
sent by the agents.
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Each agent has specific tasks to perform and a profile which
determines its characteristics. The agent by itself can be
seen as representing many instances of its type. Agents com-
municate with each other through messages which contain
only the necessary information for taking the UC decision.
These messages in their simplest form contain only the
values of the agent profiles’ elements. The decision is taken
in a centralized manner by the controller. The controller
is assumed to be a trusted agent; thus, other agents can
communicate to the controller true values of consumption,
production and prices. The relation between all agents is
represented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Smart grid communicating agents.

IV. UNIT COMMITMENT ALGORITHM

In this section a day-ahead unit commitment algorithm
with a decision horizon of 48 periods (30 minutes each) in
the day-ahead market is considered. The algorithm has two
main goals: (1) to cover the consumption by the local pro-
duction using the most trustful agents available; in this way
consumer needs can be met through the offers proposed by
the most available producers who make the most interesting
offers; (2) to maximize the production benefit by selling the
extra produced energy, if any, to the external market.

A. Assumptions

In order to satisfy the consumption needs, the controller
has direct connection with producers, storage and the external
market. Producers, consumers and storage send messages to
the controller regarding their production, consumption needs
and offers information, respectively. The controller decides,
depending on the received information, which producers
must be called to cover the consumer needs and in which
order. Dispatching order will depend on producers dispatch-
ability and size. From this point of view, renewable energy
units have low dispatchability because of their intermittence
and unpredictability. Therefore, they will not be sollicited
as main producers, but as so-called backup units. Among
the different types of producers mentioned in Section III
studies show that the nuclear plants come in first place in
energy production as their production is fully dispatchable
and may reach thousands of MW depending on the plant
size. For example, the production of the nuclear central in
Rhône-Alpes region in France can range from 4000 MWh to
12000 MWh. Hydraulic turbines come in the second place
as they can produce energy that ranges from 1000 MWh to
4000 MWh. Gas turbines come in the third place as their
production reaches only to few hundreds of MW. Wind and

photovoltaic plants have the lowest sollicitation level as their
production capacity is strongly related to the season of the
year, the hour of the day and the geographic location
In order to propose a day-ahead planning for the agents in
the system, the controller, at each sampling period, calls the
available agents whose status is ON. The algorithm calls first
the fully dispatchable production units, then the backup ones.
At first place it calls the nuclear producer with the entire
amount of produced energy. It compares the consumption
demand with the energy produced by the nuclear agent. If
the nuclear agent cannot cover alone the demand, then the
algorithm calls the hydraulic turbine agent. It calculates the
sum of the energy produced and compares it to the con-
sumption demand. If the demand remains unsatisfied at this
point, the controller calls the storage. Since the storage does
not have a starting cost it becomes practically cheaper than
the gas turbine producer. The controller continues calling
agents and check power balance. It calls the gas turbine
agent, then the PV agent and finally the wind turbine agent. It
is considered judicious for the PV plants to come in priority
before the wind turbine agent since PV plants are cheaper
to start, although they are not available the whole day. Such
choice is confirmed in [9]. At each step, if the accumulated
value of produced energy exceeds the consumption demand,
the controller stops calling agents and calculates the amount
of extra energy as follows:

extra energy = accumulated energy - consumption (1)

In case extra energy is produced the controller decides either
to store this energy or to sell it to the external market. The
decision to sell or store relies on the following reasoning:

If (extra energy ×market selling price(p)) >

[extra energy ×market selling price(p+ 1)−
extra energy × stock cost(p)]

then sell the extra energy at period p

else store the amount of energy regarding the storage
capacity to be sold at period p+ 1 and sell the remaining
at period p

Since this decision is strongly dependent on the external
market price, it is quite difficult to predict it, as the external
market price oscillates depending on the spot market price.

B. Decision-making strategy

The 10-step algorithm flowchart is given in Figure 2. At
step 1, the controller collects the required data and reads
the messages sent by the available agents in the network.
At step 2, the controller initializes two lists: (1) a list
”available agents”, which contains the activated agents
with their profile values, (2) the list ”called agents”, ini-
tially empty, which will contain, by the end of the algorithm,
the group of agents which satisfy together the consumption
demand. In case of an absent agent, its profile will be
replaced by null in the list and values of its elements
will be replaced by zeros. At step 3, the agents in the
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list ”available agents” are sorted, by type. Each agent
is given a priority degree, so that the controller calls the
agents in their order. At step 4, the controller verifies if the
consumption demand is satisfied. Obviously, at the first cycle
of the algorithm the demand would not be satisfied, since no
agents are yet called. At step 5, the controller calls an agent
from the list ”available agents” according to the priority
order. At step 6, the controller updates the list of called
agents. At step 7, the satisfied demand is updated depending
on the energy offered by the last called agent. This update
is computed as follows:

satisfied demand := satisfied demand+ agent energy
(2)

At step 9 the extra energy production is computed as follows:

extra energy := consumption− satisfied demand (3)

If extra energy is produced then the controller goes to step 9,
otherwise, the algorithm returns to step 4, continues towards
the end and provides the proposed UC planning. At step 9,
the decision whether to sell the extra energy at the current
period p or to store it, is taken knowing that the storage
agent has a limited capacity, it is not sure that the entire
extra energy can be stored. If it cannot be stored, extra
energy is sold to the external market at period p whatever its
financial income is. The algorithm arrives to its end at step
10, which is reachable either from step 4 or from step 9.
If the end is reached from step 4, this means that the exact
consumption amount can be produced by the called agents
and no financial gain is obtained. When the end is reached
from step 9, an extra energy has been produced and some
financial gain is earned. At step 10, the UC plan is proposed
for the period p. It consists of a list of called agents with
a detailed report illustrating the consumption demand, the
production that covered the demand, the amount to be paid
to the called agents, which is the sum of their individual
prices, the decision taken about the selling to the external
market or storing and the selling income. It is supposed that
the controller requires from the storage unit only the needed
amount of energy to cover the demand. Thus, at any period
p, if the storage contains the energy needed to cover the
consumption, then no extra energy is necessary.

V. CASE STUDIES

The proposed UC algorithm is applied on two case studies.
The first one represents the consumption and production in a
normal year day in France, the 15th of May 2014. The second
is 25th of December 2013, a winter day during holidays
where the consumption is supposed to be different from typ-
icall. The day-ahead consumption and production prevision
data is picked up for the Rhône-Alpes and Provence-Alpes-
Côte-d’Azur from the website of French electricity transport
grid (Réseau du transport d’électricité - RTE, http://www.rte-
france.com/en/eco2mix/eco2mix-donnees-regionales-en).

A. JADE implementation model

In this work JADE (Java Agent Development Framework)
platform [10] is employed to implement the UC algorithm.

Fig. 2. Overview of decision-making flowchart.

JADE is a programming framework that significantly fa-
cilitates the implementation of agent-based applications in
compliance with the FIPA 1 specifications. Five producer
agents (nuclear, hydraulic turbine, gas turbine, wind and PV),
a grid-level storage unit, a consumer which represents the
aggregated consumption of the entire grid in the considered
region and the external market are modeled by software
agents. The behavior of each agent is described by a set of
arrays containing the values of the agent profile’s elements.
The controller agent is a decision-making software agent who
runs the UC algorithm explained in section IV. The agents
– producers, consumer, external market and storage – send
messages to the controller containing the integer values of
their individual profiles, i.e, the previsions of production,
consumption and prices for the next day. The controller
computes the setpoints for 48 time intervals and proposes
the agents’ commitment planning for the next day.

B. Discussion of results

For May 15th 2014 scenario Figure 3 illustrates the energy
production predicted for PV plants, wind turbine plants and
gas turbines one day ahead. Wind power prevision is based
on the slowly variable, seasonal component of wind speed, so
a-half-an-hour sampling time is sufficient for good prediction
accuracy. Note that the production value of these producers
ranges from 0 MWh to 220 MWh at its highest value
produced by the PV agent at its peak of production.

1Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents
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Fig. 3. PV, wind, and gas production prevision for May 15th 2014.

Figure 4 illustrates prevision of consumption needs and
production of the different types of producers. PV, wind
and gas turbine productions have been represented as an
aggregated curve called backup energy. Logarithmic scale
in y axis is preferred since the backup energy is much
smaller compared to those of other agents. The consumption
at that day ranged from 10500 MWh to 14600 MWh. Note
that production of nuclear and hydraulic turbine agents is
much higher than production of the gas turbine, PV and
wind agents. The UC algorithm has been applied to this

Fig. 4. Consumption and production prevision for May 15th 2014,
logarithmic scale.

consumption and production scenario. Figure 5 illustrates the
consumption cover realized by the consumers, and the extra
energy produced at periods pi where 2 i = {[8− 11], [14−
25], [38 − 45]}. Here also, the backup energy cummulates
PV, wind and gas turbine productions and y axis values
are in logarithmic scale. A zoomed view over the extra
energy produced is shown in Figure 6. The algorithm decides

2from period 8 to 11, from period 14 to 25 and from period 38 to 45

according to (2) and the market price evolution in Figure 7
whether to sell the extra energy at period i or to store it. The
algorithm indicates for the scenario of 15th of May that the
immediate selling of extra energy is beneficial compared to
storing the energy. Computation of the selling income shows
that it reaches its highest value at periods 18 and 19, which
correspond to the peak of market price and the peak of extra
energy production. However, this prevision of income cannot
be taken as systematically predictable behavior since neither
the market price, nor the extra energy production are constant
or systematically repetitive.

Fig. 5. Consumption needs covering on May 15th 2014, logarithmic scale.

Fig. 6. Extra energy produced on May 15th 2014.

C. Results comparison

We focus in this discussion on the effect of the PV and
wind energy resources on the grid. We argue the financial
advantage of integration of these resources in a large-scale
grid such as the one considered in this work. PV and wind
production prevision data for the 25th of December 2013
are shown in Figure 8. Note that the PV production peak
dramatically decreased from 210 MWh in May to 32 MWh
in December. Similarly the wind production peak decreased
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Fig. 7. Spot market price on May 15th 2014.

from 163 MWh in May to 82 MWh in December. The
algorithm results on the scenario of 25th of December, illus-
trated in Figure 9, show on one hand that the considered UC
algorithm achieves covering the consumers’ needs by calling
the external market at most of the day time. The backup
energy cummulates PV, wind and gas turbine productions
and y axis values are in logarithmic scale. On the other
hand, a very small amount of extra energy is produced at
periods 10 and 25 which are the peak periods of wind and PV,
respectively. This confirms that the renewable energy plants
can be integrated into the power grid as backup agents. When
their energy is not necessary to cover the power demand, it
can be sold to the external market. Practically this might be
much effective financially in Spring than in Winter.
Indeed, the considered context – characterized by use with
predilection of nuclear energy – render the renewable energy
sources dependent on the external market price. This situa-
tion does not foster development of renewable small-power
sources as grid units, unless they are made fully dispatchable.
To this end, a possibility is their association with storage
units and implementation of an effective local power flow
management.

VI. SCALABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

The scalability of the proposed algorithm depends on
several factors: the messages exchange time, the size of data
within messages and the number of communicating agents.
To evaluate the scalability of the platform, one can start
with a small number of communicating agents, for example,
the controller, the customer and two power providers, then
enlarge the network by increasing the number of power
providers. One can note that the computation time grows
when the number of network agents increases. This results
from the increase in the number of messages exchanged
between agents and the time needed to extract the data
out of the messages. The performance of the algorithm
depends strongly on the implementation environment, i.e,
the performance of each agent’s machine and the network
speed. In this work, the used implementation environment
is one Dell personal computer, where Jade 3.2 and Eclipse

Fig. 8. Wind and PV produced energy on December 25th 2013.

Fig. 9. Consumption covering on December 25th 2013, logarithmic scale.

IDE for Java developers are installed. The algorithm has been
run off-line since JADE platform played the role of multi-
agent network. Thus, the computer characteristics strongly
influence the algorithm performance. We indicate here that
the run time of the studied example was about 0.5 seconds.
Table I provides the characteristics of used PC.

VII. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper proposes a centralized
unit commitment algorithm, implemented on a multi-agent
architecture. The algorithm achieves to cover the demand
of consumers in a power grid by taking into account daily-
variation-based previsions of renewable energy production,
mainly PV and wind turbines. It illustrates the advantages of
using a multi-agent architecture in simplifying the exchange
of messages between agents. The proposed algorithm is
applied to real data retrieved in Rhône-Alpes and Provence-
Alpes-Côte d’Azur in France. Analyzing how the proposed
algorithm optimizes the schedule of power plants with re-
spect to total cost is a further issue. Such analysis may be
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TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION MACHINE’S CHARACTERISTICS

Model Dell Inspiron

Processor Intel core i5 CPU M560@2.67 GHz x 4

Total memory 3.7 GB

Operating System 64-bit Debian

OS version 7.3 (Wheezy)

JADE version 3.2

Eclipse version IDE for Java developers

JAVA Sun SDK 1.4

useful to assess effectiveness against other methods for solv-
ing the unit commitment problem in its classical formulation.
The proposed multi-agent architecture is flexible to accom-
modate different centralized decision making strategies. This
architecture  can easily be  modified to  accommodate  more
complex agent scenarios and agent interaction mechanisms,
energy market mechanisms and decision-making strategies,
in order to put into light different patterns of behavior within
a decentralized context, that are difficult to predict.
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Abstract—An Energy management system (EMS) is a concept
that spans various possible solutions, ranging from basic imple-
mentations over solutions that use simple intelligent computer
methods to systems that employ advanced intelligent methods.
We designed and implemented an intelligent multi-agent based
approach that uses a market mechanism to manage power in
the microgrid of a simulated Research and Education Center.
In this article, the performance of our system regarding cost
optimality is compared against two other solutions: the first is a
simple solution that uses predefined profiles that define the use
of the controllable sources - this provides an upper limit to the
cost, the second is the perfect artificial optimum which provides a
lower limit to the cost. The perfect optimum resembles a centrally
controlled EMS, with the difference that it does not suffer from
the delays of detecting power imbalances. The tests show that
distributed approach closely resembles the optimal one.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the microgrid introduces new possibilities
regarding more optimal and cheaper use of the renewable
power sources and management, not only of supply of power
but also of consumption. A microgrid is a small sized grid,
equipped with its own power sources, that has a single connec-
tion to national power grid. In addition, it can be (temporarily)
disconnected from the national power grid. The microgrid
allows for more internal balancing of power, which increases
safety of power supply, better use of power from renewable
sources and allows for reducing peaks in the national power
grids. There are many features that discern microgrids from
big power systems. The issue has been discussed in detail
in [1]. Essential features for functioning microgrids as semi-
autonomous power systems include the use of power electronic
converters and the use of specific control systems. It also needs
the ability to communicate within the microgrid.

Energy management systems (EMS) are systems to control
the energy in some area, the energy can be electrical, heat or
even cooling systems – only electrical energy is considered
in this article. An EMS can be a simple implementation, but
it can also employ more advanced computer methods, even
involving advanced intelligent methods. The EMSs are the key
to smart grids and to microgrids’ efficiency. There are many
EMS solutions for smart grids, from centralized solutions [2],
via hierarchical ones [3] to distributed ones [4]. In this article

an evaluation of a distributed multi-agent module of EMS –
Short-time Balancing System is discussed.

The Short-time Balancing System was created to manage
a very specific microgrid: our test case of a Research and
Education Center (REC). The detailed description of REC is
presented in next section. The requirements of EMS were to
be a fully distributed, agent-based system, whose balancing
mechanism includes the a auction mechanism. The general
description of the system will be presented in section III.

The algorithms and methods used to optimize the speed
of power balancing by the Short-time Balancing System were
presented in [5] and [6]. To evaluate the algorithm of balancing
it should be compared to a benchmark solution. The fact that
the system and REC are simulated, allows for different ex-
periments and configurations. The performance of our system
with respect to cost optimality is compared against two other
solutions: the first is a simple solution that uses predefined
profiles that define the use of the controllable sources - this
provides an upper limit to the cost (this solution is described in
section VI), the second is the perfect artificial optimum which
provides a lower limit to the cost (described in section V).
The perfect optimum resembles a centrally controlled EMS,
with the difference that it does not suffer from the delays
of detecting power imbalances; a true centralized system will
have a cost slightly above the optimum, as any system needs
time to detect imbalances when they occur and also needs time
to adjust to them.

The comparison value is the cost in PLN of a day of
operation of the microgrid. The costs are presented in section
VII. The last section concludes the article.

II. RESEARCH CENTER MICROGRID

The aim of the REC is to research new renewable energy
and smart grid technologies, as well as spread the knowledge
about more environmental behaviors, by organizing confer-
ences, courses and seminars. It is assumed that the center
will host a research institute, a conference center and a
hotel. The microgrid is a low voltage network (LV, 0.4 kV),
connected to a medium voltage supply line (MV, 15 kV) via
an MV/LV (15/0.4 kV) transformer substation [7]. The REC is
equipped with the following renewable power sources: 2 sets
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of photovoltaic panels and 3 wind turbines; it also contains
two controllable micro power sources: a gas microturbine and
a gas-fueled reciprocating engine. Additionally, the microgrid
is equipped with two types of power storage units: a set of
accumulator batteries and a set of flywheels.

The microgrid consists of 128 nodes, where a node is a point
of the network to which the devices with a similar purpose
are connected, it is the smallest unit that is measured and
controlled. The number of devices that are connected to a
single node varies: some nodes can gather a large number of
small devices (e.g. lights in the conference room), others have
a single device connected (specially used to provide better
insight in specific devices, e.g. gas microturbine). A more
detailed description of the microgrid can be found in [5].

The microgrid is equipped with controllable devices. For
these, the EMS can request to adjust the produced or con-
sumed power accordingly, within the technical limitation of
the device. Such devices are non-renewable power sources
(reciprocating engines, gas microturbines), as well as batteries.
Wind turbines and photovoltaic panels are considered uncon-
trollable devices, as the amount of their production depends
on the weather conditions and cannot be changed by the EMS.
Bigger wind turbines are controllable, but the smaller models
used in the microgrid lack this functionality.

III. EMS AND BALANCING ALGORITHM

The EMS developed for this microgrid was made with the
idea of a complex approach to energy management. The full
EMS includes various modules: from demand side manage-
ment by scheduling events that consume significant amounts
of power to calculating the reliability indices for continuity
of power supply. The details of the system are presented
in [8]. One of the components of the EMS is a Short-time
Power Balancing system, which is responsible for changing
the operating point of controllable devices in the microgrid.
Such control is directly influencing the cost of operation of the
REC. The Short-time Balancing system is a distributed and
multi-agent system, it is not dependent on a central control
point and allows for distributed calculation, which increases
the reliability of the solution. The multi-agent paradigm was
considered to be very useful in this situation: agents can
be given the necessary intelligence to make a decision, and
communication between agents is one of the main aspects in
a multi-agent system. It also introduces a parallel operation,
which on one hand increases the speed of balancing, but on
the other hand can cause the unwanted behavior and race
conditions. A more detailed description of this system is
presented in [6]. The Short-time Balancing system’s aim is
to optimize the operation of the microgrid.

The choice of which controllable source to use is made by
means of relative cost, which not necessarily has to reflect
the real cost. If it reflects the real cost the cheapest sources
will be preferred, other cost assignments can result in a
power balancing scheme that behaves differently. The most
intuitive purpose is to minimize the cost of operation, but
other purposes can be considered. Maximizing the use of clean

power sources could be a second criterion. A third purpose
can be shaving the peaks of power usage: in power networks,
peaks of power usage pose a problem, as the grid has to be
able to cope with those peaks. Microgrids, with their own
sources and storage, can help in shaving the peaks. The criteria
for optimization considered here is a combination of cost
minimization, environmental optimization and optimal usage
of the resources present in the microgrid.

Considering the aim of REC and the reasons it was de-
signed, it is assumed that the exchange of power between the
external power grid and the microgrid should be minimized. It
is not always the case that the power from external (national)
power grid is more expensive or more polluting (the ecological
aspects are also considered), but considering that the prices
of power in external power grid tend to grow and that the
microgrid has an ability to work in island mode (disconnected
from external power grid and balancing the demand and
supply at every moment), the scenario of limiting the exchange
of power seems very desired. In this case we assume that
selling power to the external power grid brings minimal or
no income and buying power from the external power grid is
more expensive than producing it internally. The Short-time
Balancing System is made in a way that the relative prices
(and the same order of the preferred producers) can be easily
changed and the system will adjust itself to different model of
balancing.

The Short-time Balancing System does not manage the
operating point of power consuming devices. The demand side
management in the system is realized by the Planner, a module
that schedules tasks that require large amounts of energy, like
experiments, demonstrations or events, like conferences or
lessons. The Planner is not directly managing the operating
point of devices, it rather urges the people working in REC to
performance certain activities when it is more convenient for
the EMS. As such, its presence or absence makes no difference
to these experiments.

The devices present in the microgrid are grouped by nodes;
for the Short-time Balancing System, a node will be the
smallest participant. The balancing mechanism is initiated by
either a node containing energy consumer or a node containing
an uncontrollable source, whose operating point changes: a
light gets switched on or off, or the output of a photovoltaic
panel increases or decreases. When the operating point of a
consumer increases, the effect on the system is the same as
if the operating point of an uncontrollable source decreases:
there will be a deficit of power (a negative imbalance), and
additional power needs to be supplied. The reverse happens
when the operating point of a consumer decreases or that of
an uncontrollable source increases. At this point, the node
that causes the imbalances signals to all other devices that
an imbalance occurs and requests offers from devices to solve
this imbalance. The only devices that are a possibly capable of
dealing with the imbalance are the controllable sources, they
answer the request for offers: for a negative imbalance each
controllable source provides the amount of power it can supply
and the cost, for a positive imbalance this will be the amount of
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Fig. 1. An example of the balancing mechanism where the not-optimal
distribution of power occurs.

power they can decrease and the profit. From this list of offers,
the node that caused the imbalance chooses the option with
the lowest cost or highest profit, potentially selecting multiple
devices to cover the imbalance.

That way of choosing is a realization of a greedy algorithm
for power production optimization, which should give the
optimal solution when immediate communication between the
agents is considered. However, in real experiments, when
there are multiple devices that cause imbalances and multiple
devices that can cover it, a sub-optimal behavior is observed.
It is connected to the asynchronous operation of the multi-
agent system and the delays in message sending between the
agents. Consider the example in fig. 1: there are two consumers
and three controllable sources. Their operating points are
specified in the respective columns OP. At one point in time,
an uncontrollable device 1 requests for an additional 20 kW.
This can be covered by the two cheapest controllable sources.
They report how much they can cover (2 kW and 20 kW
respectively), and increase their provisional operating point
(POP) - this is the operating point that they would have if
the offer is accepted. Before the uncontrollable device accepts
the offer, a second uncontrollable device causes an imbalance
of 15 kW. As the provisional operating point of the cheapest
controllable source is at maximum, it cannot send an offer.
The second controllable source sends an offer for 5 kW, the
third controllable source sends an offer for 15 kW. When the
first uncontrollable device accepts the offers it got, this alters
both the operating points and provisional operating points of
the first two sources, this however does not change the offers
that were sent to the second uncontrollable device. It accepts
the offers it got, employing the more expensive source while
leaving the second source still with a reserve of 2 kW. This
is not the optimal situation; it can only occurs= when there
are three or more controllable sources with different prices.
In this case, it only occurs when a controllable device is near

its maximum or minimum and an imbalance cannot be solved
by one of the controllable sources alone. In reality, unlike in
the example, the imbalances are of much smaller magnitudes
so the non-optimality occurs at a smaller scale. Furthermore,
future imbalances will again prefer to cheaper source, which
also causes this sub-optimal situation to be quickly resolved,
so this behavior is limited in time.

The standard behavior of the Short-time Balancing System
is optimizing for the operation cost of the microgrid. While the
Short-time Balancing System is capable of adjusting operating
points quite optimally, it cannot decide on whether or not a
controllable source needs to be powered on or can be powered
off. This is due to the fact that the Short-time Balancing
System does not consider predictions, but merely considers
the current situation and reacts to immediate changes. The
Planner, which should contain information on activities of
energy consumers and prediction of the operating point of the
uncontrollable sources, is capable of making such decision.
This makes the Planner the first stage in the optimization
process. However, the Short-time Balancing is a critical com-
ponent in this process, and its operation can be verified and
tested without the Planner.

The example of balancing behavior of Short-time Balancing
System is presented in Fig. 2. In the setup, there were 5
consumers (aggregated to one for clarity of the figure), gas mi-
croturbine, engine, external power grid and two wind turbines.
The time between recognition of imbalance to confirming
the balancing action was by average 56 ms. It can be seen
that the system is not using the external power grid unless
there is really no other choice: when the operating point of
a controllable source is near its upper or lower limit, the
source has no more control capabilities in one direction. When
this happens for all controllable sources, they no longer can
maintain stable power in the microgrid without the help of the
external network. The system is also reducing the operating
point of the more expensive source, in this case the gas
microturbine. The overall sum of production and consumption
has to be maintained the same and the Short-time Balancing
System is managing to achieve that.

IV. CALCULATING COST OF OPERATION

The cost of installation of renewable power sources, bat-
teries and measuring system (smart metering) is still quite
high, even though the popularity of such devices is growing.
From an investor point of view, the decision of building such
facilities has to be carefully calculated taking into account the
future prices for electric energy, maintenance costs and the
other factors. In this work, we are free from such dilemmas,
as the REC is made to research the new technologies for power
production and the reason for its installation is well defined
and does not have to consider the return of investment time.
That is also a reason why we would not consider amortization
costs of operation of the research center, as it is included in the
cost of fulfilling the goal of the building which is spreading
and widening the knowledge about these technologies.
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Fig. 2. The example operation of Short-time Balancing System.

The costs that are considered, are the cost of the current
operation of the considered devices, under such conditions,
the renewable power sources produce almost free energy. On
the other hand the controllable power sources like gas micro-
turbine and reciprocating engine need fuel to their operation
and the cost of this should be considered.

In next paragraphs, the short description of the models of
devices that were used in the system will be presented.

a) Gas microturbine: The gas microturbine modeled in
this system has a nominal power of 65 kW with the allowed
operating point between 20% and 100% of its nominal power
[9]. This unit works as a cogeneration device (produces heat
and electric power). The cost of producing electric energy by
this device KGM (t) [PLN] can be defined by equation:

KGM (t) = BGM (t)Wpkjp (1)

Where: BGM (t) – usage of gas/biogas [m3/h], Wp– average
calorific value [kWh/m3] estimated at 6.0 kWh/m3, kjp–cost
of fuel unit [PLN/kWh] assumed to be 0.2 PLN/kWh.

The usage of gas can be calculated from the following
equation:

BGM (t) =
PGM
e (t)

ηGM
e

(
PGM

e (t)

PGM
N

)
Wp

(2)

where: PGM
e (t) – average electric power produced by gas

microturbine during time t [kW], ηGM
e – electrical efficiency

of gas microturbine [-], PGM
N – nominal power of the source

[kW].
The efficiency of gas microturbine depends on the operation

point of the turbine and is described by the following equation:

ηGM
e

(
PGM
e (t)

PGM
N

)
= −0.196

(
PGM
e (t)

PGM
N

)2

+

0, 419

(
PGM
e (t)

PGM
N

)
+ 0.0387 (3)

The change of efficiency depending on the operating point
is presented in Fig. 3.

b) Reciprocating engine: The reciprocating engine is
also powered by gas or biogas, its maximum power is 50 kW
and it is also a cogeneration unit [9]. The cost of operation
(without amortization costs) is expressed by the following
equation:

KE(t) = BE(t)Wpkjp (4)

Where: BE(t) – usage of gas/biogas [m3/h], Wp– average
calorific value [kWh/m3] estimated at 6.0 kWh/m3, kjp–cost
of fuel unit [PLN/kWh] assumed to be 0.2 PLN/kWh.

The usage of gas can be calculated, similarly to the gas
microturbine, from the following equation:

BE(t) =
PE
e (t)

ηEe (
PE

e (t)

PE
N

)Wp

(5)

where: PE
e (t) – average electric power produced by engine

during time t [kW], ηEe – electrical efficiency of engine [-],
PE
N – nominal power of the source [kW].
The electrical efficiency was estimated and is given by

equation:
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Fig. 3. The efficiency of producing power by the gas microturbine and
reciprocating engine.

Fig. 4. The cost of producing fuel by the devices.

ηEe

(
PE
e (t)

PE
N

)
= −0.432

(
PE
e (t)

PE
N

)2

+

0, 72

(
PE
e (t)

PE
N

)
+ 0.0395 (6)

The diagram of electrical efficiency is also presented in Fig.
3. As can be seen the Engine has higher efficiency factor, so
as a source for electrical energy it is more fuel efficient and
therefor cheaper. However, when the cogeneration aspects are
considered the gas microturbine might be more efficient.

The price of the controllable power sources dependent on
the operating level are presented in Fig. 4.

c) External power grid: The current average price of
power in the external power grid in Poland is fairly low
[10]. The average cost per kWh is around 0.3 to 0.4 PLN,
plus around the same value for the distribution of power and
some additional fees. Comparing that to the price for energy
produced by controllable sources, see Fig. 4, shows that the
price of electricity from micrgrids own sources is higher. But
it is not fully the case. Both gas microturbine and engine
are cogeneration units which, in case of no connection to
systematic heating system, are the most efficient heat sources.

In cogeneration the efficiency of burning fuel is high and the
cost of not using electricity for heating should be subtracted
from the cost of producing electricity. What is more, in case of
microgrids their own power sources have no additional fees
for distribution of power or the maintenance of connection.
Also, the internal production of energy is necessary in island
mode operation. The combination of renewable and fuel-based
controllable power sources allows to maintain fairly stable
microgrid in case of blackout in the external power grid.
Due to the fact that the renewable power sources are almost
cost-free, the combination of renewable power source and gas
microturbine gives the overall average prices that are much
lower than any tariffs with the national power grids.

The assumption of the system was to keep the exchange of
power between external power grid and microgrid minimal,
but we did not have data to include full cost calculation on
microgid side, that is why the prices of power from external
power grid had to be set artificially. The cost of power from
external power grid is set to 0.9 PLN/kWh for the energy taken
from the grid (including distribution fee) whereas sending
energy to the grid brings 0.05 PLN/kWh of profit.

d) Battery: The model of the microgrid includes battery
and flywheel as a power storage units. The flywheel is a device
that only works as a buffer of energy due to its inability to store
the energy for long time. That is why it is not considered as a
storage unit that can be managed by the system. The battery
is a device that requires control at any point of its operation,
in the simplest situation it needs the information whether it
shall be in charging or discharging mode. The battery can be
treated in EMS in two ways: or it is a device that takes part in
the balancing, changing its operating point (setting charging
or discharging mode) to supply power or consume power; or it
is treated as intermediary device that is only a buffer between
the producers and consumers.

The cost comparisons were done without the presence of a
battery in either the agent based EMS or the optimal operating
points calculator. The reason for this, is that there needs to
be some prediction of the future power consumption and
production so that the management system can decide whether
or not it is a good time to charge the battery. This decision
is impossible to make from just looking at the current power
supply and demand situation. When the system has knowledge
about the future energy supply and usage, ideally, the battery
should be charged when there will be a surplus of energy to
prepare it for discharging when there will be a deficit of power.
Such knowledge can only come from a predictor that has a
prior information about typical profiles. If the same predictor
were to be used in either the agent based EMS or in the optimal
operating points calculation, the battery will behave either as
a normal consumer that consumes when there is a surplus of
power (when the situation is good for charging it), or as the
cheapest supplier when there is a shortage of power. In the
end, this would not influence the cost calculation differently
from adding a consumer or producer, but it would complicate
the calculations and the visualization.

A battery is very useful in situation of variable prices in
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external power grid, especially when the prices follow some
averaged profile (e.g. represented by multiple tariffs, peak/off-
peak prices). The storage device can include in its profiles and
predictions the prices of power from external power grid and
set its state (charging/discharging) to use the most of cheaper
energy.

V. THE CALCULATION OF OPTIMAL OPERATING POINTS

The first benchmark for multi-agent Short-time Balancing
System is the system that simulates the optimal operating
points for all controllable devices in the microgrid. We assume
that it has information about the demand and supply of power
in every moment in time. As such, it has enough knowledge
to decide to switch on or off controllable power sources,
which in some cases would be justifiable. This possibility was
blocked to make it possible to compare the costs of operation
with the operating points calculated by Short-time Balancing
System. In the considered EMS the decision about switching
on or off the controllable source is made by different module
– the Planner that uses prediction of electricity and heating
requirements to decide when and which devices should be
active. The tests considered only Short-time Balancing System,
and experiments were run without the Planner, thus without the
possibility for switching off controllable sources. The reason
for that is the same reason as why the experiments were run
without the battery: both optimal and multi-agent system need
to use the same predictor, which would only add more data
without having an influence on the end result.

The algorithm for calculating the optimal operating points
requires list of all active nodes and power sources, forecast
of weather conditions and prediction of usage in each node.
First, the program calculates the sum of consumption in given
period, counting all active nodes. Then, it calculates the sum
of production of power from renewable power sources in given
period (sum from all photovoltaic panels and wind turbines).
The remaining power is production and consumption that
cannot be controlled; the difference between them is what
really has to be balanced. With this knowledge, it is possible
to calculate the operating point of controllable producers in
a way to cover all imbalances. The idea is to first use to
the maximum operating point the cheaper sources (excluding
the power from external power grid) and then use the more
costly. The remaining imbalances are assigned to the external
power grid. Having all that data allows to calculate cost of
production from controllable power sources, according to the
equations presented in section IV. The cost of power from
external power grid is calculated using fixed price per kWh
and from it is subtracted the income from selling energy to
the external power grid.

In Fig. 5 the example solution of the EMS system is
presented. As can be seen, the system uses the cheapest energy
first and uses the energy from external power when there is
no other choice.

Fig. 5. The example of the operating point choice by the optimal algorithm
with full knowledge.

VI. MANAGING WITH PREDEFINED PROFILES

The optimal operating point calculation has the advantage of
knowing exactly the state of the microgrid in every moment in
time. That is a perfect, but not possible situation. In practice
the historical knowledge is used by defining the profiles of
power usage and the profiles of weather conditions. It allows to
set the operating points of controllable devices ahead, hoping
that the prediction is good.

The consumption nodes are by default not controllable, in
the system the power usage is a subject to planning, but it is
an action that is executed by the people interacting with the
system, not enforced by automatic control. The controllable
power sources have to have some level of production set. We
assume that there is some prior knowledge about the level of
power usage in the microgrid, e.g. from past measurements.
That allows to estimate the power needed to be produced to
keep the power more or less in balance. The real balancing
device will be the external power network that can provide or
consume infinite amounts of power (actually it would be the
amount limited by the connection that the microgrid has to
the distribution network, but we make here a simplification).
The renewable power sources operate with a goal to produce
as much power as possible in the given conditions.

The calculator of cost for such scenario was developed, it is
very similar to the algorithm of optimal operating points cal-
culator, the main difference is calculation of operating point of
controllable producers. In the calculation the same assumption
as before is made that exchange of power between external
power grid and microgrid should be minimized. The control
assumes that the data about consumption and production from
renewable power sources are given by the profile that has one
averaged value per hour. The choice of the time interval is
arbitrary, but it is a common time interval for profiles. That
means that the operating points of controllable devices will
be set once per hour. All the imbalances that appear are dealt
with by external power grid.

The profiles are created by averaging the real consumption
and renewable production levels, divide this into one-hour
intervals and then setting the operating points for the con-
trollable sources to this average for one hour. In the presented
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Fig. 6. The example of the operating point choice by using predefined profiles.

experiments, the averages of the simulated day are used; this
makes the error of the profile relatively small. In a more
realistic scenario, the averages would have been calculated
using data from a longer period, yielding a profile that will
exhibit a bigger error compared to the optimal. Because of the
choice of the average profile over the same day, the amount of
power produced by controllable sources during the entire day
will match the amount of the optimal profile. Despite this, the
averaging profile will perform worse, as it does not necessarily
choose optimal sources or optimal operating points. The profile
is therefore the best possible averaged profile for this day,
which still provides an upper limit to the total cost.

In Fig. 6 the example solution of the microgrid management
with predefined profiles is presented. As can be seen the sys-
tem uses the power from external power grid more extensively,
simply to maintain the balance.

VII. COST COMPARISON

The presented solutions have the same aim and work on
the same data of weather conditions and face the same con-
sumption profile. The solutions were compared and overlaid
on a graph in Fig. 7. In the figure, only the controllable power
sources are shown, as this is the only aspect where there can
be a difference. The pairs of devices (engine and gas microtur-
bine) from each solution are represented with the same color,
but with different style of line. The solutions clearly follow
the same pattern, which means all solution set the operating
points not too differently from the optimal profile. The profiles
for the controllable sources in the solution with predefined
profiles deviates the most, as it uses the external network for
balancing rather than the available controllable sources. The
Short-time Balancing System has operating points that very
close resemble the profiles of the optimal solution. It has some
small delays in changing the operating point, but that is due
to the fact that it is the only EMS that was simulated in real
time: some time is needed to detect an imbalance. Different
simulations show the same and expected behavior, as was
described earlier.

At 240 minutes, it seems Short-time Balancing System
changes the operating point earlier than the other solutions.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COSTS USING SHORT-TIME BALANCING SYSTEM,

OPTIMAL CALCULATION OF OPERATING POINTS AND THE EMS WITH
PREDEFINED PROFILES.

Short-time Bal-
ancing EMS

Optimal
solution

EMS with
predefined
profiles

cost of gas 1276.79 1276.54 1276.295
cost of power
from external
power grid

-2.369 -2.838 6.670

total cost 1274.421 1273.703 1282.959

This is a side effect of aggregating the data in time: the devices
set or report their operating point once per minute, but this
interval is not synchronized between devices. Aggregating the
data to match the time scale of the other solutions, to be able
to show it on a graph, can yield the side-effect as it appears
at the 240 minute mark.

The cost of operation was calculated, using the equations
presented in section IV. The result of cost comparison is
presented in table I. It can be seen the Short-time Balancing
System does not differ much from the optimal solution. The
cost of fuel (in this case gas) is very similar in all three
approaches, because, as can be seen in Fig. 7, the total fuel
needed for all controllable sources during the day are very
similar. The operating point of system with predefined profiles
is an average of the optimal profile, so its gas usage is
very similar. Because EMS with predefined profiles uses the
external power grid to balance its cost of using it is visibly
higher.

The Short-time Balancing System is suffering from delays
in first detecting the change and then reacting to it. These
delays always occur, both with increase and decrease of power,
consequently over long time they partially even out, drawing
the cost closer to the cost of optimal solution.

The actual cost of operation of the microgrid depends on
many factors, the prices of gas and power from external power
grid are fixed, which in realistic conditions could be changing
or simply different. The important here is that the distributed
system, which thanks to its agent architecture is more robust
to failures, can set operating points to almost optimal values.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The Short-time Balancing System is a distributed EMS that
is successfully managing to balance the power in the microgrid
within required time (the average is below 60 ms for average
balancing time, on an accelerated simulation using a single
computer). The way it is adjusting the operating points of
controllable devices is following the pattern of the optimal
solution. The cost comparison without real system is difficult
to define as some simplifications have to be done, e.g. not
allowing the systems to switch off the power sources when
they are not needed. The presented comparison here was aimed
at comparing the performance of the system with the optimal
setting of operating points and with a system that only knows
the predefined profiles of consumption and renewable source
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Fig. 7. The comparison of operation of controllable power sources and external power grid using different solutions.

production. The most basic comparison involves the operating
points, which directly define the cost of fuel usage, which
consequently is a good comparison factor. To fully evaluate
real costs of operation, the cogeneration units have to evaluated
considering the cost and usage of heating at the moment of
tests, for example cost of microturbine and engine should be
corrected by the factor of not used amount of power for heating
the buildings in REC.

The way the microgrid uses its own production sources
depends on the choice of the aims of the EMS system. In
the example used in this article, external network and local
controllable sources were used, and conclusions from this data
were drawn. This is merely to illustrate the capabilities of the
Short-time Balancing system. Under the assumptions made, if
the main goal is to operate microgrid as cheaply as possible
there will be a much larger usage of power from the external
power grid than in situation where the independence from the
national power grid is rewarded. Different settings in the cost
functions of different devices allow for changing the behavior
of the balancing strategy, additional sources will be selected
according to their cost profiles.

Comparison shows that the Short-time Balancing System
is working almost optimally. It is reflected by the cost of
operation which is also very similar.
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Abstract — The objective of this paper is to present the 

design of an information system using software agents. The 

features of the decision-making process concerning a working 

model of a hybrid energy grid and the functional requirements 

of the information system are described. Based on an analysis of 

the information flow occuring during the data processing for 

making appropriate decisions, a system architecture which 

combines a set of independent platforms, is proposed. Multi 

Agent System is used for the implementation and integration 

with other systems, such as a power system analysis tool, as well 

as presentation and storage tools. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

From a production perspective, electrical energy 

production has become more difficult as traditional big 

power plants use fossil fuel and therefore are regarded 

environmentally inappropriate, and as nuclear power plants 

are regarded inappropriate due to safety. However, to 

generate energy in large conventional power plant is cheap 

and not technically difficult. Furthermore, energy 

distribution to the user could be very expensive due to the 

significant losses that occur. Many countries are presently 

introducing the concept of distributed energy production and 

consumption by using renewable energy sources (RES). This 

means that the power system mainly consists of medium and 

small generators that are located directly next to the end user 

[13] The user cares individually about the use and 

maintenance of RES. Electricity is generated for user’s own 
needs, and if there is excess, the user can sell it to the grid 

where other users can use this energy. The presence of 

several sources producing electricity, make such a system a 

hybrid system [1]. Successful examples of using solar and 

wind energy have already been shown, and the construction 

of hybrid energy systems has become more attractive. 

In addition, RESs are becoming increasingly popular as 

they produce electricity in a more environmentally friendly 

way, and therefore are getting financial support from 
governments. In developing countries often the idea of using 

RES comes from private stakeholders. However, it is 

difficult for laymen to operate such grids with maximum 

benefit as the system is characterized by rapidly changing 

operating modes and configurations are depending on 

external conditions.  

The decision making process concerning the management 

of a distributed grid is complicated by the presence of a large 

amount of discrete variables that are affecting the system. It 

can take a long time to make a decision as you want to be 

sure that the right decision was made with respect to 

maximize benefit. Thus, it may be convenient to use 

Decision Support Systems (DSS), which can take on some 

the user’s tasks. However, before the creation of a DSS, it is 

necessary to build an information model that can be used to 

provide the appropriate information to the DSS. It is 

necessary to determine exactly, what type of tasks that will 

be taken over by the system, how to solve these tasks, and 

how to provide the necessary data to the system.  

The key goal of this research relates to the development of 

the architecture of an information system for assessing the 

current condition of the grid and predicting the future 

behavior of the grid 

To achieve this goal we have identified a set of research 

tasks, which have their own sub-goal: 

 Analyze the state-of-the-art in creating DSS by doing a 

comparison of existing approaches with the aim to 

determine their usefulness, strengths and weaknesses. 

 Determine the features of the study object - hybrid energy 

system. Here we should consider not only the physical 

structure of system, but also features such as weather 

conditions, users’ behavior, etc., which influence the 

system. 

 Determine what information should be provided by the 

DSS, which can also be regarded as requirements for 

system functionality. 

 Determine the whole cycle of the process of making 

decision concerning developing information model. At 

this stage, it should take into account not only the results 

that will be obtained in the previous stages, but also the 

ways of software implementation. 

 Describe the architecture of the system 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is a lot of research studying the operation of the 

grid. In this section, we present a review of the previous 

work related to the planning of grid with RES.  

A vast majority of the systems have been designed to work 

with hybrid energy system in a particular region. During the 

planning process of such power grids, two types can be 

distinguished: 

 Stand-alone hybrid system [8, 9, 14] 

 System with connection to an external grid [4]. 

Also, the DSS differ in their ultimate goal: 

 Prediction system to determine the type of the used 

resource [10]. 

 System for investigating the performance based on the 

optimum design of hybrid systems [8, 6, 14, 10] 

 Prediction system to determine the output and the 

consumption of energy [2, 7]. 

Moreover, the DSS differ in their modeling approach: 

 Systems based on simulators for dynamic models [9, 16, 

4, 10]. 

 Systems with analytical models [2, 8, 6]. 

Finally, for making decisions, special frameworks can be 

used [4, 10] or systems can combine special techniques to 

make decisions: linear programming dynamic programming, 

multi-objective methods, etc. 

Brief descriptions of the systems under consideration are 

given in Table 1. 

Although extensive research has been done, it mainly 

focuses on determining the optimum number of PV/wind 

power generators. On the other hand, some models are 

proposed to predict the performance of an energy system, but 

do not address the energy management for scheduling 

consumption and selling energy. Thus, it would be useful to 

build a universal system that could solve all these tasks. In 

addition, all systems were constructed integrally with the 

minimum number of independent modules and most of them 

do not offer any interactivity. Especially complex and 

confusing for the layman is the treatment of the grid model. 

Thus, the DSS architecture we propose should take into 

account all these factors, and based on them and also the 

physical structure of the grid. 

Summarizing all the above, it was decided to develop an 

information model that is not for a specific grid that 

physically exists, but a more general model. This decision is 

based on the desire to build a common information system 

that can be applied to any laymen in the planning stages of 

building a grid, as well as for further analysis of its 

operation. This abstract model also requires the definition of 

a possible physical implementation, featuring the 

functionality of its constituent parts. 

The DSS architecture proposed in this paper is taking into 

account all these factors. 

TABLE I.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS 

Reference System Description 

[2] A method for calculating the optimum size of hybrid photovoltaic (PV)/wind energy system, with 

performance by hourly basis. 

[10] A technical and economic study to design a hybrid PV/wind power generating system for one 

domestic in India.  

[6] A technique for analyzing the performance of the autonomous PV/wind hybrid energy systems. 

[9] A technique to determine the optimum size of hybrid PV/wind energy system. 

[14] A computer-based approach for evaluating the general performance of stand-alone PV/wind 

generating systems. 

[8] A new integrated tool and a framework for making complex decision process in the UK energy 

sector. 

[4] A new framework that includes tools for the monitoring and management of housing energy 

systems. The proposed tools are tested on realistic instances based on the Italian electricity 

market 

 

III. THE FEATURES OF THE CONSIDERED ENERGY SYSTEM 

The term hybrid renewable energy system (HRES) is used 

to describe any electric power system with more than one 

type of renewable energy source such as PV, wind, and 

PV/wind. [7] Such system can be also connected to an 

external grid. 

The type of HRES considered in this paper is illustrated in 

figure 1. There is a group of buildings with installed PV 

(solar) panels. There is also a common park of wind 

generators and an energy storage bank. Furthermore, there is 

a connection between the hybrid energy system and an 

external grid, both for covering consumption peaks and for 

selling surplus energy. 

In every house there is a work schedule of electrical 

equipment, as well as a model of additional electricity 

consumption, depending on the daily routines (weekdays, 

weekends and holidays). Note that in the schedule, the 
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different working days may vary, power consumption may 

differ significantly according to this schedule. For instance, 

the consumption at night and holidays may differ from the 

daily working at 10-12 times. 

 

Fig. 1. A Schematic Idea of the HRES studied 

The question of which renewable energy source to choose 

has been considered in [16]. The reason for using a common 

park of wind turbines is that in order to generate a large 

amount of electricity, wind turbines should be placed on a 

flat ground with no barriers to air flow. Installation of small 

wind turbines on the roof of each building does not give 

enough power in a temperate continental climate. In 

addition, it should be noted that in most areas with a 

temperate climate, the of wind intensity changes throughout 

the year. In the winter, the wind is much stronger than in the 

summer. For the wind generator setup, this means that in the 

summer the produced energy is 1.5–2 times less compared to 

the winter [15]. 

The intensity of solar energy also is very different 

depending on the season. If the amount of solar energy on a 

summer day is 5–7 kWh/m2, it may fall to 0.8–1.2 kWh/m2 

on a winter day. Thus, wind turbines work best in winter, and 

solar panels in the summer. Therefore, it is logical to 

combine these energy sources into one system. The 

challenge is to choose power of wind turbine and solar 

panels in such way that energy production meets the 

consumption demands during the whole year. 

The existence of several sources generating capacity in the 

system, as well as the mechanisms for storage and sale of 

electricity, causes the need of a large amount of input data 

for the construction of an appropriate information system for 

forecasting energy consumption and sales. Moreover, there is 

a large number of output and other information that the 

system should provide. Thus, before designing the system, it 

is necessary to determine what questions that must be 

answered by the system and based on them to determine the 

necessary input information. 

IV. QUESTIONS TO THE FUNCTIONING OF THE INFORMATION 

SYSTEM 

The structure of hybrid grid was determined in previous 

sections, and in previous research [17] was given the 

analysis of existing methods, that can be applied in 

information system and tasks of the information simulation 

of distributed power grid. Thus, on this step can be 

determined functional requirements, which describe 

functions that the system executes. They are sometimes 

known as capabilities [3].  

 The user of the system eventually wants to know when, 

from what resources and what amount of energy can be 

produced or consumed, as well as the best time of the power 

storage and sale. Thus, were determined next groups of 

functions with their sub-functions, which helps to get 

answers: 

 Gathering information on: 

─ weather forecasts for the area (temperature, solar 

insolation, wind speed, cloudiness, etc.); 

─ rates of "green tariff"; 

─ technical characteristics of the object of observation 

(the capacity of the grid, the amount of solar insolation 

etc.); 

─ the energy consumption by users. 

 Working with data: 

─ to transmit collected data to the system server; 

─ to perform data processing and storage; 

 Analytic functions: 

─ Hourly forecast of the production of electricity from 

renewable energy sources, based on the forecasting the 

weather. 

─ Prediction of energy consumption based on appropriate 

forecast, which operates hourly historical data about 

energy consumption during the day in each month of 

the year; 

─ Prediction of electricity sales, based on appropriate 

forecast, which operates data about “green tariffs”. 

 Providing the visual representation of information in 

graphs, tables, and reports.  

After determining the functionality, it becomes possible to 

present the information model of the system. Modelling 

enables a common and comprehensive understanding of a 

process and can serve as a basis for developing the 

architecture. 

A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) shows the Information View 

as required data flows between the functions of a system. A 

summarized scheme of the decision making process at the 

top level is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. The Information View of Decision Making Process  

Both “The Environment” and “The Electrification of 

Buildings” transmit data that corresponds to the displayed 

list of functional requirements on “gathering information”. 
“Data Collection” provides storage, conversion and 

transmission of the received data. “Data Analysis & Making 
Decision” performs analytic functions and transmits the 

output data for reports presentation to a user on the 

production, consumption, and sale of electricity. 

To display all of the functionality of the system in 

accordance with this process, it is necessary to define the 

basic subsystems and functions to divide between them. 

V. THE DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS 

OF INFORMATION SYSTEM  

The main actions that the information system should 

provide are the collection, transmission and storage of 

information, data analysis, modeling and forecasting, the 

optimization of consumption and providing 

recommendations for management decisions, and also 

providing results in a convenient and understandable form 

for the users. This makes the structure of the system and it is 

necessesary to divide it into to several interacting 

subsystems. 

As there are a great variety of approaches of implementing 

the operation of such systems, the individual subsystems 

could be implemented in different ways, and we can select 

the one most suitable for the task. Furthermore, this 

approach provides an opportunity to improve one part of the 

system without affecting the others when new requirements 

on the subsystems or technologies emerge.  

Table II summarizes how the different subsystems are 

implemented in the first version of the system. 

 

TABLE II.  

THE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SUBSYSTEMS 

Subsystem The Way of Implementing 

The Modeling 

Grid Work 

The construction simulation models 

in Simulink. 

The Data Storage  Database development with the use 

of MySQL Server. 

The Data 

Collection and 

Transmission 

Collection and transfer data to a 

database server and their 

processing. 

The Formation of 

Recommendations 

about Grid Work 

and Sales Mode 

The use of methods of forecasting 

and optimization in Matlab, when 

working with a simulation model 

based on the data collected. 

Methods are used to achieve the 

maximum benefit when consuming 

and selling electricity. 

Results 

Presentation 

Web-server and GIS-server to 

provide information to the user in a 

clear and simple form with the view 

of a particular grid on the map. 

In addition, a web interface is used for user input of the 

desired characteristics of the grid (about the usage of PV 

panels and/or wind turbines, energy consumption mode, 

etc.). The reason for presenting information in this form is 

that the modeling of the grid and decision-making are 

provided by mathematical software packages with interfaces 

that are complex to understand for the layman. 

In this paper, decision-making is based on modeling of 

power supply system with the physical features which have 

been identified above. Initially, it was told that the system 

should be universal, but there are different grids that connect 

the system and the system itself may consist of a number of 

elements and different capacities. 

The solution of this problem is provided by the creation of 

a interface where the user can specify the desired scheme of 

the grid. But this raises the question of how to model and 

analyze a system that is not fully known. We propose the use 

of software agents to handle this. 

A multi-agent system is a combination of several agents 

working in cooperation and to meet certain challenges in 

order to achieve the system goals. Agents are autonomous in 

that they can operate without human intervention, are 

socially-oriented in how they interact with other agents 

through the language of communication that is understood by 

all participants. Agents can also sense and respond to 

environmental perturbations. A multi-agent system is active 

and able to take initiatives to cause behavioral changes in the 

grid. 

An agent-based approach will help maintain the positive 

features of the classic client-server approach and overcome 

most of its weaknesses. When using the agent-based 

approach, the application is logically divided into a plurality 

of components having a large degree of autonomy and are 
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able to communicate with each other. Also, the use of agents 

makes it possible to balance the load between multiple 

computing subsystems and conduct parallel processing of 

data by the asynchronous communication between the agents 

and the possibility of moving the agent code on the network. 

Application of this method allows to make full use of 

existing computing resources and thus solve the problem 

more efficiently.  

There are many approaches based on the principle of 

assigning an agent for each grid element. This makes it 

possible to organize the work efficiently, since in this case, 

each agent is responsible only for a grid element. The agent 

contains the parameters and characteristics and performs 

calculations associated only with this element. We propose 

to use agents not only for the grid simulation model, but also 

to provide all the functions in the system. 

Agents can be built according to the specification FIPA 

(Foundations for Intelligent Physical Agents). According to 

its agent platform via TCP/IP connected to external 

platforms [18]. To determine the set of agents necessary to 

distribute the system functions among its elements, we 

analyzed the information flows in the system, which are 

presented in Fig. 3. In the figure all processes for reading 

and transmitting data are operated by agents. 

During the analysis of information flows, we arrived at the 

set of agents and their interaction that is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Information Flows in System
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In the analysis and design of agent-based systems 

methodologies are used. In this case, as the methodology was 

used Gaia. According to it, the projected system is 

represented as an organization, which functions by 

implementing a set of roles. In the context of the Gaia Agent 

is an active program module which plays a set of roles. 

 

Fig. 4. An interaction between agents 

Agents are grouped by their functional purpose: 

 Interface agents - provide interaction with the user, e.g. 

presenting output information to the user in a convenient 

form. 

 Device agents - gather information on the operation of 

technical objects in the hybrid power system (e.g., control 

switch on/off). 

 Functional agents - transmit relevant data for modeling, 

forecasting and optimization: load, generation and price 

predictions, for optimal using RES for generations and 

sales. 

 Coordinating agent - receives all partial or local plans 

from individual agents, analyses them to identify potential 

inconsistencies and conflicting interactions. 

VI. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM 

At present, the term “architecture” is used very widely in 

the practice of designing systems, but it has many different 

interpretations. In accordance with the international standard 

for architecture descriptions of systems and software 

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 Systems and software engineering - 

Architecture description [11], the system has an architecture 

that can be described from various views of stakeholder, by 

considering the system architecture. Each point of view on 

the architecture of the system corresponds to viewpoint, 

which is based on a set of models kind. In [5] authors 

determined two points of view: 

 A conceptual viewpoint, which describes the system in 

terms of major design elements and their interactions;  

 An implementation viewpoint, which gives a view of the 

system in terms of modules or packages and layers; 

An architecture description of the system from an 

implementation viewpoint, including agents, but without 

describing all processes is presented in a figure 5. It should 

be mentioned, that an information system has a three-tier 

architecture using software agents. At the first level 

architecture clients are presented and through created for 

them an interface they can access to the system and obtain 

information in a simple to understand form (graphs, charts, 

maps). On the second level is the logic implemented (charts, 

models and forecasts), and on the third, storage (the database 

level). 

 

 

Fig. 5. The architecture description of the system from an implementation viewpoint
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This information & analytical system of the electrification 

of buildings and forecasting electricity sales is planned for 

implementation as a web resource for authorized access of 

users are providing resource management and operational 

analysis of the management system of electrification. Thus, 

before creating the system, it has to divide the functions and 

actions of system users. 

VII.  THE USE CASE DIAGRAM OF THE INFORMATION 

SYSTEM 

For determination of all possible expected behavior of the 

system, Use Case Diagram are often used. They show a set 

of use cases and actors (a special kind of class) and their 

relationships [12].  

Use Case Diagram combines actors and use cases, and the 

relationships between them define a small set of relationships 

to structure actors and use cases. Some use cases relate to 

others by: 

 Extending - An extend relationship implies that a Use 

Case may extend the behavior described in another Use 

Case, ruled by a condition. 

 Including - An include relationship means that a Use Case 

includes the behavior described in another Use Case. 

Generalization relationships in this case are presented 

between actors and means that “child” inherits all features 

and associations of the “parent”, and may add new features 

and associations. 

The main functions of the system’s users are presented in 

Fig. 6 in the form of a Use Case Diagram. The use cases can 

be seen as a set of requirements to the system or responses 

that end-users of the system would like to receive. In 

addition, this diagram allows to determine the users and 

boundaries of the system, as well as a possible system 

interface.

 

Administrator

Operator

User

Data Inputing About 

Historical Energy 

Consumption

Backup

The Editing Of 

Software Modules

The Distribution Of Access Rights

View Reports With Initial 

Installation Settings

The Analysis Of 

Forecasting Indexes

View The Weather 

Forecast

Data Inputing About 

Equipment 

Characteristics

Data Inputing About 

"Green Tariff"

The Hourly 

Production

The Daily 

Production

The Sales 

Forecast

Weather Agent

Data Reading & Transmitiong  About 

Weather Conditions From Weather 

Website

<<extend>>

View A Map Of Terrain And Grid's 

Characteristics

Changing The Grid Features

<<include>>

View Reports With 

Modified Settings

The Hourly 

Production

The Daily 

Production

The Sales 

Forecast
<<include>> <<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>> <<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Session Manager Agent

Feedback Agent

Storage Agent

EG Agent

Wind Agent

Policy Agent

Consumption Agent

Forecasting Agent

Sheduling Agent

Data Reading & 

Transmitiong About 

"green Tariff"

<<extend>>

Data Reading & Transmitiong  

About Historical Energy 

Consumption

<<extend>>

Registration And 

Authentication In System

Data Reading & 

Transmitiong  About 

Equipment Characteristics

<<extend>>

Making Forecast On 

Production

Making Shedules Of 

Consumption & Selling

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<extend>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

PV Agent

Coordinating Agent 

Realization Of Parallel 

Work

 

Fig. 6. The Use Case Diagram of the System

The actor “Administrator” should have full rights of web-

resources management. The Administrator is responsible for 

the allocation of access rights to the users of the system, has 

the right to make and edit all the data for analysis, and 

decision-making and adjustment of all output data. Also the 

administrator is responsible for content filling inside the 

website, database administration, and creation of backups. 
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The functions of the “Operator” are data collection of 

information resources and entering the collected data into a 

unified database. During entering all data are verified and 

after successful verification record into database. A person 

enters these data, as it cannot be derived automatically from 

external resources. 

The user and the owner of the power grid act as one entity 

“User” that performs analysis of the recommendations made 

by the system on a daily basis. 

The actor “Website with weather data” is an external 

system and its functionality is automated completely. 

VIII. THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

The set of simulation models will be the basis of the 

decision-making process, and processing of information flow 

in the system is considered by combining modeling based on 

agents with simulation using dynamic models. 

The development of software implementation of an 

information system as website has begun according to the 

architecture described above. In creating the system, the 

following main components can be distinguished: Web 

Server; Website; Agents Platform; Decision Maker Server 

based on simulation modeling; Database Server; GIS Server. 

For their development we are considering the following 

tools: Server Platform NodeJS; a combination of HTML5, 

CSS and JavaScript for website, creating; JADE for 

implementing agents; MatLab to create a simulation model 

and decision-making; MySQL Server 5.5 as the database 

server; Quantum GIS as a server for the creation 

geographical information subsystem. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

Making decisions about the operation of hybrid 

distributed energy grids is a decentralized problem that can 

be addressed through building appropriate information and 

analytical DSS systems. In accordance with the presence of 

large amount of scattered information and the different tasks 

involved in the operation of the system, it is appropriate to 

use in a number of different components in the system. 

Therefore, we proposed a multi agent system platform for 

the implementation and integrating with others, such as 

power system analysis, presentation, and storage tools. 

This paper addressed the problem of a scientific 

substantiation and solving problems with efficiency in data 

management for information flows in distributed hybrid 

energy grids through the development of information models 

of the system. Based on the analysis of previous research we 

proposed an information system using agent technology and 

provided an architecture description of information system 

for the prediction of hybrid power generation and energy 

sales. It was built according to the analysis of information 

flows that occurs during the processing data for making 

appropriate decision and based on set of developing 

information flow. 

The whole system was presented in the form of parts 

according to the three-tier architecture. We also identified 

agents corresponding to each process going on in the system. 

We believe that proposed architecture and information 

system for the management of renewable energy sources and 

further implementation will allow to efficiently carry out the 

management of grid productions, sales and support. 
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